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The performing songwriter has emerged as a significant figure in contemporary Irish 
culture. With its eminent musical history, Ireland has cultivated some of the most 
internationally respected musical artists of recent decades. Despite an increase in 
scholarship which examines the “singer-songwriter” and the “songwriting process”, 
the contribution of the Irish artist has received scant attention. 
My thesis critically examines the Irish performing songwriter and wider 
mediated discourses surrounding their creative practice. Independent of genre it 
considers the musical and cultural underpinnings of contemporary Irish songs. It is an 
investigation largely informed by way of a grounded theory in ethnography. 
Specifically, the lived experiences of Ireland’s performing songwriters are explored 
and evaluated through field studies, songwriting workshops and the interrogation of 
artefacts including song texts and recordings.  
Findings indicate that creativity presents as processes of “becoming” and 
“being” practitioners. “Becoming a performing songwriter” equates to the 
“developmental stage” of creativity— mini-c to little-c. During this stage, artists 
present as socio-emotional practitioners engaged in “everyday creativity”. It is a 
contextual phase consistent with Huizinga’s Homo Ludens (1938) where the play 
element of culture is considered critical. “Being a performing songwriter” on the other 
hand constitutes “purposeful play”, a more formalised practice, predicated on “artistic 
discipline”. This stage presents as a socio-musicological dimension, oriented towards 
song composition. Songwriting emerges as a “stage and componential process”, from 
little-c to Pro-C. As a “work” orientated practice, it is evident that songs are largely 
realised within personalised micro-environments. My investigation is supported with 
ethnographic vignettes and reflective practice on memorable songwriting processes. 
My dissertation culminates in a grounded theory model of the songwriting process 
comprising temporal, environmental and musicological factors. 
Despite the uniqueness of each of the artists as practitioners, there is some 
consistency in terms of their modus operandi. A noticeable dichotomy exists however 
between the “agency of musical traditions” and “being a contemporary voice”. Citing 
“Irish melody” as the most distinctive feature of Irish songs, some practitioners depict 
an underlying consciousness of what they term “Irish blues”. Accession of an 
individual voice presents an interesting conundrum for a twenty first century artist as 
the emphasis of a traditional culture is by nature, not individually focused. Although 
the figure of the performing songwriter suggests an artist who writes exclusively 
original material, in reality, songwriters are actively engaged in hybrid practices 
which include the unification of disparate sources and reinterpreting existing material. 
As their practice evolves, they also become more amenable to co-writing activities.  
It is concluded that the Irish performing songwriter is an artist of autotelic 
disposition, engaged in the “freeplay of hybridity and cultural mixing”. In doing so, 
they are uniting people to create something of social and cultural significance, hence 
continuing the practices of antecedents. While a grounded Irish musical tradition may 
certainly be viewed as a privilege, much of the performing songwriter’s labour 
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I don't go to many places in the world where I hear people whistling. One of 
the things I notice about Ireland is that it's not uncommon to find yourself in a shop 
somewhere in the country and somebody walking by the door is whistling a tune. That 
says something about the function of music in people's lives. 
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     PRELUDE 
 
The World is what you make it—Paul Brady1 
 
Central to understanding the music they make, is understanding the human 
beings who make music (Blacking 1974)2. No different to any other musical enquiry, 
evaluating the artistic contributions of a performing songwriter, implies knowing not 
only what they do in practice but also how they became practitioners in the first place. 
In order to arbitrate the creative practice of a performing songwriter it felt right to 
introduce this thesis by way of a prelude. Apart from its obvious connotations as a 
musical entrée3, I propose a prelude which echoes its early Latin meaning as prae 
(before) and ludere (to play). By extension, I consider that humanity is imbued with a 
sense of play. In other words, man is a playful animal in addition to being a social 
animal4. Huizinga’s Homo Ludens (1938)5 posits that play is primordial and therefore 
precedes any concept of culture. For Huizinga, play is a voluntary activity for which 
there are varying degrees of “seriousness” (ibid., pp.7-9), granting it a “cultural 
function”. For this reason, the notion of poiesis or the act of bringing something into 
existence which did not exist previously, implies “play-function”. Songs provide a 
function to both the creator and their wider audience, despite occurring in the lyrical 
imagination or outside what Huizinga terms an “ordinary life”. As a practicing singer-
songwriter, I recognise how playfulness and one’s socio-cultural environment 
determine one’s first attempts at singing and songwriting, hence one’s induction as a 
 
1 The title of a song by Irish singer-songwriter Paul Brady from his seventh studio album entitled 
Spirits Colliding (1995). 
2 How musical is man? by John Blacking.  
3 A short introduction to a musical work or something which helps to make sense of that which 
follows. 




musical “player”. Thereafter, the playing continues, but with a greater sense of 
purpose—hence the disciplined or working performing songwriter.  
Ireland’s reputation for cultivating musicians became most apparent to me 
several years ago, whilst living in Italy. “Là, suonate tutti”, was uttered in various 
social contexts. This translates as—over there (in Ireland), all of you play something. 
Naturally, the pathways to playing a musical instrument or using the instrument to 
accompany one’s singing voice are multifarious. Before the impetus to become a 
singer-songwriter, I was initially drawn to the sounds of my immediate environment 
such as birdsong and the chugging sounds of trains in the distance, where a railway 
line passed some kilometres from our house in the country. Growing up in a musical 
household I was fortunate to be surrounded by live music, habitually provided by my 
parents. My mother sang mostly unaccompanied but often sang along to the radio. 
Proud of the fact that she knew the words to most songs, in the rare instances that she 
didn’t, she would declare “I must get the rest of that one”. One of the first songs I 
remember her singing was Woody Guthrie’s ‘Deportee-Plane wreck at Los Gatos’6. 
She also sang ‘Sliabh Geal gCúa’7, a song of exile and part of the sean-nós singing 
canon. In a broader sense, such songs mirrored the presence of Irish and American 
culture in many households throughout the country. My father rarely sang but when 
he did, he would immerse himself in ‘Sweet Carnlough Bay’8. He preferred playing 
the accordion9, whenever he had an opportunity to do so. I was privileged to be 
 
5 Homo Ludens- A study of the play element in culture.  
6 ‘Deportee’ is a narrative protest song about a plane crash which took place near Los Gatos Canyon in 
Fresno County, California, USA in 1948 killing 32 people being deported from California to Mexico. 
Lyrics are taken from a Guthrie poem, later put to music by Martin Hoffman. The song was 
popularised by Pete Seeger and performed by several Irish and International artists including Christy 
Moore, Paddy Reilly, Odetta, Bob Dylan, Joan Baez and Bruce Springsteen.    
7 Originally written by poet Pádraig Ó Miléadha (1877 – 1947). 
8 A traditional song (originally ‘The Road to Dundee’) listed as Roud 2300 (on the Roud folk song 
index) but often accredited to poet Alex MacKay of Co. Antrim. 




introduced to new songs and instrumental music mostly performed in our kitchen 
informally. Predominantly, music was a meaningful interlude10 (a break for play) in 
an otherwise normal working day.  Depicting such moments calls to mind another 
Italian expression—music was played “per divertimento”—for enjoyment. In addition 
to amusing oneself, “divertire” signifies to divert or distract oneself—from Huizinga’s 
“ordinary life”.  
Hearing people singing songs and playing tunes at close range I could feel 
myself internalising them with little effort. In a sense, I learned my first songs this 
way, aurally and through repetition. Not long afterwards, my earliest songs were 
composed by “playing with” the structures of existing repertoire. Engaging in 
repetition, one effectively takes their first steps in establishing a practice. As one 
negotiates more space and time from their “ordinary life”, the boundaries between 
play and work become blurred. Songwriting and performing are processes nestled 
within ordinary life. Naturally, the “ordinary” and the “extraordinary” are 
interconnected, as artists must write and perform about something—real or imagined.  
Part of the efficacy of songs is due to their established structures or forms. It is 
through the communication of verses and choruses that the singer-songwriter imparts 
their message and the audience responds. In Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (1921)11 
Wittgenstein posits that we communicate most effectively by using words to create 
pictures and therefore through the use of imagery. For Wittgenstein communication is 
also playful, but more specifically a game. Once we are aware of the game, we can 
participate and contribute to a wider language-game of feeling and form. In the 
language-game, of particular significance to the performing songwriter is the tradition 
 
10 From inter—between and ludus—play. 




of the medieval troubadours. As both composers and performers of Occitan12 lyric 
poetry the troubadours were those who composed about diverse themes such as 
courtly love. Lyric poetry was generally short, with a repeated element or refrain13, in 
much the same way a song has a chorus. Sonnets or “little songs” were one form of 
lyrical poetry which often dealt with personal relationships. Within the game of 
lyrical poetry, compositions expressed individual emotions. For the first time they 
were about “I”. Lyrical poetry extends to the founder of imagism14, Ezra Pound15 and 
indeed his Cantos (from the Italian word for sing). For Pound, in preference to the 
image, “sincere self-expression” or “casting off masks of the self” were the key to 
one’s art (Poplawski 2003, p.316). In singing their own songs the lyrics of singer-
songwriters often address personal experiences, thereby exposing their innermost 
thoughts. The very act of speaking in the first person alters one’s interaction with the 
listener. In popular music, when Lennon and McCartney wrote ‘I want to hold your 
hand’, it was transformational because the “I” created a shift in the relationship with 
their audience. It was the song which mobilised the success of The Beatles in 
America. Their creative process was described subsequently as having evolved from 
“playing into each other’s nose” (Sheff 2010, p.138).  
The creative practice of singer-songwriters constitutes “playing with” lyrics, 
melodies, harmonies and rhythms, but also song structures and arrangements. In a 
Wittgensteinian sense, these musical fragments reveal themselves at particular 
moments rather than continuously. One of the most intriguing factors about music is 
 
12 Occitania based poet-musicians who occupied modern day Southern France, Northern Italy and 
Northern Spain.  
13 But often longer in the form of an Ode. 
14  Early twentieth century Anglo-American poetry which focussed on precision of imagery and 
language.  
15 The poetry of Pound went on to influence beat poets including Allen Ginsberg. The beat poets were 
held in high regard by emerging singer-songwriters including Bob Dylan. Dylan’s Ginsberg inspired 




that it seems to create its own world. Songwriters and their songs come into existence 
in the simple living of life itself. After all, “the world is all that is the case” (1)16. Any 
consideration of the creative practices of performing songwriters must consider the 
entirety of this world, in so far as is possible. It must therefore consider the becoming 
and being of the artist in tandem with their work or songs. As evident in my thesis, I 
am convinced that engaging in ethnographic field studies with Irish practitioners 
offers the most comprehensive route to examining their creative practice. In order to 
investigate any patterns of activity, I spoke directly to those who play and sing— “for 
the totality of facts determines whatever is the case and also whatever is not the case” 
(1.12)17. My approach and findings constitute that which follows. I am deeply grateful 
to the contributors who have shared their experiences, and crystallised a portrait of the 













16 This is the first proposition of chapter one in Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus.  



























CHAPTER  1   INTRODUCTION 
 
It is only as the work is done that the meaning of the creative effort can 
appear and that the development of the artist brought about by it is 
attained. 
                          (Ghiselin 1952, p.4) 
 
 
1.1 BACKGROUND  
 
This thesis locates the phenomenon of the Irish performing songwriter as 
creative practitioner. It considers their belongings as writers and performers, 
interrogating the wider socio-cultural underpinnings of their praxis18 . Adopting a 
constructivist approach, it elucidates the creative behaviours of Irish practitioners by 
way of qualitative participatory investigation—specifically a systematic ethnography 
or grounded theory in ethnography. Conducted from the perspective of a marginal 
native researcher it calls upon my personal experience as singer-songwriter and 
therefore on the ground interpreter. Drawing on the work of Thomson and Jaque 
(2016) it represents a tripartite investigation which considers the “interactive” and 
“intersecting experience” of “person, process and product19”. Specific to the island of 
Ireland, it also encompasses ‘place’.  
Considering the practices of artists (n = 17) born between 1942 and 1982, I 
explore lifeworlds as they are “lived, felt, undergone, made sense of and 
accomplished” (Schwandt 2001, p.84). My investigation is informed by way of field 
studies in natural working environments which include performance venues, writing 
rooms and recording studios. My interpretation of field studies acts in accordance 
with the one proposed by Titon (2008, p.33) as “knowing people making music”. 
 
18 The practice or exercise of a technical subject or art, as distinct from the theory of it; (also) accepted 




While my enquiry focusses primarily on in-depth interviews (Spradley 2016) with 
practitioners 20 , supplementary insights are collected from other information rich 
sources on the basis of their connectivity to Irish music culture and songwriting 
practice. My participation at relevant songwriting workshops, conferences and 
seminars serve to further interrogate my research findings. Moreover, I draw on 
insights gained through publications (Toomey 2016, 2018) and conference papers 
(Toomey 2015a, 2015b, 2016, 2017) completed over the course of my thesis.  
Favouring naturalism over positivism and located at the intersection of 
ethnography (Malinowski 1922) and grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967), my 
approach draws on a range of philosophical and sociological ideas, namely “symbolic 
interactionism, phenomenology and hermeneutics” often termed “interpretivism” 
(Hammersley and Atkinson 2007, p.7). Furthermore, my study is informed by what 
Koopman and Davies (2001, p.268) term “meaning for the ‘subject’”—that is, “the 
place something takes in the individual’s life or consciousness…and how this relates 
to her or his perceptions, feelings thoughts or desires”. The framework of my thesis 
presents the practices of the Irish artist within the contexts of becoming and being a 
performing songwriter. In doing so, it reveals a creative dichotomy between ‘play’ 
(Huizinga 1938) and ‘work’. In this introductory chapter, I contextualise the focus of 
my study and explain my personal motivation for its realisation. I also justify why 
qualitative emic 21  research is the preferred method of enquiry. Finally, my key 
research questions are explicated.  
Songs have a long history of social interaction negotiated through individuals, 
groups, locations, and more recently electronic media. They are a medium through 
 
19 The ‘product’ in this case refers to songs. 




which people engage further with self and others and therefore realise wider 
meanings.  As one writer has observed, music “represents a remarkable meeting point 
of intimate and social realms, it provides a basis of self-identity and collective identity 
often in the same moment” (Hesmondhalgh 2013, p.2). While the bearing of a song is 
dependent on the singer as interpreter (Miller 1996, pp.99-148), a particular 
relationship ensues when the performer of a song is also its composer. The efficacy 
and socio-cultural significance of Ireland’s performing songwriters22 was particularly 
evident at Ceiliúradh23, a celebration concert held at the Albert Hall, London in 2014 
to mark the state visit to Britain by President of Ireland, Michael D. Higgins. The 
resonance of ‘The Auld Triangle’, an Irish ballad composed by Behan24 in 1954, 
remains one of its highpoints. Performed devotedly by generations of Irish singer-
songwriters, it is testament to the longevity of powerful songs, their writers and 
performers. Advocating the interrelationship between memory and imagination in a 
setting such as Ceiliúradh, President Higgins acknowledges the import of reflection in 
not only constructing individual perspectives but also communal ones.  
 
Ceiliúradh is a beautiful Irish word that invokes memory and also 
looks to the future…imagination…samhlaíocht25 
 
                           Michael D. Higgins (2014) 
 
 
21 relating to, or involving analysis of cultural phenomena from the perspective of one who participates 
in the culture being studied. 
22 A performance which included—Glen Hansard, Lisa Hannigan, Paul Brady, Iarla Ó Lionáird (as part 
of The Gloaming), Andy Irvine, Imelda May, Conor O’Brien (Villagers) and notable artist of Irish 
ancestry Elvis Costello. 
23 Verbal noun of CEILIÚIR meaning warble, sing; CEILIÚIRADH Celebration, ceremony (Ó Dónaill, 
1977 Foclóir Gaeilge-Béarla).  
24 Brendan Behan, poet, novelist and playwright (1923-1964). The song was later featured in The 
Quare Fellow (1956), a well-known Behan play, set in Mountjoy Prison, Dublin.  




In this case, music and song officiate as the embodiment of Irishness. Despite 
rising to prominence over diverse periods in Irish history, individual singer-
songwriters at events such as Ceiliúradh represent members of a social group engaged 
in communal artistic practices. By this I mean, they all constitute writers and 
performers of their own songs. Beyond Irish ethnicity, it remains unclear to which 
extent patterns of behaviour are shared. Predominantly, the singer-songwriter is a 
creative practitioner. Interpreting the practices of any creator, implies gaining an 
understanding of the individual in conjunction with their creative process. Songs are 
written and performed for a variety of purposes. Whether inspired by personal 
experience or commissioned by others, sooner or later a songwriting objective 
emerges. My thesis investigates patterns of behaviour which emerge as artists engage 
in everyday creative practice. Naturally, as a “study of people making music” (Titon 
1989, 1992 xxi-xxii), it is also situated within the realm of ethnomusicological 
investigation. While an ethnographic lens is central, grounded theory (GT) performs a 
supportive role. Statistical quantification is therefore subordinate to meaning.  
 
1.2 PERSONAL MOTIVATION OF THE AUTHOR 
 
In the songbook Spirit of the Nation (Davis 1845, vi)26 music was described as 
“the first faculty of the Irish”. That which is intuitive very often becomes that which 
has the greatest hold over the individual. In relation to music, this has certainly been 
 
26 Entitled the Spirit of the Nation: Ballads and Songs with ancient and original music. The text was 
produced by writers of The Nation-Official newspaper of the Young Irelanders (A political, social and 




my experience. My personal interest in the practices of performing songwriters stems 
from a lifelong dedication to music as a participant27.  
Songs have always been a significant part of my life, having formed the 
natural backdrop of my childhood. Earliest memories of music invoke my father 
playing traditional Irish music or my mother singing folk songs unaccompanied at our 
family home. I was privileged to have experienced live music first hand, in its pure 
form, from as far back as I can recollect. Songs were meaningful due to a combination 
of how they were heard and how they were felt. Immediately drawn to traditional 
songs and melodies, I quickly discovered that while many Irish compositions were 
uplifting and dance orientated others could be more appropriately described as 
reflective, poignant or imbued with a certain uaigneas28. At informal gatherings in our 
locality, I first heard sean nós (“old style”) singing and recall being captivated by the 
performer’s ability to access something which struck me as deeply connected to our 
ancestry. I was equally enthralled by the reverence of the audience who hushed the 
room to silence before the first word was sung. During performances singers 
frequently closed their eyes as if to access another dimension (Ní Shíocháin 2009), a 
feature commonly reciprocated by their audience. Moreover, singing was a social 
practice engaging both performer and listener in dialogic communication (Bakhtin 
1979, 1984). Particularly captivating were the lyrical and melodic qualities of 
individual voices and the association of performers with certain compositions, often 
simply referred to as “their song”. On occasion, more courageous singers would 
arrive with self-composed songs which they would intermingle with the traditional 
Irish canon. As the narratives which informed new compositions often reflected 
 
27 By ‘participant’ I mean listener, songwriter and performer.  





contemporary society, the audience were particularly attentive. It became increasingly 
apparent that the sound of social connectivity was being shaped by the artistic 
individual—in this case, the singer who wrote and performed new songs. The means 
through which a song artefact came into existence however remained ambiguous. 
On listening to an array of diverse Irish singer-songwriters and contemplating 
the sources of their inspiration, I began tracing the traditional styles and recordings 
which most likely informed their approach. Naturally, such a process, leads to the 
discovery of music which impresses upon one’s broader musical aesthetic. Becoming 
an Irish sing-songwriter presented a number of critical points for reflection. Similar to 
many contemporary Irish singer-songwriters, while appreciative of indigenous Irish 
music, I could feel the strong influence of other traditions which would collectively 
inform the nerve centre of my own work. I became interested in discovering to what 
extent other practitioners had experienced similar phenomena and if there were 
patterns of activity which songwriters could collectively benefit from.  
My personal experience and epistemological stance on songwriting (how I 
know what I know), has only taken me so far. Similar to other artistic domains, that of 
the performing songwriter is often resigned to mystery.  In the absence of an 
opportunity for detailed examination, one’s perception of any creative practice is 
limited—even one the artist feels closely connected to. Although a personal 
experience is central, its wider significance only becomes apparent in juxtaposition 
with members of the same socio-cultural group. While I supposed that other singer-
songwriters had encountered similar experiences to my own, I was keen to investigate 
and correlate the substrata of lived experiences at large. In approaching this problem, 
rather than confine my investigation to singular songwriting events, I chose to 




enquiry is largely inspired by a growing body of ethnographic scholarship in the area 
of songwriting practice (McIntyre 2001a, 2001b, 2008, pp.40-52, 2011a pp.77-90, 
2016 pp.47-59; Bennett 2013; Bennett 2014a; Hill 2016). I chose to conduct my 
investigation with a diverse group of practitioners, representative of the Irish 
performing songwriter collective.  
One of the complications of restricting my study to pure ethnography 
however, was the difficulty in making sense of large datasets. Building on the work of 
McIntyre and his contemporaries (as explained in chapter three), I chose to integrate 
my ethnography with the systematic practice of grounded theory—adopting the 
constructivist approach of Charmaz (2006, pp.35-44). Charmaz’s methodology is 
particularly valuable as it is “begins with the empirical world and builds an inductive 
understanding of it as events unfold and knowledge accrues” (Charmaz 2008, p.155). 
I concur with her view of reality as “social” and her devotion to the subjectivities of 
practitioners in terms of “actions”, “processes” and “meanings” (Charmaz 2017, 
pp.34-45). 
The present work serves to illuminate the Irish performing songwriter, 
permeating layers of meaning otherwise eclipsed or obscured. In order to fully 
interpret one’s creative practice it is important to contextualise participants in relation 
to instances preceding their emergence as solo performers. Cognisant of the socially 
created self, my impetus is henceforth to conceptualise patterns of behaviour which 
exist between Irish practitioners at close range, through the lens of a native. Although 
individuals who write and perform their own songs are often referred to simply as 
“singer-songwriters”, the moniker is saturated in Western musical tropes. In advance 




and “singer-songwriter” and how I interpret them in my thesis. I also explain my 




A song is generally thought of as a short musical composition, usually with 
words, that is intended to be sung by the human voice. For Twenge et al. (2012, p. 
406) songs are a cultural product indicative of “assumptions and patterns shared by 
members”. According to Fornäs (2003) a song is a “multimodal supergenre that 
mediates between words and music”. In spite of such interpretations, many artists 
refer to instrumental compositions as “songs”. Mendelssohn’s short lyrical 
compositions for piano—Lieder ohne Worte (Songs without Words) for example, 
were released as eight volumes of six songs (lieder) each29. It is not surprising, that 
songs are subject to what McIntyre (2001a, p.101) terms an “increasingly elastic 
definition”. Songs are part of our social membership and often chosen to accompany 
the most significant parts of our lives. Despite this, we encounter songs everywhere. 
Whether in the dentist’s waiting room, via our chosen streaming application or 
through advertising, they permeate some aspect of our quotidian experience (Clarke et 
al. 2010; Rentfrow 2012, pp.402-416).  
Collectively, we call upon songs in the moment in which they are needed 
most. In dealing with the blaze which engulfed parts of Notre-Dame de Paris on 15 
April 2019, thousands of people consoled each other in liturgical song. When Pete St. 
John’s ‘Fields of Athenry’30 resounds through football stadiums in support of Irish 
athletes internationally, we wonder how an unlikely song about the Great Irish 
 




Famine 31  connects where others have failed. Presumably, the composition’s 
“singability” (Franzon 2008, pp.373-399) has its part to play, as does the efficacious 
line— “we had dreams and songs to sing”. Nonetheless, its composer never imagined 
the song in such a setting (Watterson, 2010). Similarly, in the realm of popular music, 
who could have predicted that tens of thousands of football fans would sing the guitar 
motif for ‘Seven Nation Army’32 in unison when a goal was scored?  
While songs are often listened to purely for pleasure, their functionality is well 
established in the case of work songs such as sea shanties or plantation songs. Their 
usage as navigational aids is also noteworthy in the form of songlines33. Songs also 
find their own way, relocating arbitrarily. As recently as 2015, Ireland’s largest 
telecommunications company rebranded itself as Eir 34  and in doing so chose to 
revitalise a traditional work song entitled Fionnghuala (Am Bothan a Bh'aig 
Fionnghuala) in its promotional campaign. Significantly, primate vocalisations 
became a contemporary metaphor for Irish identity—to “reflect or represent the 
people” (Frith 1996a, p.108). The unaccompanied puirt a beul35 (mouth music) is 
however Scots-Gaelic in origin36. The fact that the 2015 reworking of Fionnghuala37 
was translated into Irish Gaelic for the first time sealed its embeddedness in Irish 
Culture and its continued relevance in representing the Irish people.  
 
30 Composed in 1979. 
31 The Great Irish Famine (1845-1850). 
32 A Grammy award winning song by American rock band The White Stripes (1997-2011), which 
featured on their fourth album entitled Elephant (2003).  
33 Songs which mapped out routes for the indigenous cultures of Australia (Bradley 2010), the South 
Pacific and Canada (Molnar and Meadows 2001). 
34 The largest telecommunications and broadband company in the Republic of Ireland, trading as 
Eircom Limited, (previously Telecom Éireann) and also an abbreviation of Éire. 
35 “Vocal dance music in the absence of instruments” (Sparling 2003, p.155). 
36 Fionnghuala had already been immortalised during the folk revival by The Bothy Band on their 
album Old hag you have killed me (1976). Notably, the epoch demonstrated an eagerness for 
experimentation and consideration of non-indigenous material in both recorded and performance 
repertoire, a dynamism petitioned once more, almost forty years later. 




Whether appraised for their lyrical richness, originality, melodies, harmonic 
structures or counterpoint, similar to other creative art forms, what constitutes an 
exceptional song remains subjective. Very often, songs are judged purely in terms of 
their longevity. Nevertheless, our attachment to songs is complex and embroiled in 
sentiments unique to the moment in which they are experienced. In this thesis, I 
subscribe to the definition of song proposed by Bruscia. 
 
Songs are ways that human beings explore emotions. They express 
who we are and how we feel, they bring us closer to others, they keep 
us company when we are alone. They articulate our beliefs and values. 
As the years pass, songs bear witness to our lives. They allow us to 
relive the past, examine the present, and to voice our dreams of the 
future. Songs weave tales of our joys and sorrows, they reveal our 
innermost secrets, and they express our hopes and disappointments, 
our fears and triumphs. They are our musical diaries, our life-stories. 
They are the sounds of our personal development.  
 
                  (Bruscia 1998, p.9) 
 
Bruscia’s observations reiterate the agency of songs and their rootedness in culture. In 
doing so, he gives some indication of the layers of creativity active in bringing an 
effectual song to fruition.   
Since the turn of the twenty first century, Ireland has witnessed a proliferation 
of cultural activities in the form of songwriter sessions, folk clubs and open mics. In 
addition to showcasing new songs, there is a growing tendency to use such platforms 
to contextualise the songwriting process for the audience. When artists provide the 
backstory for a specific song in such a setting, they rarely examine the intricacies of 
their on the ground practices. Most of all, a song is a human construct. It is a 
composition which requires input from both the singer and their audience and 




space between the performer and the listener. In his personification of a song, Joseph 
O’Connor concludes, “I am a song, I long to be sung.”38  
 
1.4 THE (IRISH) SINGER-SONGWRITER 
 
The year 2016 marked a breakthrough for the practices of singer-songwriters 
globally as Bob Dylan became the inaugural recipient of a Nobel Prize for literature 
as a musical artist. Recognised for “having created new poetic expressions within the 
great American song tradition”39—Dylan’s accolade controversially situated the art 
form adjacent to literature40. While poetry is of course literature, the “border-zone 
between lyric poetry and sung lyric” (Hall and Prior 2018, p.100) is the subject of 
ongoing debate (Connor 2019, pp.170-172). Dylan’s award was nonetheless endorsed 
wholeheartedly by fellow luminary Leonard Cohen, shortly before Cohen’s death41.  
The international recognition of Irish singer-songwriters is undisputed in the 
recent success of artists such as Hozier (Andrew Hozier-Byrne) whose sophomore 
album Wasteland Baby! reached number one in the US album charts shortly after its 
release in March, 201942. Prior to that, his eponymous album (2014) and single ‘Take 
me to Church’ (2013) achieved multi-platinum status internationally. Winning the 
prestigious Ivor Novello awards for songwriting and composing in 2011 and 201643, 
Conor O’Brien (Villagers) joined some of the greatest songwriting talents in Britain 
 
38 ‘I am a song’, a poem written by Prof. Joseph O’Connor (2018).  
39 The Nobel Prize in Literature 2016.  Available at Nobelprize.org. Nobel Media AB 2014. Web. 
[accessed 31 March 2020]. <http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/literature/laureates/2016/> 
40 " Elvis Costello (2015, p.69) claims that he does “not necessarily see poetry as a higher, superior 
calling to that of the lyricist", adding — “It is a different vocation, especially that of the performing 
lyricist”. 
41 During a Q&A session in Los Angeles to launch his final album ‘You want it darker’, Cohen 
claimed that the award was “like pinning a medal on Mount Everest for being the highest mountain”, 
13 October 2016, 




and Ireland. Glen Hansard’s prestigious Academy award with Marketa Irglová for 
‘Best Song’ with ‘Falling Slowly’ (2008), is further evidence of the level of 
appreciation for Ireland’s performing songwriters.  
Many versions of what constitutes a singer-songwriter44  exist. While most 
agree that it is a term which originated in the United States during the 1960s my thesis 
subscribes to the all-encompassing representation offered by Shepherd and Horn 
(2012, p.431) that “any person who writes and sings his or her own material can be—
and often—is regarded as a singer-songwriter”. While Shumway (2016, p.11) 
identifies references to “singer and songwriter” since the 1870s, he upholds it was a 
century later before the hyphenated singer-songwriter transpired. His key observation 
is the term’s continuing association with “authentic individual expression”. In 
locating the singer-songwriter, it is useful to remind ourselves of what James Porter 
(1986, p.124) calls “epistemics”. These represent the singer’s “total conception of a 
song”, comprising both the “contextual dimension of the song in its performance 
situation” and more particularly “the complex of experiential and subjective meanings 
the singer brings to the song”. Adding the dimension of composition further unsettles 
this musical interplay—heightening the tension between “musical and verbal 
rhetoric” (Frith 1996, p.182).  
Analogous to their universal counterparts, the Irish singer-songwriter is both a 
lyricist and musical composer who performs their own material. As a compound 
adjective the term singer-songwriter is exocentric45 (Bauer 2008, pp.53-54) giving 
equal value to the “singer” and the “songwriter”46. Being both a singer and songwriter 
 
43 The Ivor Novello awards are presented by the British Academy of Songwriters, Composers and 
Authors (BASCA) since 1956. 
44 “A musician who writes and performs his or her own songs, especially one who acts as composer, 
lyricist, vocalist, and instrumentalist in concerts and recordings” (Oxford English Dictionary 2019). 
45 Bloomfield (1933) first presented the distinction between endocentric and exocentric compounds. 




presents what postmodernist writers’ term an “artificial disjunction” (Baudrillard et al. 
1976, p.112). Sociologist Giddens (1990, p.7) terms this a “double edged 
phenomenon” as both “writer (s) of songs” and “performer (s) of those same songs”. 
But it is not always instinctive to present oneself as both performer and writer. As a 
lone figure, the singer-songwriter’s labour differs from that of other musical forms 
(Brackett 2000, p.15). The lived experiences of individual singer-songwriters are 
pivotal therefore in gaining a wider verstehen47 or understanding of their artistry.   
RTÉ’s documentary music series Guth na Gael (Hayes and Ní Cheallaigh, 
2014)48 provides some insight on the subjective views of the song compositions of 
Irish artists. Exploring their songs under the themes of ‘Home and the Homeland’, 
‘Rebel Songs and Defiance’, ‘Unrequited Love’, ‘Spirituality and the Gods’, ‘Liquor 
and Lust’ and ‘Keening and the Blues’, more than anything else, it confirms that a 
song’s origin remains most perplexing to the artists themselves. While the 
songwriting process can be a very rewarding and even a pleasurable experience, like 
other art forms it can appear a Sisyphean task, never quite finished or readily 
surrendered. Conversely, many artists have written their most widely received songs 
unexpectedly within condensed time periods. Shane Mc Gowan’s ‘Rainy Night in 
Soho’ for example was a song he claimed to have written “in about ten minutes” 
(Dempsey, 2014)49. 
Any investigation pertaining to music implies consideration of the culture in 
which it resides. The Irish singer-songwriter is a practitioner who draws inspiration 
from pan-temporal and multicultural sources. To undertake a comprehensive study of 
 
47 A “study of intersubjectivity (the way in which our subjective experiences are involved in social 
life)” promoted by German Sociologist and Philosopher Max Weber (Seale 2004, p.31) 
48 Episode one of Guth na Gael (which translates as Voice of the Irish) was broadcast on 21 March, 
2014. 
49  Author’s transcription from an interview with singer-songwriter Damien Dempsey on Guth na 




their practice requires close examination of both the individual and their musical 
compositions or songs. As advanced by Ó Giolláin (2000, p.68) “ethnicity and 
nationality” hinge on “consciousness of a common history and a common culture”. In 
addition to writing about people (ethnography), my investigation aligns itself closely 
to Merriam’s definition of ethnomusicology as “the study of music in culture” (1960, 
p.109). As justly argued by Shuker (2013, pp.1-3), it is important to consider culture 
both as a “social phenomenon” and in terms of its “historical development”. While a 
number of the artists studied do not compose or perform what they would term 
popular music, most have contributed to popular Irish culture at some level as 
collaborators or writers for other artists. Often borrowing from traditional Irish 
sources, the artists studied are in many cases more influenced by non-indigenous 
musical traditions. Consequently, my thesis concerns itself with adherence to or 
deviations from traditions in preference to its singular form tradition, which may be 
suggestive of solely Irish traditions or influences.  
Central to the development of this thesis is the concept articulated by Irish 
poet Seán Ó Riordáin (1916-1977)— “Níl ionam ach ball, de chorp san mo 
shinsir”50—which hypothesises that we are all just members of that larger body of our 
ancestry. Assimilated repertoire influences writing and performance both consciously 
and subconsciously. Fundamental to the present study is the manner in which such 





50 From Ó Riordáin’s poem ‘Toil’ (meaning “Will”) which became his epitaph. ‘Toil’ was originally 




1.5 GENRE AND THE IRISH PERFORMING SONGWRITER 
 
Genre—the nativized French word meaning “a kind”, is the widely accepted 
way to demarcate musical styles and categories51. In its endeavour to match recorded 
works to listening audiences, the music industry has been the main benefactor of 
taxonomies. Locating the Irish singer-songwriter in contemporary society has become 
as complex as uncovering their recorded works among the ever-expanding list of 
musical genres, sub genres and their hybridisations. Recent studies in Music Genre 
Categorisation (MGC)52  remain problematic due to the subjective nature of what 
constitutes a genre in the first place (Haggblade et al. 2011). Very often the artists 
themselves are the ones most reluctant to classify their own work. Nevertheless, 
limitations help in defining and refining creative practices (Bennett, 2014a), thereby 
protecting artists and their craft. Represented in recorded artefacts or within virtual 
environments— the Irish singer-songwriter is often categorised under ‘Irish Music’, 
‘Folk Music’, ‘Folk-Rock’, ‘Roots Music’, ‘World Music’ or ‘Celtic Music’. Such 
generalisations fail to epitomise the essence of the Irish artist and “increasingly 
irrelevant” (Thornton 1998, p.261). 
A singer-songwriter specific genre is just as problematic. As Bennett (2015, p. 
46) reminds us, the singer-songwriter is recurrently depicted as someone whose songs 
will be “implicitly autobiographical” and “performed on piano or guitar, and 
expressive of the writer’s thoughts, feelings and world view”. Shepherd and Horn 
(2012, p.431) describe the genre as “more subjective than folk and more introspective 
and intimate than rock” with a focus on “intelligence, poetry and psychological or 
emotional truthfulness of the lyrics”. To further confound matters, endorsement of 
 




singer-songwriters within the performance spaces of celebrated ‘traditional’, ‘folk’, 
‘blues’ or ‘jazz’ festivals are increasingly widespread. Explorative collaborations and 
adjacent sonorities regularly sustain such practices. Symbiotic relationships of this 
nature present traditional instrumentalists and singer-songwriters to new listeners 
drawn by the power of the collective, which is essentially an extension of the open 
session aesthetic.  
In acknowledging the unanticipated longevity of the singer-songwriter, Smyth 
(2005, p.122) proclaims that since the mid-1960s, it is a genre unrivalled in Ireland. 
In addition to the generic label often used to describe solo acoustic artists performing 
their own material, the catch-all term fails to distinguish between amateurism and 
elitism. For this reason, ‘singer-songwriter’ is a label which many artists disfavour. 
Besides, a more contemporary understanding of the singer-songwriter genre suggests 
a plethora of diverse commercial artists in popular music alone. For this reason, 
Rupert Till (2016, p.292) highlights a tendency for archetypal singer-songwriters to 
differentiate themselves from “genres” and “labels”. In his observation, he gives the 
example of Joni Mitchell, who more recently identifies as “singer, composer and 
lyricist” in preference to “singer-songwriter”.  
As Negus (2013, p.182) reminds us, genres are closer to “social categories” 
than labels—where listeners respond emotionally to something embedded in “genre 
cultures”. I agree with Negus that in order to engage in creative practice, one must be 
prepared to “break the codes and genre rules and move across the boundaries of 
genres”. While I refer to ‘singer-songwriter’ in my thesis, it is only used in discourses 
pertaining to contributors who identify as such. It is never substituted for my 
 




preferred designation— ‘performing songwriter’, which I believe presents a truer 
reflection—unshackling the artists from any genre-imposed biases.  
 
1.6 NEED FOR THE PRESENT STUDY 
 
Subsequent to centenary celebrations of the Easter rising, the Irish government 
launched “Creative Ireland 2017-2022”, a “culturally based programme to promote 
individual, community and national wellbeing”. The initiative recognises creativity as 
one of Ireland’s greatest resources. Acknowledging that “culture and creativity are 
inextricably linked”, it designates the artist as the “primary interrogator and narrator 
of our culture”. The performing songwriter is one such artist, making a significant 
contribution to both writing and performance in socially engaged practice. This is 
evidenced by a growth in the number of higher education programmes tailored to the 
needs of practitioners53. In spite of this, recent academic scholarship including, The 
singer-songwriter handbook (Williams and Williams 2017), The singer-songwriter in 
Europe-Paradigms politics and place (Marc and Green 2016) and The Cambridge 
companion to the singer-songwriter (Williams and Williams 2016) overlook the 
efficacy of the Irish practitioner.  
When confronted, the practices of Irish artists are recurrently subsumed within 
the larger context of ‘Irish music’ discourse or wide-ranging autobiographical 
publication (Moore 2003; Spillane 2016; Duhan 2017). While extensive research is 
available on the practices of traditional Irish singers such as Joe Heaney (Williams 
2004; Williams and Ó Laoire 2011), the globalization of Traditional Irish song 
 
53 For example, the MA in Songwriting at the Irish World Academy of Music and Dance, University of 
Limerick (est. 2017) and the BA in Commercial Modern Music-Songwriting at BIMM (British and 




(Motherway 2015) or Irish musical identity (O’Flynn 2017), there is a lack of 
scholarly discourse in relation to Ireland’s performing songwriters. Marc and Green 
(ibid., p.4) describe the singer-songwriter as a figure who has in general “received 
scant academic attention”. As the singer-songwriter’s labour is autonomous and self-
directed, it is often linked to the consumption of mass-produced commodities. While 
there is considerable evidence to support the decline in music sales (Smith 2007; 
Segall 2012; Leung 2015), piracy (Rob and Waldfogel 2004; Cesareo and Pastore 
2014, pp.515-525; Cummings 2014) and peer to peer file sharing (Oberholzer‐Gee 
and Strumpf 2007; Karaganis 2011; Rogers 2013; Oberholzer-Gee and Strumpf 2016, 
pp.61-66; Aguiar and Waldfogel 2018, pp.492-524), the investigation of creative 
practice is negligible. The urgency to explore “the process or act of musical 
composition” is highlighted by Collins (2012, pp.173-179). He attributes this to an 
emphasis on the “object” rather than the “object maker”.  
According to Clark et al. (2007, p.36) “it would appear prudent for researchers 
to explore musicians’ perceptions of themselves and their skills, as well as how those 
perceptions influence practice behaviours and performance experiences”. A critical 
observation underlining the need for the approach I adopt is that of Negus and Astor 
(2015, p.228):   
 
Songwriting practice should be more central to the study of popular 
music and understandings of songs are far more determined by the 
processes of songwriting than is allowed for by musicological and 
sociological approaches to reception.  
 
Considering songwriting practice from an architectural perspective, Negus and 
Astor depict the song as “entity”—independent of scores, performances or recordings. 




deliberates on interviews and data from existing studies. My investigation differs in 
considering practices specific to artists whose music could be described as part “folk 
music”, “art music” (Gelbart 2007) while also inclusive of “popular music”. The 
continuing relevance of this trichotomy is acknowledged by Berger (2008, pp.62-75) 
who inspires confidence in mediating such junctures by way of a practice led 
grounded theory in ethnography. My dissertation supports Berger’s general 
methodological trajectory where “practices of production and reception are one’s 
proper study object” (ibid., p.65).  
My interest in songwriting research was further inspired by the ethnographic 
work of McIntyre (2011a, pp.77-90), who considers the processes exemplified in the 
composition of popular song based on the systems model of creativity 
(Csikszentmihalyi 1997, p.6). McIntyre’s investigation concludes that songs are 
“generated from antecedent conditions provided by the inherited tradition” in his 
native Australia. Rather than voicing the experiences of practitioners however, his 
study focusses more on generalisations of creative practice. Songwriters tailor 
compositions to their ongoing musical evolution and abilities. In order to truly 
understand their practices, it is important to unpack their diverse aesthetic narratives. 
This dissertation is inclusive of all Irish performing songwriters, representative of a 
broad geographical pool and independent of commercial success.   
 
Music…. must not be reduced to winners and losers, and the idea that 
there’s only room for one at the top is nonsense. There’s room for us 
all and just because one singer sells more records than the other, does 
it really mean their song is any better? Everything is valid or nothing is 
valid  
         





Just as Becker (1982, ix) did in understanding the Art Worlds of Chicago 
based pianists, Hansard’s realisation sees merit in listening to the voices of all 
practitioners. I chose to explore this discourse further and uncover the ways in which 
the “personal lives and cultural experiences intertwine in the creation of musical 
works” (Bartleet and Ellis 2009; Mio 2005). After all, the closest representative of our 
cultural heritage may be that which people “practice as part of their daily lives” 
(Kurin 2004, p.67). With this in mind, my dissertation aims to understand how 
performing songwriters and creative practices adhere in relation to song composition. 
It illuminates how the ideology of the Irish performing songwriter translates in 
practice, and interprets how successful such practices are in achieving the desired 
outcome with all their risks and uncertainties. Participants are vital, as “we cannot 
infer beyond our own limited experience” (Moses and Knutsen 2007, p.174).  
 
1.7 GENERAL APPROACH AND CHAPTER OVERVIEW 
 
Songs are representative of rich cultural expression and valuable to the human 
condition. In this thesis, I concern myself with the patterns of activity of their 
creators. Specific to the island of Ireland, I investigate the creative practices of its 
performing songwriters by way of a grounded theory in ethnography. I study the 
practices of all participants within their natural working environment by way of field 
studies. On their part, this requires introspection, inspection and reflection. On my 
behalf, it requires interpretation (see 1.8). Guided by the constructivist approach of 
Charmaz (2003, 2006, 2008, 2017), in preference to a strict translation of grounded 
theory, I lean towards grounded theorizing (Hammersley and Atkinson 2007, p.158). 




emergent models as required. A cross-disciplinary approach is adopted, encompassing 
the perspectives of sociological, musicological and philosophical studies. Just as 
Hellawell 54  encouraged people to “change ears from one musical situation to 
another”, I encourage a fluid reading which accommodates diverse musical styles and 
representations. As all contributors are established practitioners, I prefer to address 
them as ‘featured artists’. In keeping with the tradition of ethnographic study, they are 
also referred to interchangeably as participants, contributors or informants.  
This chapter provides the disciplinary framework around which the Irish 
performing songwriter is investigated.  
Chapter two focusses on historicisation and contextualisation. It considers the 
social, political and cultural settings encompassing song composition and repertoire in 
Ireland (place). Tracing the agency of antecedents and western revivalism in 
particular, it then localises the contemporary performing songwriter via scholarship.  
Chapter three interrogates concepts of creativity and how they have been 
implemented in relation to songwriting practice. It is therefore process centred. The 
chapter culminates in a broader understanding of the intricacies of creative practice, 
thereby refining my research questions.  
Chapter four explicates my methodology and its cross disciplinary 
interpretative paradigm. In addition to detailing my approach to the ethnographic 
interview (Spradley 2016), it illuminates the grounded theory processes of memoing, 
initial coding, focussed coding and theoretical coding.  
Chapter five synthesises the findings of my participative ethnography. The 
results of the grounded theory process are illustrated by way of diagramming and 
 




concept maps. The chapter culminates in a constructivist grounded theory model of 
the songwriting process which I term the ‘AIRS model’. 
In chapters six and seven my investigation is subdivided into the processes of 
becoming and being a performing songwriter respectively55. As ethnographer and 
therefore both storyteller and scientist, my empirical evidence is bolstered by the 
narratives and ethnographic vignettes of participants. Where becoming contextualises 
the artists in relation to early engagement with music and song, being focusses 
primarily on creative songwriting in practice. Discussions are illuminated by way of 
songwriting workshops attended throughout my investigation and deliberation on 
relevant artefacts including sound recordings.  
Chapter eight constitutes part of my autoethnographic contribution. Engaging 
in reflective practice, I interrogate the songwriting process of ‘A Dhaoine Uaisle 
(Better World in Mind)’, a contemporary anthem which was completed over the 
course of my thesis. In this regard, I consider the song’s development apropos 
existing models of creativity and the ‘AIRS model’ presented in chapter five. 
My final chapter (nine) offers conclusive discourse and proposes suitable 
areas for further research. My thesis is bookended with a Postlude.   
 
1.8 AN INTERPRETIVE APPROACH 
 
My personal experience as practitioner is critical to the interpretation of this 
ethnographic investigation. Rather than include a comprehensive autoethnography 
(Ellis 2004; Anderson 2006, pp.373-395; Ellis et. al. 2010; Denzin 2013; Jones et. al. 
2016) and conduct a comparative analysis with participants, aspects of my personal 
 




narrative are presented in the following sections: ‘Prelude’, ‘Personal Motivation of 
the author’ (see 1.1) and ‘Postlude’. In order to provide some insight into my 
songwriting practice, I discuss my entry to a socially engaged collaborative art project 
entitled “Nice Screams—A Citizens Anthem” (see chapter seven—7.5). In essence, 
my interpretation is underpinned by an autoethnographic element or condensed 
autoethnography—a process which Ellis describes as “part auto or self and part ethno 
or culture” (2004, p.31).  
From an epistemological stance, I propose an “empathetic neutrality” (Patton 
2002, p.49) acknowledging that while the research is not strictly “value free”, my own 
assumptions and pre-understandings are as transparent as possible56. In this sense, the 
approach adopted borrows from CAE (Collaborative Autoethnography) 57  where I 
employ autobiographical data “as a window into the understanding of a social 
phenomenon” (Chang et al. 2012). My approach uses the experiences of a sole 
researcher (author), where participants by way of self-reflexivity, constitute 
ethnographers of their own practice. Represented as such, it could be thought of as an 
investigation of multiple autoethnographies.  
My commitment to self-reflexivity serves a dual purpose, assuming the role of 
“subject” (the researcher who performs the investigation) and to an extent “object” 
(a/the participant who is investigated) (Ngunjiri et al. 2010). Being a practitioner 
facilitates a certain rapport between the researcher (author) and participants—
safeguarding the interpretation of particularities specific to the area of study. Such 
approaches are often referred to as insider research, where according to Taylor (2011, 
 
56 The Husserlian approach of phenomenological reduction, epoché or bracketing, which advocates 
suspension of the researcher’s subjectivity is for this reason considered both inappropriate and 
impracticable.  
57 It differs however from a strict comprehension of CAE, which is the collection of data from two or 




p.6) “deeper levels of understanding” are afforded by “prior knowledge” which lies 
“at the centre of the cultural phenomenon”. Taylor advocates the recruitment of 
practitioners who are “better informed” in the selection process, leading to “readily 
accessible lines of communication”. This is a reaffirmation of Patton’s “information 
rich” sources (2002, 2005).  
As I develop further in chapter four, my investigation supports 
“transsubjectivity”, where participants take advantage of their “singular perspectives” 
as suggested by their individual “positions”, “dispositions” (Bourdieu 1984, p.170) 
and “situations”. The personal creations described herein are representative of 
something bigger than the artists themselves and show a dynamic relationship 
between the self and the social and cultural context of creation (Reed-Danahay 1997, 
p.3). All practitioners studied are engaged in what Foucault (1992, pp.10-11) terms 
“techniques of the self” which are “voluntary practices” transforming their lives into 
an “oeuvre” with “certain aesthetic values”.  
It is through the personal narratives of participants that not only perspectives 
of their praxis emerge but also patterns of connectivity with the community at large. 
While music in general has been described as “a building material of consciousness 
and social structure” (DeNora 2000, p.2) or an Adornian social force, this practitioner 
focused study advocates that more broadly songs present “an immediate image of a 
cultural pattern” (Lomax 1968, p.6). My interpretation of Lomax’s “immediate 
image” is essentially an observable reality—best measured by way of ethnographic 
investigation. As a practice centred interpretivist approach this study cross-examines 
the situations of all participants. In what is essentially a hermeneutic process, it 
evaluates the interrelatedness of practitioners in Ireland. As advocated by Hudson and 





The interpretivist researcher enters the field with some sort of prior 
insight of the research context but assumes that this is insufficient in 
developing a fixed research design due to complex, multiple and 
unpredictable nature of what is perceived as reality.  
 
 
For such an approach to work, as they argue, the researcher (author) must 
remain “open to new knowledge” as assisted by “informants” (participants). It is 
therefore a collaborative approach consistent with interpretivism where “no one can 
gain prior knowledge of time and context bound social realities” (Hudson and 
Ozanne, ibid.). In this case, based on my interpretation—a constructivist grounded 
theory emerges which establishes the extent of its generalisability.  
 
1.9 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES 
 
Guided by the constructivist approach of Charmaz (2006, p.131), analysis is 
“contextually situated in time, place and culture”. Temporal factors are instrumental 
in developing an accurate portrayal of the practitioner. With this in mind, my enquiry 
concerns itself with two phases of the performing songwriter and their practice which 
are not mutually exclusive—Becoming and Being. 
 
1. Becoming a performing songwriter:  
 
The first phase of the thesis seeks to uncover the situations and motivations 
behind the existence of the Irish performing songwriter. It serves to contextualise and 





2. Being a performing songwriter: 
 
The primary focus of being a singer-songwriter is on the meaning practitioners 
currently bring to their creative practice. This includes the processes that take place 
within their social and cultural setting. I investigate to what extent the songwriting 
practices of Irish artists are underpinned by both stylistic and compositional 
traditions. Consideration is given to both conscious and unconscious deviations from 
these traditions and the subsequent challenges faced in creating innovative and 
distinctive voices.  
Effectively, in a Sartrean sense 58  where the becoming stage contemplates 
existence the being stage interrogates essence. Both phases communicate and interpret 
the personal narratives behind the creation of original songs—be they political, 
introspective, romantic, or confessional. They mediate how creative practices are 
experienced individually and collectively. 
 
1.10 ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
 
Obviously, there are many aspects of being a performing songwriter which are 
not unique to Irish artists. It is likely that practitioners are writing out of some 
tradition/s whether they are aware of it or not. In my thesis, I acknowledge that 
lifeworlds have their own unique trajectories. For participants this may include 
transitions from ‘band member’ to ‘soloist’ or ‘singer of traditional songs’ to ‘singer 
of original songs’. I also consider evolutionary shifts from ‘performer detached from 
 
58  L’existence précède l'essence (“existence precedes essence”) is central to the existentialist 
philosophy of Sartre (1946) and based on a lecture entitled “Existentialism is a Humanism” originally 




writer’ to ‘performer fused with writer’. My dissertation constitutes a snapshot of the 
artists at the moment in which they were investigated. It is historically situated and 
subject to change over time. While representative of their current practice, my 
ethnographic study accommodates reflections on previous work. Drawing on lived 
experience it assumes a “historically transmitted pattern of meanings” (Geertz 1973, 
p.89). The reader should bear in mind that it is beyond the scope of the present study 
to represent every aspect of the performing songwriter’s praxis. To that end, this study 
is focused on artistry rather than such aspects of the music business as marketing 
strategies, recording contracts or publishing and distribution particularities. My chief 
concern is the creative practitioner as they engage in creative practice. 
 
The ceaseless drive to partition, modularise and automate music 
making– under the guise of profit and efficiency – destroys its basis in 
lived, shared experience that makes music fundamentally human. 
 
          Emily Bick (2014) 
 
I clarified such motivations for each participant in advance of interview.  
Granted many solo writers collaborate periodically, it is outside the bounds of my 
investigation to represent those who work within bands, groups or ensembles, except 
for contextual purposes. My focus is therefore on solo artists―those who write 
primarily for their own voice. 
In line with grounded theory methodology, participants were recruited up to 
the point of “data saturation” (Glaser and Strauss 1967, p.104).  Those recruited 
represent a broad range of geographical regions within Ireland. They are equally 
demonstrative of a variety of musical backgrounds (see chapter four—4.4.5). It is 
important to state that each participant continues to compose original songs or has 






In my introductory chapter, I argue that the Irish performing songwriter is an 
artist who has received scant academic attention. I present a case for the investigation 
of the creative songwriting practice of some of Ireland’s most celebrated musicians. It 
is a timely response to Creative Ireland—a national initiative which celebrates the 
value of creativity in Irish culture. The chapter presents the theoretical and 
methodological underpinnings of my thesis. In accordance with its constructivist 
foundation (Charmaz 2006, 2017), I propose to interrogate the creative practices of a 
broad group of performing songwriters. Located within the realm of ethnographic 
investigation, I position myself as marginal native. Focussed on the practitioner, my 
thesis considers the juncture of person (singer and songwriter), product (song), 
process and place. In the following chapter, I begin my investigation with 

















CHAPTER 2   A FERTILE ROCK 
 
    …. the past assuredly implies a fluid succession of presents. 
     
      James Joyce―A Portrait of the Artist (1916) 
 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION  
 
In this chapter, I appraise the literature surrounding the Irish performing 
songwriter contextualised within a socio-cultural and historical framework. My wider 
objective is to provide a critical evaluation of the creative practices which lie at the 
heart of this “culture sharing group” (Harris 1968). The manner in which text and 
music become interwoven is a continuing narrative which affords the performing 
songwriter some latitude, both thematically and stylistically. Beginning with an 
interrogation of the Irish singing past, this chapter deliberates on the scholarly 
discourse pertaining to songwriting and performing practice. Focusing on both 
individuals and songs my purpose is to establish a nexus from which to investigate the 
Irish performing songwriter. Departing from indigenous oral traditions including 
bardic poetry and the Irish vernacular song genre sean nós, I consider the efficacy of 
cultural revivals. The chapter also explores phenomena which have (re)constructed 
the singer-songwriter in contemporary Irish culture—varying degrees of what 
scholars have termed an “in-between-ness” (Campbell 2011), “idir dhá chultúr” 
(between two cultures) (Kiberd 1993) or hybridity. While immersed in a larger 
musical community or scene, artistic individuality prevails where socio-cultural 
agencies and creativity collide. Phenomena pertaining to general songwriting practice 
are contextualised in relation to the life experience of the Irish performing artist. The 




interwoven as appropriate. It is further illustrated with first-hand recollections of 
participants who were in the early stages of their careers during the International folk 
revival. The chapter concludes by acknowledging the challenges in migrating from 
recognised sonorities and a rich musical legacy.   
 
2.2 WHERE ANCESTORS ONCE WALKED 
 
2.2.1 Monumental History-The present moment of the past 
 
In the liner notes of sound recordings, it is not uncommon to find the authors 
of songs listed in brackets simply as "trad". This traditional writer is of course the 
ghostly presence or unknown composer/s whose work has survived to a greater or 
lesser extent with the passage of time. In the case of traditional songs, for example, 
perhaps the melody or lyrics have been altered with respect to earlier renditions or 
verses have been discarded. Essentially, as soon as human interaction occurs, songs 
undergo change. In their study of singer-songwriter as cultural identity, Hughes and 
Keith (2012, pp.177-190) depict a space “where ancestors once walked”. Listening to 
the songs of contemporary Irish singer-songwriters, it is evident that some 
practitioners are borrowing from indigenous sources more explicitly than others. 
While the presence of that which has gone before often acts as a comforting mantle, it 
recurrently lurks in the background, confusing concepts of innovation. Garon posits 
that “the dead weight of the past obstructs the free creative play of the living” (1996, 
p.219)59. 
 
59  A dichotomy cautioned in publications including The Anxiety of Influence, a theory of Poetry 




Located at the Western tip of Europe, Ireland has what is often designated a 
monumental history in music and literature. Nietzsche’s concept of “monumental 
history” (1874) depicts antecedents more as exemplars to build upon. This is 
portrayed in Luka Bloom’s song ‘Fertile Rock’60 when he sings: 
 
Footsteps, I could learn to listen 
Footsteps, how I long to trace 
Footsteps, I could learn to listen 
To footsteps of an ancient race 
The fertile rock 
 
 
Palpable reminders of Ireland’s greatest performers, singers and songwriters 
are disseminated nationwide. For example—when passing through the Temple Bar 
area in Dublin city, on casting your eye upwards, you will see a bronze sculpture of 
Rory Gallagher’s guitar (Figure 1) in what has become known as Rory Gallagher 
Corner61. 
 
Figure 1— Rory Gallagher Corner (photo taken by the author) 
 
60 ‘Fertile Rock’ is the name of a song from Turf (1994). The song opposed the construction of an 





Irish singer-songwriter Damien Dempsey often appears on stage with a 
photograph of Barney Mc Kenna62 proudly fixed to the front of his acoustic guitar. 
Despite having established his own musical voice, it is obviously important for 
Dempsey to maintain a connection with the traditions that have informed his practice. 
Imminence of a musical heritage presents a number of challenges in the composition 
of new songs. Music and song confuse both time and place for the listener, hence it is 
understandable that creators and performers grapple with a sense of belonging 
(Middleton 2009) for their compositions and their wider aesthetic. This is accentuated 
in the context of music from a small island country with a rootedness in the local. 
Ireland has nonetheless moulded its sonic isthmus internationally. In spite of 
antecedents, as T. S. Eliot advances (1976, p.22)—the duty of any artist is to inhabit 
the “present moment of the past". Prior to considering the contributions of the artists 
featured in my thesis, it is important to reflect on the setting from which the Irish 
performing songwriter emerges.  
 
2.2.2 Poetic Verse:  Oral Performance and the Bardic Tradition 
 
No different to other cultures, Irish poetry and song are inextricably linked 
both in terms of composition and performance. Before writing songs in the English 
language, songs were composed in Irish Gaelic―a language not recorded in written 
form until circa sixth century. In the oral tradition knowledge was imparted by word 
of mouth whereby bards or poets were required to memorise facts for their patrons 
including Chieftains or Kings on demand. Rather than designated carriers of news 
 
61 The sculpture, a replica of Gallagher’s Fender Stratocaster, was unveiled in 2006 by U2’s guitarist 
Dave Evans (widely known as The Edge).  




most of their work was panegyric, in praise of the aristocracy, recounting their history 
and genealogy. Significantly, oral traditions while considered “vibrant and attractive”, 
are sustained by its people and hence “fragile” where their survival depends on an 
“uninterrupted chain of transmission” (UNESCO 2006, p.4). The agency of memory 
in the oral tradition is perhaps most widely known in the pre-historic works attributed 
to Homer, namely The Iliad and The Odyssey, which refer to a divine female figure 
Mnemosyne (mother of the muses). As it happens, Mnemosyne is the figure called 
upon in order to accurately recall and perform the poem. In the absence of a muse, the 
stronger the techniques employed in assisting human memory the greater the chance 
of survival of any poetic work. As advanced by Rubin, one such technique was the 
purposeful restriction of parameters, where sound emerges as the most effectual 
conduit or aide memoire (1995, p.88): 
 
Meaning, imagery, and sound have all been considered as the three 
main classes of constraints in the oral traditions. All three provide 
forms of organization that cue recall and limit choices. Repeating 
patterns of sound in the form of rhyme and alliteration cue memory 
more broadly and in less time than either imagery or meaning.  
 
An ability to structure narratives thus became a more scholarly quest, 
politicised by divergent perceptions of poetic composers and performers (or 
imparters) of knowledge. Dating from pre-historic times Irish bardic schools co-
existed with monastic schools, although not necessarily collaboratively (O Cearúill 
2007, p.134). Schools maintained a precise training regime where a designated theme 
would be contemplated for several hours. Bards were therefore writing in their heads 
as new compositions were committed to memory. Early written forms were stringent 
in representing the oral tradition and freedom of expression was largely absent. Bound 




Early Irish lyrics from the eighth to twelfth century (Murphy 1956/2005) 
depict a style approaching the Japanese form of Haiku where everything was based on 
metre and largely standardised. From the late twelfth century however, the oral 
tradition began to experience some decline. This was largely due to the “linguistic 
roots put down by the English” as a result of “the Anglo-Norman intervention and the 
Tudor conquest” (Kelly and Mac Murchaidh 2012, pp.23-24). Poetry was presented in 
a stylised way—meticulous in syllabic metre, languid and in many instances arid. 
Tensions between roles of creator and transmitter soon became embroiled within an 
ill-defined hierarchy. Marginalisation of Irish bardic poets (trained in the bardic 
schools) is contextualised in the work of O’Riordán (1998, pp.73-88) where she 
explicates how thirteenth century praise-poets became typecast as entertainers 
together with “prostitutes, gamblers and magicians”, drawing similarities with the 
censure of poets in Plato’s Republic. Karlin (2013, p.15) posits that in the Gaelic 
tradition, bards are “haunted by the ghost of the Greek term ‘poietes’, signifying 
maker (from which the word ‘poet’ is derived) as they do not constitute writers or 
‘makers’ but instead ‘oral composers, singers and chanters’”. The chief poet or An 
Ollam however, similar to “smiths, physicians or harpers”, were deemed freemen or 
saor63,  hence licenced as creators or craftsmen (Moody and Martin 1994, p.51). Such 
views are echoed in the extensive work of Henigan (2012) who draws a distinct line 
between the prestigious file (poetic composer) and the bard whose role was that of a 
reciter (racaire). It was the eventual integration of both practices however which 
prefaced the performing songwriter in its identifiable form—as the boundaries 
 




between poetry and song became less defined64. Prof. Declan Kiberd (2005, p.80) 
postulates that poetry in Ireland “seemed to call for some kind of musical 
accompaniment” following the dissolution of bardic schools circa 1600. From the 
Memoirs of the Marquis of Clanricarde65 (1641-1643) it is evident that during this 
period in fact, poetry transitioned into a musical performance. 
  
The poet himself said nothing but directed and took care that 
everybody else did his part right. The Bards having first had the 
composition from him, got it well by heart, and now pronounced it 
orderly, keeping even pace with a harp.  
 
                Bergin (1970, p.8) 
 
Bards therefore evolved into dynamic performing entertainers, appointed to recite 
poetry, stories and song. Drawing on its musical, political and cultural symbolism, the 
importance of the Irish harp (introduced to Irish coinage in the sixteenth century) is 
well documented in advancing a new Irish identity (Boydell 1998; Lanier 1999; 
O’Donnell 2014; Collins 2016; McGarry 2017). 
The demise of the cultural aristocracy between the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries prompted a more liberal writing style which materialised as amhráin na 
ndaoine (songs of the people or folksongs), many of which were love songs. While Ó 
Riordán (2007) focuses on the rhetorical attributes of works from the thirteenth to 
seventeenth century tackling their linguistic and metrical characteristics, Henigan 
(2012) elucidates how song metre significantly affected Irish poetry in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Political poetry of the seventeenth century was 
even acquitted of its former rigidity. The vibrancy of the oral language was not 
 
64 The art de trobar (circa 1100-1300) or poet composers known as the Troubadours (of Occitania) 
wrote lyric poetry which was “the product of a creative dialectic between the lay and clerical elements 




captured in written form until this epoch, when it emerged not from the literati but 
from what were referred to as gnáth dhaoine (ordinary people).  
 
2.2.3 The Embodiment of Balladry 
 
Characteristic of the seventeenth century was a narrative song form which 
would alter the repertoire of the Irish singing tradition significantly—the ballad. As 
Shields (2010, pp.34-35) reminds us, ballads are a “borrowed tradition”, Scots or 
English in origin. What she terms the “old ballads” can be traced back to European 
models of lyric song. Such songs are denoted as “melodic” and “strophic”, with "four-
phrase form” and often featuring a refrain. The equally significant arrival of printing 
technology facilitated dissemination of song themes and arrangements that would 
alter Irish singing and songwriting practice indefinitely. According to Henigan (2015, 
pp.161-63) ‘Mount Taragh’s Triumph’ (1626) is the first traceable Irish ballad in 
printed form. As reported by Henigan printed songs divided those from “the educated 
classes” and “the peasantry” into “literate” and “oral” groups respectively. One of the 
most significant lyrical transformations during the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries however was the displacement of the Irish language in favour of English. 
Absence of a formal education system in the eighteenth century led to the emergence 
of hedge schools, mostly operated by literary figures or poets. Hedge schools made a 
significant contribution to the English being taught, leading to “differing stress 
patterns in Irish English” by non-native speakers (Hickey 2007, p.45). Current day 
 




singers such as Con ‘Fada’ Ó Drisceoil66 are thought to employ internal and external 
rhyming schemes which recall those of “hedge poets in the eighteenth century” (Long 
2006).  
There was an aesthetical disconnect between Irish melodies and the English 
language (O’Sullivan 1952, p.47) — most pronounced post Famine67 (Ó Gráda 1995, 
2000; Lee 2008). Through active involvement in singing and song curation, Irish 
natives became wholly engaged in behaviours of musical transformation.  
 
By the late eighteenth century, the Irish had made an indelible mark 
upon the printed balladry of their own country, as well as that of 
Britain (and, ultimately, North America), contributing much that was 
distinctive and singular to the genre and adding richness and 
complexity to the singing traditions of the entire English-speaking 
world. 
                       Henigan (2015, p.179) 
 
 
Henigan’s opinion is contested by Shields (2010, p.84) who argues that the 
three-way conversation in music and poetry between Ireland, Britain and America 
made it increasingly difficult to identify what constituted an “Irish ballad”. Rather 
than endeavour to claim ownership over songs, a singing tradition maintains that 
songs are shared and amalgamate stylistically. Ultimately, their survival is determined 
by their popularity—hence audience demand. Implicit in the safeguarding of song 
repertoire were those adept in documenting the nuances of performance—creators of 
artefacts which would serve as templates for the sonorities of the future.   
 
 
66  Ó Drisceoil is a native of Aghadown in County Cork. He is a singer, songwriter and accordion 
player. He remains the only winner of the TG4 Gradam Ceoil (Music Award) for songwriting—
received in 2009 (O’Connell 2018).  




2.2.4  Oral and written tensions 
 
Owing to the transcriptions of Edward Bunting68 at events such as The Belfast 
Harp Festival (1792) and subsequent manuscripts in The Ancient Music of Ireland 
(1797, 1809 and 1840) the music of the remaining harpers from the oral tradition were 
preserved. Reminding us that the collections catalogue three diverse political periods 
in Irish history, according to Davis (2001, p.54) the 1840 collection in particular 
serves as “a disconcerting reminder of the trouble on the inside edge of the empire”. 
While there is merit in such a view, several compositions in Irish Gaelic were 
subsequently omitted purely for their nationalistic stance, as reported in the work of 
Moloney (2000). The person renowned for reinterpreting the collections of Bunting in 
song form was “national bard” Thomas Moore. While according to Hammond (1979, 
pp.10-11) Bunting was averse to the idea of Moore fusing newly composed poetry to 
his transcriptions, both were keen to preserve what they perceived as an Irish culture 
in decline. It was a sentiment pursued with intent subsequently during the Irish revival 
(see 2.2.5). 
Songs and music which resonate profoundly to the present day are those of 
harper and composer Turlough O’Carolan (1670-1738) 69 . Gifted in the art of 
instantaneous song composition which he practiced at social gatherings (Dicaire, 2010 
p.13), the majority of O’Carolan’s melodies and songs were never documented during 
his lifetime70. Some tunes were preserved mainly thanks to the work of Neal and Neal 
(1724), and thereafter by Bunting (1792) and O’Sullivan (1958). Characterising songs 
in written form of course presented their own difficulties. The uneasy transition of 
 
68 Musician and Folk Music Collector born in Co. Armagh (1773-1843). 
69 Poet, harper, composer, singer and songwriter born close to Nobber, Co. Meath whose 
comprehensive work is documented in The Life, Times and Music of an Irish Harper (2 vols., London, 




ballad song from an oral culture to a textual one is discussed by Jim Kelly (2007, p. 
61) when he documents how mother of writer James Hogg cautions Sir Walter Scott’s 
interest in adopting printing technology.  
 
[There] war never ane o’ my sangs prentit till ye prentit them yoursel’, 
an’ ye have spoilt them awthegither. They were made for singin’ an’ 
no for readin’; but ye hae broken the charm noo, an’ they’ll never sung 
mair. 
 
      Domestic manners of Sir Walter Scott (Hogg and Bloodgood 1843)  
          
 
Such utterances confirm the Mc Luhanesque disquiet that “new technologies 
bring on the cultural blues, just as the old ones evoke phantom pain after they have 
disappeared” (Mc Luhan et al., 1968 p.16). In her assessment of the work of Treitler 
(1974, pp.333-372, 1981, pp.473-474), Patterson (2015, p.37) cautions that the 
written process is inherently flawed as it is dependent on the “performer” and “scribe” 
and therefore disruptive to the essence of the music. While reading song texts provide 
an impression of the composition, a song is truly substantiated by way of 
performance, and therefore unlike poetry in this respect (Frith 1996b, p.166; Griffiths 
2012, pp.383-400). The oral tradition is of course omnipresent in contemporary 
musical practice with many artists learning songs by heart— as it is habitually 
referred to in Ireland. Often associated with negative overtones such as rote learning, 
by heart is a phrase which also suggests internalisation, hence true personification of 
the song. Of course, the recording process has greatly altered memorization and 
therefore interrupted the oral tradition. The lingering intricacies of the Irish oral 
tradition are eloquently voiced by poet Eavan Boland (1995, p.107) as she clutches 
the esoteric and tender reality of Ireland’s relationship with its singing past. 
 




  The oral song as superstition, 
  Layered like amber in the wreck of language 
And the remnants of a nation71 
 
 
Pondering the significance of words, where they go and how they are received 
she describes their sensual qualities as the “brisk herbs of language” or “the 
fragrances we think we sing”. I would argue that in cultures where the vernacular 
language is in decline such as Ireland, very often it is the musical voice (instrumental 
music and song) which disseminates the sound of antecedents.  
Ní Mhunghaile’s work on the transformation of Irish identity leading up to the 
nineteenth century recounts a “tense co-existence politically, culturally and 
religiously” (2008, pp.1571-1845). While music and song represented an important 
release valve for such encounters, satisfying diverse mindsets presented their own 
challenges. Davis (2001, p.50) reminds us how it was Bunting’s hope that his 
collection would be “received with approbation by the lovers of music and learned on 
both sides of the Channel" in the aforementioned Ancient Music of Ireland (1840). In 
his assessment of Thomas Moore’s Irish Melodies, Dunne (1988, p.87) depicts a 
composer of compromise with “carefully pitched sentimental lyrics” matched to a 
revised musical tradition clearly indicating a partiality toward cultural synthesis. 
Moore was not only pivotal in disseminating melody and but also unparalleled in 
terms of performing internationally in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
(Vail 2004, p.41). He was an early exemplar of what could be accomplished as a 
practicing Irish singer and songwriter. Moore’s influence was widespread among 
fellow practitioners, having a notable effect on artists such as Samuel Lover72  in 
 
71 From the poem ‘The Oral Tradition’ by Eavan Boland.  
72 Samuel Lover (1797-1868) was a songwriter, composer and writer of the book Songs and Ballads 
(1839). In response to the publication of volumes of English and Scottish songs, Lover was inspired to 




particular. As concluded by Williams (1996, pp.29-30), Moore was responsible for “a 
genre of popular parlour song to which any songwriters in Britain and America could 
contribute”. In this way, Moore shifted the boundaries of an Irish musical identity.  
According to Richard Kearney, (1985, p.9) Irish identity is the antithesis of 
“dualist logic of either/or” favouring a dialectical logic of “both/and” and therefore 
“an intellectual ability to hold the traditional oppositions of classical reason together 
in creative confluence”. Finding an artistic equilibrium proved challenging. 
MacCarthy (2004, p.92) draws a parallel between the work of Kearney and Kinsella’s 
“dual tradition” (1995) positing that colonialism and the forfeiture of the Irish 
language have the capacity to both “hinder” and “inspire” the Irish intellect. It is a 
discourse which reiterates the tensions at the heart of Nietzsche’s “monumental 
history”73, mentioned earlier. Brian Friel’s play Translations (1980) set in nineteenth 
century rural Ireland famously embodied the level of compromise required in 
overcoming communication difficulties in utilising both the Irish and English 
languages. The actuality which reflects Irish aestheticism during the period and 
permeated the “Irish revival” is that which Kiberd (1993) later referred to as “idir dhá 
chultúr" (between two cultures).  
 
2.2.5 The Irish Revival—mediating the creative voices of Ireland 
 
As a country in Colonial to post-Colonial “transition”74 (from the late 1800s to 
the early 1900s), Ireland became a wellspring of creativity often referred to simply as 
the Irish revival. The period is well documented in the work of Boyce and O’Day 
 
until 1807 that the lyric muse of Ireland might spread her wing in a somewhat calmer atmosphere and 
sing of gentler themes”. 




(2004)”. As pronounced by Hutchinson (1999, p.408) it was a juncture at which 
cultural nationalism was encapsulated in the “myths”, “symbols”, “memories” and 
“cultural practices”, while “creative energies” were “embodied by local 
particularities”. Noted for polarities of Irish-English, Catholic-Protestant and Ancient-
Modern, the Irish revival arbitrated one of the most compelling oeuvres in Irish 
history. While language and literature were critical in mediating the Irish voice, both 
faced clear challenges with a vernacular in decline. Pivotal in negotiating such a voice 
were the literary contributions of W.B. Yeats (Marcus 1987; Howes and Kelly 2006), 
Lady Gregory and J.M. Synge in particular. Having already delineated its course in 
his lecture The necessity for de-anglicising Ireland of 1892 75 , Douglas Hyde 
formalised a quest for Ireland to re-establish itself as one of the most “original” 
“artistic” and “literary” populations of Europe. When Kiberd (1996a, pp.133-141) 
reminds us that it is the artist who challenges perceptions that culture arrives with 
colonialism, he is accenting Hyde’s tenet. More than anything the Irish were faced 
with the challenging task of Inventing Ireland (Kiberd 1996a), which was grounded in 
romantic nationalism. 
Rather than beginning at a particular juncture, denominations of the ‘Irish 
Revival’, ‘Celtic Revival’ or ‘Irish Renaissance’ were instinctual presences of cultural 
dynamism and creative tensions culminating in key fraternities, each with their own 
creative vision. The Irish Revival included the literature focused Ossianic Society 
(1853) and the language centred Conradh na Gaeilge (Gaelic League established in 
1893) founded by Hyde. Identifying a decline in indigenous culture called for a 
response to redeem the oral tradition. Reconnecting with the customs of rural 
peasantry (Carleton 1843) therefore became a priority, before they were irretrievably 
 




lost. The “utopian impulses” (Congáil 2012) of the Gaelic League, accordingly, 
directed its gaze toward the West of Ireland as a suitable microcosm from which to 
construct an artistic future. With efforts focussed particularly on Inis Meáin 
(Inismaan) 76 , Synge (1907, p.63) engaged in ethnographic studies (Castle, 1997 
pp.265-286) of the Aran Islands77 by living with its people. He did this following 
encouragement from Yeats. The Yeatsian aesthetic was on the other hand informed by 
a multitude of sources including William Blake (1757-1827), John O’Leary (1830-
1907)78, James Clarence Mangan (1803-1849), William Carleton (1794-1869) and the 
theosophy of Helena Blavatsky (1831-1891). His writings were also informed by the 
Celtic mysticism of writers including Matthew Arnold (1822-1888). Arnold’s On the 
study of Celtic Literature (1867) had already portrayed the Celts as largely 
sentimental and therefore “sensitive to joy and to sorrow” (ibid., p. 100), having an 
intimacy with the spiritual world. Of particular interest to the revival was the Celtic 
“inimitableness” in their way of expressing nature through “magic and charm” and 
references to the musicality of Irish literature which Arnold designated the “Celtic 
note” (ibid., pp.164-167). Consciousness of the “Celtic note” is something which 
Weygandt (1904, p.426) subsequently reframed as the activity of poets who were 
“singing to lighten Ireland’s wrong”.  
Although losing a language and sense of identity (most notably post-famine), 
the Irish unequivocally availed of the English language to regain their sense of 
individuality. Towards the end of the nineteenth century Kiberd and Matthews (2016, 
p.134) report how the act of “translating Ireland into English” in effect presented new 
opportunities for artistic flair. Citing authors such as J.M. Synge, in their view 
 
75 Delivered before the Irish National Literary Society in Dublin, 25 November 1892. 
76 The middle island of the three Aran islands located in Galway Bay.  




commonplace Irish phrases rendered themselves poetic once translated into English. 
In addition, it is likely that Irish people felt more liberated to experiment with another 
language, exercising less delicacy than they would with their native tongue. The 
resulting practice is therefore closer to an individual identity draped in a dualistic one 
or what had been earlier referred to as “indivi-duality” (Densmore 1909, p.6). 
Drawing from sources both ancient and contemporary, creative practices centred on 
reflecting the nuances of Irish identity back to itself. Technological innovation was 
integral to this. The Dun-Emer-Cuala printing press for example (originally 
established in 1902), was not only instrumental in presenting works including Yeats’s 
The Celtic Twilight (1894) and Hyde’s The Love Songs of Connaught (1893) but in 
disseminating an ideology. The Celtic Twilight epitomised the epoch of the Irish 
revival as it symbolised change in the human condition through the lens of Celtic 
mythology. Its reception was such that it became synonymous with The Irish Revival. 
In preference to pure romanticisation, the lattice of Irish identity was envisioned in 
terms of “public dreams” consistent with that posited by Joseph Campbell (1972, 
p.12). In effect, Irish culture could only be strengthened by a confluence of dreams 
and realities. Expressed another way, “the world as lived and the world as imagined, 
fused under the agency of a single set of symbolic forms, turns out to be the same 
world" (Geertz 1973, pp.112-113). Existing poetry and songs were significant in 
representing the Irish voice, as was the interdependency of imaginative peers. Yeats’ 
and Lady Gregory’s play Cathleen Ní Houlihan (1902) borrows markedly from 
antecedents, where the sean bhean bhocht (poor old woman) personified an Ireland 
worth dying for. Drawing from a traditional Irish song later translated in English as 
‘The Shan Van Vocht’ (anglicisation of the sean bhean bhocht), Bessai (1977, p.117) 
 




documents that the song (originally written in 1797), was not printed until the 1840s. 
This explains its concordance with the Irish revival. So ubiquitous was ‘The Shan 
Van Vocht’ that Belfast natives Alice Milligan and Anna Johnston designated it the 
name of their national monthly magazine in 1896 79 . Another well-known 
personification of Ireland was ‘Roisín Dubh’80 , a poem attributed to Owen Roe 
McWard (Murphy and McKillop 2006, pp. 113-114) later re-interpreted as ‘Dark 
Rosaleen’ by James Clarence Mangan. Highly influential to Joyce and Yeats, Mangan 
published his poem in 1846, thereby prefacing the cultural nuances of the era.  
In the midst of the Irish revival, certain writers were predisposed to infuse 
their writing prowess with a heightened sense of musicality. Despite Yeats’s 
relationship to music as one of purported indifference, as Schuchard (2008, p.1) 
recalls, ever since he was a young boy “speaking to the Psaltery” he “always longed 
to hear verse spoken to a harp” in the tradition of Homer. Joyce is perhaps the most 
celebrated exemplar of such an inclination who in the midst of his chronicled musical 
influences (Green 2002, pp.489-508) was also a musician, having learned to play the 
guitar. From his first poem in Chamber Music (1907) Joyce begins: “Strings in the 
earth and air/Make music sweet”. His opening line clearly expresses a rootedness in 
the musical experience, where vibrations alone particularise a connectedness between 
the musical creation and its sense of place. In tracing Joyce’s musical influences Flor 
(2009, pp.95-103) identifies his admiration for nineteenth century lute song and 
sixteenth and seventeenth century court composers. He depicts how “musical sounds” 
effectively became “vehicles for conveying moods and emotions that lie too deep for 
words”. For Poem VI of Chamber Music (1907), ‘Bid Adieu to Girlish Days’, Joyce 
 
79 Contributors to the magazine included Douglas Hyde, Arthur Griffith and James Connolly. 
80 ‘Roisín Dubh’ has been reinterpreted in song by numerous artists including traditional singer Joe 




composed an accompanying melody, verifying that momentarily his practice 
approached that of an early twentieth century songwriter. As Levin (1979, p.627) 
reminds us—ultimately, it was Joyce’s intention “to write lyrics that could really be 
sung”. Before taking steps to play the guitar (see Figure 2), his sentiments of 
Chamber Music81 categorically express his desire for it to be a musical work: “The 
book is in fact a suite of songs and if I were a musician, I suppose I should have set 
them myself” (Letters, 167) (Mahaffey 2004, p.182). Of course, Joyce’s masterpiece 
Finnegan’s Wake (1939) was a title borrowed from the name of a broadside ballad 
and a book where musical allusions were plentiful. According to Samuel Beckett, it 
was a novel “to be looked at and listened to” (Cohen 1983, p.27). Innovative in its 
literary style, it was daring in projection of Irish identity.   
 
In Finnegan’s Wake, Joyce establishes the spectre, that figure of 
uncontrollable and uncanny repetition, as a narrative device for 
(re)inventing a more nuanced version of Irish history and, therefore, a 
more complex definition of twenty-first-century Irishness. 
 
                    (Schultz 2012, p.281) 
 
From the beginning, Joyce’s view of the Irish revival set him apart from the 
literary figures of the Celtic Twilight as he clearly had no interest in its rhetoric. This 
is evident in works including ‘A Mother’ from Dubliners (1914) where he clearly 
ridicules any concept of a revival82. He makes this more explicit in A Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Man (1916) in declaring “You talk to me of nationality, language, 
religion. I shall try to fly by those nets” (p.206). 
 
81 The legacy of Chamber Music is evident in Goldenhair (2017), a contemporary re-imagining by 
Brian Byrne and a host of well-known Irish singer-songwriters including Cara Dillon, Gavin Friday, 
Jack Lukeman and Declan O’Rourke. aptly released on Bloomsday through Node Records. The album 
features twenty-one new songs fusing the music of Byrne and the words of Joyce. 
82 The narrative centres around an opportunistic mother (Mrs. Kearney) seeking financial gain via her 





Figure 2―James Joyce playing his guitar in Zurich  
(photo taken by friend Ottocaro Weiss in 1915)  
 
Similar to Joyce, George Bernard Shaw was critical of the Irish Revival, 
depicting the Gaelic League as a “tremendous delusion”, guilty of making the Irish 
not only “self-conscious” but inciting what he referred to as a “diseased state of 
mind” (Shaw 1998, p.64)83. Following the formation of the Irish Free State (Saorstát 
Éireann in 1922) language, literature and music were to become increasingly critical 
in re-establishing the Irish voice and wider sense of cultural identity. It was a year 
nonetheless in which Joyce’s Ulysses reiterated his portrayal of the Irish native as “a 
servant of two masters”84. Any undertakings of an artistic nature called for discretion 
in terms of their subject matter and their mediation. Unifying the state in a single act 
of creativity would thus prove particularly challenging.   
 
83 A report of Shaw’s Dublin lecture Literature in Ireland originally published in the Irish Times on 
October 28th, 1918 and originally entitled “Mr. G. Bernard Shaw and Irish Literature. His advice to 
Irishmen”—see Crawford (1998, p.63) 





2.2.6 The Soldier’s Song to Amhrán na bhFiann 
 
One of the greatest opportunities to mark the arrival of the Irish Free State lay 
in the composition of a song that the nation could sing together. After all, a National 
Anthem is supposed to be “metonymic” (Smyth 2012)—fully representative of the 
country with which it is associated. Settling on a suitable song proved controversial. 
Up to then, songs such as ‘A Nation Once Again’ (written by Thomas Davis), 
Thomas Moore’s ‘Let Erin Remember’ and ‘God Save Ireland’ (written by Timothy 
Daniel Sullivan) served as Ireland’s unofficial anthems. The manner in which 
Ireland’s definitive National Anthem manifested is an exemplar of a country 
undergoing a transformation in its identity. This is because the lyrics for ‘The 
Soldier’s Song’, which would go on to become the National Anthem85, were first 
written in the English language and later translated into Irish. The song, originally a 
poem written by Peadar Kearney86 consisted of three verses (stanzas) and a chorus. 
Continuing an already established songwriting partnership with Patrick Heeney, the 
melody for the song was added shortly afterwards by Heeney (in late 1909 87 ), 
employing tonic sol-fa. Originally intended as a marching song for the Irish 
volunteers88 there was a great deal of opposition to ‘The Soldier’s Song’ on both 
political and musical grounds89. Due to the absence of what was termed a “national 
hymn or anthem for use on ceremonial or convivial occasions” in 1924, the Dublin 
Evening Mail felt it necessary to hold a competition to find a National Anthem. 
 
85 Officially adopted as the Irish National Anthem in 1926. 
86 Peadar Kearney (1883-1942) was well known as a writer of popular songs in the English language 
during the period. Apart from ‘Down by the Glenside’ which was closer to a modern Aisling, the 
majority of his work was ideologically and politically driven. He also composed satirical and humorous 
ballads. 
87 https://www.taoiseach.gov.ie/eng/Historical_Information/The_National_Anthem/ 
88 Which later became the Irish Republican Army. 




Despite a panel of adjudicators which comprised, W.B. Yeats, Lennox Robinson and 
James Stephens, all entries were deemed too similar to ‘God Save the King’. In the 
interim, familiarity with ‘The Soldier’s Song’ led to its designation as the National 
Anthem in Dáil Eireann (1926) without deliberation.  
In keeping with the revivalism of the period, several translations into the Irish 
language ensued. The version which prevailed, and the one still in use today was that 
of Liam Ó Rinn—former translator for the Oireachtas90. As occurs with many songs 
over time, parts were discarded. All that is sung at official gatherings nowadays is the 
chorus. The rhetoric surrounding ‘Amhrán na bhFiann’ remains contentious, with 
some insisting it is no more than “popular militarism”, misrepresentative of modern 
Ireland (O’Toole 2018). It remains however, an epitome of collaborative songwriting 
where its creators endured the censors. Artistically, it is also one where they 
triumphed in the face of what were considered imitators. Drawing on the 1924 
competition to source a National Anthem, in 2016 “Nice Screams—A Citizens 
Anthem” invited the public to compose a song “celebrating the Ireland of 2016”. In 
chapter eight, as part of my autoethnographic contribution, I engage in reflective 
practice on the composition of my contemporary anthem.  
 
2.2.7 Disseminating the new voice of Ireland  
 
White (1998, p.54) argues that “while the Irish literary world benefitted 
greatly from musicality during the revival period, the creative channel for music was 
on the other hand thwarted as mediator of political utterance and provincialism in the 
form of balladry”. While it was literature which largely dominated the Irish revival of 
 




the early twentieth century, increasing opportunities to record and broadcast 
strengthened the contribution of music and language to the same end thereafter. 
Although tensions arose in declaring Irish the national language where English was 
“equally recognised” (Cahillane 2016, pp.79-80), efforts to disseminate the Irish voice 
were greatly enhanced through establishment of Ireland’s first radio station 2RN91 by 
Hyde in 1926. The station was named after its “call-sign” (Pine 2002, p.40) or address 
“to Éireann”. Reiterating the importance of “language” and “music” (from his lecture 
of 1892) in his inaugural broadcast Hyde added “songs” as part of what Pine (2014, 
pp.18-19) calls “a search for the authentic”. Establishment of the Irish Folklore 
Commission (1935-1970) made a significant contribution in tandem with the newly 
realised broadcast medium. In addition to a platform to engage with the poetry of 
revivalists it was a time of synergy between Irish and British broadcasting. Despite 
assertions in relation to his musicality, Strong (1954) recalls Yeats as having “a 
vibrant singing note” in broadcast works for BBC radio in the early 1930s92. His 
reading of ‘The Lake isle of Innisfree’93 achieved what he later referred to as "my first 
lyric with anything in its rhythm of my own music”. Although not performed as a 
song it was closer to what Seamus Heaney94 termed an “elevated chant” (Spangler 
2006, pp.140-156).  
Much effort was exercised in preserving the songs of the Irish tradition by way 
of collaboration between the BBC, the Irish Folklore Commission (IFC) and Radio 
Éireann. The BBC mobile recording unit reputedly travelled “2500 miles” to make 
“250 recordings”, completing its work in 1947 95. Briody (2008, pp.271-280) reports 
 
91 Becoming Radio Éireann in 1937 and RTÉ Radio One since 1966. 
92 1931-1937. 
93 Broadcast by the BBC in 1932. 
94 Seamus Heaney (1939-2013) was an Irish poet, playwright and Nobel laureate. 




how it was Séamus Ennis who made the most significant impact in collecting and 
transcribing the songs and instrumental music of Ireland during his time with the Irish 
Folklore Commission in 1943 and 1947. In Going to the Well for Water—The 
Seamus Ennis Field Diary (1942-1946), editor Uí Ógáin (Ennis 2009) confirms that 
Ennis was sent in search of “ceol dúchasach”—native Irish music (p.18). It is evident 
from the diaries just how valuable music and song were to local communities. As part 
of his itinerary, Ennis documents writing his own songs while in Co. Clare. As per his 
entry dated Tuesday, 11 September 1945 he states:  
 
I had promised the Wallace’ family in Cill Éinne, in Árainn, that I 
would write two songs for them. I wrote them, along with a letter of 
sincere thanks for their kindness to me during my stay with them. 
 
                       Seamus Ennis (ibid., p.297) 
 
Ennis’s ability as song collector was extraordinary. As Briody reminds us, his 
success was based on both his versatility as a musician with “perfect pitch” and a 
facility to capture the Irish language with accuracy. When Ennis joined Radio Éireann 
in 1947 with its new Mobile Recording Unit (MRU), together with Seán Mac 
Réamoinn, the focus was very much on capturing the narratives of the Gaeltacht 
regions. The documenting of singers and instrumentalists came about later through 
the initiative of Ennis and his rapport with fellow performers having previously 
visited locations of musical interest with the IFC. The MRU facilitated more natural 
performances, avoiding the formalities of preparation for studio recordings. In many 




Broadcasts featured songs in both sean nós and English. Rebel songs such as 
‘Roddy Mac Corley’96 by Ethna Carbery (pen-name for Anna Johnston, see 2.2.5) 
represented continuity with the cultural nationalism at the turn of the twentieth 
century. Song directed programmes included Ireland is singing and Around the Fire 
in the 1940s followed by The Ballad Maker’s Saturday Night97  in the 1950s―a 
programme where the seanchaí (storyteller) provided a preamble to song 
performances. The Ballad Maker’s Saturday Night featured the voices of singers such 
as Seán O’Siocháin who thereafter became associated with songs such as ‘The Boys 
of Barr na Sraide’98. While many contemporary Irish artists chose to sing in English 
or Irish, some adopted the macaronic song form common in bilingual cultures (where 
both languages are used in the same song). ‘Siúil a Rún’99 (Walk my love) is one of 
the best-known macaronic songs in Ireland with verse and chorus in English and Irish 
respectively100. Although choruses were often the only parts which survived in the 
original language, some featured both Irish and English languages in the same stanza. 
Macaronic song is not only the manifestation of a bilingual culture, it is evidence of 
the dichotomy that pervades both the sounds and meanings of a nation “idir dhá 
chultúr”. Eithne Ní Uallacháin’s solo album Bilingua (2014) 101  is a prominent 
example of such a phenomenon, featuring macaronic songs as well as those 
exclusively in Irish or English. Bilingua constitutes an album steeped in memories 
 
96 A song written in 1898 and popularised during the folk revival of the 1960s by The Dubliners and 
American folk group The Kingston Trio. 
97 Presented by Bryan MacMahon. 
98 Originally composed by poet Sigerson Clifford (1913-1985) and later recorded in song form by 
Christy Moore and Tim Dennehy. 
99 Originally ‘Shule Aroon’, (“descendant of a seventeenth-century British ballad entitled ‘The North-
country Maids resolution and love to her Sweetheart’) which after coming to Ireland obtained an Irish 
refrain” (Henigan 2015, p.17). 
100  A song apparently rescued from extinction by Baile Bhuirne (Ballyvourney) native Elizabeth 
Cronin. Popularised by Clannad on their album Dúlamán (1976) the song has been recorded by 
numerous well-known Irish singers including Iarla Ó Lionáird (Cronin’s grandnephew) and groups 
such as Altan and Anúna. 




and heavily influenced by Ní Uallacháin’s interest in Irish mythology which in itself 
represents continuity with creative practices at the turn of the twentieth century. 
Author of a Companion to Traditional Irish Music (2011) Fintan Valley has described 
Bilingua as: 
 
(a) fantastic odyssey into an ethereal world of memory and celebration, 
traditional in its feel but utterly contemporary in the experience it 
generates and in how that is achieved                   
                Fintan Vallely (2014) 
 
Ní Uallacháin’s influence on Irish singers and songwriters is well known and 
continues to perpetuate contemporary Irish culture102.  
 
2.2.8 Vocalising Irish emotion 
 
Of course, lyrics and music are only part of the modus operandi, as it is the 
performance which renders a song effectual. In her study of the singing voice, Dayme 
(2009, p.12) posits that in order to emote a performer must act like a “third person” 
and therefore avoid the trap of producing and perceiving their own sound at the same 
time. It is only then that a listener can empathise fully with the sound of sincerity 
coming from the performer, which she describes as from “the centre of his being” or 
from the “core”.  In Ireland, a style viewed as that which comes from the core is sean-
nós (old style) singing. The term sean-nós signifies both a singing style and repertoire 
of songs. As delineated by Williams (2004, p.122), characteristics of the Irish 
vernacular song genre are “unaccompanied performance in free rhythm”, with 




Falc’her-Polroux (2014, p.159) identifies 1904 as the year that the term “sean-nós” 
materialized in the midst of singing competitions organised by Conradh na Gaeilge103. 
Due to its relatively recent materialisation, and much debate over what constitutes 
bona fide sean-nós singing, it “carries with it a highly contested and intractable 
politics of authenticity” (Williams and Ó Laoire 2011, p.27). Consequences of a 
bilingual culture, prompted sean-nós performance in Hiberno-English in addition to 
Irish-Gaelic. Falc’her-Polroux (ibid.) reports that it was most likely its “highly 
ornamental style” which startled former African-American slave Frederick Douglass 
during his visit to Ireland in Ireland in 1845.   
 
I have never heard any songs like those anywhere since I left slavery, 
except when in Ireland. There I heard the same wailing notes and was 
much affected by them. It was during the famine of 1845-46. Nowhere 
outside of dear old Ireland, in the days of want and famine, have I 
heard sounds so mournful.  
 
            Frederick Douglass, 1855 in Falc’her-Polroux (2014)  
 
This observation eludes to an affiliation between the predecessor of sean-nós 
and an African American musical form which later evolved into ‘the blues’ (see 
2.3.3). Douglass’s reference to wailing notes104 embodies not only his own personal 
suffering, but the communal desolation of both Irish and African-Americans 
expressed in the vocalisations of their people. Douglass’s visit to Ireland is well 
documented in the work of Chaffin (2014). As concluded by Pine (2014, pp.41-49) it 
is “especially Ireland” which reflects the experiences of the colonised African nation 
 
102 As evidenced by a celebratory performance of Bilingua at the Templebar TradFest (2016) in St. 
Patricks Cathedral, Dublin featuring contemporary singers whose work Ní Uallacháin inspired. 
103 The Gaelic League (English translation) founded in 1893 was a cultural organisation responsible for 
the preservation and promotion of the Irish language and founded by former President of Ireland 
Douglas Hyde. Its wider remit was the de-anglicising of Ireland.  
104 Garon (1996, p.14) reminds us that to “cry” is the most widely accepted way of describing how the 




and its cultural hybridity105. President Barack Obama reiterated this on his visit to 
Dublin in 2011:  
 
We found common cause with your struggles against oppression. 
Frederick Douglass, an escaped slave and our great abolitionist, forged 
an unlikely friendship right here in Dublin with your great liberator, 
Daniel O’Connell. His time here, Frederick Douglass said, defined him 
not as a colour but as a man. 
 
           Barack Obama106 
 
 
Certain ethnic groups claim to channel new songs directly from the 
intercommunication between past and present. Marett’s study of the wannga 
ceremonial tradition of Northern Australia (2005, p.69) reports how aboriginal 
musicians acquire songs from a realm known as The Dreaming—where "the songman 
brought into the ritual space not only his own voice but the voices of his ancestors”. 
The closest to such a practice in Ireland is the caoineadh (Anglicised as keening), 
meaning to cry or weep. Also viewed as a ritual, the ancient tradition of keening is 
well documented in the works of Ó Madagáin (2005) and Bourke (2002, pp.1365-97). 
Keening practice embodies the harrowing emotions surrounding the experience of 
bereavement through vocalisation. Bourke describes keening as “breathless utterances 
of rhymed rhythmic praise”, directed towards the dead, usually a man (1988, p.287). 
It is argued by Conrad (2008, pp.39-57) that the keening or tradition of lament was 
fundamental in bringing about the existence of the sean bhean bhocht, (poor old 
woman) a “staple figure of Irish political ballads and satiric poetry from at least 1798 
onward”. Similar to the observations of Douglass in relation to sean nós song, keening 
is viewed by some as the closest musical form to “Irish blues”. The efficacy of the 
 




keening women during wakes is particularly evident in RTÉ’s documentary series 
Guth na nGael (2014) 107  in conversation with singer Susan Mc Keown. Having 
experienced keening in the Aran islands, Mc Keown claims that the inflections she 
heard in early recordings from the islands were indisputably “our blues”. Smyth 
(2005, p.128) holds the view that Irish artists such as Dolores O’Riordan (1971-2018) 
108 and Sinead O’Connor (now Shuhada’ Davitt since she converted to Islam) exhibit 
vocalisations reminiscent of both keening and sean nós with their “angularity and 
robust intonation” which sets them apart from their contemporaries. McCoy (2009, 
pp.207-220) echoes such a viewpoint—advocating that O’Riordan’s vocals in 
‘Zombie’109 mediate the anguish surrounding the events of the Warrington bombings 
(1993)110, precisely due to a nexus with the keening tradition. The power of such 
vociferation is that it approaches a haunting ochón (lament). Its sonority is 
disconcerting, yet demonstrative of an ability to communicate sheer suffering. Slobin 
(2011, pp.37-38) reminds us, that more than anything keening represents the 
personification of adversity to an oppressive Colonial regime— “where outright 
resistance was not possible”. Represented as such it reiterates the similarities between 
the sonority of the music of Irish natives and African-American slaves as discussed 
earlier. In her radio documentary, Songs for the Dead111, broadcaster Marie-Louise 
Muir (2016) concurs with Slobin’s discourse furthering that in the absence of the 
keening tradition post 1950, grief became “something to be controlled”. The 
 
106 Author’s transcription from President Obama’s speech in St. Stephen’s Green, Dublin, 23 May 
2011. “Barack Obama's visit to Ireland”, broadcast at 17:45 GMT on RTÉ One Television.  
107 RTÉ One Television six-part series exploring recurring themes in Irish song, first broadcast on 14 
November 2014. The series was presented by Mairéad Ní Mhaonaigh—principal vocalist and fiddler of 
traditional Irish performing group Altan. Ní Mhaonaigh comes from a family of song collectors. 
108 Former lead singer with Irish group The Cranberries. 
109 The protest song ‘Zombie’ was written by Dolores O’Riordan of The Cranberries and released on 
their 1994 album No Need to Argue (Island Records). 
110 Bomb attacks which took place in February and March, 1993 in Warrington, England. 




referential meanings advanced by both Slobin and Muir confirm what was earlier 
noted by Meyer (1956, p.14) based on a Deweynian “conflict theory of emotion” 
(Angier 1927, pp.390-401). Progressively, the practice of keening became “de-
ritualised” (Mc Coy 2009, ibid.), and therefore detached from its innate sensibility. 
People needed a way to express themselves outside the confines of that which was 
perceived as the “old way”, or indeed ritualistic practice. Even the most subservient of 
people were struggling to contain their voices in moments of extreme 
anguish.  Keening is a vocal release of communal grief, shrouded in centuries of 
oppression.   
Despite its prevalence in mourning the deceased, keening was commensurate 
with a wider sense of loss, hence its association with emigration. For example, 
keeners were employed to grieve for those on the point of being lost to their families 
at proceedings such as the American wake. Notwithstanding, it was through the 
displacement of people and their sonorities that another significant musical 
renaissance occurred—the international folk revival. In the next section, I confront 
creative practice in the context of transatlanticism—where communities and 
individuals succeeded in finding their own voices—between the local and the global. 
  




One of the most significant musical influences on the Irish acoustic singer-
songwriter aesthetic in its present form can be traced to what is commonly referred to 




folk revival pivotal to the evolution of the Irish artist. In addition to the Irish folk 
revival it considers the thrust of parallel revivals in Britain and America which 
culminated in a confluence of repertoire, styles and musical themes. Historically, it 
was a period in which the politicisation of lyrical content became widespread as 
writers compounded the song format as mediator of social injustices. Rather than 
consider an all-inclusive enquiry of Irish artists and musical groups, it focuses on the 
emergence of key individuals and their practice, supportive of the present study. The 
subchapter ends by way of a segue into what I term the singer-songwriter revival with 
an increasing focus on individualism.  
 
2.3.2  Locating folk music 
 
According to Biddle and Knights (2007, p.210) the term volksmusik or music 
of the people most likely originated with Johann Gottfried Herder (1744-1803), a 
form associated with the rural proletariat post-industrialisation. Justly, they 
characterise “folk” as a musical form which “adheres to tradition” while distinct from 
“art” or “mass popular repertories”. While the minutiae of folk music imply a 
“resistance to systematic classification” (Bohlman 1988, p.33), this is unhelpful in 
framing the nuances of the folk revival. Echoing an earlier observation by Cecil 
Sharp112 (1907, p.21), a definition which is presented in some of the recent literature 








Folk music is the product of a musical tradition that has been evolved 
through the process of oral transmission. The factors that shape the 
tradition are: (i) continuity which links the present with the past (ii) 
variation which springs from the creative impulse of the individual or 
the group; (iii) selection by the community which determines the form 
or forms in which the music survives.  
  
          Journal of the International Folk Music Council VII (1955, p.23) 
 
 
By its very nature, folk music is predicated on socio-cultural factors and the 
behaviours of individuals. Jabbour (1993, xii) justly argues that any creative work 
undergoing a revival is omnipresent, having merely experienced a “period of 
dormancy” or “suffered from inattention”, otherwise “there is nothing to revive”. 
Suggestive of a phenomenon which fails to represent cultural development, the “folk 
revival" (that took place in western society), on the contrary, brought musical 
creativity to unprecedented levels. Ethnomusicologist Mark Slobin suggests that any 
idea of revitalisation stems from the recurrent need of individuals to “reconsider and 
construct their social and cultural identities” (Slobin 1983, p.40), and the folk revival 
epitomised such a disposition.  
Tracing the evolution of folk and art music, Gelbart (2007) argues that mid-
eighteenth-century struggles for socio-political liberation were directly responsible for 
the “creative individual” as well as the collective “folk genius”. Although advocating 
the emergence of the composer as a prominent figure in European music, Gelbart’s 
work centres on the compositions of Scotland and Germany overlooking the 
contributions of Ireland. It is a concern reiterated by White (2009, pp.75-77) who 
reminds us of the publication’s “urgency” to consider the role of “traditional music in 
Ireland”, which for some reason is reduced to “silence”. While singer-songwriter 




as any musical genre which has a sizeable audience113 has essentially become popular. 
Instrumental to the rise of the Irish performing songwriter was the musical 
conversation between Ireland, Britain, mainland Europe and North America. 
Beginning with the genre of blues, I consider the subtext in what follows, traversing 
the Atlantic as appropriate.  
 
2.3.3 From the back porch to the stage 
 
As I mention in the previous chapter (see 1.3), origins of the term singer-
songwriter can be traced to performers of blues in the United States of America. 
According to Evans (1982, p.32) there are no accounts of blues singing before the 
1890s. While the ‘Father of the blues’ is often a title attributed to African trumpet 
player and composer W.C. Handy (1873-1958), Attah (2013, p.2) justifiably argues 
that Handy more precisely acknowledged and documented an already existing 
tradition. Distinguishing between low and high culture he locates blues music in terms 
of a “non-literate folk tradition” and a “literate theatre tradition”. Some artists insist 
however that blues is best performed outside the confines of a venue or theatre. After 
all, it is widely accepted that blues performance originated outdoors and 
unaccompanied among working class African Americans as field hollers:  
 
Well when I was coming up, people did more singing in the fields than 
they did anywhere else”. “They didn’t use any instruments, just natural 
voice.  
 




113 Irish singer-songwriter Andrew Hozier Byrne (b. 1990) won Billboard Music Awards 2015 for Top 




According to seminal blues artist Willie Dixon from Mississippi, everyone in 
the South sung spirituals and blues which were essentially the “same thing”. Dixon 
affirms that bosses allowed slaves to sing once they realised that they were able to 
work more efficiently with the assistance of songs. Ironically of course, songs became 
signifiers of empowerment with workers suddenly in a position to “pass messages” to 
one another (Zollo 2003, p.19). Although offering comfort against the gruelling 
demands of repetitious labour, songs acted as a form of catharsis, often signifying 
hope or connection to a better way. With the introduction of mechanisation in the 
1940s some workers managed to avoid the more laborious tasks as Joe Willie 
‘Pinetop’ Perkins discovered at Hopson Cotton Plantation, Clarksdale, Mississippi 
where he worked as both tractor driver and piano playing entertainer. In the same 
decade, Woody Guthrie wrote to folklorist, and writer Henrietta Yurchenco about his 
work with country, blues and folk musician Leadbelly114 (Huddie William Ledbetter) 
stating:  
 
Huddie plays a little old $4 accordion and you can actually hear the sad 
notes of his people singing in the swamps and jungles and echoing in 
the Louisiana moss. And when you hear it you almost know that it’s 
the sad and lonesome music of a people that can’t even vote.  
          
                           (Yurchencho 1970) 
 
Guthrie’s perspective is not only key in understanding the sound of the blues 
but resonates deeply with the observations of Douglass in relation to sean-nós singing 
in Ireland a century earlier (see 2.2.8). It is a view which concurs with that of Keil 
(1966, p.164) as a musical form closer to a “ritual” than a performance. Nonetheless, 
the blues quickly moved from the fields and back porches to the juke joints, venues 
 




which provided a social outlet for plantation workers largely after emancipation 
(Hazard-Gordon 1990, p.80).  
Since the 1890s the introduction of the guitar greatly altered the nature of the 
music played in juke joints (Wald 2004, p.45). Many pioneering blues artists such as 
Charley Patton and Robert Johnson began their careers in such settings. As 
performance became increasingly important for blues artists Fahey (1970, p.29) 
reports how Patton would incorporate “his ability to dance and to do tricks with the 
guitar, in order to please an audience”115. What distinguished artists such as Patton 
and Johnson from many of their counterparts was that they progressed to composing 
and recording their own songs. Of course, the possibilities of performing in more 
prestigious venues were highly dependent on individual artists and their disposition to 
relocate from the southern states to urban centres. Big Bill Broonzy and harmonica 
player Sonny Terry (born Saunders Terrell in 1911) for example featured at Carnegie 
Hall, New York in John Hammond’s From Spirituals to Swing concert as early as 
1938 (Heatley 2009). Hammond who also managed Billie Holiday put her on the 
same stage ten years later116. Mississippi John Hurt on the other hand was quite 
content to perform on his back porch for friends in his understated and inimitable 
style for most of his life. Nevertheless, Hurt recorded for the Okeh record label and 
revived his career with a performance at the Newport Folk Festival in 1964. In 
contrast to recorded works which were limited by the duration of the phonograph, live 
performers were expected to carry on playing and singing as long as the crowd would 
dance. Undisputedly, live performance was more liberating for the artist than working 
 
revered for his counter hegemonic protest songs. 
115  Such practices resonate with the those of Michael Coleman as mentioned later in this 
chapter―2.3.4. 
116 Although Holiday was mostly known for jazz performance, she was also a blues singer who had 




in a studio as confirmed by Hurt (Cohen 1996). Such experiences resonate with the 
expediency of the Mobile Recording Unit employed by Séamus Ennis (1947) (see 
2.2.7) and the field recordings (1934-1942) of folklorists John and Alan Lomax who 
used portable equipment from the American Library of Congress. Nevertheless, as 
Garofalo (1999 p.335) attests, technological advancement and “decentralization”, 
created the conditions in the 1940s under which African American music was 
disseminated through “hundreds of small independent labels” 117 . The arrival of 
magnetic tape machines (by Magnecord118 and Ampex) and the pioneering work of 
Les Paul in multitracking in the early fifties enhanced recording possibilities even 
further. Coupled with a growth in radio stations, the blues became exposed to a 
growing white audience during its revival in the 1950s and 1960s. A substantial rise 
in the number of white musicians who began to play the blues publicly sparked 
obvious concerns over their credibility. Discussing the blues at length in terms of 
ethnic mingling, its authenticity, proprietary and experiential access Rudinow (1994, 
pp. 127-137) justly concludes that “the blues, like any oral tradition, remains alive to 
the extent that it continues to evolve and things continue to ‘grow out of it’”. More so 
than repetition, the word revival signalled innovation. Musical hybridity became 
widespread. This is evidenced by artists such as Atlanta born singer-songwriter 
Thomas Hoyt Bryant (known as Slim Bryant 1908-2010) who learned old Irish songs 
and poetry from his parents while also immersed in blues music 119 . Ireland’s 
contribution to the folk revival followed its own trajectory, which I examine in the 
next section. 
 
117 Including Atlantic, Chess, Sun, King and Imperial. 
118 Later used by Alan Lomax in field recordings in Europe. 
119 From an interview with Slim Bryant on Folk America (2009)—a three-part history of American 




2.3.4 Revivalism and traditional Irish music 
 
Earlier, I spoke of the guitar and its centrality to the emergence of the 
American singer-songwriter. The guitar was largely estranged from traditional Irish 
music in the period leading up to the Irish folk revival. However, as early as the 1930s 
Michael ‘Whitey’ Andrews (b. 1902 in Cardiff of Irish parents) provided guitar 
accompaniment on the American recordings of renowned Sligo fiddler Michael 
Coleman120 and those of Paddy Killoran (Smith 2012, p.345). The impact of the 
recorded works of musicians including Coleman on both the performance practice and 
“modes of transmission” of Irish musicians are documented in the works of Spencer 
(2010, pp.437-449) and Bradshaw (1999, p.75). Dancing and playing in unison as part 
of his routine121, Coleman demonstrated that once traditional musical practices left 
Ireland so too did the restrictive burdens of performance paradigms.  
Professor of folklore Burt Feintuch argues that while many revivalists claim to 
safeguard musical traditions “rather than encourage continuity”, they “recast the 
music and culture” they represent, obscuring temporality (1993, p.184). Feintuch’s 
discourse supports the hypothesis that revivals are musically restrictive, advocating 
“standard repertoire” through a “selective view of the past”. While there may be some 
truth in this view, were it not for the acumen of musicians including Seán Ó Riada 
(1931-1971)122 and Ceoltóirí Chualann123 in the 1960s, and Planxty and The Bothy 
Band in the 1970s the traditional Irish musical aesthetic may have continued along its 
conservative trajectory. Ó Riada’s desire to orchestrate traditional Irish Music 
 
120 Coleman made his first commercial recording in 1921. 
121 Coleman engaged in vaudeville theatre performance in the United States 
122 Irish composer and musical arranger Sean Ó Riada (John Reidy)—a pivotal figure in the revival of 
Irish traditional music in the 1960s as leader of Ceoltóirí Chualann (1961-1969). Ó Riada later worked 
as a music lecturer at University College Cork (1963-1971). 




materialised most notably in the form of Mise Éire (I am Ireland) (1959), a Gael Linn 
documentary on the founding of the Irish State. In keeping with the essence of the 
Irish revival portrayed, well-known air ‘Roisín Dubh’ was called upon to convey its 
central theme124.  
Leading into the 1960s traditional Irish instrumental music not only endured 
the folk revival but became integral to its transformation. It also survived the arrival 
of the largely Americanised showband era125. Radio broadcasters such as Ciarán Mac 
Mathúna and the aforementioned Séamus Ennis126 were instrumental in nurturing an 
appreciation for traditional music as young audiences in particular embraced the 
emerging folk subculture. As pointed out by McLaughlin and McLoone (2012, p.34) 
there was a bilateral revival, one centred on traditional instrumental music and the 
other whose global leaning focussed on “balladry” and a “growing disenchantment 
with contemporary consumer culture”. It was precisely at this juncture that the Irish 
performing songwriter developed its individual voice.  
Although reintroducing antecedent songs and melodies, traditional music 
which was largely performed in unison pre-1960s was invigorated with textural 
harmonies, countermelodies and exhilarating rhythmic accompaniment. As a case in 
point, The Bothy Band, were (according to Dónal Lunny) “fast and wild and barely 
under control” (Swan 2003, pp.100-101). Sonically, the music acquired a distinct 
tonal quality, and subsequent latitude for expressivity. Most importantly the Irish folk 
revival demonstrated receptiveness to non-indigenous musical forms, instigating a 
willingness to infuse traditional music with new approaches and instrumentation. 
 
124 On this occasion Ó Riada’s re-interpretation draws on “several different traditions including film 
music, nationalistic music, and orchestral music” (Ní Chonghaile 2015, p.2), but particularly the 
French horn arrangement of Munster song ‘Clár Bog Déil’ (O’Canainn 2003, p.65). 
125 Dance bands often of seven or eight members who played a mixture of American popular music, 




Moreover, the international revival escalated musical performance from informal 
gatherings to public platforms prompting the replacement of amateurism with 
professionalism. Ballad sessions and folk clubs thrived during the Irish and British 
folk revivals as a result of culturally nuanced interactions.  
Where Irish folk songs had been pronounced as “secular”, “recreational” and 
“as most casually celebratory” (Shields 1987), folk revival songs became a natural 
extension of the societal and cultural shifts taking place in Ireland. Of course, the 
songs created in Ireland represented “Irishness”, but they were created by an Irish 
people drawing on increasingly disparate sources—substantiated by increased 
mobility, and advances in broadcasting and recording. Traditional song also 
experienced its natural progression, juxtaposed with rivalling subgenres. American 
folklorist and ethnomusicologist Alan Lomax who was instrumental to the British folk 
revival (with significant involvement also in the Irish revival), described this 
collective phenomenon in song as: 
 
Speech melody, role playing, social organization, ritual practice and 
emotive communication blend(ing) together so that none of the 
components is individually perceptible.     
     
                         Lomax (1968) 
 
Accordingly, Lomax’s perception implies transmogrification of traditional 
practice per se. As with any reworking of traditional forms, people are divided into 
both disdainful and sympathetic spheres. Nevertheless, it seems traditions in song 
resurface intermittently at moments when they are pertinent. They could be thought of 
as “memes” or “units of information” (Csikszentmihalyi 1997, p.7) on which the 
perpetuation of culture depends. In approaching the key contributors to the Irish folk 
 




revival, it is important to remember that in preference to original compositions, most 
made significant contributions by negotiating traditional forms in novel ways. 
Naturally, a prerequisite in reworking traditional songs or composing new material is 
their level of social acceptance. In the following section, I consider the emergence of 
Irish artists within the context of transatlanticism. 
 
2.3.5 Transatlanticism and popularisation of the singer-songwriter  
 
While events such as the installation of a transatlantic telegraph cable at 
Valentia island in County Kerry established an important physical and discursive 
juncture between Ireland and Northern America from 1858, the transatlantic musical 
aesthetic (O’Connor 1991; Wynn 2010, 2012; Oliver 2012) became particularly 
significant in the present context approximately a century later 127 . Increased 
mobilisation of performers and song artefacts between Ireland, Britain and the United 
States left an indelible mark on the Irish singing performer. Irish sean nós singer Joe 
Heaney whose life is celebrated in Song of Granite (Collins, 2017)128 for example, 
was instrumental in establishing the ‘folksong clubs’ with Peggy Seeger, Ewan 
MacColl and A.L. (Bert) Lloyd (Williams and Ó Laoire 2011, p.18). Such gatherings 
became hybridised thereafter showcasing traditional music of a progressively 
international flavour. Ewan MacColl’s renowned ‘Ballads and Blues Club’129 was 
according to Peggy Seeger130 a place for songs from Britain, Ireland, North America, 
Australia, Mainland Europe and Jamaica by 1956. Brocken (2003, pp.14-15) draws 
 
broadcast in Songs from the Four Provinces as early as 1948 (Brocken 2003, p.21). 
127 A key period in the formation of the contemporary Irish singer-songwriter was the international folk 
revival which took place between the early 1960s and the late 1970s. 
128 A biography/film drama of the life of Joe Heaney and his music released on 15 Nov 2017. 




attention to the similarities between what was happening in Britain and the gradual 
emergence of blues at the turn of the twentieth century in the United States. In doing 
so, he highlights the “channelling of music performance and reception though 
social/political/historical refractions”. The listening ear of both performers and their 
audience was becoming hybridised to an unprecedented level. Notwithstanding, it is 
at the discretion of the artist as to what they are willing to accept as part of their 
sonority.  
In The Liberation of Sound, French born composer Edgar Varèse (1966, p.18) 
justly argues that "to stubbornly conditioned ears, anything new in music has always 
been called noise". To Varèse music was simply “organised sound”, or even 
“organised noises”. He affirmed that science showed immense potential for 
music131—to “infuse it with youthful vigour” (ibid., p.11). Coincidentally, much of 
Varèse’s early American musical endeavours were conducted in Greenwich Village, 
New York, later to become one of the most important and well-known landmarks for 
singer-songwriters—mostly self-accompanied on acoustic guitar. Befitting of its 
trajectory, Greenwich Village was declared an independent republic by a small group 
of artists including painter John Sloan as early as 1916. In a place where Varèse had 
considered the potential of electronic art music (in the company of Léon 
Theremin132), ‘The Village’ notoriously prevailed as a melting pot for both Beat 
poetry and the folk music revival. Evidently, the impulse to create new sounds was 
juxtaposed by an inclination to revisit that which had gone before. It was a time when 
emigrant performers The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem made a significant 
 
130  Recollections from Peggy Seeger at Asheville, North Carolina. See The Living Tradition 
homepage— https://www.folkmusic.net/htmfiles/edtxt39.htm [accessed 31 March 2020].  
131 Often regarded as the ‘Father of Electronic Music’, Varèse was most likely predisposed to this 
viewpoint as a former student of engineering. 
132 Widely known as the inventor of the Theremin (1928), an electronic instrument which could be 




contribution to an emerging singer-songwriting culture in Greenwich Village. Their 
popularity spawned not only a folk revival but also a ballad boom back in Ireland 
(thanks in no small part to broadcasters such as Ciarán Mac Mathúna).  
While the Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem disseminated traditional Irish 
songs locally in the United States, American songs were infiltrating the Irish and 
British airwaves, thus broadening the sonic palette of locals. Establishment of the 
independent record label Transatlantic Records in the United Kingdom (1961) 
represented a cohesive force situating acoustic music from Irish acts including The 
Dubliners, The Johnstons and Finbarr and Eddie Furey alongside British acts such as 
The Humblebums. Curating the work of highly influential British guitarists John 
Renbourn (1944-2015), Bert Jansch (1943-2011) as well as South Carolina born 
Reverend Gary Davis (1896-1972) was further evidence of the label’s eclecticism. 
One obvious manifestation of transatlanticism was English singer-songwriter Ralph 
May changing his name to Ralph Mc Tell based on his appreciation of Piedmont 
blues Musician Blind Willie Mc Tell 133 . Emerging songwriters were radically 
polarised in terms of what constituted a musical revival—locating their repertoire 
accordingly.  
The younger generation attracted to the Folk Music Revival on both 
sides of the Atlantic often had a more flexible attitude to issues of 
repertory. The revival spawned a large number of singer-songwriters 
who accompanied themselves on the acoustic guitar but had little in 
common with those concerned primarily to bear witness to the 
tradition. In this category were Paul Simon, Donovan, Phil Ochs, Tom 
Paxton, Joni Mitchell and, above all, Bob Dylan. In the UK, revivalists 
such as Martin Carthy and his daughter Eliza typify much stronger 
traditional links. The end of the 20th century saw folk revivals in many 
European countries134. 
 
          
 
133 British singer and songwriter Anthony James Donegan (1931-2002) did the same changing his name 
to Lonnie Donegan after American blues guitarist Lonnie Johnson. 




Respected singer-songwriter Paul Simon explicates his early sound as a 
“blending” of the “Bleecker and MacDougal folk scene in New York” and English 
traditional music which featured fiddles, concertinas and vocal harmonies of “fourths 
and fifths” (Rodgers 2000, p.9). Many of the artists cited by Rodgers influenced the 
Irish performing songwriter at some level of their development, the effects of which 
are still prevalent. One of the most important contributions to the folk revival in the 
United States were of course performance venues such as the coffeehouses. Most of 
all, they were an autonomous platform for newly composed songs.  
The coffeehouses fostered the advent of a new kind of musician 
in America – the singer-songwriter. Increasingly many “folk 
singers” in the coffee houses sang songs of recent or current 
composition, rather than traditional songs. The repertoire of 
coffeehouse singers favoured appealing audience-friendly 
material, a personal style, and skillful performance. Sources of 
the singers’ material included books and recordings by the big 
new folk stars including Joan Baez and The Clancy Brothers. 
 
        Smith and Mc Neil (2008, p.13) 
 
The Coffeehouse Songbook (Edwards and Kelley 1966) was a resource from 
which singers drew regularly in performances across the United States135. On close 
examination of the book there are a number of songs which make an impression on an 
Irish performing songwriter including ‘The Water is Wide’, ‘The Ballad of Reading 
Gaol’, ‘The Foggy Dew’136 and ‘The Cruskeen Lawn’ (anglicisation of ‘An Cruiscín 
Lán’ or The Full Little Jug137). Also featured are ‘Erin Go Braugh’, ‘Star of the 
County Down’138 and ‘The Wild Colonial Boy’, a familiar traditional Irish-Australian 
 
135 The People’s Songbook (Hill 1948) was a well-known earlier publication consisting mostly of 
political and union songs, whose co-editors included Alan Lomax and Pete Seeger. 
136 A song reinterpreted by Sinead O’Connor and The Chieftains on the album The Long Black Veil 
(1995). 
137 Which was also the title of a column by Myles na gCopaleen (Brian O’Nolan) in The Irish Times 
from 1940-1966. 




ballad139 popularised by both the Clancy Brothers and Burl Ives. The same song book 
included songs such as ‘Rabbit Blues’, ‘Freight Train’, ‘The Wabash Cannonball’ and 
‘House of the Rising Sun’ demonstrating the cross pollination of musical genres and 
sonorities.  
Smyth (2004, p.87) fosters debate on what he terms an “international vogue” 
for folk music during the 1960s and 1970s. Justifiably, he argues that the influence of 
the American revival on Irish acoustic performers was ironic, considering how Irish 
traditions were revered as primary sources of inspiration and authenticity. Most 
importantly, Smyth characterises the international folk revival as “a phenomenon 
which in turn gave rise to an enduring figure of the contemporary popular musical 
world—the guitar-playing singer-songwriter”. The guitar was fundamental to the 
sound of contemporaneous Irish beat groups and showbands, largely motivated by the 
diffusion of American rock ‘n’ roll. It was nevertheless the electric guitar which often 
dominated such performances. Mc Laughlin and Mc Loone (2012, pp.23-28) clarify 
that while on the one hand acts such as The Royal Showband140 were largely viewed 
as “mediocrity or mimicry”, they operated within the same “subculture” or 
“paradigm” as The Beatles, by virtue of sharing the same bill. As showbands filled 
the dancehall spaces previously reserved for traditional céilí bands, they also provided 
a platform for two of Ireland’s most internationally renowned performing songwriters, 
namely—Van Morrison141 and Rory Gallagher142.             
 
 
139 In Ireland the song can be traced to Castlemaine, Co. Kerry where a young emigrant called Jack 
Duggan left for Australia in the nineteenth century. 
140 1957-1975 
141 Morrison was a member of Belfast based showband The Monarchs before joining a group entitled 
Them (1964-1966). 
142 Gallagher was in the Fontana Showband (renamed the Impact Showband in 1965) prior to forming 




2.3.6  (Re) imagining the Irish in song 
 
Naturally, the emergence of the Irish singer-songwriter is as much linked to 
the material (songs) as it is to the development of the artists as practitioners. During 
the folk revival a number of writers emerged who curated work to well-known 
performers. In 1964, Derry born Phil Coulter began working as a songwriter and 
arranger from what became known as Britain’s ‘Tin Pan Alley’143 on Denmark Street, 
London. Coulter became involved with artists as diverse as Van Morrison, Tom Jones 
and Jerry Lee Lewis. His deeply personal compositions such as ‘Scorn not his 
simplicity’ (1970) and ‘The Town I loved so Well’ (1973) however are remembered 
for renditions by Luke Kelly of The Dubliners more so than Coulter’s own 
recordings. ‘My Boy’ (1974) 144  on the other hand quickly entered the realm of 
popular music as soon as it was recorded by Elvis Presley.  
There was a growing confidence however that performers could write for 
themselves. A number of key individuals transpired from the Irish folk revival period, 
namely performing songwriters such as Andy Irvine, Christy Moore, Barry Moore 
(Luka Bloom), Mick Hanly, Sonny Condell, Leo O’Kelly, Paul Brady and Van 
Morrison. They emerged largely as solo artists subsequent to working with musical 
groups or as band leaders. As one would expect from a small country, in some cases 
they were even members of the same bands145. With the exception of Andy Irvine, 
most also opted for the guitar as their self-accompanying instrument of choice. 
 
143 Tin Pan Alley n. colloq. (orig. U.S.) the world of the composers and publishers of popular music; 
also applied loosely to a district where song publishing houses abound, spec. (formerly) in New York 
in 28th Street and in London around Denmark Street (Oxford English Dictionary www.oed.com) 
[accessed 31 March 2020]. 
144 ‘My Boy’ was originally a French song entitled ‘Parce que je t'aime, mon enfant’ (Because I Love 
You My Child) written by Jean-Pierre Bourtayre and Claude François, translated into English by Phil 
Coulter and Bill Martin. 
145 Planxty alone featured Irvine, Christy Moore and Paul Brady (who was a member for a brief 




Sweeney’s Men and the Greek Bouzouki 
 
  Joyce inspired writer Flann O’Brien146 published At Swim Two Birds in 
the same year as Finnegan’s Wake (1939). Significantly, it was the “men of (King) 
Sweeney” from At Swim Two Birds which led to the naming of a noteworthy revival 
group in 1966 (Moynihan 2013). Sweeney’s Men—the trio of Andy Irvine, Johnny 
Moynihan and ‘Galway Joe’ Dolan unpacked their wide musical palates featuring 
compositions from Scottish, American and English traditions in addition to Irish 
songs. The influence of Woody Guthrie on Irvine was profound, whose songs he 
discovered through Lonnie Donegan’s skiffle renditions. Irvine’s experimentation 
with skiffle was short lived however, due to the persuasion of Irish folk music. His 
affiliation with stringed instruments is particularly significant, having studied 
classical guitar as a teenager periodically under one of its greatest exponents, Julian 
Bream. Despite this it was not to be his stringed instrument of choice. Pivotal for what 
was to follow, Johnny Moynihan introduced the bouzouki to Sweeney’s Men, 
bringing a rich exotic texture to their sound. Curiously, the charm of instruments from 
the lute family continued, decades after their first impressions on Joyce (see 2.2.5). 
The bouzouki was brought to the attention of Moynihan by Tony French on French’s 
return from the Mediterranean (Moynihan, ibid). Moynihan claimed it had a readiness 
to play "starved chords" or chords with only two fretted notes. It was a critical 
moment which not only altered the course of traditional Irish music but also song 
accompaniment. Terry Woods (who later replaced guitarist ‘Galway Joe’ Dolan) 
claimed that Sweeney's Men were in fact “all about double strings”, twelve string 
 
solo career. With Hanly as vocalist Moving Hearts contributed to Van Morrison’s album A Sense of 
Wonder in 1985. Both Condell and O’Kelly performed as Tír na nÓg in 1969 and continue performing 




guitars, the mandolin and the bouzouki which gave the band their distinctive sound. 
As it happens, the distinguished presence of the bouzouki heightened Irvine’s 
receptivity to further exotic instruments and in a sense spearheaded experimentation 
in his own compositions. 
 
Andy Irvine—"Windy Dreams” 
 
Keen to explore new territory both geographically and musically in 1968 
Irvine departed Sweeney’s Men to be replaced by guitarist Henry McCullough147. At 
the time, The Beatles had inspired artistic diversification globally, following their trip 
to India148. Irvine’s travel to the Balkans in particular fuelled a growing interest in 
melodies and time signatures from the region. It was a musical interest shared by A.L. 
(Bert) Lloyd a key contributor to the British folk revival. (Brocken 2003, p.25). The 
recorded works of traditional Balkan musicians were naturally an important resource 
in Irvine’s study of such music.  
 
I went to Bulgaria, Romania and what was then Yugoslavia and I 
picked up a lot of music and brought it back, largely on LPs and tried 
night-and-day to learn how to play it. When I learned how to crack it, I 
rushed out shouted ‘Eureka’ and everybody looked puzzled, except for 
dear Donal (Lunny) who was quite taken with it and so we started to 
introduce those rhythms into Irish music.    
                   (Henderson 2013) 
 
 
It was a key juncture, traversing traditions which would profoundly influence 
not only his accompaniment, but in due course his approach to songwriting. Irvine is 
reputed to have returned from his trip to the Balkans with “four songs of quasi-
 
146 Brian O’Nolan (1911-1961) was an Irish Novelist, playwright and satirist who wrote under the 
pseudonyms Flann O’Brien and Myles na gCopaleen. 




mystical character” (Harper and Hodgett 2004, p.24) which would later inform 
subsequent collaborations with both Planxty and Paul Brady. The impression of such 
encounters on Irvine the soloist come to the fore on the album Rainy Sundays… 
Windy Dreams (1980), where there is a clear distinction between side one and side 
two—derivative of traditional Irish and Balkan music respectively. Irvine’s 
impression of the Irish folk revival is that it was “more accessible” than its British 
equivalent, and more of a “hands on movement”—one that he and his contemporaries 
were involved in creating149. It is evident however that Irvine viewed his time in 
England as informative for his practice particularly in terms of witnessing Ewan 
MacColl and Peggy Seeger. A key contributor to the folk revivals of Ireland and 
England was Irvine’s later collaborator Christy Moore.  
 
Christy Moore— “I wish I was in England” 
 
Prior to Irvine’s exploration of The Balkans, Christy Moore was already 
performing as a solo artist in the United Kingdom, singing mostly traditional songs in 
Irish. It is evident that Moore developed much of the sense of who he is as a 
songwriter and performer during this period. Several epiphanies ensued including the 
impact of Anne Briggs performing at Scots House (Cambridge Circus, London) and 
the realisation that Ewan MacColl—in addition to performing traditional material was 
actively writing new material. MacColl (1990, pp.287-288) was however outraged 
that Britain was (as he believed), losing its national identity to a “generation who 
were becoming quasi-Americans”. Despite elevating the techniques of folk music 
with the ‘Critics group’, he was thought not fully exempt from Americanisation 
 




himself, partaking in the Ballads and Blues radio programmes with Lomax (Brocken 
2003, p.33). Nevertheless, the protagonist of the British folk revival had a profound 
impact on Christy Moore, claiming that MacColl "sowed the seed that perhaps one 
day I might write a song" (Moore 2007). In 1969, Moore’s younger brother Barry 
(later known as Luka Bloom) began his own performing practice as Christy’s opening 
act. Following Christy Moore’s first album Paddy on the road (1969) he recorded 
Prosperous (1972) significant in no small part due to its accompanists, a collective 
already evolving into the highly influential Planxty150. For many, Planxty epitomised 
the Irish folk revival.  
 
I was blessed, I had a front row seat because one of the primary 
movers of the folk revival was Planxty, there's just no denying that. 
My first professional paid gigs were as opening act to Planxty in 1972. 
Do you remember that Riverdance moment on the Television? The 
first-time people saw Riverdance and everybody went crazy, that 
happened every night at a Planxty concert when they would go from 
‘Raggle Taggle Gypsy’ to ‘Tabhair dom do lámh’. There was a change 
which would have been orchestrated by Andy (Irvine) and Donal 
(Lunny) and to me that moment symbolised the folk revival—people 
were unable to deny the excitement they felt with this change from a 
song into a tune, the way it happened and the way it was presented.  
 
                    Luka Bloom (2016)151  
 
 
Bloom’s depiction illuminates the frenzy surrounding Ireland’s renewed sense 
of identity—a wider societal shift mediated through music. With the accompaniment 
of such musicians, Prosperous (the album) was demonstrative of Moore’s emerging 
practice of hybridisation blending traditional songs of Irish, Scottish and English 
origin with more recently written Irish and American folk material. In addition to 
 
149 Based on a personal interview with Andy Irvine―26 November 2015. 
150 The group gave traditional Irish music a credibility with the youth in particular, inspiring them to 
learn the uilleann pipes on the one hand and the recently introduced bouzouki on the other. 




staples of Moore’s later repertoire Prosperous featured Bob Dylan’s ‘Tribute to 
Woody’ and political songs such as ‘The Ludlow Massacre’ (Guthrie) and ‘James 
Connolly’ 152 . Most significantly however it included Moore’s inaugural self-
composed song of unrequited love— ‘I wish I was in England’153.  
 
Voicing Irish Protest during the “folk revival” 
 
Those in power write the history, those who suffer write the songs 
 
                      Frank Harte 
 
 
Irish singer and song collector Frank Harte (1933-2005), clearly associates 
song texts with the truth. For the same reason as Plato’s Republic (424 BC) warns to 
“be watchful against innovations in music”, the lateral currency of songs became 
apparent during the folk revival. Regardless of the predispositions of individual 
songwriters, the period became politicised as a result of an inherent need to express 
emotions and beliefs about societal issues neglected or suppressed elsewhere. During 
the Irish folk revival, the Irish singer moved from interpreting the songs of people like 
Guthrie and Dylan to composing and singing about injustices in their own locality. 
Song themes mirrored what songwriters were writing about in the United States. On 
Planxty’s first album154 Christy Moore recorded ‘Only Our Rivers Run Free’, a song 
composed by Mickey MacConnell in 1965. In a broader sense, he was establishing a 
foothold in the realm of socio-political songs situated in contemporary Ireland. Moore 
would later describe MacConnell as his first encounter with a “new phenomenon” 
 
152 Written by Cork native Patrick Galvin. 
153 In the Liner notes for “Prosperous”, Moore states that the song was a reworking of a song concept 
he found in a book of old Irish songs.   




called “the singer-songwriter” 155 . There was a growing confidence that newly 
composed songs were capable of actuating change in contemporary Ireland. 
    
The singer-songwriter was always able to say a lot more than 
they could speak in public. They could say things in song that 
you would never get away with in polite or social gatherings.  
 
        PJ Curtis (2015)156  
 
Songs of social protest are fundamentally response songs. Broadly speaking, I 
concur with the view of Weinstein (2006, p. 4) that the word “protest” in “protest 
song” signifies “opposition to a policy, an action against the people in power that is 
grounded in a sense of injustice”. The controversial H-Block album (1978) 
spearheaded Christy Moore’s foray into the protest song “genre” (Martinelli, 2017). 
The recording saw Moore compound the Irish folk idiom as an emphatic voice against 
the social injustices served at Maze Prison in Northern Ireland (Cashell 2018, pp.551-
553). Fusing the words of hunger striker Bobby Sands with the melody of ‘The wreck 
of the Edmund Fitzgerald’ (1976)157 in the song ‘Back home in Derry’158, Moore 
confirmed that the ancient praxis of uniting poetry and melody remained as 
compelling as ever. Employing song in a counter hegemonic fashion, Moore 
established parallels with the practices of Bob Dylan who protested about imprisoned 
boxer Rubin Carter in the song ‘Hurricane’ (1975)159. Songs such as ‘Ninety miles 
 
155 Moore stated this in his introduction to ‘Only Our Rivers Run Free during Planxty’s performance at 
Vicar St. in Dublin in 2004.  
156 Personal interview conducted in Kilnaboy, County Clare on 17 July 2015. 
157 A song by Canadian singer-songwriter Gordon Lightfoot. 
158 The song’s theme centres on the deportation of Irish people to Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania) in 
the nineteenth century based on the poetry of Marcella, pseudonym of prisoner Bobby Sands. Much 
later U2’s guitarist David Evans (The Edge) wrote and performed ‘Van Diemen’s Land’ dedicated to 
imprisoned poet and Fenian John Boyle O’Reilly for their album Rattle and Hum (1988) incorporating 
the melody of traditional song ‘The Water is Wide’. 




from Dublin town’, an original composition by Moore, presented stark imagery of 
events inside Maze prison. It was a period in which Moore urged fellow songwriters 
to advance the H-Block narrative, hence the inclusion of Mick Hanly’s ‘On the 
Blanket’ (1978)—a song concerning what were referred to as “blanket protests”160. 
Composing lyrics in the midst of ongoing political turmoil called for some degree of 
versatility on behalf of the writer. As it happens, ‘On the Blanket’ was subsequently 
amended, to reflect unfolding eventualities for a live audience.  
 
I was on the road with Moving Hearts, the Hungry Strikes were taking 
place and I remember Martin Hurson died the day we were in Sligo (13 
July 1981). We wrote a verse in the dressing room that night or maybe 
two verses and sang them live. So, it was really in it, it was very 
passionate and very immediate. 
 
                    Mick Hanly (2015)161 
 
 
Re-contextualising situations for a live audience Hanly became the epitome of 
the singer-songwriter at the time—all about the present moment. The aforementioned 
events would go on to inform compositions by groups in the realm of popular music, 
such as the song ‘Invisible Sun’ by British rock band The Police162. Offering his voice 
in solidarity with anti-nuclear groups (in the same year) Moore had discovered wider 
societal purposes and meanings for his craft163. ‘Workers are being used again’164 for 
example, was a protest song directed at the proposed nuclear power station at 
 
160 Blanket Protests were part of a five-year protest by Provisional Irish Republican Army and Irish 
National Liberation Army prisoners at Her Majesty’s Maze Prison, Co. Down, Northern Ireland which 
began on the 14 September 1976. 
161 Personal interview conducted at Newpark Hotel, Kilkenny on 7 November 2015. 
162 Shortly after Hanly’s live revision of ‘On the Blanket’, The Police released ‘Invisible Sun’ also 
inspired by the Hunger Strikes on their fourth studio album Ghost in the Machine (1981). The song was 
composed by Sting (Gordon Sumner) during a period in which he lived in Ireland. 
163 Moore’s own collaborative practice continued when in 1995 he joined forces with Bono and the 
Edge of U2 to record the song ‘North and South of the River’ (Stokes 2009, p.186).  
164 A Hanly/Moynihan/Moore composition―originally written by Hanly and later updated by Johnny 




Carnsore Point, County Wexford in the aftermath of the oil crisis. Sonic assaults on 
the Irish government akin to these culminated in the Carnsore Point Festival—an 
event which Moore dubbed as “the power that exists when people come together”165. 
Featuring Moore, Mick Hanly, Andy Irvine and Barry Moore interspersed with a host 
of traditional Irish groups, the occasion compounded the Irish folk revival as a 
microcosm of contemporary society. Designation of the Carnsore Point Festival as 
Ireland’s “Woodstock” (Collins, 2014) affirms the synergy between Irish and 
American aesthetics during the period. Nevertheless, protest song represented but one 
aspect of the performing songwriter’s creative practice.  
 
Mediating other voices 
 
Smyth (2005, p.122) argues that after the release of Another side of Bob Dylan 
(1964), Dylan “subtly metamorphosed from ‘protest singer’ to ‘singer-
songwriter’”166. The album marked a noticeable shift toward introspection on behalf 
of the writer. Dylan empowered the figure of the personal songwriter―the ‘song 
poet’― a writer at liberty to explore diverse subject matter, whilst pushing the 
boundaries of their sonority. It was a move which interrupted the “creative labour of 
the professional songwriter” in places such as New York’s Brill building167 (Barber 
2016 pp.67-77) or commission-based models which maintained separation between 
writer/s and performer/s. In the early seventies a growing number of American artists 
 
165 Available:https://www.christymoore.com/lyrics/workers-are-being-used-again/ [accessed 31 March 
2020]. 
166 The album followed The Times they are a-Changin (the title track of an album released in the same 
year), considered an archetypal protest song and anthem of the Civil Rights movement. 
167 Originally the Alan E. Lefcourt Building (1930) ―later known as 'the Brill Building' after the Brill 
Brothers, a pair of New York haberdashers who purchased it two years later. It curated some of the 
most well-known songs in American popular music owed to the songwriting partnerships of 




including Carole King (former songwriting partner of Gerry Goffin at the Brill 
building), Jackson Browne, Tom Waits and James Taylor found their individual 
voices amidst autobiographical narratives. Clubs such as the Troubadour in Los 
Angeles bolstered the burgeoning west coast American singer-songwriter 
scene―where fraternities between artists and record company executives 
materialised. Significantly, audiences were responsive to the writing of songs closer 
to the consciousness of their composers and performers. In the U.K., independent 
label Island Records168 played its part in mobilising the singer-songwriter with the 
release of Tea for the Tillerman (1970) by Cat Stevens (now known as Yusuf) and 
Solid Air (1973) by John Martyn. The record company also released the songs of Nick 
Drake during the period, whose work was widely recognised posthumously.  
In the early to mid-seventies, Ireland embraced a multiplicity of voices. The 
success of Waterford born Gilbert O’Sullivan and his Ivor Novello award for 
Songwriter of the year (1973) inspired the Irish singer-songwriter archetype 
nationally. Dublin’s newly established outlets for EMI and Polydor responded in their 
endorsement of local performing songwriters. In addition to their continued support of 
writers like Sean Mc Carthy who wrote in the folk ballad idiom, they also turned to 
the contemporary singer-songwriter. Artists such as Jamie Stone169, Cathal Dunne, 
and Larry Hogan represent a cohort of songwriters who benefitted from this initiative. 
Stone’s album New Day (1974) (featuring the single ‘Gulliver’) was particularly well 
received, garnering a host of RMI (Recorded Music Industry of Ireland) awards 
including Artist of the Year. Stone, Dunne and Hogan were the first Irish singer-
songwriters to be afforded the opportunity to record locally on internationally 
 
168 Established by Chris Blackwell in 1959. 
169 The stage name of Dublin born singer-songwriter and pianist Carl Corcoran who recorded three 




sponsored labels. In this respect, it is viewed as a progression in the chronology of the 
genre. Where labels such as Gael Linn and Claddagh focussed on “ethnic music”, 
independent record label Mulligan170 provided what they termed “a contract tuned to 
the interest of the artist” (O’Connor 1979). In doing so they accommodated a broad 
range of artists―traditional and folk performers, new wave acts such as The 
Boomtown Rats and The Radiators, but also singer-songwriters. Mick Hanly’s A Kiss 
in the Morning Early (1976), Sonny Condell’s Camouflage (1977) featuring ‘Down in 
the city’, Treaty Stone by Barry Moore171 (1978) and Live Tour 1978172 by Freddie 
White were all released on the Mulligan label. Polarities of independent-international 
would continue to underscore the blossoming of singer/songwriters in the following 
decades. The most noticeable exponents came in the form of two Belfast born artists, 
namely Paul Brady and Van Morrison. 
 
Paul Brady— “Tired of Dreaming someone else’s dream” 
 
Following collaborative efforts with traditional musicians and the influential 
Andy Irvine/Paul Brady album (1976)173, Paul Brady released his first solo album 
Welcome here kind Stranger (1978)174. Comprising the rearrangement of traditional 
compositions in all but one case 175 , it is an album remembered mostly for his 
trademark reinterpretation of ‘The Lakes of Ponchartrain’. Rather than morph from 
protest singer to singer-songwriter, Paul Brady parked his folk inclinations and 
created an eclectic sound incorporating all of his musical nuances up to then. In many 
 
170 Established by Dónal Lunny and Seamus O’Neill in 1976. 
171 Afterwards known as Luka Bloom. 
172 Released in 1979. 
173 In relation to Brady the album is best remembered for his rendition of the song ‘Arthur Mc Bride’ 
and ‘Mary and the Soldier’. Brady discovered the songs in a book called A Heritage of Songs (1973) 
(collected by Carrie B. Grover) while he was in Rhode Island at Patrick Sky’s house (a friend).    




ways, it was a natural progression. Opening for other artists in the ballad lounges of 
Dublin in the late 1960s, he featured songs by Leadbelly and Hank Williams. As a 
member of The Johnstons (1967-1974) he recorded the work of singer-songwriters 
such as Leonard Cohen and Jacques Brel. The band’s rendition of ‘Both sides now’ 
by Joni Mitchell became a hit in the United States. Becoming a singer-songwriter, it 
was Brady himself who went on to show both sides, fusing his musical leanings 
before and after the folk revival. There was a growing sense that Brady and other Irish 
performers could compete with their American counterparts. The American singer-
songwriter nonetheless, remained an aesthetic benchmark. This was further evidenced 
when traditional group Stockton's Wing176 adopted their name from a line in a Bruce 
Springsteen song— ‘Backstreets’177. 
Despite claiming that “Dylan changed everything” (Brady 2017)178, the most 
meaningful musical occurrence, and that which prompted a shift in Paul Brady’s 
creative practice came in the form of ‘Baker Street’179—a song by Scottish singer-
songwriter Gerry Rafferty 180 . As a contemporary of Brady’s 181  and of a similar 
musical persuasion, Rafferty’s song inspired Brady to record his own material and 
become a singer-songwriter182. It is plausible that an affiliation for both rock music 
(symbolic of freedom) and traditional Irish music (symbolic of constraint) led to what 
Grossberg (1984, p.243) termed “antagonistic affective alliances”. Listening to the 
 
175 ‘Out the door and over the wall’ is an original instrumental composition by Brady.  
176 Originally a traditional Irish instrumental group formed in 1977, which subsequently featured the 
work of frontman and singer-songwriter Mike Hanrahan. 
177 ‘Backstreets’ from the album Born to Run (1975), included the line "Slow dancin' in the dark on the 
beach at Stockton's Wing". 
178 Personal interview with Paul Brady at his home studio on 23 March 2017. 
179 Released as a single in 1978 and featured on the album City to City. 
180 A member of The Humblebums and Steeler’s Wheel prior to emerging as a solo singer-songwriter. 
181  Both signed to Transatlantic Records—Brady with The Johnstons and Rafferty with The 
Humblebums. 
182 As confirmed at interview stage on 23 March 2017. Previously, Brady cited the importance of 
Rafferty at the Francis Roche Memorial lecture—From Holywood to Hooba Dooba at the Irish World 




album Hard Station (1981), it is difficult to believe that it was recorded by the same 
artist as the one who featured in Brady’s earlier work. Effectively, key revivalists 
such as Brady had migrated to occupy less familiar sonic territory—together with all 
their risks and uncertainties. The figure of the singer-songwriter was eminent and 
more than anything else Brady was drawn to its broader aesthetic. It was that to which 
he felt he could contribute most, having offered so much to the domain of folk music. 
He was poised to make a global musical statement in favour of a national one.     
 
Brady (re)turned to rock music as a means of (re) connecting with the 
wider world and as a way of exploring what made him the same as 
non-Irish people, as opposed to what made him different.   
 
                           (Smyth 2005, p.124) 
 
With Hard Station183, Brady crafted both personal and socio-political songs 
which meant he forged an identity as a singer-songwriter. It was in returning to the 
music that he listened to and performed before partaking in the folk revival, that he 
began to dream his own dream.  
 
Van Morrison— “Venturing in the Slip Stream” 
 
Post Them184 Belfast born Van Morrison emerged with his first recording as a 
singer-songwriter entitled Blowin’ your mind (1967). Featuring predominantly 
original material such as ‘Brown Eyed Girl’, it demonstrated Morrison’s affiliation 
 
183 The songs of Hard Station were all written between 1979 and 1980 either in Brady’s writing room 
in Mountjoy Square, Dublin or when he was on tour in Europe.   
184 A Northern Irish band which for which Van Morrison was the lead singer from 1964-1966 and after 




with traditional folk song with the inclusion of ‘Midnight Special’185.  It was with the 
album Astral Weeks (recorded in New York in 1968) however, that Morrison left an 
indelible mark in the consciousness of the singer-songwriter internationally. ‘Astral 
Weeks’, the title track is singularly important for a number of reasons. Firstly, it 
continued the presence of Leadbelly whose songs which he performed at singing get-
togethers organised by his mother (Kelly 1998) 186 . Secondly, its opening line “I 
ventured in the slip stream…” postulates that the song (and indeed the album) is a 
fluid movement, or one that constitutes a stream of consciousness. Permitting jazz, 
blues and classical angularities, the recording endures mostly due to its envelopment 
within the acoustic folk genre. Furthermore, its reworking of traditional forms and 
multi-ethnic musicianship challenges the boundaries of all genres while entirely 
reverential. According to McLaughlin and McLoone (2000, p.184) Van Morrison 
succeeded in honouring his musical roots while broadening his wider international 
aesthetic, specialising in what they term the “art of the periphery”. They synopsise 
this as “soaking up the influences of the centre, adapting them to its own designs and 
then offering them back to the centre in a wholly unique form”. Incorporating place 
names as he did in ‘Cypress Avenue’, Morrison empowered his peers to speak about 
local and personal spaces in place of abstract ones. It was a seal of approval—making 
it acceptable to reference the national within the international. Astral Weeks has been 
referred to as a “mystical document” (Bangs 1979, pp.178-187) with analogies which 
extend to the Celtic mysticism of WB Yeats (Walsh 2018). Morrison (2018) 187 
nonetheless, has categorically refuted that Yeats provided any stimulus for Astral 
 
185  Largely associated with African-American artist Huddie William Ledbetter, better known 
as Leadbelly. 
186 From an interview conducted in The Irish Times by John Kelly on 11 April 1998, where he states 
that ‘Goodnight Irene’ was his party piece.   




Weeks188. The album is more an exemplar of where the music and lyrics occurred 
simultaneously. It remains unique within Morrison’s songbook, as he allowed the 
creative process to take its own course—rather than impose any structure. 
 
It's like what Jung said about the creative process, what is unconscious 
or subconscious becomes more conscious, and I suppose when you 
become more conscious of the process then, you know, it's different 
than, say, Astral Weeks, which was mainly channelling something 
from the unconscious. 
       Van Morrison 
              (Foundas 2009, p.181) 
 
 
In a wider sense, its gestalt is that of a song cycle, thereby mirroring the 
German Lieder189. Each song flows seamlessly into the next with each one requiring 
the other for support. In venturing in the slip stream, Morrison created a sound 
uniquely his. Astral Weeks stands in juxtaposition with the more commercially 
successful Moondance (1970), whose songs were more optimistic in general.  
Nearing the end of the folk revival, Morrison reached a pinnacle at The Last 
Waltz (1978)190, becoming a performer whom the world’s most celebrated singer-
songwriters revered 191 . Performing ‘Too-Ra-Loo-Ra-Loo-Ral’ (That's an Irish 
Lullaby)192 and his own ‘Caravan’193 (from Moondance), he was the epitome of Irish 
 
188 Morrison’s association with Yeats is evident in his recording of ‘Crazy Jane on God’. The track was 
originally prevented from inclusion on the album A Sense of Wonder (1985) by the Yeats estate, but 
later featured on its 2008 reissue. 
189 The biggest exponent of the German Lieder was Schubert where he set the lyric poetry of Johann 
Ludwig Wilhelm Müller to music in ‘Die schöne Müllerin’ (1823) and ‘Winterreise’ (1827). 
190 The final performance of Canadian-American rock group The Band at Winterland Ballroom in San 
Francisco (1976). The star-studded concert was later released as a music documentary directed by 
Martin Scorsese in 1978. 
191 The performance of Caravan together with his energetic “leg kicks” were fondly remembered by 
Eric Clapton as “some of the greatest live music you’ll ever see” (Kot 2007). Clapton reiterated that 
“Van and Muddy (Waters) stole the show,” in his autobiography (Clapton and Sykes 2007, p.186).  
192 An Irish-American Tin Pan Alley song composed by James Royce Shannon.  




musical roots draped in American rock ‘n’ roll194. In both songs, he utilised non-
lexical vocables, which had by now become embedded in his sonority195.  
Into the Music (1979) saw a surefooted Morrison return to a sound which was 
“spontaneous, meditative, and transcendent” (Hage 2009, p.88)—following a more 
experimental album in Wavelength, the previous year. Post factum, it was a 
circumvention of the synthesisers and production values characteristic of one facet of 
the approaching 1980s. Recruiting collaborators such as Ry Cooder and Pee Wee Ellis 
on Into the Music, helped to rekindle the essence of his former work. The song ‘And 
the Healing has Begun’196, was pivotal in reconciling Morrison’s broader aesthetic as 
healing became a recurring theme in his recorded material. Such songs endorsed 
music’s healing faculty, which Hinton (2000, p.335) later described as an ability to 
flee a “purgatorial” mindset. In many of the songs that Morrison composed and sung, 
he was channelling not only the sounds, but more importantly the emotional situations 
of the artists he respected as a young devotee of soul, blues and jazz. The only notable 
disruption to Morrison’s trajectory was Irish Heartbeat (1988)—a collaborative 
recording with The Chieftains. Paddy Moloney described it as a moment where 
Morrison was “coming home to his Irishness”—where musically—The Chieftains and 
Morrison would “meet each other half way” (Glatt 2000, p.217). In a broader sense—





194 Morrison’s attire was consistent with that of a 1970s Elvis Presley.  
195 For an account of Morrison’s vocal presence see Elliott (2016).  




2.4 MUSICAL “IN-BETWEENNESS” IN THE EIGHTIES 
 
While artists such as Van Morrison had firmly established their musical 
foundation and American affiliations, British aesthetics and the growth of stadium 
rock was palpable in Ireland throughout the 1980s. The word alternative filled the air. 
The Global success of U2 post The Unforgettable Fire (1984) and their performance 
at Live Aid (1985) had already provided much of the impetus for young bands to 
apply themselves nationally. In the late eighties, Ireland’s major cities had bustling 
music scenes, which gravitated towards local recording studios. Multiple bands 
formed across its largest cities and towns (English 1988, p.11). Songwriters were 
mostly co-writing as a consequence of dominant pairings within the group. 
Of particular interest to emerging Irish songwriters were the creative practices 
of second-generation Irish musicians in Britain197. Du Noyer (2002, p.51) observed 
that “the Irish shaped many facets of the Scouse character...but their greatest 
contribution was the view of music as one of life's necessities”. The identities of 
second-generation Irish in Britain during the 1980s were impacted not only by 
displacement, but also a continued rise in individualism. As posited by Jenkins (1996, 
p.4), one definition of identity is that which distinguishes people in their “social 
relations with other individuals and collectivities”. Expressed another way—the 
identities of migrants must be understood in terms of terms of “inclusion/exclusion 
dynamics” (La Barbera 2014, p.9). Contending with pejorative terms such as “plastic 
paddies” or “inauthentic Irish”, further politicised such identities. Hickman et al. 
(2005, p.177) depict Irish migrants at an indeterminate place where they are unable to 




shared by Arrowsmith (2000, p.35), who describes post-diasporic second-generation 
Irish as doubly “destabilised”—stranded somewhere between their parents’ past and 
the present. Artistically however, second generation Irish found themselves at the 
epicentre of urban musical scenes which facilitated and celebrated the expression of 
new identities. These alternatives became embodied in the sounds which infiltrated 
the Irish and British airwaves. In terms of becoming an artist, there was a growing 
sense that anyone could join a band or write a song198. Musical sensibilities became 
hybridised leading to a taxonomy of subgenres199. The musical concept of alternative 
manifested not only in terms of other musical sounds but also divergent lyrical themes 
and non-conformist subject matter. Individualism was coupled with experimentation 
and a growing endorsement of electronic instrumentation.  
In Irish Blood English Heart200, Campbell (2011) examines what he terms the 
“Irish-Englishness” of artists such as Kevin Rowland (Dexy’s Midnight Runners), 
Steven Patrick Morrissey (better known as Morrissey) and Shane MacGowan. 
Through a socio-political lens, Campbell speaks of a creative “in-between-ness” 
which continues the “idir dhá chultúr” discourse of the Irish revival (see 2.2.5). What 
was commonly referred to as The Manchester scene201, was a particularly persuasive 
aspect of British culture in Ireland. The songwriting partnership of Morrissey and 
Johnny Marr (Maher) within The Smiths (1982-1987), tackled societal issues in a 
 
197 Two major waves of migration took place from Ireland to England in the 1950s and 1980s (Scully 
2009, p.125) correlating with periods of economic recession. 
198 This was acknowledged in the broadcasting of television programmes including Rock School (1983-
1988), a precursor to online music tuition. Rock School was a short weekly programme produced by 
BBC television on music appreciation, interspersed with tuition from the house band. The programme 
was also featured on Ireland’s national television network RTÉ. 
199 In popular music, for example, subcultural phenomena levitated mostly in the form of post-punk, 
gothic rock, jangle pop, indie-rock, post-hippie and their accompanying self-image. 
200 A book title taken from a Morrissey song of the same name. The song is featured on Morrissey’s 
solo album You are the Quarry recorded in 2004. 
201 In the 1980s the influence of Manchester’s popular music scene was spearheaded by bands such as 
The Smiths (1982-1987) and New Order and later The Stone Roses, Happy Mondays, The Charlatans 




manner described as “most anti-capitalist” (Warnes 2008, p.143). Sons of Irish 
migrants, their individual contributions are covered extensively in recent academic 
(Hopps 2009; Brooks 2011; Devereux et al., 2011) and biographical publications 
(Bret 2004; Marr 2018). With regard to Marr’s contribution it was the “melodies from 
those sad Irish tunes” (Campbell ibid.) which according to Boyd (2011) “found their 
way into The Smiths’s greatest hits”.  
The Pogues, on the other hand, featured Irish traditional music front and 
centre, in a sound described as ‘Celtic punk’ or ‘folk-punk’. Chief songwriter Shane 
MacGowan captured a state of Irish-English “in-between-ness”, at a level which had 
not been accomplished during the decade.  
 
Shane MacGowan was an incredible talent, capable of distilling 
traditional themes into new melodies of great simplicity and 
poignancy, and of performing his songs in a way that was at one and 
the same time deeply sentimental and anti-sentimental.  
                                       
             Kilfeather (2005, p.235) 
 
 
As a collective, The Pogues moved with fluidity between musical traditions. 
In reinterpreting Ewan MacColl’s ‘Dirty Old Town’202 (a song about Salford) for 
example, The Pogues also demonstrated continuity with Irish group The Dubliners203, 
for whom the song was extremely popular. The Pogues’ own capacity to fuse Irish-
English “inbetweenness”, culminated in two significant occurrences for MacGowan—
a writing collaboration with Jem Finer and a serendipitous vocal pairing with Kirsty 
MacColl (daughter of Ewan MacColl)204 . ‘Fairytale of New York’—the resulting 
song, refocussed such inbetweenness. The iconic dystopian anthem allowed identities 
 
202 Lancashire, England (1949). 
203 The Dubliners recorded the song in 1968.  




to ebb and flow between Irish, English and American culture, as Mac Gowan and 
MacColl sang about expatriation in New York.     
Similar to what happened with The Pogues, emerging Irish artists became 
well-known by way of Britain’s leading Television outlet for popular music, Top of 
the Pops (1981-1986). Further evidence of “in-between-ness” was the inception of the 
programme’s theme tune —co-written by Irish songwriter Phil Lynott (Putterford 
2010) and Scottish musician Midge Ure. Above all else, “in-between-ness” created a 
sense of dynamism. Broadly speaking, there was an air of independence, hence the 
word indie, which not only implied autonomy, but a genre of guitar-based rock and 
pop music. Indie manifested as independent sounds and independent record labels to 
curate such sounds. Importantly, it was a term which responded to the pervasiveness 
of the individual.   
 
Individualism in the music of Sinéad O’Connor  
 
The artist formerly known as Sinead O’Connor (now Shuhada’ Davitt since 
she converted to Islam) altered the Irish singer-songwriter aesthetic considerably on 
the release of her debut album The Lion and The Cobra (1987). O’Connor ushered in 
a voice which embodied independence in an era often remembered for 
experimentation with synthesisers, electronic beats and production techniques. The 
album’s most well-known composition ‘Mandinka’ was a freedom song inspired by 
the West African ethnic group of the same name205. Imbued with biblical and Wildean 
references206 and charged with post punk nuances, it rejoiced in counter-hegemony.  
Notwithstanding, the singer-songwriter has been described as a “fragile” artist who 
 




makes “emotional” music (Schulz 2007, pp.118-120). Despite her own songwriting 
prowess, it was with her re-interpretation of a Prince song— ‘Nothing compares to 
you’, that she became an internationally recognised artist. As she later revealed, is 
was the song’s “emotional content” assisted by her study of "bel canto” which 
allowed her to perform it persistently (Laurence 2016). In view of this, O’Connor’s 
emotive vocalisations positioned the song antagonistic to any preconceptions of the 
1980s power ballad. O’Connor personified individualism. In doing so, she 
demonstrated that it was possible to advance as a soloist, in her own name.  
It was not until after her first two albums however that O’Connor fully 
embraced her own accent and relinquished the mid-Atlantic sound. As the most 
successful Irish solo artist of the epoch, O’Connor reassured fellow Irish artists that 
they were no longer restricted in becoming that to which they aspired―”what makes 
her challenging is the way in which she employs a range of performance strategies 
deliberately to unsettle and disturb traditional notions of Irishness” (McLaughlin and 
McLoone 2000, p.193). Ireland’s permit to diversify musically and conceptualise a 
new species of artist was cemented. Although O’Connor presented as a solo artist, she 
performed as part of an ensemble—she was the front figure within the sonority of a 
band. As Cool Britannia and the Brit-pop scene came to epitomise a pride in all 






206 When O’Connor sings of the ‘Dance of the Seven Veils’ (a dance which features in Wilde’s tragic 




2.5 THE IRISH SINGER-SONGWRITER REVIVAL 
 
2.5.1 They couldn’t have come at a better time 
 
Singing ‘You couldn’t have come at a better time’, Barry Moore returned to 
Ireland from New York in 1990 using his stage name Luka Bloom207. Bloom’s album 
Riverside208 , on which the song featured, marked the beginning of what was to 
become a discernible singer-songwriter revival in Ireland. By this I mean, a 
reinterpretation of the Western singer-songwriter movement which inspirited much of 
the 1960s and 1970s. A sample of debut albums released by singer-songwriters in 
Ireland since 1990 is illustrated in Figure 3. Taking his name from the title of a 
Suzanne Vega209 song (‘Luka’) and the Joycean character Leopold Bloom210, his alter 
ego represented a collision of past and present211. Most of all, Moore’s nom de plume 
permitted more fluidity with his musical aesthetic. Bloom’s transatlantic voice fused 
contemporary subject matter with a rhythmic thrust, reminiscent of Planxty who were 
instrumental to his early development. This is most apparent once his accompanying 
fiddler Eileen Ivers weaves ‘The Kesh Jig’ into ‘You couldn’t have come at a better 
time’. It represents a continuation of the moment which Bloom fondly recalls from his 
days as opening act for Planxty (see 2.3.6). Bloom, in a sense, had come full circle. 
Having contributed to the folk revival in Ireland and experienced the vestiges of the 
American folk revival, Bloom returned to Ireland with an otherworldly certitude.  
 
207 Having toured under the name in the United States since 1987. 
208  Riverside was also the name of a record label which was imported by Transatlantic Records 
established in the United Kingdom. 
209 Singer-songwriter from Santa Monica, California (b. 1959). 
210 From Ulysses (1904). 
211 Just as Robert Zimmerman (Bob Dylan) had chosen a surname inspired by the poet Dylan Thomas, 
Moore adopted a surname which referenced James Joyce’s most famous protagonist. As it happens 









He not only mobilised an Irish singer-songwriter revival, but a wider belief 
that a lone performer could equipoise any band. Featured as one of the songs on 
Bringing it all back home (1991)212 , ‘You couldn’t have come at a better time’ 
marked a period in which Ireland was prepared to trust its own wellspring once again. 
There are many reasons why Irish singer-songwriters gained momentum in the early 
nineties and why they “couldn’t have come at a better time”. In agreement with 
Smyth (2005, p.125), I believe that a confluence of self-assurance, economic success 
and advancements in recording technology helped in constructing the contemporary 
Irish singer-songwriter. This confidence extended to writing more about personalised 
subject matter. In many ways the consciousness of self-belief was encapsulated in the 
title of the debut album by Limerick band The Cranberries— Everybody Else Is 
Doing It, So Why Can't We? (1993). Meanwhile, the unplugged aesthetic was rising 
globally. Even rock bands such as Nirvana released an MTV unplugged album 
(1993). This not only helped to reawaken the ear to acoustic music, but more 
importantly its wider association with purity—the antithesis of extravagant production 
techniques. It also refocussed attention on the lyrical content. 
Singer-songwriter Jeff Buckley 213  had a particular affiliation with Ireland, 
having emerged largely through live appearances at Sin É—a coffeehouse in 
Manhattan’s East village managed by Irish immigrant Shane Doyle. The release of his 
debut album entitled Grace (1994) fuelled the belief that it was possible to make a 
global impact as a singer-songwriter, at a time still largely dominated by bands. 
Buckley’s rise from the American coffeehouse paradigm, demonstrated that live 
audiences were still receptive to the unrefined presentation of new songs by soloists. 
 
212 Bringing it all Back Home— a five-part Television Series produced for BBC/RTÉ. 





His distinguishing feature as a vocalist was his effortless falsetto. Back in Ireland, a 
new wave of solo acts began to emerge, many of whom were based in Dublin. An 
eclectic mix of musical styles and genres reverberated across the city. In 1996, the 
soundtrack for Romeo and Juliet featured ‘Angel’214  by Ex-Virgin Prunes singer 
Gavin Friday and ‘To you I bestow’215 by Edmond Enright (Mundy) alongside bands 
including Radiohead and The Cardigans. Evidently, the figure of the Irish singer-
songwriter could pit themselves against international acts.  
During the period there was some debate as to uniqueness of the songwriting 
practices of Irish singers-songwriters. In the end, variances in songwriting styles were 
addressed by numerous well-known singer-songwriters at an Irish-American 
songwriting summit in Clifden, Co. Galway in 1997. From the discussions it emerged 
that Irish singer-songwriters tended to write in isolation, while their American 
counterparts were more amenable to collaborative songwriting. Celebrated Irish 
songwriter Jimmy Mc Carthy216, although preferring to work alone “in the dead of 
night," described collaborations with Delbert McClinton and others217as "the most 
refreshing and creative activity of my life—like turning the soil on the soul" (Pride 
1997). Notwithstanding, arrival of the new millennium further cemented the solo 
singer-songwriter—a creative practitioner who would attempt to do an increasing 
number of tasks autonomously.  
The Irish musical landscape shifted further in favour of the individual artist 
approaching the new millennium. Performance spaces supported such ambitions, 
albeit in a diverse way, as reinterpretations of the folk club model emerged. 
Democratisation of music production through the availability of Digital Audio 
 
214 From Gavin Friday’s album entitled Shag Tobacco (1995). 
215 From Mundy’s album Jelly Legs (1996). 




Workstations (DAWs) meant recording equipment became miniaturised and 
increasingly easy to use. Solo songwriters have of course benefitted from personal 
consumer electronics largely since the 1980s. Bruce Springsteen instigated “a home 
recording revolution” (Mc Quiston 2015) upon completion of Nebraska (1982) on a 
Teac/Tascam 144 Portastudio218 in his bedroom. In The Work of Art in the Age of 
Mechanical Reproduction (1935) Walter Benjamin recognised that advancements in 
technology liberated "the work of art from its parasitical dependence on ritual" 
(Benjamin 1968 pp. 214–18). This was predicated on societal shifts or changes in a 
wider value system. In his interrogation of Benjamin’s aesthetics Peim (2007, p.373) 
reminds us that a “loss of authenticity” or “aura” “brings with it the positive benefits 
of a new kind of engagement”. Where the singer-songwriter is concerned, this 
broadened their state of “inbetweenness” ―to hybrids of composer-producer and 
producer-consumer (prosumer219). Part of being a ‘prosumer’ implies investing time 
and money in equipment and technology. Prosumers form part of a group which has 
been referred to as the “digital generation” (Papert 1996), the “Net Generation” 
(Tapscott 1998) or “digital natives” (Prensky 2001). Most of all they invest in 
‘cultural capital’ (Bourdieu 1984). Bourdieu argued that people have four different 
kinds of ‘capital’ at their disposal: financial, human (knowledge and skills), social 
(connections and relationships) and cultural. By cultural capital he meant: the ability 
to partake in cultural activities―signalling what is important to an individual and 
ultimately what kind of person they are. Bourdieu posited that people assemble the 
four kinds of capital in various ways to create a distinctive lifestyle and identity. 
 
217 Including Speech also known as Todd Thomas of the group Arrested Development. 
218 A four-track studio which recorded to cassette. 
219 ‘Prosumption’ was a term originally coined by Alvin Toffler in The Third Wave (1980) ―originally 





Pushing the boundaries of such identities empowered the singer-songwriter to work 
independent of external agents. Fell (2013) characterises this as a dichotomy between 
“construction” and “expression” ―a moment in which technology becomes more 
than “a tool subservient to creativity or an obstacle to it….part of a wider context 
within which creative activity happens”. In an egalitarian sense tools were available to 
the average musician that were previously reserved for professionals. For the first 
time the amateur songwriter could record and edit their own songs but also 
disseminate them in the manner of a “digital utopian” (Turner 2006; Shirky 2008). 
Free music sharing services such as MP3.com (est. 1997) provided a platform for new 
artists to showcase their work faster than radio broadcasters could respond. They also 
illuminated the activities of their peers. The sonic palette of the songwriter was 
altered by way of internet radio stations and digital tastemakers. Peer to peer file 
sharing services such as Napster (est. 1999) transformed the way music would be 
consumed thereafter. ‘In-between’ states of ‘pro-ams’― ‘amateurs working to 
professional standards’ (Leadbeater and Miller 2004) and ‘ARTrepreneurs’ 
(Engelmann et al. 2012, pp.31-45) emerged as artists sought to monetize their labour. 
Established artists were afforded the opportunity not only to operate outside the 
confines of a label, but to establish their own independent recording companies. It 
was a point at which musicians “sought out new sounds or returned to ‘roots’” while 
audiences would “receive and interpret music in the diverse contexts of their own 
lives” (Connell and Gibson, 2003 p.11). 
Much of the conversation in late nineties Ireland centred around rising English 
singer-songwriter—David Gray who was touring regularly around the country. Gray 




folk singer Mary Black’s album Shine (1997)220. Part of Gray’s success was owed to 
his exposure on pioneering television programme No Disco221 , whose ambit was 
alternative music. The repercussions of Gray’s self-produced album White Ladder 
(1998) were significant. It is still the biggest selling solo album to date in Ireland. 
White Ladder entered the realm of what is known as “folktronica”, having “an 
unusual hybrid of high-tech production values and low-tech DIY bedroom recording” 
(Flint 2000). As such, it was a continuation of the modus operandi of Springsteen 
mentioned earlier. The fact that White Ladder was largely self-produced, moved other 
artists to follow suit. Having traversed the Irish musical landscape in various guises, 
Gray’s reception both inspired and validated the singer-songwriter archetype 
nationally. Nonetheless, Gray describes his practice as “indelibly marked” by Dylan 
and Van Morrison222.  
Although coined in 1994, The Celtic Tiger223  or economic boom did not 
establish a foothold in Irish society until before the turn of the millennium. It is a 
period viewed retrospectively with much scepticism as Bill Whelan (composer of 
Riverdance) profiles— “a place where we were still struggling with our identity…and 
with what felt comfortable to be Irish” (Whelan 2009). It was nevertheless, a period in 
which “singer-songwriter” was described as the “quintessential genre” (Smyth 2005, 
p.126). While Whelan’s sentiment endorses the concept that true identity is achieved 
through conviction of one’s intent, Smyth posits that the ‘noughties’ were dominated 
by “interiorization - a textualizing of the inner self – or a projecting outward of 
 
220 Shine was a new departure for Black which also featured Gray’s well-known ‘Late night radio’ in 
addition to songs written by Richard Thompson and Paul Brady. 
221 No Disco was an alternative music programme broadcast on RTE’s Network 2 (now RTE 2) from 
1993-2003.   
222 Sky Arts Songbook, broadcast on 6 May 2010. 
223 The term Celtic Tiger was first coined by Kevin Gardiner in 1994 in an article entitled The Irish 




private concerns in musical form” (Smyth ibid. p.318)224. In what could be viewed as 
solipsism or self-indulgent practice (Brackett 2008, xvii; Neff 2011 pp.5-6), it was the 
beginning of a period in which writers were less cryptic with their lyrical content.  
Ireland’s biggest response to the success of David Gray came in the form of 
numerous solo performers. Sometime after he was discovered performing at the 
singer-songwriter night in The International Bar in Dublin, Paddy Casey debuted with 
Amen (So Be it) (1999). Having served his apprenticeship busking in Dublin for over 
a decade beforehand, Casey emerged with a resounding voice. In keeping with the 
changing landscape of recording practices, the songs from Amen (So Be it) were 
“demo tracks”, subsequently released in album format by Sony. David Kitt’s The Big 
Romance (2001) departed somewhat from the Dylanesque model, incorporating 
electronic sounds consistent with “folktronica”. Ireland’s successor to David Gray 
however arrived when former Juniper band member Damien Rice released his solo 
debut album O (2002). Similar to Gray, he chose to self-release. Rice’s work exuded 
musical delicacy, exposing an Ireland more comfortable with expressing its feelings 
and declaring its vulnerabilities. His minimalist accompaniment was intricately 
woven around the emotive quality of his vocals—the nerve centre of his work. The 
contribution of media outlets was crucial, as dissemination of his songs in the United 
States were championed by National Public Radio stations, such as KCRW225. Rice 
became the national benchmark for singer-songwriters. Moreover, he shifted the 
expectations in what the solo Irish performing songwriter could achieve globally.  
 
224 Migration during the so-called Celtic Tiger era is well known with immigration peaking in 2007 at 
over 150,000 people (www.cso.ie). In addition to the infiltration of multi-ethnic groups, it was moment 
in which a significant number of expatriates returned to rediscover Ireland. Practicing musicians 
returned with a new dimension to their sound adding to an unprecedented musical synergy at large. 
225  Based in Los Angeles. Full interview with Chris Douridas (2003) available at 




Having an infrastructure in place to showcase the songs of the aforementioned 
artists in Ireland was crucial. Whelan’s in Dublin became implicit in unveiling new 
talent. Although supportive of a wide range of musical genres, it became associated 
with singer-songwriters during the period.  
 
It bugs me that people say that Whelan's was a singer-songwriter 
venue, I thought the music we put on was much broader than that, but I 
suppose I can understand it. When the likes of David Gray, Paddy 
Casey, Mundy and Damien Rice bloomed here and became huge acts, 
it did seem to cement that. 
          Dave Allen 
 
                   (Byrne 2015)  
 
Although the epoch from 1990-2005 marked a significant interval for the Irish 
singer-songwriter, it became increasingly difficult to individuate thereafter. When acts 
influence each other stylistically, there is always the risk of reaching a narrow band of 
sameness. Just when it seemed that the acoustic singer-songwriter had come to a point 
of saturation, international audiences responded yet again—on this occasion, to the 
songs presented in the musical drama Once (2007). In its depiction of Glen Hansard’s 
musical apprenticeship on the streets of Dublin—the film shone a light on the 
disposition to become an Irish singer-songwriter. In winning Academy awards for 
Best original song with ‘Falling Slowly’ (2008), both Hansard and his co-star 
Markéta Irglová realised the fairy tale ending which they were denied as the film’s 
protagonists. ‘Falling Slowly’ reaffirmed that the most important quality of a song 
was its ability to connect emotionally. Hansard and Irglová proved that this was also 
achievable with minimal instrumentation—voice, piano and guitar. As the sound of 




one question remained for its creative practitioners—What could the singer-
songwriter possibly do, that hadn’t already been done? 
 
2.5.2 Are we simply repeating ourselves? 
 
Bob Dylan once proclaimed — “the world don’t need any more songs, they’ve 
got enough” (Zollo 2003)226. In referring to the third person, the obvious conclusion 
from Dylan’s statement is that listeners have sufficient songs to accompany them in 
their quotidian circumstances. Another interpretation is, that in writing more songs, 
artists (including himself) couldn’t possibly improve on those which already exist227. 
On Good as I been to you (1992), the album which superseded this statement, Dylan 
recorded ‘Arthur Mc Bride’, using Paul Brady’s rendition as his template. Ironically, 
Dylan didn’t stop writing songs himself.   
When an artist has a large body of their own material there is an expectation 
from the audience (and themselves) to surpass if not equal that which they have 
created previously. Averting some degree of revivalism is not straightforward, as the 
identity of an artist is already embroiled in their collective body of work. Hage argues 
that this is particularly true of Van Morrison who is essentially haunted by his former 
self:  
He has also tried to undermine his own past selves at times, 
blowing up old identities, resisting the music of the past, and 
travelling out on the edge of the artistic pale, with ghosts of the 
former artist nipping at his heels.  
 
         Hage (2009, xii) 
 
 
226 Taken from an interview with Bob Dylan in Songtalk (1991)—Paul Zollo’s Music Journal. The 
interview was later published in his book Songwriters on Songwriting (2003). 
227  A central concern for Bloom (1973) apropos the creative process of poets in The Anxiety of 




“Hauntology”, a term first adopted by Jacques Derrida in Spectres of Marx 
(1994) is a useful concept to consider in relation to songwriting practice—where the 
songwriter is always in the presence songs that have been created elsewhere. 
Originally voiced as hantologie in French, it is a near homophone for ontology but 
very different—replacing the priority of “being and presence” with the figure of the 
ghost as that which is “neither present nor absent, neither dead nor alive” (Davis 
2005, p.373). Similarly, in musical practice what are often referred to as ghost notes 
are neither fully audible nor silent—merely giving a sense of their existence. Davis’s 
argument is suggestive that songs manifest themselves not only within undefined 
space but also intangible space. He explains this ghostly presence as a “Levinasian 
Other” 228 , essentially “not comprehensible within our available intellectual 
frameworks, but whose otherness we are responsible for preserving”. Specifically—a 
duty to conserve yet revitalize. “Hauntology” is of course not confined to musicality 
and is equally applicable to subject matter. Memories and ghostly reiterations 
continued to pervade the themes of numerous Irish song texts in the ‘noughties’ 
suggesting a longing not only to revisit the past but also to re-examine its relevance in 
contemporary society. Damien Dempsey’s composition ‘Ghosts of Overdoses’ (2002) 
is a case in point, tackling analogies between Ireland’s tuberculosis epidemic since the 
late nineteenth century and Dublin’s widespread heroin problems, a hundred years 
later.  
Adopting Derrida’s “hauntology”, Fisher (2012, pp.16-24) argues that music 
has demonstrated its failure to engage with the future, post 2005. Fisher’s discourse 
conceptualises historic agency as “the way in which the past has a way of using us to 
repeat itself”. Therefore, the past becomes not only a ceaseless force but an 
 




unconscionable one. This observation confirms the legacy of twentieth century singer-
songwriters (particularly those who emerged pre-internet), decisively linked to their 
haunting presence and tablature. Although definitive songwriting epochs have passed, 
many songwriters harbour romantic ideals, for existential purposes in addition to 
creative impetus. American political scientist and economist Francis Fukuyama, 
euphemistically hinted at “the end of utopia” in his declaration of “the end of history” 
(Fukuyama 1992). In Spectres of Marx, Derrida was dismissive of Fukayama’s work 
however, claiming that he was no more than a “sophisticated naiveté” (Brantlinger 
2001, p.64)229. In addition to its proclamation that liberal democracy had triumphed, 
Fukayama’s End of History and the Last Man was an insinuation that concepts of 
novelty were redundant or that socio-cultural evolution had effectively ended.  
The removal of cultural boundaries and hence artistic barriers creates a 
dialectic between progressive collaboration and austere homogeneity or imaginative 
saturation. End of History (2006)230, the debut recording from Irish singer-songwriter 
Fionn Regan tackles such a quandary. From the title track of his self-produced album 
Regan chants, “I feel your sorrow chasing tomorrow”. The song’s sub text provides 
the chilling feeling—all that was promised has not yet been delivered— confirming 
postmodernity’s ineffectuality in granting self-actualisation. The sense of 
hopelessness in reaching for something artistically fresh and awe-inspiring is also 
implicit. Accordingly, Reynolds (2011, xx) takes the view that avant-garde has 
effectively become arrière-garde due to the large body of work available to fall back 
on in Retromania—pop culture’s addiction to its own past. Collectively, such 
arguments support Derrida’s earlier conclusions—framed in terms of the expected 
 
229 Derrida also claimed that he was a mere newcomer to the work of philosopher Kojève, writer of the 




return of Hamlet (ibid., p.10). It is a view shared by Crawford (2011, p.225) in his 
discussion of the works of De Quincey when he states “the essential element of any 
haunting is repetition”. Such perspectives are indeed gloomy as concerns the writing 
and performance of new songs. I would argue that not all artists are fixated on being 
original. Any concept of originality is multi-layered. Drawing on traditions also infers 
reverence. Folk singer Cara Dillon expresses joy in the connectivity between her 
contemporary songs and the Irish tradition. In her opinion, it is that which gives 
meaning to her practice both as a singer and songwriter. 
 
We always try to keep the song at the forefront of what we do, myself 
and Sam (Lakeman), because we both have such a great respect for the 
tradition—like finding a really beautiful gemstone and trying to find 
the right setting for it. Sometimes people come up after the show and 
say, 'Is that a traditional song, or a song that you've written?' And to 
me, that's quite a big compliment.  
 
          Cara Dillon (Dexter 2007, p.33) 
 
 
Approaching the second decade of the twenty first century, it became 
increasingly difficult for singer-songwriters to individuate. How many times could 
they write the same songs? If anything, a ‘singer-songwriter genre’ (see chapter one—
1.5) led to a confusion of identities, with many opting for a hackneyed sound. In his 
assessment of contemporary musical endeavours, Paul Brady argues “we are 
repeating what happened back then in the fifties and sixties, only putting a different 
set of clothes on it” (McGrane 2007). Brady’s declaration compounds the view that 
songs and therefore their writers are in need of revitalisation.  
In revisiting Dylan’s opening statement, the agency of song formulae is such 
that they reappear, whether artists are aware of them or not. Their ghostly presence is 
 




implicit. As posited by Sharma (2015) “the past refuses to remain there and bleeds 
into the present” thereby “muddying the presents understanding of the past, present 
and future”. In the end, songs flourish when society accepts them for what they are. 
Artists can only test the boundaries of these limitations.  
 
The wheel comes around all the time. Even though bits of the tradition 
have fallen off and disappeared never to be seen again in that form it 
never entirely disappears, it goes underground and then re-emerges in 
some kind of new and strange manifestation…strange initially, and 
then becomes very familiar to the people. 
 
                         Nuala O’Connor (2015)231 
 
 
Venues which facilitate singer-songwriter nights, folk clubs232 and open mics 
are one aspect of a musical tradition which has been adopted unreservedly in Ireland. 
Such musical platforms constitute a response to a societal need for bona fide 
exposition. While encouraging of new artists, in another sense, they contribute to a 
romanticisation of the past. Venues which take their name directly from iconic 
performance venues such as Sin-É233, are overtly driven by nostalgia. By nostalgia I 
intend—a dichotomy of pleasure and sadness 234 —pleasure in the sense of some 
continuity with the past, yet sadness in knowing that such epochs can never be 
replicated.  
For any artist, the prospect that they are merely repeating that which has gone 
before is discouraging. In an effort to reinvigorate their creative practice, many Irish 
singer-songwriters have embraced eclecticism—coupled with a more liberal approach 
to recording. In her appraisal of the diversity of songs on Paul Brady’s Dancer in the 
 
U.S. distribution by the alternative country label Lost Highway.  
231 Personal interview at The Brandon Hotel, Tralee, Co. Kerry, 2015 
232 For example, De Barras Folk Club in Clonakilty, Co. Cork. 




Fire235  album, Siobhán Long (2012) notes that “left to their own devices, artists 
inhabit the same contradictory world of multiple personalities that the rest of us do”. 
Recently, artists including Fionn Regan and James Vincent McMorrow have taken 
more extreme measures—migrating considerably from their recognised sonorities. 
Regan’s album The Meetings of the Waters (2017) foreshadows musical confluence in 
its title alone. In a sense, opening the album with the title track, announces that he has 
unashamedly altered course. Sharing the name with a Thomas Moore song (1807) 
about the meeting of the avon mór and avon beag rivers236, adds to the concept of 
synthesis. The recent work of Regan and McMorrow exemplify a resurgence in the 
number of male artists singing in falsetto in the realm of indie folk music237. This is 
not an Irish phenomenon—as popularised by acts including Bon Iver and Sufjan 
Stevens. Due to their compatible sonorities, it is not surprising that Bon Iver’s song 
‘00000 Million’238, includes a sample of Regan’s song ‘Abacus’. Regan’s lyric “when 
the days have no numbers” is a perfect fit for a song that contemplates existence and 
finitude as viewed from outer space. James Vincent McMorrow’s We Move (2016) on 
the other hand, marks a more noticeable shift in musical style—largely due to the 
album’s co-production with Anthony Paul Jefferies239. I would argue that McMorrow 
has departed so far from his earlier aesthetic that the recording sounds like his alter 
ego. Although the album clearly borrows across musical decades, it does so to the 
extent that it still represents something contemporary. The affliction of any writer is 
of course when their songs are deceptively similar to those of antecedents. As 
cautioned by Sisario (2019) songwriters “create nervously” as they are “left to wonder 
 
234 From its Greek origins of nostos and álgos. 
235 Released in 2012. 
236 Located in Regan’s native County Wicklow. 
237 Singing in falsetto is associated with the early European Renaissance and documented in the work 
of Ravens (2014, pp.45-65). 




when homage bleeds into plagiarism”. Sisario’s concerns point directly to recent 
copyright trials involving the similitude of recent recordings to those of Marvin 
Gaye 240 . The borrowings of Bob Dylan are well known. They are particularly 
noticeable in ‘Lonesome Day Blues’241 , where he adopts passages from Virgil’s 
Aeneid, as noted by Thomas (2017, p.7)   
One strategy to reinvigorate a creative practice, is to construct a new self 
(Cook 2018, pp. 155-162). Irish poet and theosophist George William Russell (1867 –
1935), famously wrote under the name Æ242. Bono performed as ‘The Fly’ and other 
alter egos for U2’s Zoo TV tour. David Bowie created alternative selves all the time 
and nobody questioned his choice. As part of Brackett’s investigation of singer-
songwriter “pathology” (2008, pp.51-60) Bowie fully embodied the “role ‘player’”. 
Whether as Ziggy Stardust or in another guise, the lines effectively blurred between 
the real person and his alter ego. Earlier, I spoke of how Barry Moore left Ireland for 
New York and returned as Luka Bloom. In revisiting his alter ego more recently, he 
explained to me that “Barry Moore is who I am, but Luka Bloom is what I do”243. 
Creating a new self not only permits a sense of freedom, it allows someone to create a 
new container for their music. Within this container they can express that which 
might otherwise be impracticable. As Oscar Wilde famously uttered— “give him a 
mask and he will tell you the truth”244. The stage persona provides shelter—a licence 
to be who one wants to be. Duke Special (Peter Wilson) expresses this as:  
 
 
239 Whose professional name is Nineteen85. 
240 Pharrell Williams and Robin Thicke’s questioning over copying Gaye’s ‘Got to give it up’ led to an 
increase in copyright investigation.  
241 A song from Bob Dylan’s album Love and Theft (2001). 
242 A pseudonym A.E., derived from Æon (Aeon or eon) meaning life or being, but also equated with 
time. Russell chose to be represented by the grapheme. 




I can go somewhere I couldn’t go just being myself. It's like an 
amplified version of that—which I find helpful personally.  
 
 
                Duke Special (2017)245 
 
Creating a new self is prevalent among Irish singer-songwriters. Singer-
songwriter David Kitt has reinvented himself as ‘New Jackson’, an alter ego which 
allows him to perform DJ sets. When performing as a solo artist David Geraghty (of 
Bell X1) is known as ‘Join me in the Pines’. The mononym ‘Hozier’ constitutes an 
alter ego of sorts for Andrew Hozier Byrne despite being part of his bipartite surname. 
Hozier’s meteoric rise on the international music scene is well known. Despite all the 
benefits of the alter ego, if artists alter their sonority excessively—they do so at the 
risk of losing their established listening audience. 
The musical legacies I spoke about at the beginning of this chapter remain 
embedded in the creative practices of Ireland’s performing songwriters at various 
levels of complexity. Whether writing songs for a cappella performance or within the 
context of an ensemble, each songwriter elects their own frame/s of reference. 
Regardless of sonic and stylistic variances, all practitioners are involved in the craft of 
a time dependent musical artefact which sooner or later becomes part of their 
interiority. Having contextualised practitioners and their songs at pivotal moments in 






244 Hip-hop duo The Rubberbandits adopt Wilde’s dictum verbatim— performing with masks made 




2.6 CONCLUSION  
 
In this chapter, I have located the Irish performing songwriter in relation to 
Ireland’s monumental musical history. I posit that the most significant contributions 
to their creative practice resides in three periods of revivalism—The Irish Revival, 
The International Folk Revival and the more recent Irish singer-songwriter revival. It 
is evident that the Irish performing songwriter is dominated by a state of hybridity or 
“inbetweenness” largely due to its social, political and cultural past. For all the 
benefits of hybridisation, it has become increasingly difficult to differentiate one’s 
songwriting and performing practice. In the following chapter, I focus on concepts of 



















CHAPTER 3  THE PERFORMING SONGWRITER AS CREATOR 
 
The inner workings of the creative mind may forever be outside of 
direct observation, but the behavioural dispositions of the person 
creating are not.  
 




This chapter critically examines concepts of creativity and interrogates recent 
scholarship pertaining to the performing songwriter as creative practitioner. Where 
the previous chapter provides cultural context (place), here I consider practice in 
terms of person, process and product (Thomson and Jaque 2016). Recent studies 
(Csikszentmihalyi 1997, p.61; Singh and Kaushik 2015, p.124), describe the creative 
imagination as a fluctuation between “playfulness” and “discipline”. The origins of 
such arguments lie in a monumental work by cultural theorist Johan Huizinga entitled 
Homo Ludens (1938), in which “play” is considered inseparable from culture. 
Following my examination of Huizinga’s thesis, I examine the import of traditional 
models of creativity and the creative process. Thereafter, I consider the recent 
scholarship of McIntyre, Bennett and Simos in relation to songwriting as creative 
practice. Just as any creative endeavour is “more than the sum of its parts” 
(Hennessey and Amabile 2010, p.571), the creator is the sum of their lived 
experiences. As implicated by Feist (above), in the absence of closely monitoring the 
performing songwriter’s intentionality, tangible results lie in the examination of their 
perceivable actions and interactions. Based on my findings, I deduce that 
ethnographic field studies offer the most valuable way of investigating the 
(songwriting) practices of performing songwriters. To assist in the interpretation of 




3-14), I advocate the incorporation of grounded theory. The chapter concludes by 
refining my research questions and establishing the methodology for chapter four. 
 
3.2 HOMO LUDENS V HOMO FABER 
 
As Csikszentmihalyi (1997, p.318) advances “to be human is to be creative”. 
While attending school, children are often encouraged to take part in “free play”—
moments in which they are enabled to explore the world around them, in an 
unstructured fashion. Its raison d'être, is to encourage creativity by engaging the 
imagination. Distinguished for his work in children’s education, Swedish 
Psychologist Piaget, proclaimed that play was “the answer to how anything new 
comes about” (Etkind 2008, p.6). It is an oversight to assume that play is restricted to 
children. Papoušek (1996, pp.104-105) reminds us how intuitive parenting, leads to 
“vocal play”—a type of play which gives rise to competitive vocal exchanges 
between child and adult, as they modify sounds back and forth. When distanced from 
their parents, an infant’s voice becomes what he terms their “inexhaustible toy”. It is 
not surprising, to see why children instinctively play with their first songs and replace 
the lyrics with creative alternatives. 
Huizinga (1938), presented the case for Homo Ludens (the playful human) as a 
key contributor to culture and society. His reasoning is based on the premise that play 
is primordial and therefore precedes any concept of culture. He subsequently argues 
that play and culture always act in partnership. As there is no direct equivalent in the 
English language, ludere is equated to play, school and practice246. Huizinga refutes a 
 




systematic approach to creativity. For Huizinga, play is defined as “free”247, and 
occurs outside "ordinary" or "real" life—both in terms of “locality” and “duration”. It 
also “creates” and “demands order”, and is something which occurs independent of 
necessity or material gain (Huizinga 1955, p.13). Most of all, it is that which signifies 
“meaning”. Discussing “play” in relation to various art forms, Huizinga concludes 
that poetry, music and dance are less restricted by the manual activities of painters 
and sculptors. It is not clear if Huizinga means composition, or the playing of music 
here. The proficient playing of music however, implies discipline and practice. For 
Huizinga, play and poetry are inseparable from one another. Of poetry Huizinga 
(ibid., p.119) advances: 
 
Poiesis, in fact, is a play-function. It proceeds within the play-ground 
of the mind, in a world of its own which the mind creates for it. There 
things have a different physiognomy from the one they wear in 
‘ordinary life’, and are bound by ties other than those of logic and 
causality.   
 
 
In spite of its affiliation to poetry, Huizinga argues that the connection 
between play and music is even stronger (Huizinga ibid., p.158). Homo Ludens 
however, fails to illuminate the specifics of this statement. Employing terms such as 
“school”, “practice” and “order”, suggests that Huizinga’s broader meaning of “play”, 
constitutes some level of discipline. More than free-play, it must therefore include 
“purposeful play”, which Maslow defined as creativity itself (Edwards 2015). In his 
summary of Huizinga’s work, Rodriguez (2006) concludes that “many valuable 
achievements of human culture depend less on rational thinking, than on a deep-
rooted craving for ludic experience”.  
 




Homo Ludens is often juxtaposed with Homo Faber (human the 
maker/worker). One reason for this lies with the interpretation of “play” as non-
serious activity. Rodriguez (ibid.) asserts that “play” is dynamic in nature and always 
open to interpretation. Early concepts of Homo Faber centred around “homo faber 
suae quisque fortunae”248— the ability of human creators to control their destiny—a 
tenet of the Renaissance. It was thought that this could be achieved through the 
creation of tools. In The Shape of Time, Kubler (1962, p.10) described Homo Faber as 
an artisan, whose “calling is to evoke a perpetual renewal of form in matter”. Recent 
scholarship by Ihde and Malafouris (2018) postulates “we are Homo Faber not just 
because we make things but also because we are made by them”, a perception which 
is echoed in the work of Zhang (2012, p.95). Both observations merely reiterate those 
of Marshall McLuhan (1968)249.  
In advance of musical composition people engage at an immersive level—by 
listening. In preference to classifying the creative individual with respect to listening, 
composing or performing, Reybrouck (2006) views them as an “adaptive device” in 
negotiation with a sonic environment. To illustrate this, he draws on the “epistemic 
rule system” of Klaus (1972) where homo sapien is a “perception machine”, homo 
faber an “effector machine” and homo ludens a “playing automaton”. In this system, 
the music “user” is viewed as an environmentally dependent amalgam of the three. In 
a world of constant change, Thomas and Brown (2011) restate the case for a tripartite 
integration of Homo Sapien, Homo Ludens and Homo Faber—this time with 
reference to—knowledge, play and creation respectively. Employing similar 
terminology to Reybrouck, the work of Lull (2008, pp.35-36) reminds us how 
 
248 In Sententiæ by Appius Claudius Caecus. He was also reported to have written poetry. (Jenkins 
2006, p.39). 




communication and emotion are “key adaptive systems” in Homo Sapiens. According 
to Lull, human empathy, is instrumental in “cultivating greater cooperation across 
cultural groups”. My reading of Homo Faber’s contribution to the adaptive system is 
one which uses its Latin form—meaning “smith”, hence craftsperson or maker. 
Interpreted as such, it is but one facet of the creative act and no more significant than 
any of the others. Dissanayake (2001) interprets Homo Faber as “tool maker” and 
makes the case for Homo Aestheticus—the artistic or aesthetic human. In doing so, 
she makes a separate case for creativity—which as she argues, is also a biologically 
evolved phenomenon.  
 
3.3 CONCEPTS OF CREATIVITY 
 
Person and Five Factor Model 
 
The most obvious divide in representing the activities of creative individuals, 
lies in agreeing what constitutes a creative act in the first place. Amabile (2012) 
defines creativity as “a novel and appropriate response, product, or solution to an 
open-ended task”. As proclaimed by Taylor (1995) "creativity is certainly what 
distinguishes us from every other creature". Contrary to concepts of the lone “genius” 
(Simonton 1984, 1999, 2003; Eysenck 1995; Michalko 2011; Miller 2012; Thagard 
2013)250, in accordance with Runco (2004), I believe that everyone has the potential 
to be creative—provided they are nurtured and encouraged.  
Broadly, I concur that creativity happens “in the interaction between a 
person’s thoughts and a socio-cultural context” (Csikszentmihalyi 1997, p.23). Artists 
 
250 Concepts of the creative “genius” or “genius myth” (Treffinger 2009, pp.245-247) are refuted 




and creative individuals are often mythologised as romantic heroes. Historically, 
creative endeavours in Ireland have been attributed to the utopian and romanticised 
“fifth province of the imagination”, an ancient idea which Brian Friel speculates as “a 
province of the mind through which we hope to devise another way of looking at 
Ireland, or another possible Ireland”, one that “must be articulated, spoken, written, 
painted (or) sung” (Szabo 2009, p.6)251. Montuori and Purser (1995, p.76) conclude 
that a “romanticised view” of the creative genius, does nothing but hinder the creative 
individual. In other words, they struggle as a result of what is projected onto them. In 
calling oneself a singer-songwriter for example, the individual is entangled in a web 
of preconceptions. Bennett (2011, p.5) posits that the artists themselves are partially 
to blame, as much of the difficulty in interviewing singer-songwriters lies in their 
predisposition to leaving the songwriting process shrouded in “romance and mystery”.  
Central to any creator, lies a creative imagination. In reminding us of 
Aristotle’s De Anima, Karnes (2011, p.33) reiterates that creativity is embroiled in 
“sense perception”252 This translates as a sensitive response to one’s environment, or 
a proclivity to ‘sense’ imaginatively. It is useful to think of this response with respect 
to the transitive verb sentire 253  in Italian (literally to sense), which is used 
interchangeably for ‘to perceive’, ‘to feel emotion’ as well as ‘to hear’ or ‘to listen’. 
Sensing imaginatively is at a level of awareness which cannot be isolated, and 
therefore extrasensory. Often thought of as the sixth sense (Callahan 2005, p.93), 
imagination, is therefore our “creative faculty”. As O’Donohue (1999, p.122) posits, 
"the deepest call to a creative life comes from within your own interiority. It may be 
 
251 From an article published in The Irish Times in 1984. 
252 From De Anima (On the Soul) Book III translated by Hamlyn (1993, p.56) in De anima: books II 
and III (with passages from book I). 
253  Harper Collins Italian-English Dictionary https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/italian-




awakened or occasioned by a person or situation outside you, yet the surest voice 
arises from your own secret depth". This concurs with a large body of academic 
research on intrinsic motivation (Amabile 1985; Amabile 1996, p.15; Hennessey and 
Amabile 2010; de Jesus et al. 2013; Fischer et al. 2019). It is further supported by 
Florida, in his well-known work, The rise of the Creative Class (2004). One of the 
most significant contributions to the research of creative individuals however, centres 
on what Csikszentmihalyi (1997, p.117) terms the “autotelic” personality—combining 
the Greek roots of auto (self) with telos (goal).  Having an autotelic personality means 
that engaging in the act itself, is its own reward. Csikszentmihalyi’s earlier studies 
(Csikszentmihalyi et al. 1993, p.80) defined the autotelic personality as “the ability to 
manage a rewarding balance between the ‘play’ of challenge finding and the ‘work’ 
of skill building”. “Autotelic personality” is often used interchangeably with “flow 
personality” (Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi 2014). Empirical studies carried out by 
Schmidhuber (2010, p.244) show that “creative behaviours aim at maximising 
expected fun or surprise through the creation of novel patterns”. His representation is 
consistent with the element of “play” in work. In her assessment of art in human 
behaviour, Dissanayake (2001, p.44) claims that art is “derivative of play”. Her Homo 
Aestheticus (aesthetic or artistic human) therefore, follows Huizinga’s Homo Ludens 
(see previous section). Earlier case studies by Amabile (1996, ibid.), confirm that 
“personal interest and enjoyment” contribute to creative activity far more than 
peripheral sentiment. Such factors could be thought of as a confluence of investments 
in the self as ‘player’. Where investment is defined as: “an act of devoting time, 
effort, or energy to a particular undertaking with the expectation of a worthwhile 
result”254, it is a factor on which the success of a practice often hinges. Contrary to 
 




Csikszentmihalyi however, such representations are suggestive of competition and 
therefore not consistent with the autotelic personality in its purest sense. Revising an 
earlier “investment theory of creativity” (Sternberg and Lubart 1991, 1995), Sternberg 
(2012) concludes that investment is closer to building a “creative habit” and therefore 
a template of practice. In terms of disposition, he describes this as an “almost 
involuntary” response to counter adversity. Represented in this way, it is as if the 
activity has captivated the creator to the point that they are unrelenting.  
Employing a cross cultural approach, Lubart (2010, pp.265-278) emphasises 
the influence of one’s environment. This can be conceived as all the activities the 
performing songwriter integrates into their wider cultural practice, many of which are 
contemporaneous. Reflecting on the creative practice of singer-songwriter Kate 
Bush 255 , producer Peter Gabriel describes her determination as a confluence of 
“courage” and “bloody-mindedness”. Gabriel also articulates Bush’s artistic practice 
in terms of creating the conditions for experimentation―a space which permits the 
“freedom to fail”256. In other words, freedom to simply be creative, is inherent to any 
formalised concept of creative achievement.  
  In order to be creative, O'Donohue (ibid.) maintains that a person must 
render themselves "porous". Openness to experience is something which McCrae 
(1987) defined as “intellectual curiosity, aesthetic sensitivity, liberal values, and 
emotional differentiation”. He equated it with what he termed “intellectance” or 
“culture”. “Openness” to creativity is just one of what are termed the “big five” 
personality traits (Costa and McCrae 1992)257, which constitute a large part of the 
 
255 A native of Kent, England. Bush is second generation Irish having an Irish mother and an English 
father.  
256 Author’s transcription from an interview with Peter Gabriel on The Kate Bush Story: Running up 
that Hill, broadcast on BBC Four Television, 22 August 2014. 




research into the creative individual (Greengross and Miller 2009; Sung and Choi 
2009; Hornberg and Reiter-Palmon 2017). Empirical studies by King et al. (1996, pp. 
189-203) recognise openness as creativity’s most important characteristic258 . The 
other traits are generally regarded as—Conscientiousness, Extroversion, 
Agreeableness and Neuroticism259, where each of the traits are measured along a 
continuum. Kaufman and Gregoire (2015, p.130) describe creative individuals as 
having a “co-existence of introverted and extroverted characteristics”. It is a view 
shared by Csikszentmihalyi (1997). Creators must be mindful of being both self (as 
composer) and other, in identifying with their audience. In The Natural Musician, 
Kirnarskaya (2009, p.47) explains that the difference between extroverted musicians 
and introverted ones, depends on their “method of communication”, affirming:   
 
the former wants to hear and see the immediate reactions of others to 
their words and gestures, while the latter prefer to ‘listen’, that is read, 
look and perceive. In the psychological sense, of course both groups 
communicate constantly.  
 
 
Endeavouring to unify several dichotomies which permeate the “big five”, Lambert 
(2018) proposes an “order-chaos dynamic of creativity”. Departing from the 
hypothesis that creativity is inherent to all “complex adaptive systems”, he concludes 
that it is the creative individual themselves, who is most adaptable.  
While creativity involves “intentional control”, the “unintentional or 
unconscious” is equally valid (Runco 2014, p.33). Acknowledging that it is difficult 
to measure the ‘creative unconscious’ scientifically, Friis-Olivarius et al. (2017) claim 
 
258 In an investigation with n=75 subjects on the FFM. 
259 The acronym OCEAN (openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism) 





that the meaning of the unconscious is largely equated to emotions. Rather than 
polarities of unconscious-conscious or internal-external, many songwriters describe 
themselves as conduits through which the music passes (Wolfe 2016 p.104; Barber 
2017). Such a concept is challenged by singer-songwriter Sinead O’Connor, who 
views the process as largely intrinsic.  
 
My songwriting and my creative thing, is really my subconscious 
communicating with me all the time. I think it's a bit dangerous to start 
thinking that it's something that comes from outside of you. I mean all 
music comes from the outside to some extent because those notes just 
exist in the universe. They are like apples on trees and then it depends 
on how everybody puts them in a row. So, they do exist outside you 
but the spirit or fire in a person is very much coming from the inside. 
 
 
                  Sinead O’Connor (2014)260  
 
Both internal and external agencies are at play here. O’Connor’s description of 
her subconscious appears to be external to conscious awareness or something 
“operating or existing outside of consciousness" (Colman 2006). It is suggestive of a 
Jungian intuition or “perception by ways or means of the unconscious” 261 . Her 
portrayal also alludes to what Jung called “synchronicity” (1952) or “the meaningful 
coincidence of outer and inner events that are not themselves casually connected” 
―often accompanying the process of “individuation” (von Franz 1964 pp.226-227). 
Gestalt psychology (Köhler 1925; Koffka 1924, 1935; Wertheimer 1945) offers some 
practical insight in terms of understanding the connection between the creation and its 
form or pattern of constituents. As Koffka (1935 p.176) argued any summing of parts 
is pointless―only “the whole-part relationship is meaningful”. Gestalt psychologist 
 
260 Author’s transcription of Sinead O’Connor as interviewed by Mairéad Ní Mhaonaigh on RTÉ’s 
Guth na nGael television series―broadcast on 14 November 2014. 




Duncker (1945)262 was a goal orientated practitioner who adopted a problem-solving 
attitude through thinking-aloud protocols. For Duncker solving any problem implied a 
reformulation of the problem, before reaching its functional form. From a creative 
perspective gestalt theory concerns itself with how the human mind organises 
information by identifying and interpreting visual, auditory and other perceptual 
sources. Tenney and Polansky (1980 pp.205-241) divided musical sounds and phrases 
into what they termed “temporal gestalt-units” (“TGs”) or “hierarchies” (Gilhooly 
1996). Schoon (1992) refers to this as “restructuring” ―a eureka like moment in 
which an entire set of interrelationships become clearer―once more recalling a 
Jungian “synchronicity” (1952). Verbal transfer protocol (Colley et al. 1992; Younker 
and Smith 1996 pp.25–35) has been used as a strategy to illuminate the processes 
which underpin musical compositional. This is grounded in Duncker’s thinking-aloud 
protocols―where the composer verbalises their actions and thought processes over 
the course of their practice. Collins (2007) utilised verbal transfer protocol over the 
course of a three-year study with a single composer. In doing so he discovered a 
“chunking of processes” consistent with gestalt theory― exhibiting real-time overlap 
and “parallelism in creative thinking”. Furthermore, it was noted that the composer 
was engaged in “a reflexive feedback process with the emerging composition”. More 
recently, verbal transfer protocol has proved beneficial in the interrogation of 
commercial songwriting―as exemplified in the work of Chris Whiting (2017). As a 
songwriting practitioner, a significant part of Whiting’s investigation employed 
autoethnography―coding, categorising and theorising his own compositions. In the 
interest of understanding the creative process with some clarity, next I turn to the 
approaches of its most prominent scholars in modelling. 
 




3.4 SUITABLE MODELS OF CREATIVITY 
 
Most studies in the field of creativity culminate in the construction of 
conceptual models. Some models define levels of creative activity, from low to high. 
Others conceptualise creativity as a process. I begin by considering the levels of 
creativity, focusing on the process models later.  
 
Levels of Creativity  
 
Traditionally, levels of creativity have been termed little-c or Big-C (Simonton 
1999). “Everyday creativity” (Richards 1990, pp.300-326; Richards 1993, pp.212-
217; Richards 2007, pp.25-54; Richards 2010, pp.189-215; Silvia et. al. 2014) or 
little-c, as intended in the literature, means being creative in everyday situations or 
adding creative flair to a common occurrence. While harnessing everyday events for a 
higher creative purpose constitutes a large part of what songwriters do, it is only 
partially representative of their practice. Big-C creativity is equally problematic as it 
refers to the activities of creative elites. It is generally reserved for those who produce 
masterworks, consistently over a lifetime. Even the most successful songwriters for 
example, cannot be expected to produce definitive albums ad infinitum. In addressing 
the polarities of little-c and Big-C, Kaufman and Beghetto (2009, pp.1-12) proposed a 
four C model of creativity. Their model allows for the intermediaries—mini-C and 
Pro-c or “professional expertise”. Defined as “novel and personally meaningful 
interpretation of experiences, actions, and events” (Beghetto and Kaufman 2007), the 
Vygotskian mini-C is useful in demarcating the socio-cultural disposition of the 
 




individual263. Kaufman and Beghetto’s four C model is constructed in a way that is 
applicable to the performing songwriter. Their recalibration of little-c such that it is 
no longer restricted to the original definition of “everyday creativity”, better reflects 
the intermediary stage of one’s creative life. While mini-c represents the 
“meaningful”, in practice it represents the playful “tinkering” stage (Kaufman et al. 
2010, p.381) before little-c. Interpreted in this way, a performing songwriter can shift 
between mini-c, little-c and Pro-c and still remain in “everyday creativity”. Overall, 
the model represents a “developmental trajectory” of mini-c—little-c—Pro-c—where 
in some cases an artist will progress to Big-C (a category reserved for those with 
“legendary status”). Among their citations of Big-C archetypes, Kaufman and 
Beghetto (2009, p.5) include Bob Dylan and poet Margaret Atwood. Based on 
Healy’s (2007) interviews with sixty Irish songwriters, it can be deduced that songs 
are born out of “everyday” experiences. Also, in the context of song, anthropologist 
Narayan (2016) recognises the importance of “everyday creativity” in her attempt to 
unshackle creativity from its wider association with innovation. Moreover, Narayan 
emphasises the import of “life stories and personal reflections on the making of art” 
(ibid., p.29). It is a view which illustrates the interplay between the mini-c and little-c 
stages of the four C model described.  
The terminology surrounding gradations of creativity is troublesome, and 
needs to be clarified. Much of the literature suggests that the terms little-c and Big-C 
originate with Csikszentmihalyi (Sternberg and Lubart 1996; Plucker and Beghetto 
2003) when as pointed out by Merrotsy (2013), Csikszentmihalyi didn’t use those 
specific terms. Rather, Csikszentmihalyi distinguishes between ‘c’ (personal 
creativity) and ‘C’ (genius level creativity). More accurately, Csikszentmihalyi’s ‘c’ 
 




and ‘C’ correspond to what subsequently became referred to as little-c and to Big-C. 
Csikszentmihalyi (1998, p.80) states that a symbiosis must occur between person, 
culture and society at large in order for ‘C’(Big-C) to occur. It is a reiteration of his 
‘systems model of creativity’, originally defined as “a system composed of three 
elements: a culture that contains symbolic rules (or domain), an individual who brings 
novelty into the domain, and a field of experts who recognize and validate the 
innovation” (Csikszentmihalyi 1997, p.6). Applying Csikszentmihalyi’s model (see 
Figure 4) in the current context—the performing songwriter is the individual, the 
domain comprises performing and songwriting within Irish culture, and the field 











For a song to flourish within such a system, implies a socio-culturally nuanced 
artistic vision. There are notable similarities between that postulated by 
Csikszentmihalyi and the activity which Small (1998) terms “musicking”. Specific to 
music, Small supports the hypothesis that all those embedded within the human and 
social practice of music, directly influence the patterns of causality in a musical work. 
In doing so, he sustains that the true value of music is resolved by the relationships 
between those involved in anything which constitutes a musical activity. It is another 
way of postulating that in preference to the lone individual, it is the societal fabric 
around the artist which enables them to thrive—creating a musical situation or scene 
of interconnected perspectives. In this sense, it is suggestive of intersubjectivity, 
which Crossley (1996) refers to as “the fabric of social becoming”. More recently, in 
a musical context, this approximates to what Brian Eno terms a scenius—"a dynamic 
scene allowing people to work across communities and spaces, the intuition of a 
whole cultural scene or the communal form of the concept of the genius" (Eno, 2009).  
Acceptance of a product (song) into the domain is vital. Boden (2004, p.2) 
makes a valid contribution in this respect—distinguishing between P-creativity 
(psychological) and H-creativity (historical). P-creativity concedes that while 
something may already exist—that it represents novelty for the creator. In this 
respect, a song exhibiting P-creativity is valuable for the songwriter (and possibly 
their audience) as they have never composed something equivalent up to then. H-
creativity is practically impossible, as it represents the genesis of something which 
has never existed heretofore. Quantifying the levels of creative activity, represents but 
one approach to the modelling of creative practice. Next, I consider the creative 





The Creative Process in Stages 
 
Theoretical models of the creative process are numerous and defined with 
respect to stages. Wolterstorff (1987/2010, pp.101-129) defines a straightforward 
three-stage process in his representation of a creative work, namely, “inspiration”, 
“selection” and “evaluation”. The process outlines a “pre-conscious” stage 
(inspiration) followed by a “conscious” (selective) stage, culminating in a what 
Wolterstorff terms a “measure up to standards” or “evaluation”. A more conventional 
four-stage model of “preparation”, “incubation” “illumination” and “verification”, 
originates with Wallas (1926) in his publication The Art of Thought264. Issues with the 
model have been highlighted for some time by Guilford (1950, p.451). More recently, 
Lubart (2001, pp.295-308) dubbed the subprocesses of the four-stage model 
problematic due to their failure to accommodate specific domains (Hickey and 
Webster 2001; Webster 2002). In an attempt to address these issues, scholars 
including Sadler-Smith (2008) and Fryer (2012), reinterpreted Wallas’ original model 
so as to include his original reference to “intimation”— proposing a fifth stage. 
Intimation is a significant intermediary stage between “illumination” and 
“incubation”. It accounts for occurrences as trains of thought rather than the reductive 
eureka moment implied by “illumination”. Sadler-Smith’s (2015, pp.342-352) recent 
five-stage model (see Figure 5) is inclusive of both “intimation” and proximity to 
consciousness (nonconsciousness; fringe consciousness; consciousness). Rather than 
a new model, it is a formalised account, encompassing the intricacies of Wallas’ 
original model. As Sadler-Smith advances, “preparation” and “verification” occur 




metaphor of the sun, “illumination” is considered focal (full luminosity) 
consciousness, while intimation is fringe (periphery) consciousness265.  
Csikszentmihalyi (1997, pp.79-80) describes a five-stage process which is 
inconsistent with Wallas’ model—Preparation-Incubation-Insight-Evaluation and 
Elaboration. The preparatory phase Csikszentmihalyi refers to can be conscious or 
unconscious. His “incubation” stage is similar to that of Wallas. Csikszentmihalyi’s 
“insight” stage shows no distinction between “intimation” and “illumination”—the 





Figure 5—Five Stages of the Creative Process 
adapted from Sadler-Smith (2015, p.346) 
 
 
264 Subsequent studies by Patrick (1935, 1937, 1938), including that of the creative processes in the 
composition of poetic verse, confirm consistency with the model.  
265 Wallas used the metaphor of the sun to depict consciousness, while its corona signified fringe 















Rather than use such models as a basis for framing the songwriting process, I 
correlate them retrospectively with the experiences of participants as encountered in 
practice (see chapter seven—7.2). 
 
3.5 CREATIVITY AND SONG COMPOSITION 
 
Much of the literature acknowledges the art of songwriting as an enigmatic 
process (Chauncey 1998). Returning to the point that creativity is widely accepted as 
a trait unique to humans (see 3.2), it is worth briefly contemplating phenomena from 
the natural world. Experiencing early morning birdsong could be thought of as the 
most natural form of song composition or melodies written in the moment. For 
Deleuze and Guattari (1987, p.184) birds truly epitomise the “complete artist”. 
Studies on Zebra finches at the University of Chicago alter one’s concept of birdsong 
nonetheless, suggesting that birds engage in song rehearsal while sleeping (Dave and 
Margoliash 2000, pp.812-816). Margoliash’s studies show that birds "store the 
neuronal firing pattern of song production during the day”, hypothesising that they 
improvise “variations” at night (Margoliash, 2000). Having looked beyond the 
functional characteristics of birdsong such as mating and territorial defence 
(Catchpole and Slater, 2008), Professor David Rothenberg (2006) concludes that birds 
sing very often quite simply because they enjoy singing. The fact that birdsong is also 
associated with play266, settles Huizinga’s thesis. 
There are some similarities between what Rothenberg terms “flying 
musicians” (ibid., p.2) and human singing performers as both usually begin melodic 




humans, neuroscientist Daniel Levitin attributes mimesis to what he terms a “motor-
action-imitation system”, whereby one “sensory domain” is responsible for 
assimilating information while the other deciphers how to create it. Both Levitin 
(2008, pp.266-267) and songwriting expert Bennett (2012) agree on the impact of 
existing material in the creation of new songs. Moreover, without hearing a song, 
Bennett (2015) claims it would be problematic for the artist to create a song that 
would be “meaningful for listeners”. Utilising the techniques of other artists still 
constitutes a creative act, as they unshackle the songwriter from their own 
subconscious patterns (Bennett 2012, p.34). This is openly acknowledged in popular 
music. Paul Mc Cartney, for example, accepted that The Beatles used to "steal 
continuously, particularly from American black acts like the Marvelettes and alter it a 
bit" (Miles 1997, p.92). Mark Simos refers to such phenomena as “stealing fire” 
(Simos 2015, pp.1-4).  
Regardless of the degree to which songwriters are influenced by antecedents, 
demystifying the songwriting process is a multilateral task. Of course, a practitioner 
can be creative purely in the way they listen. It constitutes a multisensory experience 
where the creator “uses the work of musicians as raw material for the construction of 
a mental model that is new and unique” (Peterson 2006, p.19). Artists are often 
hesitant about analysing their own work in case it disrupts the intricacies of their 
process. Notwithstanding, many have interrogated their most celebrated works in 
publications such as Paul Zollo’s Songwriters on Songwriting (2003)— fascinating 
insights from some of the world’s finest songwriters. When questioning Arlo Guthrie 
about the songwriting process he simply offered the following explanation:  
 
 




Songwriting is like fishing in a stream; you put in your line and hope 
you catch something. And I don’t think anyone downstream from Bob 
Dylan ever caught anything.  
                                                           Arlo Guthrie (Zollo 2003, p.71)267 
 
In terms of ‘catching something’, the troublesome question that interviewers 
often ask is— “Which do you write first, the music or the lyrics”? In his “360º 
approach” to songwriting, Simos (2014) acknowledges that dividing songs into lyrics 
(or words) and music is both an oversimplification and unhelpful, as lyrics are of 
course, also musical. For Simos (2014, p.22) songwriting occurs at “the interplay 
between sound and sense” in a boundless space, which he refers to as “the World”. In 
addition to looking outside the individual, it is of course important to consider their 
internal musical landscape. A useful analogy here is that of a double helix, offered by 
Iarla Ó Lionáird268, where music and lyrics are more of an interwoven and interlinked 
organism. With its genomic underpinnings, this extends to an intrinsically nuanced 
coding of musical constituents—a coiled representation of refined material—the 
unravelling of which determines the musical form.  
Songwriters have success in writing songs using numerous approaches from 
freewriting, to carefully refined methodologies. Therefore, the degree of labour also 
varies. In spite of this, most songwriters concede a song begins as either music or 
lyrics. In framing the impetus for composition, Simos (2014) refers to what he terms 
the “song seed”, which he visualises within a spherical model of melody, harmony, 
lyrics or rhythm. What constitutes a song “seed” is of course subjective and as Simos 
posits—rather than a unique moment, a song concept is often already a “mélange” of 
 
practical purpose”. OED 2019. 
267 Ironically, it was Arlo’s father Woody Guthrie, who Dylan not only cited as his biggest influence, 
but the persona of whom he adopted in his early career. In a subsequent interview about Guthrie’s 
statement Dylan remarked “You’ve got to use some bait, otherwise you sit around and expect songs to 
come to you. Forcing it is using bait.” (ibid., p.72). 




lyrical and melodic ideas following some conscious or unconscious “working” of the 
“seed”.  
Songwriters are always receptive to potential seeds or stockpiling seeds for 
future use. Simos’s metaphor is a variation on the “seed incident” proposed by Doyle 
(1998) in his study of the creative processes involved in writing narrative fiction. 
Acknowledging that songwriters are often tempted to rush the song, Simos 
encourages separating the song seed or “wheat” material from the what he terms the 
chaff of “filler”269. Of course, “filler” material is often useful—a wellspring in itself 
and cannot be discounted. Relatively early in his career Paul Simon describes his 
lyrical “filler” material in action as follows:  
 
Once I pick a key and start to play, I sing any words that come into my 
head without trying to make any sense out of them. Sometimes during 
this stream of consciousness singing, a phrase will develop that has 
naturalness and a meaning, in which case I keep it and start to build a 
song around it. 
 
                          Paul Simon (1973, x-xi) 
 
Similarly, Irish singer-songwriter Christy Hennessy (1945-2007) explicates 
“filler” material as having to “sing rubbish for hours and hours—until the song comes 
out”270. Perhaps the most well-known example of this is the Paul McCartney song 
which began as “Scram-bled eggs”, before being substituted with “Yes-ter-day” 
(Miles ibid., p.204). It is natural to approach songwriting in this way, as our everyday 
speech is “notoriously fragmented” ―where “all sorts of verbal blunders bubble 
through our sentences” (Erand 2008). The ums and ahhs and other disfluencies are 
 
269 In his own songwriting practice, David Gray sustains that most of the time a song begins with the 
melody. Searching for clues as to what the melody makes him feel, he “sings gibberish” and listens 
back to it. As he confirms “some songs don’t get past the gibberish stage”. Sky Arts Songbook, 




indications of “friction between thinking and speaking” (Erand, ibid.). Continuing 
Simos’s metaphor, whether initiated through filler material or premeditated, lyrical 
subject matter germinates extemporaneously. In accordance with Simos, Negus and 
Astor (2015, pp.226-244) discourage treating words and music as separate entities. 
They conceptualise songs in terms of componential frameworks which exist outside 
the recorded artefact or sheet music. Interrogating the views of songwriting 
practitioners within popular music, they conclude that songs evolve in a manner 
closer to that of architectural structures, in preference to semantic utterances.  
The creative processes of songwriting have been interrogated extensively by 
McIntyre (2011a) and Bennett (2011). Both have called upon Csikszentmihalyi’s 
‘systems model of creativity’ (referred to earlier—see 3.4) in their research. Testing 
the systems model by way of ethnographic study, McIntyre (2011a, pp.77-90) 
strongly refutes the author/genius model. In doing so however, he makes no reference 
to Csikszentmihalyi’s little-c or Big-C, which distinguishes between personal 
creativity and higher (genius) level creativity respectively. According to McIntyre, in 
the realm of popular music, songwriters compose through “domain acquisition”, 
where any uniqueness is achieved by those socialised into the field. In his exposition, 
he identifies the congruity between Csikszentmihalyi’s systems model and Bourdieu’s 
habitus (1984, 1993). It is evident from McIntyre’s hypothesis that the agency of 
songwriting traditions are firmly embedded in the lifeworld of his informants and 
impress upon their practice as artists. McIntyre extends such views to his 
considerations of the songwriting partnership of Lennon and McCartney (McIntyre 
2011b). In doing so, McIntyre concludes that part of the reason for their eventual 
 
270  Messenger Boy Christie Hennessy—A Documentary produced by Bernadine Carraher and Bill 




estrangement lies with Lennon’s leaning towards the “myth of the romantic artist”, 
countering McCartney’s insistence on being a “professional musician”.  
McIntyre (2006) is predominantly an advocate of Practitioner Based Enquiry 
(PBE). In his view, a combination of PBE and ethnographic study is one of the most 
suitable methodologies for the evaluation of systemic creativity. Moreover, he asserts 
that in the absence of practitioner knowledge, research questions pertaining to 
creativity remain inconclusive. One way of optimising the contribution of the native 
researcher is through the inclusion of a self-reflective component. It is for this reason 
that Bennett (2013) advocates a combination of participant ethnography and 
autoethnography. Choosing a sample size of twenty (comparable to the one employed 
in this thesis), in this case, his investigation focusses on collaborative songwriting.  
Bennett is also an advocate of Skinnerian behaviourism (Skinner 1957, p.180), which 
takes verbal and non-verbal communication into account. It is more suited to 
collaborative practice where co-writers exchange between active and reflexive roles. 
As songwriters themselves, McIntyre, Bennett and Simos have all employed PBE— 
hence approached the investigation of songwriting with an insider’s perspective. In a 
recent ethnographic study McIntyre (2016, p.56) concludes that creativity for 
songwriters is an “emergent property of a complex and dynamic system in action”.  
Notwithstanding the interest in songwriters and songwriting, Bennett insists 
that “the creation of song has rarely been subject to scrutiny” (2013, p.1). Taking his 
lead from the methodologies of John Sloboda (1985), Bennett discounts the relevance 
of examining manuscripts or “direct observation” in his investigation of the 
songwriting process. He also points to the impracticability of Collins’ (2001, 2005 
2007, p.239) “verbal protocol methodology” (see 3.3) whereby the songwriter 




of this, a measure of separation is encouraged between the creation and its 
interpretation. Sketch studies—the examination of informal documents which 
accompany compositional practice, are common in researching the creative processes 
pertaining to classical composers. I did not think it feasible to examine such 
documentation here. Similar to Bennett, I question their congruence, not to mind, 
openness to misinterpretation. While the main objective of my field studies (see 
chapter four—4.4.2) is to represent the activities of practitioners as closely as 
possible, I am more concerned with general practices in favour of lone works.  
The detailed examination of single works or long-term engagement with the 
compositions of individual composers has been carried out successfully within the 
field of cognitive anthropology―an interface between social anthropology and 
cognitive science. Cognitive anthropology as Brown reminds us (2006, p.98), came 
about as a reconciliation between the concept of ‘culture’ as interpreted by 
anthropologists and the methods employed by ethnographers. The “new ethnography” 
or “ethnoscience”, sought to transcend behavioural representations of ‘culture’ in 
favour of ‘culture’ as "systems of knowledge” or “mental dispositions”. It has much 
in common with the study of creative processes as conducted by ethnomusicologists, 
who are obliged to deal with that which is “new in a sense generally understood by 
them, but new also within the specific cognitive framework and understanding of its 
culture” (Nettl 2015, p.50). The cognitive anthropologist therefore fuses descriptive 
ethnography with the principles which determine behaviour (Blount 2011, p.12). 
Within the realm of cognitive anthropology, Donin and Theureau (2007, pp.233-251) 
considered the “large temporal span of cognition”, due to its scant academic attention 




IRCAM271 commissioned work Voi (Rex) (2002) by Philippe Leroux272, composed for 
soprano, six instruments and electronics. Data collection comprised eleven interviews 
(each of three hours in duration) with Leroux post composition. All interviews were 
conducted within the environment in which the musical work blossomed. Within a 
retrospective “situation simulation” Leroux emerged from the composition process 
with what he described as “a new writing tool” ― a long term resource― with the 
potential to influence his next “fifty pieces”. In essence, the act of working on a 
commissioned work and the manner in which it was investigated had a significant 
impact on his creative process in and of itself. Sometime later in his own publication 
entitled Genesis (2010) 273  ―a creator’s reflection on the compositions Voi (rex) 
(2002) and Apocalypsis (2006), Leroux reiterated this sentiment. In Genesis, Leroux 
describes emotion as the primary stimulus for what he calls the “sound idea” of any 
composition. In doing so, he points to Roger Caillois’s ‘ludus’ (1961) ―a sense of 
joy in overcoming the problems which the act of composing brings. By extension this 
equates to disciplined or ordered ‘play’, in full recognition of Huizinga’s Homo 
Ludens274. For Leroux composition involves a preparatory stage of conceptualising 
possibilities and raising problems concomitantly―in his case―the negotiation of 
instrumental writing and electroacoustic elements. The writing encompasses what he 
describes as an unfolding of intense moments of inner listening (“le dépliement de ces 
d’intense écoute intérieure et d’extrême concentration”) and the recalibration of each 
sonic element. In broader terms, Leroux (Vassilandonakis 2008, pp.19-21) 
acknowledges that not only has his compositional practice evolved in tandem with 
 
271 Institut de Recherche et de Coordination Acoustique/Musique-IRCAM Centre Pompidou―1, place 
Igor-Stravinsky, 75004 Paris. 
272 French contemporary composer born in Boulogne Billancourt in 1959. 
273 Leroux, P. (2010). Questions de faire. La génétique musicale in vivo… vue du côté du créateur. 
Genesis. Manuscrits–Recherche–Invention, (31), 55-63. 




technological advancement so much as transform its conceptualisation―moving 
beyond “chords”, “rhythms” and musical notes to the intricacies of “dynamics”, 
“textures” and “granulation”. In spite of this, he concedes that working as a composer 
requires the assistance of someone privy to the latest technological possibilities― 
empowering each in their area of specialisation, but also allowing the composer to 
focus on composing. He views his practice as a hybrid between “low tech” ― “pencil 
and paper” and computer-centric environments 275 . In line with its cognitive 
anthropological underpinnings, the methodology of Donin and Theureau examines 
composition as a human activity. To this end, they are not overly concerned about 
procedures or the derivation of models per se but the composer as a “thinking” and 
“talking” organism (Ross and Medin 2011, p.357). While this continues the approach 
of numerous cultural anthropologists ―that culture exists inside people’s heads 
(Goodenough 1957, p.168; Quinn 1974), it advocates the importance of knowledge as 
“taskonomy instead of taxonomy” (Wassmann 2001). The methodology of Donin and 
Theureau (2008, p.175) traces the creative process as a fluid movement across 
compositional activities which include “drafts, sketches, manuscript score, computer 
data and diary”. In recognition of the gamut of investigative approaches surrounding 
“creative acts” (Deliège and Richelle 2006, pp.1-6), Donin and Tiffon established 
Tracking the Creative Process in Music (TCPM)276, a biennial conference enabling 
discourse between interdisciplinary scholars. As an initiative, it sustains “cross-
fertilization” between historical and empirical musicologies (Donin, 2012). Over the 
course of my thesis I contributed to this collective―presenting part of my research to 
 
275 At the time Leroux was referring specifically to Open Music, Pro Tools, AudioSculpt, Max/MSP, 
and Peak.  
276 First held at Université de Lille, France (2011) in association with Institut de Recherche et de 
Coordination Acoustique/Musique, Paris, France (IRCAM), Centre d’Etude des Arts Contemporains, 
Univ. of Lille-Nord de France (CEAC) and Maison Européenne des Sciences de l’Homme et de la 




delegates of TCPM’17 at the University of Huddersfield, U.K. (Toomey 2017). One 
aspect of my presentation featured an earlier revision of the ‘AIRS model’ of the 
songwriting process 277, as detailed in Chapter five (see 5.7).  
Georgina Born (2010, p.16) argues that any assessment of ‘aesthetic 
systems’― “necessitates a diachronic analysis attuned to historical specificity as well 
as an account of agency as creative invention”. In doing so she draws attention to the 
confluence of human and temporal factors―another motive to consider both the 
‘becoming’ and ‘being’ stages of creativity. It is important to acknowledge that unlike 
the performing songwriter, artists such as the aforementioned Leroux were not 
composing with a view to performing the piece of music themselves. Even when 
writing songs for ensembles operating under their own name, the circumstances 
facing singer-songwriters differ to those of free-standing composers. Despite the rich 
data generated through cognitive anthropological enquiry, I concluded that it was not 
possible to engage in a “large temporal span of cognition” with the cohort of 
practitioners considered here. For this reason, I chose to align my work closer to the 
explorations of those who focussed on the songwriting process and the singer-
songwriter as creative practitioner. The investigations of McIntyre, Bennett and much 
of the investigative studies into creativity at IRCAM involve ethnographic enquiry at 
some level. As an investigation of human creative practice, my thesis aims to 
understand the person within the creation. An important juncture between cognitive 
anthropology and ethnomusicology lies in determining the behaviour that produced 
the music (Merriam 1964, pp.33-34). For Merriam this is tripartite ―the physical 
behaviour involved in producing the sound, the social behaviour of the individual and 
the verbal behaviour or “expressed verbal constructs about the music system itself”. 
 




Where my investigation is concerned, retrospective verbal constructs are 
pivotal―clarifying where songs come from and why―the central thesis of 
Dissanayake’s Homo Aestheticus (2001).  
In my interrogation of the creative practices of Irish singer-songwriters post- 
1990 (see chapter two―2.5.1) I emphasised individualism―the rise of the ‘prosumer’ 
and the ‘digital native’. Paradoxically, part of this creative independence is 
‘dependent’ on what Bourdieu termed ‘cultural capital’―by way of an increasingly 
digital ecosystem. As discussed earlier this infers a socio-culturally situated singer-
songwriter embroiled in activities which include the technical and the financial. The 
impact of technological advances on recording studio practices is well documented in 
the work of Pras et al. (2013 pp.612-616) in which they juxtapose more recent 
recording paradigms with empirical evidence gathered from world-renowned record 
producers. As they confirm, while “delocalisation” of the recording environment has 
altered both the studio practices and their economic model, producers of music 
continue to put their faith in the aesthetic approaches of antecedents. Nevertheless, it 
is concluded that creativity for recording practitioners also implies a broader range of 
activities or complimentary “creativities” (Sternberg 2005, pp.370-382). In popular 
music artists such as Brian Wilson and Jeff Lynne could be viewed as pioneering 
aestheticians but also early ‘prosumers’―as singers, songwriters, producers and 
arrangers. Regardless of the producer and composer being the same person 
(Moorefield 2005), one of the most significant transformations in recording practice 
was that the studio itself became a musical instrument (Théberge 1997; Eno 2004; 
Greene 2005; Leyshon 2009; Schmidt-Horning, 2012). This was most apparent on 
‘concept albums’ (Elicker 2001) such as Pet Sounds (1966) and Sgt. Pepper's Lonely 




equipment 278 . With practitioners intermixing composition, performance and 
production, the recording studio has always been an exploratory environment―more 
recently a place of “human-computer inter-creativity” (Faßler 2013). For this reason, 
some scholars consider the recording studio a ‘laboratory’ (Edmonds et al. 2005) 
―others, more a space in which it is possible to hear “the affective relationships 
between musicians, producers, engineers and technologies” (Gibson 2005, p.192). 
Where digital music systems are concerned, Magnusson (2010 pp.62-73) warns us of 
the dichotomy between affordances and constraints. Employing Human Computer 
Interaction (HCI) terminology he advises that in an era of the musician-
engineer―virtuosic expression happens “at the level of code or hardware of various 
strata, where the structure of the search space is defined and limitations are set”. In a 
similar fashion, regardless of the degree to which the songwriter inculcates 
technology, studios induce “ergonomic habits” (Bennett 2011) ―influencing the 
outcome of the song. At the present time, the concept of studio delocalisation extends 
to phone based multitrack recorders and post production applications. Bones and 
Longing (2014) the fifth studio album by Irish singer-songwriter Gemma Hayes 
exemplifies much of the inter-creative musician in action. Firstly, Hayes’ song 'To Be 
Your Honey' had a distinct creative process as the final rendition was (re)constructed 
from a ‘sketch recording’. 
 
When I went to record the album, we kept going back to the iPhone 
version because it had something to it. And at the end of the day we 
chose to use the iPhone version for the album as the core take―then 
we added instruments to that. 
 
   Gemma Hayes (2014)279 
 
 
278 EMI's Studer J37. 




On listening to the iPhone recording Hayes’ producer280 convinced her that it 
would be difficult to capture something “that emotive” again (Harrington 2014). The 
availability of a portable recording device not only facilitated the song’s composition, 
but was instrumental in crafting its sonic texture in residential studios thereafter. As 
often occurs with inter-creativities, the recording of Bones and Longing was spread 
over multiple locations― “networked studio(s)” (Théberge, 2004) ―in this case 
between Dublin, Noyant-la-Gravoyère, France and London. Notwithstanding, the 
creative process which occurs within the confines of the studio environment remains 
shrouded in mystery. Many well-known studios such as Sun Studio (Jones 2010), 
Fame Studios281 in Muscle Shoals (Whitley 2014; Ells 2015) and Sound City studios 
(Grohl et al. 2013) are mythologised based on a plethora of accounts of what 
happened ‘inside their walls’. Dublin’s Windmill Lane282 is famed for its association 
with acts such as U2 and Van Morrison. In Behind the magical mystery door 
Samantha Bennett (2016 pp.396-417) argues that Abbey Road Studios is surrounded 
by a Benjaminian ‘aura’ (see chapter two―2.5.1) ― an ‘intangible’ atmosphere 
comprising the artists, recordists and press material, in addition to the sound 
recordings themselves. Despite retrospective accounts of ‘what it was like to be 
there’, nothing is commensurate with the embodied experience. Singer-songwriter PJ 
Harvey’s art installation Recording in Progress reconciled this quandary―where she 
and her band composed and recorded The Hope Six Demolition Project album283 
before a live studio audience at London’s Somerset House. So as not to disturb their 
creative process the band were shielded by way of one-way glazing. The audience had 
 
280 David Odlum―Grammy award winning Irish music producer and musician.   
281 Florence Alabama Music Enterprises, 603 East Avalon Avenue, Muscle Shoals, Alabama, USA. 
282 Established in 1978 by Brian Masterson. 
283 Based on her travels to Kosovo, Afghanistan and Washington D.C. with Irish filmmaker Seamus 
Murphy between 2011 and 2014. Tackling themes of anti-gentrification and social cleansing the album 




‘fly-on-the-wall’ access to the unfolding of songs―an organic manifestation of the 
performance-recording-improvisation interface. In doing so, Harvey’s process further 
unpacked the composer-performer-listener relationship as “partners in dialogue” 
(Benson 2003). In this instance, it is the listener/viewer who becomes the true 
ethnographer―an observer with an optimised vista from which to examine the 
creative process and its contributors. With this privilege comes an understanding that 
creativity begets disorder, or as Milton (2015) posits Recording in Progress “goes to 
show just how many dead ends await the average artist”. One question this raises 
is―whether or not having direct access to the artist’s process as described, spoils its 
beauty and the enjoyment of the songs for the audience thereafter? Another is whether 
or not such investigation spoils it for the artist? Cognisant of such boundaries, over 
the course of my thesis I became more interested in broader concepts of creative 
practice and their meanings in preference to meticulous deconstructions. 
Unquestionably, PJ Harvey’s creative practice is embroiled in that which tackles the 
financial or ‘ARTrepreneurial’ (see chapter two―2.5.1) ―providing the audience 
with that which they could not experience through standardised distribution channels. 
On account of the devaluation of recorded music from a monetary perspective (Martin 
et al. 2010; Karubian 2008), artists were obliged not only to tour more extensively but 
to become more creative about how they made a living. Art installations such as 
Recording in Progress are live performances which satisfy this requirement in part. In 
the absence of a record label, the aforementioned Gemma Hayes opted for 
crowdfunding which she asserts “freed me up creatively to sort of go down different 
avenues… knowing that I had this support" (Hayes 2014). Notwithstanding, while 
one digital platform facilitates patronage by way of their fanbase 284 , another 
 




champions ‘freemium music’285―reducing the income of the artist with respect to the 
recorded artefact. In his assessment of this dichotomy, Lanier (2010, p.97) concluded 
“making money in the cloud doesn’t necessarily bring rain to the ground”. Evidently, 
aside from being creative with the song artefact, practitioners had to become 
increasingly creative in reaching their audience. On his independently produced 
album ‘100 snow white horses’ John Spillane endeavours to do both―continuing 
what he terms a “roving bard” theme286 via Ireland’s crowdfunding platform Fund it. 
As part of Spillane’s album reward system (2019-2020) he offers to compose original 
songs for digital patrons―stimulating the writing of new material whilst subsidising 
the production of his current work. Whether by way of live performance, recording, 
or a cross platform framework―ultimately it is at the discretion of the artist to decide 
which solution/s most suits their requirements in connecting with their audience.  
 
3.6 A PORTRAIT OF A PEOPLE 
 
Integral to most investigations of creativity cited in the previous section lies 
some form of ethnographic or autoethnographic enquiry. This holds true in the case of 
prolonged engagement with individual composers but also field studies with multiple 
practitioners. Before concluding this chapter, I return to broader conceptualisations of 
the practitioner within creative practice.  
Characteristically, an ethnography represents “a portrait of a people”—
therefore in this case, it embodies their musical selves. It is well known that music 
 
Kickstarter (est. 2009) ArtistShare (est. 2001) and Patreon (est. 2013). 
285 A portmanteau of ‘free’ and ‘premium’―a product marketed as free of charge with costs for extra 
services. A Spotify premium account allows subscribers to listen on-demand without advertisements. 
286 Here Spillane refers to Spillane an Fánaí (Spillane the Wanderer) a TG4 television series in which 
he travels through various parts of Ireland composing a song inspired by the locality and its people. 




plays a fundamental role in the development and maintenance of our personal 
identities (Roe 1999; MacDonald et al. 2002; Stålhammar 2006). Any individual 
engaged in musical activity—listening, composing or performing—develops a 
personal identity inextricably linked to these behaviours. As a social practice, being a 
performing musician brings interdependence between artist, audience and 
surroundings. Frith pursues this rhetoric, viewing identity as “a matter of ritual” 
where it is not possible to “express oneself autonomously” (1996a, p.125). Claiming 
that “self-identity is cultural identity”, he fully endorses this symbiotic relationship. 
Charles Taylor’s consideration of identity in terms of “social imaginaries” (2004, 
p.23), further illuminates this discourse. For Taylor identity is “the way people 
imagine their social surroundings”, not theoretically but in terms of “images, stories 
and legends”. Csikszentmihalyi (2007), claims that after a “period of flow” 
individuals emerge with a stronger sense of “self-concept” (p.112)287. It is safe to 
assume that this extends to the aftermath of a musical performance or a songwriting 
event. Gecas defines (1982, p.2) self-concept as psychologically driven internal 
phenomena along with sociologically and culturally determined external behaviours. 
It is therefore, a factor which deserves some consideration. The value of musical self-
concept, became apparent to me while participating at SySMus 2016—an annual 
conference in Systematic Musicology288. Spychiger et al. (2009) present a “multi-
dimensional model” for the investigation of “musical self-concept”. Employing semi-
structured interviews (n=63) with a range of practitioners classified as “music 
listeners” to “professional musicians”, their enquiry centres on “who I am” in music. 
Considering “emotional”, “social”, “physical”, “cognitive” and “spiritual” nuances in 
line with a previous study on musical biographies (Wysser et al. 2005), it was 
 




concluded that the emotional connectivity to music proved eminent. To date “musical 
self-concept” has been evaluated by way of psychometric testing and the use of Likert 
scales. Due to the holistic nature of my field studies, I chose not to adopt such 
approaches per se. Notwithstanding, “Musical Self-Concept Inquiry” (MUSCI) is 
considered a valuable research domain in measuring and representing the individual 




Investigating the songwriter as creative practitioner involves some 
reconciliation between Homo Ludens, Homo Faber and Homo Aestheticus. Taking 
into consideration the manner in which songwriting has been investigated thus far, it 
is apparent that significant insights have been obtained through the scholarship of 
McIntyre, Bennett and Simos. As evident, ethnography and recognised models of 
creativity help to illuminate songwriting practice in the environments in which they 
have been examined. Drawing on the work of these scholars and keeping in mind that 
the songwriting practices of Irish performing songwriters have not been investigated 
empirically to date, I conclude that ethnographic field studies offer the best route to 
capturing their modus operandi. In doing so I remain cognisant of the models of 
creativity of Wallas, Csikszentmihalyi and Sadler-Smith. As a practice orientated 
study with the practitioner at its fulcrum, I also consider the “musical self-concept 








CHAPTER 4   METHODOLOGY 
 
We must start with what we can observe and make deductions from it 
according to set rules and criteria. 
                  Bloch (1975, p.2)  
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION  
 
In presenting a framework for my investigation, I begin by acknowledging 
Ruth Finnegan’s important observation that the act of music making leads to “critical 
pathways through life” (1989). The methodology outlined in this chapter serves to 
conceptualise and interpret such pathways as participants reflect on their creative 
practices as singers and songwriters. The Irish artist is conceptualised within a 
framework of practice, which Schmidt (2014, p.99) identifies as “the unity of the 
activities of work”. As set forth in chapter one, naturalistic enquiry lies at the core of 
its development. This chapter justifies my decision to adopt a “grounded theory in 
ethnography” and clarifies my position as research instrument or ethnographer. 
Participants are contextualised by way of short biographies.  
Departing from a constructivist worldview, it explicates each phase of my 
research design and its objective. The chapter includes my conceptual framework, 
qualitative paradigm and systematic data collection and analysis techniques. It also 
outlines how Qualitative Data Analysis Software (QDAS), namely QSR-NVivo 
(hereafter NVivo), was employed to manage the data generated during fieldwork. 
Being ethnographic in nature, the study draws on concepts common to 
phenomenological and hermeneutical enquiry focusing on broader cultural meanings 
and implications. The chapter ends with a short summary, integrating each aspect of 




4.2  CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 
4.2.1 A Constructivist Approach 
 
As discussed in the first two chapters, the sonorities of Irish performing 
songwriters are multifaceted. From an ontological perspective, I subscribe to the 
importance of multiple realities or “multi-layered identities” (Bernard 2005)— 
advocating that knowledge is grounded in experience. At the heart of the present work 
is the phenomenon or Greek phainomenon— “that which appears or is seen”. In a 
Kantian sense, all we can expect to know about the real world (noumenal or 
unknowable world) is a knowable or phenomenal construct, derived through our 
perception of it. To arrive at such a construct, I study participants in their natural 
working environments. As expressed by Berger and Del Negro (2004, p.46) an 
individual phenomenon must not be thought of as “a body part, thought, or action”, 
but rather, a “perspectival organisation of phenomena in experience". Acknowledging 
the disconnect between the natural and social world, my methodology concerns itself 
with the subjective experiences of practitioners. Moses and Knutsen (2007, pp.177-
187) explain how each individual is accountable for that which they perceive of their 
social world. Their approach reinforces Whetell’s (1794-1866) early realisation of the 
importance of “individuals as carriers of knowledge” and “society as pools of 
knowledge”. My enquiry is holistic in nature—both idiographic and nomothetic—
considering individual phenomena, and patterns of creativity in the lifeworld of 
participants respectively. Later in this chapter (section 4.3), I explain my reason for 
choosing a combination of ethnography and grounded theory. An overview of my 






Figure 6—Research Method-adapted from Creswell (2014, p.5) 
 
In adopting a constructivist approach, I subscribe to Guba’s reading of 
“philosophical perspective” or worldview, which he explains as “a basic set of beliefs 
that guide action” (1990, p.17). Answering my research questions began by entering 
the locations of creative practice with practitioners. Studying participants in their 
natural working environment called for an extended period of fieldwork from 
December 2014-2018. At this point, it is important to distinguish between the field 
and field studies (or fieldwork) as interpreted in my ethnographic research. 
 
4.2.2  Defining “The Field”— “Habitus”  
 
The practices of all participants are situated within what is commonly referred 
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field” is a “field of cultural production” as proposed by Pierre Bourdieu—a “space of 
possibilities” manifested through “‘vocations’, ‘aspirations’ and ‘expectations’” (ibid. 
p.64) constituting his well-known “habitus”. It is the point of intersection between 
one’s subjective reality and their objective surroundings—"a way of moving beyond 
dichotomies such as the individual/society” (Prior 2008, p.304). In this thesis, I favour 
the concept advanced by Kisliuk (2008, p.183) as a “heightened microcosm of life”, 
where deep engagement with the practices of performing songwriters causes any 
distinction between the self and other to “dissolve”. Furthermore, the habitus, 
determined by “dispositions” is continually changing on the basis that it is determined 
by both historic and current practice (Bourdieu 1984, p.170). While the field of 
cultural production is inclusive of writing rooms, recording studios and public 
performance spaces, it also comprises the interactions and negotiations around the 
sites from which songs emerge. Field studies, while conducted across the island of 
Ireland, in a broader sense represent a trusted and respected space where researcher 
and participant are at ease to explore the characteristics of creative practice.  
 
4.2.3  Unravelling the Ethnographer-Practitioner dichotomy  
 
Establishing my personal standpoint as ethnographer, is something which 
requires clarification. The challenge of being an impartial, yet informed researcher is 
acknowledged in the work of Maykut and Morehouse (1994, p.123). Despite this, 
Chiener (2002, pp.456-457) recognises an increase in the study of one’s native culture 
within the field of ethnomusicology. More recently, Taylor (2011, pp.3-22) supports 
the view that closeness to one’s field provides insights unattainable by other means. 




in creative practice at any stage for my livelihood. Accordingly, my method supports 
Lewis and Russell’s approach to ethnography (2011, pp.398-416), where the 
ethnographer is considered a “team member” at some level.   
 
It lies perhaps in an attitude toward ‘being there’ sufficient to 
experience the mundane and sacred, brash and nuanced aspects of 
socio-cultural life and, through observations, encounters and 
conversations, to come to an understanding of it. 
 
 
Lewis and Russell’s adoption of the Heideggerian dasein or “being there” 
(Heidegger 1927/1996, p.5), addresses the existential ambiguity of being-in-the-world 
with other while also being with oneself. Represented as such, they create a link 
between the practices of ethnography and phenomenology, an important juncture 
wherein the current methodology resides. In preference to the term “insider research” 
(Brannick and Coghlan 2007, pp.59-74; Unluer 2012, p.58; Greene 2014, pp.1-13), 
associated with nuances of companion or accomplice, my approach subscribes more 
to the anthropological stance of “marginal native” or “privileged stranger” as 
originally proposed by Freilich (1970). By “marginal”, I intend that I am not strictly a 
full member. By “privileged”, I suggest that I am in a position to formulate suitable 
research questions drawing on direct experience from the field. Seale (2012, p.250) 
describes the “marginal native” as the “best observational position” between the 
Schützian 289  “stranger” (1944) and “overfamiliarity”. Recent scholarship 
acknowledges that it is feasible to occupy “the space between” concepts of “insider” 
and “outsider” (Dwyer and Buckle 2009)—drawing on the earlier work of Spradley 
(1979, p.57). In the negotiation of “multiple identities” (Fetterman 2010), I therefore 
 





situate myself as “marginal native”, while drawn to “the space between”, for the 




Figure 7—Between Insider and Outsider 
 
 
The process could be thought of as moving from a “front stage performance” 
as ethnographer, to a “back stage performance” (Murray 2003, pp.377-395) as 
interpreter. Utilising Goffman’s (1959) original stage metaphor, Murray summarises 
this role as a series of “shifts and changes”—both a “go-between” and “sociologist” 
(ibid., p.393). I was cognisant of performing such “shifts” fluidly during the course of 
my investigation. From this perspective, it supports dissolution of the insider-outsider 
dichotomy viewing the situation as closer to a “continuum” (Ellis and Bochner 2000; 
Kearns 2000; Breen 2007, pp.163-174) where familiarity and objectivity are 
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4.2.4  Conceptualising the pathway towards Grounded Theory    
 
As referred to earlier, a study grounded in ethnography implies both 
hermeneutic and phenomenological tenets. To conceptualise the complexities of the 
performing songwriter and their creative practice, I draw on the work of Eilifsen 
(2011, p.3), originally offered as a means of understanding hermeneutic 
phenomenology. Eilifsen’s approach centres around the work of Van Lennep’s 
publication, The Psychology of Driving a Car (1987, p.217). In describing the 
experience Van Lennep proposes the following: 
 
First of all, we must note that the work-object of the driver is not his 
car, but the road. His goal is his destination point, but his field of 
action is the road. His work is the part of the road to be covered. His 
instrument is his car which preferably he must know as well as 
possible and be able to operate.  
 
 
For the purposes of my investigation, it is useful to conceptualise the driver as 
the performing songwriter—where the work-object is the socio-culturally situated 
song (road). In bringing the song to completion (its destination), the artist may travel 
over previously explored ground (traditions), in addition to some lesser worn tracks. 
By its very definition however, a song (and its performance space) has its limitations 
(field of action), both in terms of form and temporality. Importantly, in advance of 
travelling, the voice (car) must be capable or road worthy. The voice here is intended 
as the collective expression of instruments employed, namely—the human voice and 
optional accompanying instrument. Visualising the performing songwriter’s gestalt as 
described serves not only to clarify the intricacies of their practice but also to justify 




4.3  QUALITATIVE PARADIGMS 
 
As stated by Pope and Mays (1995, pp.42-45) qualitative research is the 
“development of concepts which help us to understand social phenomena in natural 
(rather than experimental) settings, giving due emphasis to the meanings, experiences 
and views of participants”. The researcher according to Merriam (1998, p.23) “plays a 
dynamic role in constructing an understanding of the research environment” the result 
of which is “an interpretation by the researcher of others views filtered through his or 
her own”. In preference to approaching my investigation with a fixed methodology, I 
draw on the work of Miles and Huberman (1994, p.5) and “bend the methodology to 
the peculiarities of the setting”. The collective use of Ethnography and Grounded 
Theory was considered suitable due to the naturalistic emphasis of the former and the 
systematic strategy of the latter. Viewed as “highly compatible” in terms of their 
approaches (Pettigrew 2000, pp.256-260), my rationale for the use of each is provided 
in the following section.  
 
4.3.1  The Ethnographic Construct 
 
Deliberation with practitioners in advance of my thesis revealed the import of 
songwriting occurrences, epiphanic moments and memorable musical exchanges. 
While some patterns emerged, it became increasingly difficult to estimate their 
interdependence. Embarking on a study of the performing songwriter required not 
only careful consideration of the participant’s reality but also commitment to “respect 
the nature of the empirical world under study” (Blumer 1969, pp.27-28). Several 




More than simply “describing a culture”290, recent scholarship positions it closer to 
“learning from people” (Roper and Shapira 2000; Spradley 2016, p.3). The 
ethnography described here may be viewed as both behaviouristic and naturalistic. 
Historically, Ireland is well documented as a site for such an approach.   
 
Ireland was one of the first sites in the development of modern social 
anthropology worldwide, based as it was on experimental and evolving 
notions of ethnography which began to take shape in the 1890s, and 
which culminated in the so called ‘Malinowskian’ model of 
anthropological fieldwork that dominated the discipline for most of the 
twentieth century.  
 
               (Wilson and Donnan 2006, p.1) 
 
Advocating experience in the field as a prerequisite, ethnography has been 
successfully implemented in a musical context since the 1920s (Grazian 2004). 
Bohlman (2001, pp.1-24) reminds us that over the course of its numerous paradigms, 
ethnomusicology survived re-designation as ‘cultural musicology’ or ‘musical 
anthropology’. Unfettered by what he terms the “symbolic baggage of a name”, more 
accurately, it encompasses a “cluster of disciplines”.  As exemplified in the work of 
Georgina Born, the efficacy of ethnographic methodologies and their design hinges 
on congruity between the researcher and their chosen ‘field’. This is most evident in 
her pioneering work Rationalising Culture (1995), an interdisciplinary ethnography 
conducted at the aforementioned IRCAM, Paris (see Chapter three―3.5). As Born 
attests (Zubillaga and Fryberger 2016), her ethnographic research is not only 
constructed on the basis of her background in anthropology and sociology, but also 
her interest in psychoanalysis. Inevitably, Born’s research design is further nuanced 
on the basis of her expertise as musical practitioner. While my ‘ethnographic 
 




construct’ centres on being a practitioner and all its facets (as explained in 4.2.3), 
unlike Born’s bounded investigation at IRCAM, data was gathered in numerous 
geographical locations. In line with Born’s ethnographic underpinnings however, 
‘information rich’ secondary sources were given due consideration 291 . These 
interlocutors were chosen on the basis of their expertise in domains which include 
Irish musical culture, the figure of the singer-songwriter, songwriting, and 
performance 292 . In what constitutes an inaugural study of the Irish performing 
songwriter, such sources were critical in establishing my investigative entrée. 
Secondary sources in effect provided much of the infrastructure for my 
contextualisation, some of whom are directly cited therein (see Chapter two). As part 
of my wider enquiry, pilot studies (see 4.4.3), were conducted with a view to refining 
my course of action. Where the purest anthropological recourse of ‘living with 
participants’ was not feasible, my field studies exhibit some consistency with what 
has been termed “interactive introspection” (Ellis 1991), “deep hanging out” (Clifford 
1997, p.56; Geertz 1998, p.69; Wogan 2004; Browne and McBride, 2015; Walmsley 
2018) or “engaged listening” (Gerard Forsey 2010). In recent years, ethnography has 
been employed in the study of musical environments as diverse as open mics 
(Aldredge 2006, pp.109-117), Irish music sessions (Morton 2005, pp.661-676) and 
the cultural production of traditional Irish musicians (O'Brien Bernini 2016). One of 
its strengths lies in the representation of both emic data (directly from participants) 
and etic data (interpretation from the ethnographer). Furthermore, ethnography 
departs from a “relatively unstructured” standpoint (Hammersley and Atkinson 2007, 
p.3), where categories emerge subsequent to data collection and analysis.  
 
291 In my case, secondary sources were consulted in advance of field studies. Born’s interrogation of 
secondary sources was integrated―encompassing the entire spectrum of employees at IRCAM 





Figure 8—Research Design: A Grounded Theory in Ethnography 
 
Beginning with no pre-conceptions, my research design model is represented 
as shown in Figure 8. As illustrated, field studies and their analyses constitute 
iterative processes whereby meanings advance as new data emerges. Essentially, 
participant ethnographies undergo recurrent stages of interpretation prior to 
developing a grounded theory. As a practitioner centred study, this is an appropriate 
point to clarify the basis of my autoethnographic contribution.    
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4.3.2  The Autoethnographic Construct 
 
As Blom et al. observe (2011), there has been a substantial increase in arts 
practice-based research by practitioners. They fully endorse this course of events 
claiming that artists are often “passive” when partaking in interview-based 
investigation. Autoethnography 293  (Ellis et al. 2010) is an increasingly popular 
method to reconcile this quandary, as argued by Muncey (2010).  The growth of 
autoethnography in the “creative and performing arts” is acknowledged in the 
scholarship of Pace (2012). It has been utilised in interdisciplinary studies of music 
(Bartleet and Ellis 2009), which includes songwriting (Douglas 2009; Bennett 2013, 
pp.1-9) and self-directed learning of traditional Irish music (Kruse 2012, pp.293–
308). Often referred to as “personal narrative”, “critical autobiography” or “reflexive 
ethnography”, perhaps the most complete representation of autoethnography is that 
offered by Ellis and Bochner (2000, p.739): 
 
(An) Autobiographical genre of writing and research that displays 
multiple layers of consciousness, connecting the personal to the 
cultural. Back and forth autoethnographers gaze, first through an 
ethnographic wide-angle lens, focusing outward on social and cultural 
aspects of the personal experience; then they look inward, exposing a 
vulnerable self that is moved by and may move through, refract and 
resist cultural interpretations. 
 
As observed by Suryani (2013, p.123), ethnographers play an important role 
as “research instrument”. Rather than a comprehensive autoethnography intended for 
direct comparison with the experiences of participants, I reference my 
autoethnographic contribution periodically. This serves two purposes. Firstly, its 




forms the basis of a practice led strategy, delineating my first-hand experience with 
the phenomenon—its emic contribution. In this manner, it advocates the views of 
Pelias (2003, p.372), where the author becomes the means of accessing cultural 
knowledge. Expressed another way, it utilises the “experience of the author/researcher 
for the purposes of extending sociological understanding” (Sparkes 2000, p.21). As 
cautioned by Ellis and Bochner (2006) however, engaging directly in analytical 
autoethnography has the potential to destabilise the essence of the story on its own 
merit. With this in mind, I limit the contribution of my own practice to 
autoethnographic “moments”, which include the composition of a new song (see 
chapter eight). In documenting my songwriting process, I provide the reader with 
some insight into my modus operandi—without compromising the dataset at large.  
 
4.3.3  Grounding my Theory  
 
Grounded theory (GT) was chosen as the overarching method in which to 
derive a general theory about the creative practices of participants. GT implies both 
the methodology and its destination or emerging theory—by virtue of being grounded 
in the data. Originally developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967) and founded in a 
combination of qualitative and quantitative measures, it has been successfully utilised 
in the study of multiple participant artistic practice. Mace and Ward (2002, pp.179-
192) for example, employ grounded theory in the study of visual artists. Not only 
does its strength lie in its ability to explicate the intricacies of a process—grounded 
theory is the method of choice when current theories are insufficient to delineate the 
process (Creswell 2013, p.88). Its “theoretical conceptualisation” is related to 
 




“patterns of action and interaction between and among various types of social units 
(actors)” (Strauss and Corbin 1994, p.278). Naturally, individual practices are bound 
for change—hence the importance of temporal factors in my thesis. Concepts of 
identity are similarly in a state of flux and therefore “a matter of becoming as well as 
of being” (Hall 1990). As a process centred investigation, my grounded theory is a 
bipartite one, which answers the following questions:  
 
1. What are the creative processes involved in “becoming” an Irish performing 
songwriter? 
2. What are the creative processes involved in “being” an Irish performing 
songwriter? 
 
Here processes refer specifically to behavioural processes, evaluated in terms 
of meanings, and concepts of self, actions, interactions and perspectives (Corbin and 
Strauss 2008) within the symbolic interactionist tradition of Mead (1936, 1939, 1964), 
Blumer (1937, 1969) and Dewey (1929). For this reason, my approach is closely 
aligned with a Straussian grounded theory (or a constructivist grounded theory) 
(Charmaz 2006). It is an approach founded on the premise “that human beings act 
toward things on the basis of the meanings that these things have for them” (Blumer 
ibid., p.2). My decision to employ a constructivist grounded theory was consolidated 
by its examination (see table 1) in the scholarship of Charmaz and Bryant (2010, pp. 
406-412). A primary concern of symbolic interactionism is that it “underestimates the 






Constructivist Grounded Theory 
 
1. Founded on a relativist epistemology 
2. Views the method as interactive as well as comparative and inductive 
3. Considers the multiple and shifting standpoints of the researcher and the researched 
4. Builds on the method’s pragmatist heritage 
5. Emphasises reflexivity 
 
Table 1—Constructivist Grounded Theory294 
 
In full recognition of this view, and similar arguments by Strauss and Corbin 
(2008), my methodology accounts for the significance of emotions and feelings 
during data synthesis—hence its phenomenological strand. Where Nagel (1974) 
famously posed the question “what is it like for a bat to be a bat?”, here the 
phenomenological question is posed— What is it like for a performing songwriter to 
be (and become) a performing songwriter? 
 
It is often possible to take up a point of view other than one’s own, so 
the comprehension of such facts is not limited to one’s own case. 
There is a sense in which phenomenological facts are perfectly 
objective: one person can know or say of another what the quality of 
the other’s experience is. They are subjective, however in the sense 
that even this objective ascription of experience is possible only for 
someone sufficiently similar to the object of ascription to be able to 
adopt his point of view-to understand the ascription in the first person 
as well as in the third, so to speak.  
 
                         Nagel (1974, pp.435-450) 
 
Moreover, adopting Nagel’s stance, the interpretation of results is enriched 
having direct access to the territory and artistic experience under study.   
 





4.4  DATA COLLECTION 
 
An iterative data collection and analysis technique was employed with a view 
to obtaining a “holistic cultural portrait” (Creswell 2013, p.96) of the performing 
songwriter. In choosing a combination of ethnography and grounded theory I use a 
sampling technique which borrows from both approaches (see 4.4.1). Although 
primarily focused on first hand interviews with practitioners, field studies are 
supported by way of: 
 
1. Participation at songwriting workshops and seminars.  
2. Fieldnotes, memos and annotations. 
3. Examination of artefacts including recordings and song texts.  
 
An adjacent study conducted with music consultants including writers and 
academics295 was instrumental in framing my historicisation and contextualisation 
(Chapter two). As the construction of one’s creative practice develops internally; my 
investigation seeks to externalise such phenomena— “It's like everyone tells a story 
about themselves inside their own head. Always. All the time. That story makes you 
what you are. We build ourselves out of that story” (Rothfuss 2007, p.657). True 
meaning is therefore expressed in terms of the sentences, phrases, and individual 
words of participants296. As interpreter, my objective was to extrapolate this data and 
(re) construct a portrait of the performing songwriter and their creative practice at 
large.  
 
295  By way of in-depth interviews, the majority of which took place in the early stages of my 




4.4.1 Choosing and accessing suitable participants 
 
Deciding upon key informants or “information rich” sources (Patton 2002, 
2015) was the first step. Participants were recruited on the basis of their contribution 
to the world of song writing and performance in Irish culture. By this I mean that they 
have performed self-composed works nationally and/or internationally and produced 
commercially available recordings in their own name over extended periods. With 
this in mind, an experienced demographic of male and female participants born 
between 1942 and 1982 was chosen as the culture sharing group. I decided that my 
study would benefit from inclusion of diverse perspectives on the phenomenon 
(Charmaz 2006) or processes under investigation—hence the inclusion of 
contemporary artists, tradition bearers 297  (or culture bearers) and their hybrids. 
Tradition Bearers were participants with a high degree of knowledge- and the skills 
required - to perform or re-create-specific elements of Ireland's intangible cultural 
heritage, especially aspects that may be rare or in danger of being lost. Included in 
this group are artists who feature compositions sung in sean nós (old way). Of those 
proficient in both languages some occasionally sang macaronic songs (see chapter 
two—2.2.7). My investigation is inclusive of those who identify as singer-songwriters 
as well as hybrids or those whose practice moves fluidly between traditional and 
contemporary material. In this respect it represents a “purposeful maximal sampling” 
approach (Creswell 2013) 298 . My thesis is therefore comprehensive of artists 
 
296 “Words are the clothes thoughts wear”— Samuel Beckett in Rosset (2016). Dear Mr. Beckett-
Letters from the Publisher: The Samuel Beckett File Correspondence, Interviews, Photos, Act II. 
297 Tradition bearers differ from revivalists as their practices are “endangered” (Pettan and Titon 2015, 
p.191). 
298  Essentially, a hybrid of the “purposeful sampling” (Glaser and Strauss 1967) and “maximum 




interposing self-composed material with (re)interpretations of existing compositions 
in either textual or melodic form.  
Part of my approach borrows from “theoretical sampling” (Breckenridge and 
Jones 2009; Glaser and Strauss 2017, pp.105-114; Butler et al. 2018, pp.561-566) 
where transcripts were analysed as the data collection progressed in order to refine 
questioning thereafter.  
Access to participants was often dependent on touring schedules and recording 
commitments. Artists were contacted directly or through gatekeepers such as personal 
managers or promoters. Snowball sampling 299  was also employed whereby 
participants suggested the value of contributions from other “information rich 
sources”. To facilitate participation, the study was briefly contextualised in advance 
of each interview via written correspondence. My personal background as both 
researcher and practitioner were disclosed in full. Interviews were conducted over a 
four-year period ending in December 2018. 
 
4.4.2 Interviewing as method 
 
Interviewing is a well-established technique in qualitative research (Gubrium 
and Holstein 2002; Charmaz and Belgrave 2002; Kvale 2007; Kvale and Brinkmann 
2009; Rubin and Rubin 2011). Simply stated an interview is a “directed conversation” 
(Lofland and Lofland 1984, 1995). Being ethnographic in nature this mode of 
interviewing is set in an “eternal present” yet “its temporal range is biographical 
extending into the past and the future” (Warren 2002, p.85). Bolstered by my first-
hand experience of the terrain, its focus is on subjective perspectives and therefore 
 




closer to Kvale and Brinkmann’s metaphor of “interviewer as traveller” than 
“interviewer as miner” (2009, pp.48-50). It is a therefore a dual-purpose constructivist 
approach where interviewing of individuals from the same cultural subgroup as the 
author assists deeper comprehension of generic practice as a whole. The ethnographic 
direction of the investigation could therefore be described as “embedded”, 
“collaborative”, “collectively reflexive” and therefore “intersubjective” (Lewis and 
Russell 2011, pp.398-416). As a corollary, my interviewing technique dissolves the 
hierarchy of the question and answer paradigm. Implicitly, it approaches the 
“reflexive dyadic interviewing” framework of Ellis and Berger (2002) in what they 
characterise as “Their Story/My Story/Our Story”. Even when reviewed by multiple 
researchers, Bazeley (2012, p.78) argues that “mature qualitative analysis is built 
from a foundation of our human capacity to empathise with an interviewee—not on 
using humans as a machine to produce standardised classifications of text”. Prior to 
embarking on interviews with participants, two techniques were employed to improve 
the rigour of my qualitative investigation, namely pilot studies and interviewing the 
researcher. 
 
4.4.3 Pilot Studies 
 
Following the recommendations of Maxwell (2012, pp.66-68), Turner (2010, 
p.757), Yin (2009) and Kvale (2007), I conducted pilot studies with four singer-
songwriters 300 . These served as a trial of tentative questions—gauging their 
effectiveness in mediating individual narratives. Guided by the recommendations of 
Charmaz (2006, p.16), interview questions were designed around a framework of 
 




generic guiding concepts. Such “sensitizing concepts” (Blumer 1954, 1969; van den 
Hoonaard 1997) were adopted to reconcile “directions along which to look” (ibid. 
1954, p.7). Questions were orientated towards concepts of creative musical practice, 
cultural identity, and self-concept. Interviews were recorded as audio, transcribed and 
reviewed to form preliminary impressions. In addition to assessing the data collection 
method, pilot studies also validated in-depth interviewing as research method (Van 
Teijlingen and Hundley 2002, pp.33-36). They helped in aligning my process with the 
cultural group under investigation (Kim 2010)—indicators as to what participants 
considered significant to their life experience. As researcher, I could then anticipate 
areas of congruity and diversity.  
The process was later reviewed with an academic colleague, in order to 
finalise its scope and sample size. Interview durations of one hour per participant 
were agreed. Importantly, pilot studies served as an early opportunity to discern that 
which other performing songwriters viewed as significant to the meaning of their 
creative practice. For example, one practitioner explicated— 
 
Memory is the key to it, a lot of our influences come directly from 
memories. Songs are very sophisticated, that's why I am still in love 
with them, in love with the mystery. I am sure a film maker would say 
the same thing or a drama writer. It’s sound theatre—it brings up all 
the kinds of emotions that we have. Yet, there are an ascribed 
collection of interactions that we call talent in cultural terms. I'm quite 
interested in that301. 
 
 
Such commentary foreshadowed the import of emotional and cultural 
dimensions in my enquiry. It also reiterated the association between songs and 
interpersonal meanings—their embeddedness within distinctive biographies.  
 




4.4.4 Interviewing the researcher 
 
To further evaluate the interview process, a colleague was enlisted to conduct 
an interview with the researcher (myself) as advocated by Chenail (2011). A series of 
open-ended questions were prepared and recorded as before. Situating myself in the 
position of the researched was particularly advantageous—simulating the process that 
would later be presented to participants. My objective was to prepare for an open 
exchange—refining its overall trajectory in terms of subject matter, question breadth 
and phraseology.  
 
4.4.5 Featured Artists/Participants 
 
A short biography of featured artists/participants is presented in Table 2 below   
Participant Short Biography 
Clive Barnes b. 1975 Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford. Clive Barnes is a singer, 
songwriter and guitarist who has been described as having “at 
least one foot in the Mississippi delta” (Breen 2009). He has 
released four solo albums to date, the most recent of which is 
entitled The Ghost Country (2009). Barnes is well-established 
as a musical collaborator having toured and recorded with 
artists including Joe Cocker, Greg Allman, David Crosby, Eric 
Bibb and Rodrigo Y Gabriela.  
Wallis Bird b. 1982 Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford. Wallis Bird is a 
contemporary singer-songwriter whose music traverses the 
boundaries of folk, blues, funk and rock. She has released five 
studio albums to date, debuting with Spoons in 2007. 
Following a brief spell of experimentation with electronica in 
Architect (2014), Bird returns to her signature sound in Home 





Luka Bloom b. 1955 Newbridge, Co. Kildare. Luka Bloom is the stage 
name of Barry Moore. Bloom has a back catalogue of over 
twenty recorded albums. Following the release Riverside 
(1990-recorded in New York) Bloom became part of a new 
generation of songwriters in Ireland. The album is best 
remembered for ‘You couldn’t have come at a better time’ and 
‘The Man is Alive’—a song about his father. Bloom’s 
distinctive guitar strumming style was encapsulated in title of 
his follow up release The Acoustic Motorbike (1992). On more 
recent recordings such as Frúgalisto (2016) and Refuge (2017) 
he accompanies himself on classical guitar. Bloom tours 
extensively in Europe, the United States and Australia.  
Paul Brady b. 1947 Belfast, Co. Antrim. Paul Brady has been one of 
Ireland’s most prolific singer-songwriters for almost five 
decades. His songs have been reinterpreted by a wide range of 
artists including Tina Turner, Bonnie Raitt and Santana. 
Brady’s renditions of ‘The Lakes of Ponchartrain’ and ‘Arthur 
McBride’ are widely acclaimed. Equally comfortable in folk 
and rock music he has released fifteen solo albums to date, the 
most recent of which is Unfinished Business (2017). Brady has 
co-written songs with some of the world’s best-known 
songwriters including John Prine, Roseanne Cash and Carole 
King.  
Adrian Crowley b. 1968 Silema, Malta—later settling in Galway. Singer, 
composer and writer, Crowley has been described as “a master 
of understatement” (Sweeney, 2008). His music is sparse and 
ethereal. He has released eight albums to date. Crowley won a 
Choice Music Prize for Irish Album of the Year in 2009 
following the release of Season of the Sparks. His most recent 
release Dark Eyed Messenger (2017) was produced by Thomas 
Bartlett (The Gloaming). Crowley is a multi-instrumentalist 
who has a wide range of musical collaborators from various 




Tim Dennehy b. 1952 Ballinskelligs, Co. Kerry (currently based in Co. 
Clare). Singer and songwriter, Dennehy is one of the founding 
members of the Góilín Singers Club in Dublin (1979). 
Dennehy has recorded six albums featuring original 
compositions in addition to poems set to music. ‘Farewell to 
Pripyat’, a song about the aftermath of the Chernobyl disaster 
is among his best-known works. The composition was later 
reinterpreted by Christy Moore. Dennehy has been described 
as “one of the best traditional singer-songwriters of the present 
time”—Living Tradition. 
Kieran Goss b. 1962 Mayobridge, Co. Down. Kieran Goss began his 
musical career opening shows for Elvis Costello and Christy 
Moore in Belfast. Following the release of his first album 
Brand New Star (1989), his songwriting caught the attention of 
Mary Black—who recorded some of Goss’s compositions. His 
album Worse Than Pride achieved double platinum status in 
1998. Goss is well known for his collaborations with Rodney 
Crowell and Frances Black. He tours extensively with Annie 
Kinsella and has released several albums. His most recent 
studio album is a Goss-Kinsella duet entitled Oh, The Starlings 
(2019) which was recorded in New York. 
Mick Hanly b. 1949 Limerick. In the 1970s, Mick Hanly toured and 
recorded as a duo with Mícheál Ó Domhnaill under the name 
Monroe. Thereafter he toured with Andy Irvine. As a solo 
artist Hanly’s breakthrough came with the composition of ‘Past 
the Point of Rescue’. The song became a success for Hal 
Ketchum, reaching number two in the American Billboard 
charts. Hanly was presented with a BMI award in 1993 after 
the song exceeded a million plays on US radio. Hanly has 
recorded eight solo albums to date with numerous 
collaborators. His latest recording is entitled Homeland 
(2016)—an album which charts childhood memories and 




Glen Hansard b. 1970 Ballymun, Dublin. Glen Hansard is a singer-
songwriter and frontman of The Frames, a Dublin based rock 
band he formed in 1990. The band released seven studio 
albums, the most recent of which is entitled Longitude (2015). 
Hansard formed The Swell Season with Czech singer and 
pianist Markéta Irglová in 2005. The duo went on to win 
Academy Awards for ‘Falling Slowly’, a song from the film 
Once in which they both starred. Hansard released his first solo 
album Rhythm and Repose in 2012 and he has produced four 
solo albums to date. This Wild Willing (2019) features 
numerous collaborations, including the Khoshravesh 
brothers—a trio of classically trained Iranian musicians.  
Andy Irvine b. 1942 St. John’s Wood, London. Andy Irvine was a member 
of the group Sweeney’s Men in the 1960s. Following a period 
of musical exploration in the Balkans he returned to Ireland 
and joined Planxty. Irvine released his first solo album Rainy 
Sundays…Windy Dreams in 1980. He has five solo albums to 
date and numerous releases with groups including Patrick’s 
Street, Mosaic and Usher’s Island. Irvine’s repertoire consists 
of Irish traditional songs, Balkan dance tunes and his own 
compositions. Irvine continues to tour internationally, as a 
soloist and collaboratively. 
Eleanor McEvoy b. 1967 Dublin. After graduating with a degree in music from 
Trinity College Dublin McEvoy followed her instinct to 
become a songwriter. Her breakthrough came in 1992 
following the composition of ‘Only a Woman’s Heart’. The 
song went on to become the title track of what remains 
Ireland’s bestselling album of all time. McEvoy has released 
fifteen solo albums to date, tackling a wide range of socio-
cultural issues. Her most recent album— The Thomas Moore 
Project (2017) features reinterpretations of the nineteenth 
century composer’s songbook. She was appointed as 




Iarla Ó Lionáird b. 1964 Cúil Aodha302, Co. Cork. As a child Ó Lionáird was a 
member of Sean Ó Riada’s male voice choir—Cór Chúil 
Aodha. Although widely recognised as a sean-nós singer, Ó 
Lionáird’s musical practice transcends this musical container. 
He has released four solo albums to date for Real World 
Records, the most recent of which is entitled Foxlight (2011). 
Ó Lionáird has collaborated with numerous composers 
including Nico Muhly, Gavin Bryars, and Donnacha Dennehy. 
Since 2014, he performs internationally as vocalist with 
contemporary Irish-American group The Gloaming303.  
Liam Ó Maonlaí b. 1964 Monkstown, Co. Dublin. Liam Ó Maonlaí is a singer-
songwriter and multi-instrumentalist whose musical career 
spans over three decades. He is best known as lead singer and 
pianist with Hothouse Flowers (formed in 1985), a band who 
fuse traditional Irish, soul, gospel and rock influences. Ó 
Maonlaí is a fluent Irish speaker and frequent performer of 
sean nós songs. He has released two solo albums to date, Rian 
(2005) and To Be Touched (2009). Ó Maonlaí continues to 
collaborate across musical genres from traditional to the more 
experimental. Dambé: The Mali Project (2008) charts his 
musical collaborations across West Africa. 
Aoife Scott b. 1981 Dublin. Aoife Scott is an award-winning folk singer 
and songwriter. Her debut album Carry the Day (2016) was 
described as a recording which “successfully bridges Irish trad, 
contemporary singer songwriter and pop” 304 . In 2017, her 
single ‘All along the Wild Atlantic Way’ was named Song of 
the Year at the Irish Folk Music Awards. Scott’s recent 
collaborations include a reinterpretation of the song ‘Grace’305 
with her cousins Roisin Ó and Danny O’Reilly—a release 
which reached number one in the Irish singles charts in 2016. 
 
302 The West Cork Gaeltacht region. 
303 In 2015 the group won a Meteor Choice Music Prize for Album of the Year. 
304 Folk World (EU)- Home of European Music  




Ben Reel b. 1971 Co. Armagh. Ben Reel is a singer-songwriter/producer 
who draws on a wide range of musical genres including rock, 
blues, country and alternative folk. Reel has released eight 
albums to date, the most recent of which is Land of Escape 
(2018)—recorded at his home studio in County Armagh. He 
tours extensively with his band and has collaborated with 
several Nashville based songwriters including David Olney 
and John Hadley. Reel has been described as “a gravel voiced, 
metaphysical, Celtic troubadour” (Raggart 2015).  
Duke Special b. 1971 Lisburn, Co. Down. Duke Special is the stage name of 
Belfast based Peter Wilson. He is an award winning306 piano-
based singer and songwriter whose music draws on the stylistic 
nuances of Vaudeville theatre and Music Hall. Special has 
released nine albums to date, the most recent of which is 
entirely co-written— Look out Machines (2015). Much of his 
later work is collaborative, featuring reinterpretations of Brecht 
and the poetry of Michael Longley. He is, as he declares— 
“mining a new seam of inspiration—always trying to get to the 
bottom of what it means to be human”307.  
John Spillane b. 1961 Cork. John Spillane has been writing and performing 
songs for over three decades. He is the recipient of two Meteor 
music awards— for Best Folk/Traditional act 308 . Spillane 
wrote the song ‘All the ways you wander’ while still a member 
of traditional group Nomos in the nineties. In 2006, he released 
Gaelic Hit Factory (2006) an Irish language collaboration with 
poet and writer, Louis De Paor. Spillane has recorded several 
solo albums for EMI, which include The Man who came in 
from the Dark (2014).  
 
Table 2—Short Biography of Featured Artists/Participants 
 
306 The recipient of a Meteor music award for Best Irish male (2008). 
307 See www.dukespecial.com  




4.4.6 Interviewing Participants 
 
The participants listed were visited within their natural working environment 
so as to cause as little disruption as possible to their quotidian circumstances. A 
consent form (see Appendix A) outlining the context of my investigation was 
presented to all participants in advance of interview. Interviews were in-depth with a 
view to obtaining what Clifford Geertz (1973, pp.3-30) refers to as a “thick 
description”. In the majority of cases interviews were therefore conducted face-to-
face to promote interaction. In accordance with the grounded theory recommendations 
of Creswell (2013, p.89) a sample size of seventeen participants was determined309. 
While often conducted at performance venues, some interviews were coordinated in 
recording studios, hotel lobbies or cafés. Sheltered areas were selected in all cases, 
where the comfort of participants was ensured and background noise was kept to a 
minimum.  
In a limited number of cases, interviews were conducted via 
videoconferencing so as not to interrupt tour schedules310. Interviews were conducted 
in a conversational manner (Ellis and Berger 2002, p.854) so as to establish trust and 
rapport 311  with each participant. Following the recommendations of Strauss and 
Corbin (1990, p.183) initial questions were discarded periodically or “supplemented” 
as the study evolved (see Appendix B—sample questionnaire and preceding question 
sample). Duration of interviews varied from one to three hours each and were semi-
structured. Questioning was based on the “three interview stage” model of Seidman 
(1991, p.9, 1998, 2013), that is, Stage 1—Life history”, Stage 2— “Detailed 
 
309 In addition to supportive content from consultants and my autoethnographic element. 





exploration of experience” and Stage 3— “Reflection on meaning”. Interviews were 
semi-structured, featuring open-ended questions such as: How would you describe 
your experience with songwriting? Benefits of such an approach include further 
reduction in author bias (Gall et al. 2003), allowing participants to focus on matters of 
significance to them rather than that directed by the researcher. Guided by the 
constructivist grounded theory approach of Charmaz (2006, p.29) questions were 
“sufficiently general to cover a wide range of experiences and narrow enough to elicit 
and elaborate the participant’s specific experience”. A number of participants kindly 
offered to engage in follow-up questions afterwards, which were addressed via e-mail 
correspondence. All interviews were recorded to a portable audio device (see Figure 
9) and later transcribed for analysis. For purposes of clarity in the transcription 
stage—audio levels were monitored using headphones312.  
 
 
       Figure 9—Zoom H4n recorder313                Audio recorder and headphones 
 
According to Kvale and Brinkmann (2009, p.166), the interview process calls 
on “a sense for good stories” together with an ability to “assist the subjects in the 
 
311 “To build rapport is to find a balance between what we desire and what the other agrees to”- (St. 
Ives 2006, p.91) 
312 Model AKG K272 




unfolding of their narratives”. I was mostly engaged in active listening and 
anticipating supplementary questions within the natural flow of conversation. The 
manner in which participants responded was also appraised. Chronicling of non-
verbal communication such as tone of voice and gestures for example, proved helpful 
in my interpretation of transcripts. 
Throughout my investigation I was cognisant of the concept of “point of 
view”314 (Merleau-Ponty 1962, p.viii) in revealing true meaning. So as to bring the 
audience closer to the reality of the situation, the sound recorder captures the intimate 
thoughts of participants in the words, sentences and expressions they choose to 
represent their practice as they experience it. In this way, it subscribes to the “modes 
of listening” advanced by Becker (2010, p.129) addressing “interiors” providing 
“access to what may be hidden from sight”. Reflecting on multiple time periods, 
participants present transient identities or “turning points” (Riessman 2001, p.705) 
indicative of fluctuating meanings.  Being immersed in the cumulative “points of 




I chose to self-transcribe the data within as short a timeframe as possible after 
each interview so as to become reacquainted with their individual nuances. Transcribe 
software315 was selected for this stage, permitting access to audio files and the text 
editor on a single screen. Furthermore, its playback functionality was customisable to 
the speed at which I transcribed (see Figure 10).  
 
314 Within the medium of film, point of view (POV) is a technique where the camera lens very often 
not only portrays what the actor sees but more importantly senses in their immediate environment. 







Figure 10—Transcribe Interface 
 
Although manual transcription is time consuming, it facilitates full immersion 
in the data, and is therefore valuable in forming early interpretations or “emergent 
insights” (Patton 2002, p.441). Similarly, Bazeley (2013, p.44) highlights the 
importance of self-transcribing in “building knowledge”. Following the transcription 
stage, recordings were reviewed contemporaneously as audio and text (DiCicco-
Bloom and Crabtree 2006, p.318) and initial memos were recorded next to the data 
periodically.  
 
4.5 DATA ANALYSIS 
 
In preference to beginning with a hypothesis, an inductive approach was 
adopted thereby allowing themes to emerge directly from the data. This stems from 
the fundamental interrogation of data posed by Glaser (1978)— “What is happening 
here”? Data collection and data analysis constituted an iterative process centred 
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around actions, interactions and processes while cognisant of its ethnographic 
underpinning. Coding was a critical technique in the abstraction of data from 
transcripts. As posited by Saldaña (2015, p.2) however, despite its usefulness—
coding is one method for analysing data” and “not the way”. Most of all, it is a 
heuristic device which assists data gestation and categorisation.     
 
4.5.1 Coding and CAQDAS 
 
Following the recommendations of Layder (1998), “pre-coding” was initially 
adopted to gain an overview of the data. This involved highlighting critical content 
from printed interview transcripts and recording preliminary codes (concepts) 
manually in the margin. Rather than wait until all transcripts were available, this was 
carried out after each interview, in order to get a sense of emerging patterns in the 
data (Charmaz 2006, p.23). 
Using constant comparison techniques (Glaser and Strauss 1967), a 
continuous cycle of data gathering and analysis was employed to refine concepts. This 
proceeded until themes reached saturation, or no new categories emerged. The zig-zag 
trajectory employed is illustrated in Figure 11. While this was a useful strategy to 
make sense of large volumes of textual sources316, it remained but a first impression 
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Figure 11—Data Gathering and Analysis (Zig-Zag) 
 
It was evident that a more detailed analysis was required to get closer to what 
was happening in the data. Following the constructivist grounded theory approach of 
Charmaz (2006), coding was therefore divided into: 
 
Phase One — Initial Coding 
Phase Two — Focused Coding 
Phase Three — Theoretical Coding 
 






Figure 12—The Grounded Theory Process (adapted from Charmaz 2006, p.11). 
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Both initial and focussed coding stages were accompanied by continuous 
memo writing.  All stages of my analysis were assisted using Computer Assisted 
Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CASQDAS). The recognised computer 
application NVivo 317  was chosen for this purpose (Bazeley and Jackson 2013). 
Transcripts from each participant were imported into the application as sources. Each 
participant was then nominated as a case, hence a “unit of observation” (Jansen 
2010). CAQDAS is well documented as a research tool (Silver and Lewins 2014; 
Gilbert et al. 2014; Di Gregorio and Davidson 2009) and was beneficial both in terms 
of precision and transparency. One of its greatest strengths was providing full 
traceability—hence an “audit of the data analysis process as a whole” (Welsh 2002). 
According to Birks and Mills (2015, p.52), such an “audit trail” is essential to the 
“quality” of any Grounded Theory based approach. An audit trail of my codes is 
available in Appendices C-H.  
 
4.5.2 Initial Coding 
 
Initial coding (also known as open coding) was employed to “run the data 
open” (Glaser 1978). This was my first step in “breaking open” (Bazeley 2007, p.69) 
the transcripts from each participant. More importantly, I approached the data with an 
“open mind” (Gibbs 2007, p.45). In a stage often conceptualised as “fracturing and 
analysing” (Holton 2007, p.265) the data, I conducted a line by line analysis of 
transcripts, applying succinct conceptual labels to any statements reflective of 
“incidents” in the data. This was a meticulous examination, with no a priori 
conditions—in line with Glaser’s directive “all is data” (2007, pp.1-22). Generally 
 




speaking, initial coding was non-hierarchical. As interviews were semi-structured, my 
codes were generated manually. Following several readings, codes were revised and 
renamed as meanings became clearer. Initial (open) coding therefore became a 
cyclical process generating new questions of the data by “sensitizing concepts” 
(Blumer 1969). “Sensitizing concepts” were useful in focussing the broader interests 
of the study—in this case identity, actions, interactions and temporal factors (how the 
practices of participants changed over time). “Incidents” therefore emerged as words, 
phrases, entire sentences or paragraphs representative of significant meanings or 
actions for the participants involved. In addition to identifying patterns, this step 
helped to locate any gaps in the data, highlighting the need for supplementary 
questions. As my line of enquiry focusses on both subjective realities and the 
phenomenon of the performing songwriter, questions have both ontological and 
epistemological underpinnings. For this reason, as depicted in Figure 13, initial 
coding employed hybrid coding methods which may be summarised as process, 
affective, in-vivo and descriptive. My motivation for the choice of each is explained 




Guided by the constructivist approach of Charmaz (2000, 2006, 2017) this 
step was focused specifically on processes occurring in the transcripts and therefore 
largely denoted using gerunds (verb forms which function as nouns, ending in ing) 318. 
Through my ethnographic lens, codes were largely descriptive so as to capture the 
range of experiences for participants. 
 










For example, some steps relating to songwriting practices were coded as 
“relying on memory” or “documenting fragments”. Represented as such, coding 
moves away from the individual artist, concentrating more on their “actions” and 
“interactions”. Corbin and Strauss (2008, p.96) refer to process coding as “like a piece 
of music”, indicative of “the rhythm, changing and repetitive forms, pauses, 
interruptions, and varying movements that are part of sequences of inter/action and 















Affective Coding  
 
Both Corbin and Strauss (2008, p.7) and Kozinets (2010) advocate the 
significance of emotions in ethnographic studies or studies which focus on the human 
experience. Emotions themselves are forces which “initiate and guide behaviour” 
(Gentsch and Synofzik 2014). For this reason, anything which reflected the feelings 
experienced by participants were labelled initially as— ‘experiencing sound’ or 




Considered valuable for “arts-based interpretation” (Saldaña 2015., p.94) in-
vivo codes were utilised where appropriate—extracting concepts directly from the 
statements of participants rather than my own. They were chosen for their ability to 
characterise particularities of the subculture. For this reason, domain specific codes 
such as ‘vamping over chordal ideas’ were chosen in preference to ‘vocal 
improvising’. In-vivo codes were useful as “symbolic markers” of meaning (Charmaz 
2006, p.55) and therefore reflective of the realities as they appear to the participants 
themselves.  
 
Descriptive Coding and unification of codes 
 
Descriptive coding was employed because of its suitability to ethnographic 
based studies (Hammersley and Atkinson 2007, pp.121-39; Saldaña 2015, p.88). It is 
useful for behaviouristic interpretation and personal anecdotes, hence an appropriate 




essence and uniqueness of narratives. Following Bazeley’s grounded theory directive, 
initial coding became a detailed analysis, followed by a “work up to broader 
categories” (2007, p.67). Coding evolved throughout the stages of analysis—
categories were renamed to better reflect the content, and certain codes were 
transferred into newly emerging categories. Through a reductive process, inspection 
of codes with fewer entries led to their amalgamation into more comprehensive and 
meaningful constituents. For example, within the parent node ‘performing publicly’, 
child nodes of ‘choir’ and ‘bands’ were unified as ‘group performance’. Completion 
of this stage led to the determination of thematic or focussed codes followed by the 
conclusive theoretical codes (Saldaña ibid., p.12). 
    
4.5.3 Focused Coding  
 
In focussed coding, the research questions were re-examined and codes were 
raised to categories. I carried out a close analysis of all codes before determining 
those which reflected the data “incisively and completely” (Charmaz 2006, p.57). The 
process continued until a thematic framework emerged (from the phases of initial 
coding). This was followed by a series of analytical memos which I then created with 
respect to each of the categories identified. 
 
Memos and Annotations 
 
All memos and annotations were written periodically to support the 
development of the theory. Memos were subsequently attached to codes in NVivo 
thereby providing contextual information in support of the evolving theoretical 




interview transcripts. Concepts for memos were catalogued as they occurred—to 
avoid the risk of being unable to retrieve the information later (Patton 2002, p.406). 
Annotations were used to keep a record of thoughts and ideas on concepts which were 
more abstract or not necessarily reflected in the titles of the codes. Annotations were 
also used to record the nuances of the interview—such as expressions or reactions. 
 
4.5.4 Progressing to Theoretical Coding and Core Categories 
 
My approach in progressing from initial coding to the final stages of analysis 
was guided by Saldaña’s “codes to theory model” (see Figure 14). This strategy was a 
movement from the particular to the general and from the real to the abstract—
progressing toward the final theory as depicted. 
 
 




Due to intervals between field studies, with a small number of interviews 
outstanding, initial coding (phase one) was discontinued and focussed coding (phase 
two) began (Monette et. al 2013, p.439; Bergin 2018, p.162). This occurred at a stage 
in which codes were beginning to reach saturation. For this reason, the data which 
corresponds to Appendix C and Appendix D is indicative of codes before the final 
tally of interviews. Interrogating the codes on a continual basis, it was more beneficial 
to extrapolate the data during processing, in preference to awaiting the contribution of 
all practitioners. Over the course of the focussed coding process some references were 
deemed more suitable to other codes, certain codes were renamed and other codes 
were subsumed into similar codes. Five core categories emerged from the focussed 
coding process as follows: Cognitive, Emotional, Musical, Physical and Social 
phenomena. At this juncture, contributions from the remaining practitioners were 
added and the final stage (phase three) began. Theoretical coding led to what 
Charmaz (2006, p.63) calls an “analytic storyline which has coherence”. In this case, 
the establishment of final core categories―cognisant of temporal factors―the 
outcome of which is explicated in the next chapter. Having established the final core 
categories, a systematic review of data was conducted to chart the emerging theory. 
 
Systematic Review of Data 
  
The systematic review was divided into five separate stages:  
 
1. Meanings were summarised and synthesised in detailed memos for sub 
categories within each core category.  
2. Distribution of the participant’s voice was noted across categories; hence 




3. Individual cases were investigated to see where identities of participants had 
an impact on the coding. This was assisted by way of CAQDAS (NVivo) 
queries.   
4. Phenomena were re-evaluated in relation to existing theories.  
5. The integrated narrative was constructed to reflect the process of becoming 
and being an Irish performing songwriter, considering the relationships 
between all core categories.    
 
The next chapter (Findings), is data led. It is followed by discussion of the 
emerging subcategories in chapters six and seven where “finer nuances of meaning” 
(Saldaña ibid., p.69) are addressed.  
 
4.6 VALIDATION OF GROUNDED THEORY 
 
Trustworthiness of the data was evaluated by way of the following steps 
recommended by Sikolia et al. (2013):  
 
1. Prolonged engagement with participants (Brown et al. 2002; Jacelon and 
O'Dell 2005; Morrow 2005).  
2. Participant guidance of enquiry (theoretical sampling) (Cooney 2010).  
3. Thick descriptions of data and sufficiency of data assessment or saturation 
(Morrow 2005).  
4. Use of participant words in the emerging theory (Cooney 2010). 
5. Respondent validation of interview transcripts and emerging concepts and 
categories (participant checks) (Brown et al. 2002; Jacelon and O'Dell 2005; 






In this chapter, I detail the methodology employed in interrogating the creative 
practices of Irish performing songwriters. Departing from a constructivist approach, I 
explicate my research design in terms of its qualitative paradigm. Following 
clarification of my data collection and analysis stages, my coding techniques and their 
incentives are explained. I conclude with elucidation of the steps taken to validate my 
























This chapter presents the findings of my ethnographic fieldwork. It underpins 
the discussions of subsequent chapters. Results of the supportive grounded theory 
process are also explicated, inclusive of coding stages. It is evident from the early 
stages of investigation that creative practice constitutes two distinct phases—
'Becoming a performing songwriter’ and ‘Being a performing songwriter’. 
‘Becoming’ is reflected as the “developmental stage” of the creative process, 
encompassing creative practice from mini-c to little-c. This corresponds to a play or 
an exploratory stage where participants are serving their musical apprenticeship. It is 
evident that the Irish performing songwriter is clearly identifiable as a socio-
emotional self at this point. ‘Being’, on the other hand is envisaged as a socio-
musicological self and more concerned with the “stage and componential process” of 
creativity—from little-c to Pro-C. ‘Being a performing songwriter’ constitutes an 
awareness of work, with the songwriting process at its fulcrum. The higher order 
categories for ‘Becoming’ and ‘Being’ are presented here. Findings are illustrated 
with conceptual maps of the analytical coding stages and theoretical models which 
include the ‘AIRS model’ of the songwriting process. 
 
5.2 INITIAL CODING AND FOCUSSED CODING 
 
The initial or open coding phase (Phase one) produced 262 codes (for a full 
listing in alphabetical order see Appendix C). Consistent with the approach outlined 




process, affective, in-vivo and descriptive codes. Results of the open coding process 
establishes a wide-angle perspective of the Irish performing songwriter and their 
creative practice. Sensitizing of the data led to the establishment of hierarchies—first 
order categories. The architecture of such hierarchies (Phase two) is presented in the 
focussed coding stage (see Appendix D). The first order categories locate participants 
in terms of ‘cognitive’, ‘emotional’, ‘musical’, ‘physical’ and ‘social’ characteristics. 
Due to the asynchronous nature of the categories in Phase two, further interpretation 
was required in order to particularise the data―Theoretical coding (Phase three). 
 
5.3 THEORETICAL CODING AND FINAL CORE CATEGORIES 
 
On closer examination, two overarching stages are represented―a preliminary 
“acquisition of domain knowledge” (McIntyre 2001b) and a period of full 
engagement in practice. The findings therefore became divided into two distinct 
phases, 1. ‘Becoming a performing songwriter’ and 2. ‘Being a performing 





















References for Becoming and Being an Irish performing songwriter are 
quantified by core category in Figures 16 and 17 respectively. 
 
 




Figure 17―Being a performing songwriter by core categories 
 
 






Becoming a performing songwriter
Participants References % Distribution





Being a performing songwriter




‘Physical’ phenomena were largely absent as a core category from ‘Being a 
performing songwriter’. Compared with the other categories its presence was nominal 
in the ‘Becoming’ stage also. It is ascertained that this was due to the emphasis which 
participants placed on songwriting rather than performing in relation to their creative 
practices.  
 
5.4 HIGHER ORDER CATEGORIES FOR BECOMING 
 
The manner in which artists expressed themselves in relation to becoming 
performing songwriters materialised as the higher order categories; ‘cognitive’, 
‘emotional’, ‘musical’, ‘physical’ and ‘social’. This shows some consistency with a 
self-concept model, but predominantly the Musical Self-Concept Inquiry (MUSCI) 
model advanced by Spychiger et al. (2009)319 (see chapter three—3.6). A full list of 
the Theoretical coding for ‘Becoming a performing songwriter’ is available in 
Appendix E (Phase Three—Part A). Applying the grounded theory methodology—
while all data was considered, categories which presented with fewer entries, often 
proved significant in explaining certain phenomena (Charmaz 2006). Similarly, data 
which proved insignificant in “grounded theorizing” (Hammersley and Atkinson 
2007, p.158) was discounted.  
The dimensions associated with ‘Becoming’ an Irish performing songwriter 
are represented in the following concept diagram— a hierarchical branching (tree) 
structure (Figure 18).  
 
319 As denoted by Charmaz (2006, p.42) where designated by emergent analysis it may be appropriate 






Figure 18—Becoming an Irish performing songwriter (extracted from NVivo) 
 
Richards (2005) identifies the tree structure as the most effective way to “tell” 
the grounded theory. From the frequency of codes for the number of artists 
investigated (sources) 320 , it is evident that the socio-emotional dimension is that 
which most accurately reflects the experiences of the emerging performing songwriter 
(see Table 3). As apparent, the core categories in which all participants feature are the 
‘social’ and ‘emotional’. Cumulatively, 65% (64.91%) of the data lies within these 
categories. 
 
Dimension Participants References % Distribution 
 
Musical 14 95 19.95 
Social 17 165 34.66 
Emotional  17 144 30.25 
Cognitive 10 38 7.98 
Physical 5 14 2.94 
Total  476  
 
Table 3—References for Becoming an Irish performing songwriter by core category 
 




My grounded theory for ‘becoming’ devotes itself to the consideration of both. 
Further examination of the socio-emotional practitioner reveals the following codes 






Figure 19—The emerging performing songwriter (socio-emotional). 
 
Although the ‘Socio-Emotional Dimension’ constitutes a symbiotic 
relationship—for purposes of clarity ‘social’ and ‘emotional’ are tackled in separate 
sections in chapter six, interweaving key aspects of each as appropriate. Beginning 





Emotional Dimension Description Participants References % Distribution 
 
Listening experience Aural connectivity to 
music and song  
16 78 54.16 
Valuing musical traditions Significance of musical 
antecedents/customs/ 
sounds/styles  
12 35 24.30 
 
 
Overcoming barriers Confronting obstacles to 
a musical life 
9 22 15.27 
Expressivity of music Bonding with music as a 
means of expression 
8 9 6.25 
Total   144  
 
Table 4—Emotional Dimension 
The sub codes in Table 4 exemplify perspectives on wider musical actions and 
interactions. Salient sub codes— ‘listening experience’ and ‘valuing musical 
traditions’ are interrogated in chapter 6. Close examination of the words used by 
participants reveal ‘play’ or ‘playfulness’ at the heart of the socio-emotional 
experience. This is illustrated in the word frequency diagram presented in Figure 20.  
 
 
Figure 20—Word Frequency for Becoming a performing songwriter 
  
Correlation of the word counts and their weighted percentages (see Appendix F) with 




with ‘sound’. Furthermore, in the majority of cases— ‘play’ hinges on an 
infrastructure of musical traditions. Becoming a performing songwriter corresponds to 
the “developmental stage” of creativity. This could be described as “everyday 
creativity” (Narayan 2016) — which constitutes the informal mini-c stage to the more 
practical little-c (see chapter three—3.4). This equates to the performing or writing of 
a song of personal significance to one which is considered valuable to others. As 
evident from Figure 19 earlier, the social dimension centres around a theme of 
identity. While all 17 participants made contributions to a general code called 
identity, in Table 5 it is apparent that the majority of narratives referenced three sub 
codes— ‘genealogy’, ‘epiphanies’ and ‘community’. 
 
Social Dimension Description Participants References % Distribution 
 
Genealogy References to 
ancestry/family/lineage 
14 57 34.15 
Epiphanies Moments of significant 
or sudden realisation 
14 53 32.12 
 
 
Community Collective identities and 
collaborative musical 
creation  
11 55 33.33 
Total (Identity)   165  
 
Table 5—Social Dimension 
 
5.5 HIGHER ORDER CATEGORIES FOR BEING 
 
Utilising the same method as outlined in the previous section, the dimensions 
associated with being an Irish performing songwriter are represented in the concept 
diagram below (Figure 21). Naturally, ‘becoming’ and ‘being’ are inextricably linked 






Figure 21—Being an Irish performing songwriter (extracted from NVivo) 
As before, the diagram is presented as a hierarchical branching (tree) structure. 
In this case, the final core categories are ‘musical’, ‘social’, ‘cognitive’ and 
‘emotional’. It is evident that the Irish performing songwriter (once passed the 
becoming stage) is primarily a socio-musicological practitioner321 (see Table 6).  
 
Dimension Participants References % Distribution 
  
Musical 17 1095 74.28 
Social 17 174 11.80 
Emotional 7 39 2.64 
Cognitive 16 166 11.26 
Total  1474  
 
Table 6—References for Being an Irish performing songwriter by core category 
 
As the category with the highest contribution is ‘musical’ and as almost 75% 
(74.26%) of the data lies therein, the grounded theory devotes itself primarily to the 
interrogation of this category—while mindful of the next most significant category― 
‘social’. This is not to say that the other categories will be discounted—rather, 
synthesised in instances where they are supportive of the emerging theory. Due to 
 




considerable overlap between the ‘social’ phenomena recounted at ‘becoming’ and 
‘being’ stages, I deemed it unnecessary to reiterate the discourses of chapter six in 
chapter seven, hence they are interwoven where appropriate. Sub codes for the socio-
musicological practitioner are presented in Figure 22. One aspect of ‘social’― ‘Irish 
blues’ (see Figure 23) is addressed separately in chapter seven (see 7.4― ‘Tangled up 
in Blue’). 
                        
 
Figure 22—The socio-musicological performing songwriter 
 
While this does not strictly fit the “academic self” of the self-concept model by 
Spychiger et. al (see chapter three—3.6), it is nonetheless the primary activity of 
participants in their daily practice. The musical dimension and its individual sub 
codes (as shown in Table 7) cover perspectives on wider musical practice, actions and 
interactions. It comprises three facets―the creative (songwriting practice, performing 
practice and recording practice), the aesthetical (aesthetics and musical traditions) and 




Musical Dimension Description Participants References % Distribution 
Songwriting Practice Key perspectives on the 
writing process/genres  
17 609 55.97 
Performing Practice Key perspectives on live 
presentation  
17 172 15.80 
Aesthetics  Characteristics relating to 
musical style/taste 
16 65 5.97 
Music Career Aspects relating to 
income, publishing and 
livelihood 
15 82 7.53 
Musical Traditions Sources of the artist’s 
sound 
13 51 4.68 
Recording Practice Key perspectives on 
studio approaches 
12 116 10.66 
Total   1095  
Table 7—Musical Dimension 
There are fewer references to categories such as ‘music career’ (Beeching 2010) for 
example, as it was clarified that this was not a key focus of the study from the 
beginning. From Table 7 it is evident that ‘songwriting practice’, constitutes the core 
creative activity of the Irish performing songwriter. Based on a synthesis of 
theoretical codes and sub codes, a “middle range” (Charmaz and Belgrave 2007, p.28; 
Charmaz 2000) model of ‘Being and Becoming and Irish performing songwriter’ was 
generated (see Figure 23). Appertaining to multiple practitioners—it does not claim to 
be generalizable to Irish performing songwriters in the main, nor does it claim to 
represent a specific subset. As such, it is a visualisation of the interrelationships which 
constitute creative practice en masse―illuminating the key processes which are not 
apparent when viewing the codes in isolation (see Appendices E and G). The dashed 
border in the model represents a porous boundary between ‘becoming’ and ‘being’. It 
constitutes a point of transience―where practitioners move from a stage of induction 
to music and song to one where they are fully immersed in creative practice. In part 
this comprises early attempts at songwriting to more formalised practice or the 
















































































5.6 SONGWRITING PRACTICE 
 
Coding procedures identified 609 codes specific to songwriting practice of 
which 514 relate to the writing process. Refinement of songwriting concepts led to 
seven theoretical codes (see sub codes of ‘songwriting practice’ in Figure 23) which 
may be represented as: 
 
Artistic discipline 
Acknowledging the mystery  
Stimulus 





An overarching theme or core category of artistic discipline was evident in the 
early stages of investigation. This was further evidenced by queries pertaining to the 
songwriting process which established ‘work’ as the most frequently used term by 
participants (see appendix H for complete list of terms). The codes are depicted 
graphically in Figure 24, while their accompanying narratives are illuminated in 
chapter seven. Incidents which identified as ‘memorable songwriting processes’ are 
discussed separately within the realm of ‘song synthesis’ (see chapter seven―7.3). 
Theoretical codes as captured in NVivo are evident in Figure 25. Memo links to the 
songwriting process are clearly identified322 . Rather than a perspicuously defined 
‘process’, songwriting constitutes a ‘stage and componential process’ comprising 
little-c to Pro-C (Kaufman and Beghetto, 2009). 
 































Represented graphically (in Figure 26), it is evident that ‘artistic discipline’ is 
closely followed by the artist’s ‘personal relationship with the process’—their 




Figure 26—Frequency of theoretical codes pertaining to the songwriting process  
 
Interrogation of the theoretical codes in conjunction with interpretive memos 
led to the development of a grounded theory model of the songwriting process―what 
I have termed the ‘AIRS model’ (see 5.7). Just as analysis began by mining the 
cumulative data, construction of the grounded theory model began by mining the 
codes. Where constituents of the model are determined by the codes and sub codes 
themselves, others represent intersections between codes or moments of congruity. It 
is important to state that the songwriting process is embedded within the lifeworld of 
practitioners as explored over the course of my field studies―a wider practice which 
comes to light exclusively on that basis.   













As a dynamic system in action, the codes which circumscribe the songwriting 
process could be considered fragments―which unite only when acted upon, crafted 
or ‘worked’. In order to contextualise the ‘AIRS model’, each of the code hierarchies 
are explicated here. Beginning with ‘artistic discipline’ I unpack the ‘songwriting 




As the core category (principal code) of the songwriting process ‘Artistic 
discipline’ presides over its activities in general. Figure 27 shows the hierarchy of 

















So about twenty years ago, I started writing 
a song called ‘100 snow white horses’ and I 
never could finish it. But I had that phrase. 
And then I was able to pull that out of the 
bag and use it ― John Spillane 
           Tim Dennehy  
Once an idea springs you 
have to write it down or 
record it in a notepad. If 
you let it go, it’s gone, 
that’s part of your job―          




As evident, nestled within the code for ‘artistic discipline’ lies the of concept 
of ‘documenting fragments’. Song fragments enter the writing environment 
periodically as recounted. In this respect they invoke Simos’ (2014) song seeds 
(chapter three―3.5). Moreover, they are interlinked to ‘temporal factors’ which 
inform the songwriting ‘environment’ as part of a non-linear process.  
 
Acknowledging the mystery 
 
As part of ‘acknowledging the mystery’ practitioners contemplate whether the 
song manifests itself internally or externally. Naturally this is affiliated to the song 
‘stimulus’ code―its moment of inception. The code hierarchy and references within 





Figure 28―Code hierarchy for ‘acknowledging the mystery’ 
 
Songwriting Process (514)
Acknowledging the mystery (15)
Internal (3)
From a writing point of view, 
it's from in here (the heart) 
really―          Eleanor Mc Evoy  
     External (3) 
The Chernobyl song (‘Farewell to 
Pripyat’) comes to mind because it 
was very much outside my own 






Despite a general pronouncement of ambiguity, it is evident that participants 
can trace a song’s origins to an inner sentiment, a memorable instance from their 




Much of the inner stimulus for writing songs is rooted in an agency of 
traditions (both musical and sociocultural). This is autotelic in nature and expressed in 
various ways from melodic awareness to ‘blues sensibility’―see Figure 29. 
Concomitantly, in advance of writing―artists are conscious of ‘Being a contemporary 
voice’―reflecting both upon the weight of their lyrical utterance and the song’s 
melodic motion. Songs ultimately begin with introspection―artists questioning 








Influence of traditions (17)
     Being a contemporary  
              voice (10) 
I think from the point of view of 
melody I had both the blues sensibility 
and the very Celtic melodies going on 
in my head―          Eleanor Mc Evoy  
I like to bring things to people's 
attention but only if I have the 
ways and means of doing the song 




Personal relationship with process 
 
Participants grapple with the songwriting process in their own subjective ways 
(see Figure 30). Despite the challenges and constraints presented, songs have been 
described in terms of the arbitration of an ‘honest signal’ as discussed in chapter 
seven (7.2.4). This is founded on kinship ― fraternities between the songwriters and 










In what is often a solitary endeavour―one of the most notable variations in 
creative practice is the propensity of artists to accommodate co-writers. This generally 
Songwriting Process (514)
Personal relationship with process 
(105)
Challenges in writing (38)
I have to look at a blank page and I don't 
know what I'm going to come up with, the 
morning after it's the same thing―          
Mick Hanly  
Overcoming 
Difficulties  (20) 
The main thing is positivity―I have 
learned a few tricks. One of the those is 
not to attack your work in any way, but 





occurs once the artist is established ―passed the ‘becoming’ stage of creativity. 
Nevertheless, as the references for ‘temporal factors’ demonstrate, polarities of ‘solo 
writing’ and ‘co-writing’ prevail (see Figure 31) ―the details of which are explored 











Songwriting environments are portrayed in terms of both fixed and transitory 
locations. When working in solitude artists depict an individualised space where they 




I work as a solo operation, they need 
to work for me―just myself, with 
voice and guitar ―          Mick Hanly  
      Co-writing (38) 
They (the co-writer/s) have fresh eyes and 
ears and they reinforce either your own 
instinct or bring their own personality―or 
both preferably―and challenge you―it's 




locations―writing rooms or studios, this extends to ‘writing in their heads’ and 
therefore a proclivity to continually mediate and moderate song concepts. Such a 
disposition crystallises the creative habit or ‘artistic discipline’―underpinning the 
songwriting process at large.  
 




The amalgamation of song components or ‘fragments’ is a dynamic process in 
which songwriters draw on the work of antecedents which include their former selves 
(the ‘becoming’ stage). Artists establish their own system of hierarchies within the 
songwriting process―regulating components in accordance with the song in progress. 
The influence of scholarship was found to be negligible in the main with artists 
working intuitively―as epitomised in the example provided in Figure 33. The 
narratives which encompass ‘song synthesis’ are explored in chapter seven (section 




Show up―be there no 
matter how futile the 
idea...if there's something 
in it that has gravity, then 
see if you can finish it ―          









Figure 33―Code hierarchy for ‘song synthesis’ 
 
For the purposes of clarity, each of the seven codes presented were 
interrogated separately before appraising their weighted confluence in the form a 
songwriting model. Extracting the broader narratives from the sub codes and their 
combination with in-vivo codes (the utterances of participants within the codes) led to 
the establishment of an integrated system of the songwriting process. The resulting 
model is explicated in the next section. Its realisation is incidental to completion of 
the grounded theory process from open coding to focussed coding to theoretical 
coding in line with the systematic methodology outlined in chapter four (4.5).  
Songwriting Process (514)
Song synthesis (59)
Influence of scholarship 
(11)
          Hierarchies (40) 
It's funny I was a trained pianist and 
violinist and the two things I do for a 
living are sing and play guitar―I've never 
had a lesson in either, so there's a lesson 
there in life for us all maybe ―          
Eleanor McEvoy  
There is an initial phase for the idea―the 
inspiration―I love those days because you are 
kind of removed from the world and I don't even 
try to structure them. Then there's another day 
where the editing and structuring becomes part of 




5.7 ‘AIRS MODEL’ OF THE SONGWRITING PROCESS 
 
The Grounded Theory model of the songwriting process for Irish performing 
songwriters is presented in Figure 34. I have termed this the ‘AIRS model’―Artistry 
of IRish Songwriters model. There are a number of motives for my acronym. Firstly, 
part of the mystery surrounding a song’s composition is the manner in which it 
reveals itself ‘out of the air’. As evident in consecutive chapters a consciousness of 
Irish melody (‘airs’) lies at the heart of ‘becoming’ (as discussed in chapter six) and 
‘being’ (as explored in chapter seven) performing songwriters. In addition, the import 
of ‘airs’ is foreshadowed in my historicisation and contextualisation chapter (see 
2.2.4). ‘Artistry’ is incorporated in the model due to the pivotal role of ‘artistic 
discipline’ or ‘work’ evident in all songwriting activities investigated. The ‘AIRS 
model’ serves to both visually represent the songwriting process and consolidate the 
main phenomena interrogated in subsequent chapters. The full extent of the model 
becomes apparent following a detailed reading of ensuing narratives―it is therefore 
underpinned by stages of ‘becoming’ and ‘being’. A previous iteration of the ‘AIRS 
model’ was presented as part of my paper presentation (Toomey, 2017) to delegates 
of the Tracking the Creative Process in Music (TCPM ’17) conference—University 
of Huddersfield, West Yorkshire, England. Viewed in landscape mode, the model 
may be explicated as follows: Beginning on the top left-hand corner it is evident that 
the songwriting space is viewed as a safe place, “uncritical”, a place of “refuge” and 
even one referred to as a “friend”. Very often artists begin by asking themselves 
simply— Have I got something to say? While the stimulus can of course be a 
confluence of internal and external factors, it is occasionally underpinned by a 













































In describing their practice, all participants demonstrated striking 
characteristics of the autotelic personality. In the presence (or absence) of a stimulus, 
artists in many instances, “show up for work”. Despite the manifestation of songs in 
transitory locations, they generally materialise in designated solitary writing spaces 
structured similarly to that of a normal working day. Temporal factors see shifts from 
solo writing to cowriting and writing introspectively to writing outside of one’s own 
experience. While existing song fragments often find their way to the ‘song in 
progress’ or may indeed serve as their starting point, such circumstances are largely 
unanticipated. While reinterpretations were of course common among ‘culture 
bearers’, contemporary artists showed more interest in exploring traditional melodies 
or ancient text with the passage of time. At the centre of the song writing activity 
participants engage in self-evaluation, contemplating their own authenticity or degree 
of “honesty in the signal”. Lack of conviction at this juncture, generally leads to 
reworking or discarding of material. While one’s accompanying instrument often 
constitutes a stimulus in itself, there is a clear divide between those who ‘work close 
to their instruments’ and those who view them as a hindrance. It is acknowledged that 
the structuring of songs is largely instinctive. With subject matter dependent on 
memory, an underlying consciousness of Irish melody is a thread which permeates the 
work of the majority of participants. The influence of musical scholarship was found 
to be negligible as all except five participants were self-taught. While finishing a song 
is generally considered a rewarding moment, in a minority of cases there is some 
concern over having to “face the blank page” yet again in beginning the next song. 
Several songwriters have spoken about approaching new songs with ‘beginner’s 







The experiences and reflections of the Irish performing songwriter indicate 
that their creative practice constitutes distinct stages of development and perspicacity. 
The causal conditions for the existence of artists are evident in a becoming stage. As 
findings demonstrate, a performing songwriter begins as a socio-emotional ‘player’ 
engaged in “everyday creativity”. Once passed the becoming stage they enter a being 
stage which constitutes little-c to Pro-C. Moving from a state of ‘play’ to ‘work’, the 
majority of their creative practice is directed towards song composition. Theoretical 
codes indicate that songwriting is a componential process anchored within artistic 
discipline. The ‘AIRS model’ represents artistic discipline in practice―the epitome of 
“showing up for ‘work’”. The narratives which accompany the ‘AIRS model’ are 
embedded within chapter seven.  
In chapter eight I test the ‘AIRS model’ of the songwriting process in relation 
to a self-composed work. In advance of this, chapters six and seven explore how 















CHAPTER 6   BECOMING AN IRISH PERFORMING SONGWRITER 
 
Perhaps the subconscious decision to become a musician came when I 
was lying on the floor in our living room in Ballymun one Sunday. My 
grandad was there and I was watching Bob Dylan’s video for 
‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’. I might have been only five or six, but 
I just fell in love with it. When the video came on, the whole house 
was told to ‘shush’ because my mother was a big Dylan fan, and for 
those few minutes…. we were all transfixed by this guy.  
 






Hansard’s reflection captures the efficacy of a shared musical moment 
spanning three generations. It is a socio-emotional response demonstrative of 
reverence for the singer-songwriter consistent with that afforded a performer of sean 
nós song in a provincial setting. Furthermore, it is indicative of the performing 
songwriter as possible agent of change within the mind of an individual listener—in 
this case—a future Academy Award winning artist. Adopting the hushed tones 
described, validates Dylan as authentic other in much the same way as a traditional 
singer was representative of authentic Irish self.  
My interrogation of the creative practices of performing songwriters, begins 
by contextualising their musical interactions prior to being practitioners. It illuminates 
the multivariate influences of their “developmental stage” of creativity. Underpinned 
by the meanings which music and song bring to their lifeworld, this chapter represents 
the causal conditions for their existence as practitioners. As evident from the 
theoretical codes (see chapter five), the process of becoming a performing songwriter 




imbued with a sense of “play”, as depicted in Huizinga’s Homo Ludens (1938)323. 
Through epiphanies or otherwise the circumstances that will a singer-songwriter to be 
and engage in their practice have varying degrees of association. As there is no clear 
transition to being a performing songwriter, its narrative continues into chapter seven. 
Becoming a performing songwriter departs from what Bourdieu (1984, p.2) terms a 
“system of dispositions” or a “habitus of listening” (Becker 2004, 2010). The chapter 
concludes with a summary of the socio-emotional dimension. 
 
6.2 SOCIO-EMOTIONAL DIMENSION 
 
The socio-emotional dimension centres on affective experience. From the 
point of view of creativity, it adheres closely to bildung 324  which translates as 
‘culture’ but also ‘cultivation’. For Gadamer (2004, xii-xiii), bildung is “the properly 
human way of developing one’s natural talents and capacities”. Meaning ‘formation’ 
or ‘image’, bild signifies early recognition of that which individuals want to become 
as artists. It constitutes the “formation” of their creative practice or 
“einbildungskraft”—the craft of the imagination. Similar to Huizinga a key 
component for Gadamer is that of play. Participants involve themselves in play as part 
of an “aesthetic consciousness”. Rather than spectators of musical activity “they 
participate in the communion of being present” (Gadamer ibid., p.132). Based on the 
higher order categories for ‘becoming’ (see 5.4) the emotional and social dimensions 
are elucidated here.  
 
 
323 See chapter three (3.2) 
324 A term generally associated with the teachings of German philosopher Georg Wilhelm Friedrich 




6.3 EMOTIONAL DIMENSION 
 
6.3.1 Listening Experience and “The expressive ear”. 
 
In explicating the neá325 of Irish folk song, sean nós singer Joseph Heaney 
(Seosamh Ó hÉinniú)326 once compared it to “the sound of a thousand pipers all 
through history providing both musical and emotional support” (Slobin 2011, pp.18-
19)327. Departing from a socio-emotional model it is apparent that this begins with an 
intimate connectivity to sound—a “sense perception” inherent to creativity (see 
chapter three—3.3). As Titon (2015, p.9) advances, “epistemologically, we feel that 
knowing sound—and knowing by means of sound—is essential to being human in the 
world and is one of the most important avenues through which to understand the 
human condition”. Whatever the sound, the meanings brought to mind for the artist as 
listener are those which partly construct their course in musical practice. After all, 
Kirnarskaya (2009, pp. 47-77) observes that talent is born out of a love for something. 
This devotion comes from what she refers to as the “expressive ear”. The embryonic 
listening experience manifests as an emotional response to sound, followed by 
intentionality. 
 
“Sound” Existence (Artist as Listener)—A habitus of listening 
 
Considering the idea that existentialism “concerns itself with the quest for 
relevance and authenticity” (Pickus 2010, p.17)—participants can clearly identify that 
which they perceive as an “authentic sound”. It is the sonority which determines the 
 
325 The neá is “an onomatopoeic term” (Williams 2004, p.134). 




musical aesthetic to which they willingly adhere. Seddon (2012, p.134) refers to this 
as “empathetic attunement”—a close approximation of Heidegger’s 
“befindlichkeit”328. It is a direct link with which the future artist calibrates their sense 
of self—a foreshadowing of that which they strive to emulate musically. Mexican 
composer Carlos Chávez describes this as the moment the passive listener becomes 
active, where they “go through the same needs of expression, and the same self-
projection that the creator went through” discovering themselves and their “own 
emotions and tastes” (Bonny and Savary 1973, p.21). Liam Ó Maonlaí expresses this 
across a gamut of listening experiences: 
 
You are sitting there listening to the Bothy Band, miming and seeing 
yourself in that band playing that music, it’s the same as what 
happened to me with Bob Marley and David Bowie and Ali Farka 
Touré. 
 
Ó Maonlaí’s prophetic listening experience is directly related to Mead’s 
“taking the role of the other” (1934, pp.160-161) where the musical self becomes 
determined not just by the sound artefact, but by a wider social interaction. It 
represents a first step in wanting to become something other than that which 
presented itself up to then. Furthermore, it highlights the diversity of sounds with 
which such experiences can occur. In the same way as TS Eliot (1929) proclaimed 
“poetry must communicate before it is understood”, sound stirs the emotions before it 
stirs the mind. Eliot’s claim is quantified by Bigand et al. (2005) when they state that 
the “emotional meaning of music” is revealed “less than one second from the start”.  
 
327 In her study of Music in Words (1909), Farr reminds us that to the Vedantists sound was the 
“elemental correspondence of etheric spaces, the root of measurable things”. 
328 Heidegger uses a similar term to dispositions—befindlichkeit. According to Stambaugh the closest 




Mick Hanly articulates how it was predominantly the “sound” of the music 
heard as a young boy that first aroused his curiosity. Its captivating nature was largely 
responsible for his decision to experiment with the instrument close to hand—namely 
his brother’s guitar. As it happens, the practitioners investigated are “knowledgeably 
embedded” in the world and acutely aware of sounds that are “already meaningful” 
(Stahl 2006, p.85) 329. Sir Roger Scruton calls this the “acousmatic” experience—
where attention is drawn to “sounds themselves and what can be heard in them” 
(2009, p.5). Such “virtual causality” can, according to Scruton only be appreciated by 
a “rational” or “self-conscious” being. Hence, it requires receptivity on behalf of the 
artist as listener in the first instance. This is very clearly the case when Hanly 
affirms— narrative, lyrics and melody are “all secondary to the sound you hear”, 
acknowledging sound as phenomenon and hence significant agent of change. Scruton 
takes this a step further as he explicates— “sounds themselves are objects in their 
own right, bearers of properties, and identifiable separately both from the things that 
emit them and the places where they are located” (Scruton ibid., p.20). Scruton’s 
discourse is suggestive of music as a thing-in-itself or a Kantian noumenon (1965). 
Essentially, the source of the sound and the sound are not the same thing, also termed 
a dual-object view. Both person (artist) and place are profound in influencing the 
flavour of sounds in themselves, representing a cohesive force largely responsible for 
a disposition toward musical practice. Perception is therefore relative, not absolute. 
As Garfias (2004 p.39) advances, “no positive response to music” can occur without a 
“cultural context which defines the experience for the listener”.  
In what she terms the “habitus of listening”, Becker (2004 pp. 69-86, 2010 pp. 
127-158) acknowledges that “every hearing is situated” and therefore often outside 
 




the control of the individual. More recently, Marsilli-Vargas (2014, pp.42-51) termed 
this “psychoanalytic listening”, where sound directly impacts one’s behaviour. As 
cautioned by Senyshyn (2003, p.113), although we may refer to music from personal 
experiences, it can only be interpreted when our representation “accords with that 
cultural aspect of music which is shared by others within that same frame of 
reference”. The benchmark for a singer-songwriter performing on Grafton St. in 
Dublin for example, is much different to that of a songwriter coming from the sean 
nós singing tradition. Iarla Ó Lionáird is emphatically drawn by the sound, something 
he describes as an “infrasound” or “sonics of the lo-fi”.  
 
I found myself imagining other sounds around my own singing very 
early on, believe it or not because initially I used to sing to a drone—
the milking machine at home. Essentially, it was a sort of matrix if you 
like, of multiple tonal possibilities.  
 
Ó Lionáird’s habitus of listening reflects early awareness of a fundamental 
tone, a sound where it is possible to sense other pitches and harmonics even in the 
absence of hearing them. His ability to access and transmit something which lies at 
the heart of Irish identity has thus far been achieved through the medium of the Irish 
language—a style and ambition which he attributes to the sound of singers including 
Pádraig ‘Peaití Thaidhg Pheig’ Ó Tuama. Ó Lionáird’s international audience are 
drawn to the sonic quality of his voice, which remains just a sound.  
 
The language makes it a sound like no other, that's the beauty of it, it's 
a beautiful sound to sing. It is a sibling to our music; it is coeval with 
it.  
 
           Iarla Ó Lionáird330 
 




This observation recalls O’Canainn’s (1978, p.49) valuation of sean nós as “a 
highly personal vocal art form…in which words and music are equally vital”. Ó 
Lionáird reports getting just as much of an emotional response to his singing in places 
where audiences have no Irish or cannot decipher the semantics of what he is singing. 
As a phenomenon, it constitutes an emotional musical cycle where the sound created 
by the artist emulates that which drew them to musical practice in the first place. In 
popular music, scholars such as Frith (1988, p.120) observe that the words of songs 
represent no more than a “sign of a voice” or “speech acts”, which he believes explain 
why acts such as Bob Dylan and The Beatles made such an impact with European 
audiences, who could not decipher the lyrical context.      
 In his own singing practice, Tim Dennehy advances that the Irish 
language “certainly feels more ancient”—positing that as a performer one is 
“touching a more ancient part of oneself”331 . Such observations explain why the 
ritualistic hushed tones referred to earlier (see chapter one—1.2) are adopted in the 
performance spaces of sean nós singing up to the present time. Dennehy attributes his 
own singing practice to the “sound and emotion” of places in County Kerry such as 
Bolus Head, Ballinskelligs and Kilreelig. The kinship with sound as experienced by 
both Ó Lionáird and Dennehy in particular, depicts the lasting influence of 
psychogeography (Debord 1955/2008, pp.23-27) or how the “geographical 
environment” impresses upon “emotions” and “behaviours”.  
 Despite their implications for culture bearers such as Ó Lionáird and 
Dennehy, the practices of most participants were inspired by musical traditions 
disparate to the Irish landscape. Andy Irvine represents an interesting case in point. 
 




Although well known for performances of traditional Irish and folk songs Irvine 
describes Oklahoma born Woody Guthrie (1912-1967) as his “first sound source”.  
 
Woody was not always perfect. In the days when he recorded during 
and after the war, the substance that 78 records were made of was 
scarce and so he only had one chance, usually, to get it right. I just 
loved the sounds he made, even the mistakes.  
 
                  Andy Irvine (2015)332 
 
Of course, Irvine’s sound curiosity is not only manifested in his appreciation 
of Guthrie 333 , but infiltrates his wider aesthetic, as evidenced by subsequent 
exploration of musical traditions including those of the Balkans (See chapter two—
2.3.6). It is equally demonstrative of leaning toward authentic practice—where 
precision is subordinate to sentiment. It is an interpretation which resonates with Ó 
Lionáird’s account of his great-aunt Elizabeth Cronin (1879-1956), whose voice he 
depicts as “honest”, “full of dirt, microtones, and dust like particles”. Most of all Ó 
Lionáird acknowledges the atemporality or hauntological aspect of Cronin’s sound 
when he states “sometimes you can't tell whether it's her or whether it's a (wax) 
cylinder”. Cronin represents a condensed musical awareness of all the singers whose 
styles she assimilated. Similarly, her phantasmagorical sound permeates Ó Lionáird’s 
singing practice at various levels, and by association, the ears of subsequent listeners 
and singing generations.  
 Wexford born Clive Barnes was drawn to the “eerie” recordings of 
blues singer-songwriter Robert Johnson (1911-1938), which he declares at first 
“didn’t sound like a real person”. While demonstrative of reverence for spectral 
 
332 Personal interview via e-mail correspondence—November 2015-February 2016. 
333  Irvine’s admiration for Guthrie and his authenticity was famously expressed in his letter 




sonority, such an experience reiterates that in progressing musically, one encounters 
antecedents too powerful to be ignored. Beguiled by blues music as a young boy, 
Barnes explicates how he “couldn’t stop listening” to Johnson’s recordings” 334 . 
Although the moniker had yet to be conceived, Johnson represents a direct lineage to 
the contemporary acoustic singer-songwriter (see chapter one—1.4). Aesthetically, 
the profound impact of both Guthrie and Johnson are still resonant in the work of 
Irvine335 and Barnes respectively. In western society, Guthrie and Johnson were after 
all, arguably the most influential guitar playing singer-songwriters and interpreters in 
folk and blues music respectively (see chapter two—2.3.3).  
 It is evident that the existence of the performing songwriter hinges on a 
personal response to sound. Kirnarskaya (2009, p.47) classifies music as the 
“quintessence of sound”, an entity which addresses the listener in a way equivalent to 
a “second presence”. In doing so, she represents music as “an interlocutor who 
relieves us from solitude”. Schäfer et al. (2013) confirm that companionship is one of 
music’s most important functions. I return to this point towards the end of the chapter 
in ‘Community and Social Solitude’ (see 6.4.3) and with empirical evidence in 
relation to songwriting practice in chapter seven (7.2.6).  
 
Intentionality and early artistic engagement 
 
Predispositions to become musical practitioners are evident from the early 
experiences of those investigated. While none state that they were destined 
exclusively to become singer-songwriters, music created an intentionality—it 
 
334 Robert Johnson’s influence was of course instrumental in the blues revival of both the United States 
and Britain prompting luminaries such as Eric Clapton to designate him as not only the “greatest folk-




focussed their attention in relation to lifeworld opportunities. Becoming conscious of 
music reinforces the Heideggerian concept of being-in the-world, where music and 
participants become inextricable from each other. The blurring of the boundary 
between person and their creative practice transpires in diverse ways. Dubliner Aoife 
Scott (see Figure 35) for example, expresses her early relationship to music in terms 
of its corporeality—being “like another limb”336. This sentiment concurs with Carman 
(1999, p.208) in his representation of Merleau-Ponty’s concept of perception, where 
“we understand ourselves not as having but as being bodies”. From Scott’s portrayal, 
music was always present and never something she had to consciously negotiate. 
Moreover, her relationship to music has intensified with the passage of time. 
Analogous to Scott, fellow Dubliner Eleanor McEvoy describes her early encounter 
with music and song from a physiological perspective, but also at a strikingly 
emotional level.  
 
Figure 35—Aoife Scott Live at the INEC Acoustic Club during field studies. 
 
335 Irvine’s song ‘Never tire of the road’ from his album Rain on the Roof (1996) is a story which 
celebrates the work of Guthrie.  




Where several participants identify with the broader aspect of sound (see 
previous section—6.3.1), McEvoy demonstrates both a sensibility and a receptivity to 
melody and lyrics. On these grounds, more than a longing to become a musician, she 
experiences an early connection to the figure of the performing songwriter:  
 
I was always interested in music at a subliminal-visceral level since I 
was a child. My parents said they noticed that music would move 
me— that I would listen very intently and get very sad sometimes if 
the music was sad. So, I think there is something that we don't quite 
understand and quite profound about the way music can affect you and 
that certainly happened to me. When you then marry that up to lyrics, I 
think something definitely switched on in my head, but that was from a 
terribly young age. 
                Eleanor McEvoy (2016)337 
 
McEvoy’s experience is demonstrative of what phenomenologists call “natural 
attitude”338. It is indicative of her wider emotional receptivity—a realisation of the 
psychoacoustic and artistic facets of music in the same moment. Moreover, her 
description firmly supports the observations of Nussbaum (2003, p.269), when she 
claims that music is closely connected with the “amorphous, archaic and extremely 
powerful emotional materials of childhood". It indicates a personal connection to 
what Patel calls the “two distinct sound systems”—the linguistic and the musical 
(2010, p.9). It is a striking exemplar of someone beginning to form early associations 
with the sounds of music and words, and one’s emotional connection to their habitus. 
Koelsch’s work on musical syntax and semantics (2005, pp.207-212) suggests that 
“musical elements pave the way to linguistic capacities earlier than phonetic 
elements”, further supporting the hypothesis that music and speech are closely 
 
337 Personal interview at INEC Acoustic Club, Killarney, Co. Kerry, Ireland on 7 May 2016. 




associated in early life 339 . McEvoy illustrates her early childhood listening 
environment as a hybridised milieu, with familial musical persuasions ranging from 
traditional Irish music to Bob Dylan to Mahler. Depicted as such, her musical path 
becomes more vivid—becoming a classically trained violinist and pianist prior to 
practicing as a singer-songwriter340.  
     While McEvoy had an early inclination toward many aspects of 
musical practice, Kildare native Luka Bloom was swayed in particular by the 
experience of performing. His performance debut is demonstrative not only of an 
early kinship with the art of singing but the broader sense of expressivity and 
interactivity with the listener.   
 
My first experience on stage would have been a song called "My 
Singing Bird", which I would have sung in The Palace Cinema in 
Newbridge in 1960, I was 5 years old, there was no guitar—I was just 
a little boy on a stage. At the end of the performance people applauded, 
I walked off the stage and was presented with an award. Right there 
and then I got this connection with singing and people liking it, being 
rewarded and feeling good.  
      
                              Luka Bloom (2016)341  
 
Providing a clear representation of early musicking through “episodic 
memory” (Tulving 1972, pp.382-404, 2002, pp.1-25) Bloom illuminates the 
significance of “dialogic communication” (Bakhtin 1979, 1984) with the listener 
(other). As Bakhtin (1990, p.170) affirms “the voice can sing, only in a warm 
atmosphere, only in the atmosphere of possible choral support” and Bloom 
experienced this at a very young age. Evidently, it was both a situation and 
performance which endured, as his personal arrangement of the traditional ‘My 
 
339 Melodic qualities of adult speech in fact represent the infant’s earliest associations between sound 
patterns and meaning (Fernald 1989, pp.1497-1510) and syntactic structure (Jusczyk and Krumhansl 
1993, pp.627-640).  




Singing Bird’ was chosen to open Before Sleep Comes (2004) 342 . Bloom’s 
intentionality is perhaps most evident when he advances— “from the moment I 
played my first guitar at the age of nine —it was all over”. At the same age, Liam Ó 
Maonlaí recounts phenomena similar to those experienced by Bloom. His early 
compulsion to perform, is entangled in Irish traditional music, which he describes as: 
 
…my first taste of really standing in front of people and experiencing 
that connection—almost like an electrostatic force—like two things 
that are meant to connect (joining both index fingers). Experiencing 
that from a very young age, knowing that I played three tunes well on 
the tin whistle meant that I got into the final of Slógadh343—which 
meant that I got to go to Galway at nine years old on my own steam. 
 
                Liam Ó Maonlaí (2016)344 
 
In expressing attachment to both the tradition and its performance, Ó Maonlaí 
explicates the greater realisation that musical practice extends to a sense of freedom 
and even another way of life (see 6.4.2). In this instance, traditional music represented 
an early opportunity to individuate. Synthesising Ó Maonlaí’s portrayal recalls 
Merleau-Ponty’s (1962, p.93) representation of communication, where the roles of 
transmitter and receiver are easily interchangeable yet often indecipherable—"an 
ambiguous set-up in which both hands can alternate the role of 'touching' and being 
'touched'". Ó Maonlaí considers traditional Irish music as “his school”. The 
interfacing of learning with competitions345 (such as Slógadh in this case) brings Ó 
Maonlaí’s illustration very close to Huizinga’s concept of “play” (see chapter three—
3.2). While platforms such as Slógadh were often perceived as strictly traditional, 
 
341 Personal interview at INEC Acoustic Club, Killarney, Co. Kerry on 2 September, 2016. 
342 An album in which Bloom features other traditional songs including ‘She Moves Through the Fair’. 
343 A competition-based arts festival organised by Gael Linn established in 1969 meaning mobilisation 
or hosting.  
344 Personal interview at Listowel Arms Hotel, Listowel, Co. Kerry on 27 January 2016. 
345 As represented in Homo Ludens— “the more play bears the character of competition the more 




they catered for diverse acts as evidenced by early performances from Iarla Ó 
Lionáird and Clannad to vocalist and songwriter Dolores O’Riordan of The 
Cranberries. It was therefore an early enabler of talent in keeping with its translation 
as mobilisation. Emergent Irish performing songwriters are artists who mobilise 
themselves through early engagement in musical life— one imbued with a sense of 
“play”. 
 
6.3.2 Agency of Musical Traditions 
 
I can always leave off talking when I hear a master play! 
                     Robert Browning346 
 
On the basis of a Heideggerian “thrownness”347 or situatedness from birth, 
individuals have no authority over their proximity to musical traditions. All they can 
influence, is the extent to which they respond. From field studies, it is evident that 
Ireland’s musical legacy (discussed in chapter two), pervades the practice of 
participants at diverse levels. Although traditions are often indicative of creative 
constraints (Runco and Sakamoto 1996; Runco, 2001), in practice they are as 
dynamic and mercurial as the artist permits. By virtue of their “thrownness”, artists 
exhibit varying degrees of liberty to play with existing musical content. Evidently, the 
musical tradition which participants feel closest to is that of storytelling. By 
extension, it is that which informs the practice of creating stories they believe to be 
meaningful in their own songs.  
 
346 From Verse IX of ‘A Toccata of Galuppi's’ featured in a collection of poetry entitled Men and 
Women (1855) by Robert Browning. The poem centres on the work of 18th century Venetian composer 
Baldassare Galuppi.  




When musical traditions are inseparable from the artist, finding one’s own 
voice becomes more complex. By inseparable, I intend—inextricably linked by virtue 
of their natural environment. Culture bearers occupy this category—which include 
those born into the Gaeltacht regions. Native to the Gaeltacht of Ballinskelligs348 in 
County Kerry, Tim Dennehy was inseparable from the ballad tradition. Songs were 
taught in Irish and English due the fact that it was already becoming a breac-
Gaeltacht (part Gaeltacht). As a microcosm of Irish rural life, Ballinskelligs had its 
own newly composed songs. These songs performed many functions, one of which 
was to document the habits and customs of the locality. From a social perspective, 
their functionality was that of entertainment. Throughout his childhood, Dennehy 
recalls songs being written about events such as horse racing, regattas, hunting and 
football. For his grandparents’ generation, Dennehy posits that the songs of South 
Kerry poet Tomas Rua Ó Suilleabháin (1785-1848)349  were more insightful than 
history lessons. Characteristic of the period, narrative songs were plentiful and sold 
by members of the travelling community, in printed form. Songs disseminated by way 
of ballad sheets chronicled events dating back to the mid fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries. Although mostly sold at social events such as “fair days”, travellers also 
called to private houses, where they would share songs during breaks for play or 
interludes. Although referred to as ballad sheets, not all songs printed were restricted 
to the ballad form. Bona fide ballads were prolonged stories that would unfold 
gradually—from line to line. As songs were printed on the basis of their popularity, 
content ranged from local favourites to those of songwriters such as 
 
348 A region on the Iveragh peninsula (Uíbh Ráthach) in County Kerry, Ireland. 
349  Ó Suilleabháin’s songs were renowned for illuminating pre-famine times, in particular. Ó 
Suilleabháin was a contemporary of Daniel O'Connell (1775-1847)— a political leader (born in 




John (Johnny) Francis Patterson (1840–1889)350. The best singers were those with a 
faculty in mediating the narrative.  
It is not surprising that Dennehy’s path to becoming a singer and a songwriter 
stems from a large repository of narrative song. True to the oral tradition, songs were 
assimilated, rather than consciously learned. More than any noticeable folk revival, 
Dennehy characterises songs in terms of sonorities which never receded. Those 
considered close to the singing tradition, reinterpreted material as preferred. 
According to Dennehy, “they sang everything”—which accords with the nuances of a 
singing tradition set forth by Shields (see chapter two—2.2.3). Dennehy’s view 
reiterates the agency of sound, discussed in the previous section (see this chapter —
6.3.1): 
 
It was a very live tradition, but I suppose when you are reviving 
something it's there. That source is there, it just doesn't go away. I 
mean I drifted in and out of it myself, but I felt that it was always there 
—the sound is always there. It’s a rhythm and a sound to your life. 
And when you go away from it, you tend to come back to it all the 
time. The older I got the more interesting it became; it was the sound 
of my youth in many ways. 
                      Tim Dennehy (2016)351 
 
 
Dennehy’s first encounter with songwriting materialised in the early 1980s—
composing a melody for a poem about a traveller who leaves her husband for the road 
—'The Ballad of the Tinker’s Daughter’, written by Sigerson Clifford (1913-1985). In 
many ways it was a natural place to begin, considering both Clifford and Dennehy 
 
350Born in Feakle, Co. Clare, Patterson was a singer, songwriter and circus entertainer who became 
known as ‘The Singing Clown’. His best-known song is ‘The Garden Where the Praties Grow’. For a 
period, he worked for circus proprietor Pablo Fanque whom The Beatles sing about in ‘Being for the 
Benefit of Mr. Kite!’. The Lennon-Mc Cartney composition is on Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely-Hearts 
Club Band (1967).  




had grown up in Caherciveen, Co. Kerry, albeit at different times352. As an artist, 
Dennehy is “a singer first and a writer second”. ‘The Ballad of the Tinker’s Daughter’ 
emerged in song form353 after he co-established The Goilín singers club in Dublin in 
1979354 . Having received much encouragement, he was inspired to continue the 
practice of adding melodies to existing poetry. Writing both lyrics and melody was a 
natural progression.  
Very often culture bearers are the artist for whom the audience takes 
considerable ownership. Specifically, I refer to Iarla Ó Lionáird and his identification 
with sean nós singing.  For a performer such as Ó Lionáird a confluence of 
genealogical and geographical forces leads to expectations not only as singer but 
agent of a singing tradition. It is a tradition which he acknowledges as “very 
conservative”, being told from early on that one is a “carrier” and therefore “a mouth 
and not a mind”. Depicted in this way, the perceptual agreements infer being cast in 
the role of racaire (speaker) of the poem, rather than dabh (writer) of the poem. 
Negotiating musical traditions such that they remain meaningful to the artist 
lies at the centre of creative practice. As a young boy, singing into an open top piano 
as a member of Cór Cúil Aodha (Choir of Cúil Aodha)355— Ó Lionáird was already 
stepping outside the tradition. Utilising the reverberant echo chamber in the Gael Linn 
recording of ‘Aisling Gheal’ 356  represented a shift toward ambient music. As it 
happens, Ó Lionáird was drawn to ambient music from early on, in particular the 
 
352 Dennehy’s family moved from Ballinskelligs to Caherciveen when he was 9 years old.  
353 The song "The Ballad of the Tinker’s Daughter" features on Between the Mountains and the Sea—
Dennehy sings the songs of Sigerson Clifford (2003).   
354 The Góilín Traditional Singer's Club was founded by Tim Dennehy and Donal de Barra to give a 
platform for people who like to sing and listen to traditional Irish songs and singing. According to 
www.goilin.com their motto advances—"there is no standard set", not in the singing anyway. We set a 
very high standard in listening. The rule of the club is—if someone is singing, reciting or performing in 
any way, total attention is given to the performance. 
355 Led by Peadar Ó Riada. 




work of Brian Eno. By the time he was singing publicly in Cúil Aodha, his practice 
was therefore already hybridised. Migrating from that which is perceived as 
traditional practice—developing an individual voice presented its own challenges. 
Proceeding to write his own material was of course, not part of the tradition into 
which Ó Lionáird was born. The experience of being the racaire or the final solution 
to the question the song imposes, is a privileged role. It allows the singer to remain at 
its fulcrum—at the juncture of tension and release. The practice of the writer is 
inaudible, yet more labour intensive. It took some time for Ó Lionáird to interpose 
newly written songs amidst reinterpretations of traditional texts. Although far 
removed from any conception of a singer-songwriter, his pathway to writing and 
recording his own material was interrupted by joining ensembles such as the Afro 
Celt Sound System357.  
 
The Afro Celt Sound System was an aberration in that, it was a 
sandbox—I could play. I didn't invest myself in it enough. I didn't 
really look in the mirror. In my own solo records, I did really try to 
look in the mirror358.  
 
 
It was through the sense of play described that Ó Lionáird discovered that 
which he was not interested in pursuing any further. It was a valuable digression 
which led to a refocussing of his musical aesthetic and refinement of his 
intentionality. Despite the imposition of musical constraints implied by traditions, 
imposing boundaries on one’s work merits attention. Enveloping newly composed 
songs in a contemporary sound world was not the answer. Ó Lionáird discovered his 
own way of interfacing between past and present. It came in the form of an album 
 
357 An ensemble of various musicians blending West African and traditional Irish music with 




entitled Seacht gCoiscéim Na Trocaire (Seven Steps to Mercy). Ó Lionáird frames its 
tenet as follows:  
 
There was an old custom that if you met a funeral cortege you would 
stop where you were going and walk in their direction at least seven 
steps. So, I meet the tradition, and I walk with it.  
 
 
The album’s temporal thread begins with ‘Seacht’ (Seven) an original Ó 
Lionáird composition, and closes with the original recording of ‘Aisling Gheal’ 
mentioned earlier. ‘Seacht’ deals with the waves of emigration and how they 
ultimately separate us from our ancestry. Using the symbolism of “seven bright 
shillings”, Ó Lionáird delineates the true cost of becoming “better off”—the loss of 
one’s heritage. The song encapsulates the importance of maintaining a connection 
with antecedents and allowing them to percolate through one’s creative practice as 
reified in Ó Lionáird’s own experience. 
Despite the contexts of Ó Lionáird and Dennehy, the sonorities to which the 
majority of practitioners were drawn, lay outside that of their immediate environment. 
Of all the featured artists, Ó Lionáird and Dennehy are the only two who do not 
accompany themselves with a musical instrument while singing. It is however an 
oversimplification to state that the other participants are more at liberty to assume 
multiple identities (see 2.5.2). All musical genres are prone to predictability, the 
limitation of which is achieved through “selective combination” and “selective 
comparison” (Sternberg and Kaufman 2010, p.471). As demonstrated by Ó Lionáird 
earlier, cognizance of one’s working parameters are critical to the work of all creative 
practitioners. This remains true not just in their early stages of development, but 
throughout their working lives.  
 




Of the practitioners investigated, culture bearers were denied the 
unboundedness of some of their counterparts. Nevertheless, the constraints implied by 
the Irish musical tradition, often provided much of the impetus for diversification. 
This was coupled with a growing sense that in order to be valued as an artist, it was 
imperative to compose one’s own material. Similar to other cultures, the transmission 
of Irish musical traditions became subject to “glocalisation” (Robertson 1994, pp.33-
52; Shuker 1998, p.132; González 2001, pp.263-274; Connell and Gibson 2003, 
pp.16-17; Shuker 2013) or paradigms where local music scenes became absorbed 
within international currents. Considered a “tradition in himself”359, Andy Irvine is 
someone whose early approach to aesthetics was one which embraced a multitude of 
musical traditions. Utilising acoustic instruments in solo and collaborative work, 
Irvine’s practice retained a harmonious texture regardless of what part of the world he 
was drawing from (see chapter two—2.3.6). In this sense he represents an early 
exponent of world music (Brown 1991; Bohlman 2002)360.   
 
I, of course, did not stick within the boundaries of the tradition, 
accompanying myself was not a feature of the tradition. However, 
having learned through the years what I considered to be ‘good taste’, I 
felt confident enough to move the boundaries out at my discretion. 
                              
                 Andy Irvine (2015) 
 
Similar to any creative endeavour, the writing of songs must be deemed of 
value to the audience for whom they are intended—local or international. From 
Irvine’s utterance, it is evident that musical traditions are arbitrated by the individual, 
hence their judgement of what is appropriate to voice at that moment in time. The 
 
359 See www.andyirvine.com  
360 Despite the various references which approximate to World Music (Klump 1999), the term was 




influence of the “international folk revival” (see chapter two—2.3) had dissuaded 
many aspiring musicians from confining themselves to the local.  Luka Bloom 
denotes this as "stepping outside the parish"—in his case—in the direction of the 
American singer-songwriter archetype. Artists including Neil Young had in many 
respects already sealed his destiny361.  
 
While I loved traditional music, it didn't interest me in terms of 
wanting to be part of doing that. I never wanted to be in a traditional 
band in the seventies, I just wanted to write songs.  
                       
                 Luka Bloom 
 
Of course, becoming a singer-songwriter in and of itself, implies a tradition. In 
the early stages of their careers, there is some divergence however in terms of the ease 
with which Irish performing songwriters adopt the singer-songwriter label. Those 
who sense some connection with Ireland’s musical heritage often call themselves 
“folk singer-songwriters”, in preference to “singer-songwriters”. This is true in the 
case of practitioners such as Luka Bloom and Aoife Scott. Framing their practice in 
such a way, permits inclusion of traditional songs, as well as contemporary songs 
written in the folk idiom—for instance, Bloom’s ‘Wave up to the Shore’ (see 6.4.2). 
In ‘All along the Wild Atlantic Way’362,  Aoife Scott uses place names to tell the story 
of a woman’s desire to return to Ireland and relive her honeymoon sixty years later. 
Utilising the recently established tourist trail (launched in 2014363), she bridges the 
gap between contemporary Ireland and the past. ‘Emigration’, ‘place’ and ‘travel’ are 
 
(Brown 1991). Although the term world music has had its uses historically in the marketing of ethnic 
music, as Weiss reminds us (2014), it no longer separates Western music from the rest of the world.  
361 One of the key albums Bloom recalls ordering on import as an adolescent was Neil Young’s After 
the Goldrush (1970). On purchasing albums such as these, Bloom would ensure to learn every song.  
362 A song co-written with Enda O’Reilly. 





common themes in folk song. Having visited each of the locations she sings about 
personally, Scott is reliving her own experiences—enabling greater connectivity with 
the song and its narrative in performance.  
Each artist has their own way of negotiating traditional songwriting practices 
and their potential pitfalls. For the majority, musical traditions posed little or no 
difficulty in and of themselves. The most important factor was to trust and listen to 
their “expressive ear” (see 6.3.1). As evident in the following section, uncertainty is 
inherent in becoming a professional musician. Negotiating one’s social and musical 
environment is the next step in entering a creative practice, a theme which extends 
into chapter seven.  
 
6.4 SOCIAL DIMENSION 
 
The social dimension centres around its most notable signifier—identity, and 
therefore constitutes its core category. As posited by DeNora (2000, p.63), “music can 
be used as a device for the reflexive process of remembering/constructing who one is; 
a technology for spinning the apparently continuous tale of who one is”. More than a 
direct translation of the Latin word idem meaning same, identities mean the degree to 
which people are the same. Identity therefore constitutes a dichotomy of “sameness 
and difference” (Lawler 2015, p.2).  
Although their modus operandi may be different, all participants share some 
characteristics in that they all write and sing songs produced in Ireland. The 
experiences of participants are juxtaposed in what follows, in terms of— ‘Genealogy’, 







A considerable amount of literature has been published to suggest that music 
is the most important recreational activity in which young people engage (Roe 1996; 
Frith 1996a, pp.108-127; Zillman and Gan 1997, pp.161–187; Tarrant et al. 2002, 
pp.134-150; Green 2017). The significance of genealogy in early musical 
development was highlighted in several instances. This was predominantly voiced as 
a parental presence where at some level an interest in singing was directly attributable 
to their immediate family. Song was woven into the fabric of their everyday lives. In 
addition to accompanying daily working routines, singing was one of the key 
signifiers of both identity and tradition. Anthropologists such as Crapanzano (1990) 
have explained this as a “third voice”, or a heightened cultural presence which moulds 
the younger generation’s ethos by way of their guardian. On querying artists about 
their creative impetus—genealogical threads are pivotal (see Table 8). According to 
Vestad (2018, p.94) “music enjoys a special status as the sound of home…a powerful 
artefact as such for reflecting on, negotiating, and acting out one’s identity and sense 
of belonging”. A reading of the interview extracts in Table 8, reiterates the 
importance of music as a socio-emotionally binding force. There is a shared sense of 
ownership in relation to singing. As a key indicator of socialisation, it extends beyond 
pleasure (Schubert 2009)—to a general sense of security and well-being. By way of 
social inheritance, participants have internalised a musical way of being. Vivid 
recollections of such events confirm the extent of their personal meaning for 
participants—an internalisation of the true value of music. Parents constituted early 




practitioners were those of openness (Csikszentmihalyi and Csikszentmihalyi 1993, 
pp.188) and independence (Gute et al. 2008, pp.343-357)364. 
 
Featured Artist Observation 
Andy Irvine “My mother was always singing. She had been a musical comedy actress before 
the war and I always listened to the old 78 rpm records she had of old forgotten 
shows”. 
Luka Bloom “My mother would be the first thing that would pop out of my mind. It was as 
though singing and songs was the most important manifestation of language to 
her. She was a beautiful singer and a beautiful pianist, our father died when we 
were babies so it really became like a lifeline for her. It definitely became a place 
of deep comfort and solace and she just really encouraged it in all of us”. 
Tim Dennehy “My mother sang in the house and I was the youngest of a family of six so I 
would have spent a lot of time with her I suppose. She sang all the time, when 
she was milking the cow or baking a cake, so you assimilate a lot of that”. 
Glen Hansard “My mother very much used music to heal herself. Some people use music 
because they like melodies or the rhythms and they like to dance and some 
people use it to heal. I've always been one of those and I got it from my mother. 
For my mother, it was salve, it saved her. She listened to records with devotion 
the same way people pray, and I think I got my love of music from her”. 
Aoife Scott “It’s very much a genetic thing, being brought up by a family who played music 
all their lives365. My own sound is very much them and my granny”.  
Duke Special “Music seemed to be in my family, my grandmother taught piano. My mother 
and her five siblings all played, so music was always just around. There was a 
piano in the house”. 
Paul Brady “It's almost like it was always there with me, that it was always part of my being. 
I suppose before even I was conscious as an individual within a bigger space, 
music was part of my experience. Apparently, I was singing a tune at the age of 
eighteen months according to my parents, a big hit at the time called ‘Now is the 
hour’”. 
                
  Table 8—A sample of references to parental influences366  
 
 
364 Independence was also confirmed in the earlier work of Albert and Runco (1989, pp.221-230). 
365 Scott’s mother is well known Irish singer Frances Black. 
366 As Austin (2009, pp.22-23) points out, “the vocal interaction in speech and song between mother 




In chapter three (see 3.3), I referred to “openness” as one of the “big five” 
personality traits of the creator. This could be thought of as a certain receptivity, 
which begins at the developmental stage of a creative life. In essence, parents 
themselves are responsible for what Connolly et al. (2014, pp.17-28) term an 
“opening of openness”. Equally important, is how practitioners negotiate their 
musical practice thereafter within the wider community (as discussed later in 6.4.3). 
While music may be at the root of one’s identity, as Vestad (ibid., p.99) argues 
individuals must “oscillate” between “roots” and “routes”, a view shared by Clifford 
(1997). In doing so, they must mediate between an emotional sense of “belonging” 
and that of “citizenship”. It is at this socio-emotional juncture that the most 
meaningful changes take place.   
 
6.4.2 Epiphanies— The “Hero” and The Route to Freedom 
 
Sub codes indicate that the majority of participants experienced some form of 
epiphany or “turning point” (Mc Adams and Bowman 2001), prior to becoming 
performing songwriters. Common in such occurrences lies a symbolic role model—
the hero, a figure who evidently foreshadows freedom. I use the word freedom in a 
bipartite sense — ‘freedom to express oneself artistically’ but also ‘liberty from 
Huizinga’s ‘ordinary world’. Such phenomena are interrogated here.  
The connection between heroic figures and freedom, is crystallised in the 
following epiphanic moment from Bob Dylan (1987):  
When I first heard Elvis' voice, I just knew that I wasn't going to work 
for anybody, and nobody was going to be my boss. Hearing him for the 
first time was like busting out of jail. I think for a long time that 
freedom to me was Elvis singing ‘Blue Moon of Kentucky’. 
 




The song which Dylan refers to was recorded at the renowned Sun Studio in 




Figure 36—Sun Studio, located at 706 Union Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee. 
(photo taken by the author) 
 
From its ancient Greek origins, epiphainein (epiphany) approximates to 
“appearance” or “manifestation”367. In Stephen Hero (1944)368, Joyce’s protagonist 
Stephen Daedalus369 describes an epiphany as “a sudden and momentary showing 
forth or disclosure of one’s authentic inner self”. This suggests a previsioning in 
accordance with the habitus of listening discussed previously. Epiphanies are 
demarcated in various ways. For Ross (2011, p.185) they are a “heightened emotional 
opening to a new understanding”. Just as the concept of monumental history 
 
367 Petridou (2016) defines the divine epiphany in Greek culture as “the manifestation of a deity to an 
individual or a group of people, in sleep or in waking reality”. She makes the distinction between 
“sensorial” and “intellectual” epiphanies. 
368  Stephen Hero (1944) is James Joyce’s posthumously released work. It began in 1904 and a 




(discussed in chapter Two—see 2.2.1) illustrates the efficacy of antecedents and 
therefore an opening of the past370, Joseph Campbell (2004, p.3) posits that “…myth 
is the secret opening through which the inexhaustible energies of the cosmos pour into 
human cultural manifestation”.  
In their early development as artists, it is evident that participants undergo 
what Campbell calls “shape shifting”. This is a “call to adventure” from what he 
terms an “ordinary world”. Presented as such it correlates with Huizinga’s Homo 
Ludens— the human necessity to “play”—in this case express themselves musically. 
Moving outside the “ordinary world”, at whatever level of complexity, signifies a 
route to purposeful play. The point of entry to purposeful play is embodied in the 
hero. Consistent with the Greek word heros—meaning protector or defender, I 
envisage the hero as—custodian of artistic perspective. It is closely aligned with the 
view of Campbell, who depicts the hero as more of a mentor— known or unknown. 
As verified earlier, it is often a family member who procures the environment for a 
musical life. It is the extra-familial figure however, who crystallises the intent. Andy 
Irvine’s discovery of Woody Guthrie (see 6.3.1) reiterates this argument. Heroic 
figures materialise at various levels of temporal and spatial extraction. 
As explored in the “emotional dimension”371, it is often a “sensorial” epiphany 
(Petridou 2016, p.2) which provides the impetus to become a singer. The hero is often 
perceived as someone at the boundaries of the supernatural. As Ó Lionáird advances, 
in the case of Pádraig Ó Tuama’s singing technique372— “it’s hard to believe that a 
 
369 Joyce used the spelling Daedalus in line with Greek mythology and thereafter changed the spelling 
to Dedalus. Daedalus was an artist. 
370 Here I intend both ancient and recent past. 
371 See 6.3.1. 




human could do it”. In essence, Ó Tuama was a creative benchmark in terms of 
reimagining the scope for vocal ornamentation. 
 
This guy really was a master. There was a lot of shape changing in his 
tonal approach and lengthening of notes. A suppleness and a sense of 
freedom but also a sense of exquisite structure to the way he shaped. It 
must have been an influence because I have been tending towards 
those ways of singing myself. 
 
      Iarla Ó Lionáird (2016)373 
 
 
The point at which the singing experiences of Ó Lionáird and Ó Tuama 
converge is that of autonomy of craft. While Ó Lionáird learned to sing in informal 
live performance situations, his exposure to Ó Tuama was through recordings 
presented to him locally374. As he has reported elsewhere, there was an “unbroken 
linguistic continuum” (Ó Lionáird 1997). Ó Lionáird had access to his own pre-
history. In arbitrating the efficacy of Ó Tuama’s voice, in a broader sense, Ó Lionáird 
acknowledges that he had “no part to play” in the culturally rich environment in 
which he found himself. In doing so, he accedes to a Heideggerian “thrownness”. 
Nonetheless, his adhesion to the sonority of singers such as Ó Tuama as authentic 
source, is just one of the characteristics which distinguishes his “expressive ear” from 
that of another listener. Although one’s singing practice is partly guided, individuals 
adhere to that which conveys meaning, or provides musical fulfilment. It is therefore 
not sufficient to say that artists are merely fortunate to be raised in culturally sonorous 
settings. In the instance discussed, the heroic singing of Ó Tuama served as more of a 
catalyst for Ó Lionáird’s singing practice. More often than not, a multitude of heroic 
figures are involved. As it happens, Ó Lionáird was just as fascinated with qawwali 
 
373 Personal interview conducted at Killarney Folkfest, Killarney, Co. Kerry on 27 July 2016. 




singing as he was with the voice of Ó Tuama. Notwithstanding, he fully 
acknowledges how acts as diverse as Planxty and David Bowie formed part of his 
“habitus of listening” (see 6.3.1) with siblings. 
Despite Duke Special’s predisposition toward vaudevillian theatre, his calling 
to a musical practice originates with The Beatles.    
 
 There were a few epiphanies. One was seeing The Beatles on TV in 
1980—it was the day John Lennon died. I remember them sitting in a 
room singing "Hide your love away" and just thinking whatever it is 
I'm feeling from watching that, I want to become that.  
         
           Duke Special (2017)375 
 
 
According to Allison and Goethals (2016, p.109) heroes and hero narratives 
provide “epistemic” and “energising” functions. The Beatles in this instance, acted as 
a mirror376 reflecting back an ideal image of self377. The distanced or unknown heroes 
in this case were sufficient to awaken that which the artist immediately recognised as 
their vocation. The fact that Duke Special was later influenced by Scottish poet and 
songwriter Ivor Cutler (1923-2006) makes perfect sense, as Cutler’s aesthetic was 
lauded by The Beatles378. Similar to The Beatles, Duke Special was guided by pre-
rock 'n' roll styles, as well as the more experimental. His songwriting practice draws 
on the chordal structures of old hymns and parlour music from the 1920s, 1930s and 
1940s. On beginning his own practice, Duke Special describes the emotionality of 
piano chords as "filling a hole in himself". Emotions thus become not only a part of 
what artists are drawn to but also what they see themselves creating in order to 
 
375 Personal interview with 22 April, 2017. 
376 In line with Cooley’s Looking Glass Self (1902). 
377 This correlates with the experience of Ó Maonlaí earlier (see 6.3.1). 
378 Ivor Cutler appeared in The Beatles’ film Magical Mystery Tour (1967) at their request. The event 





complete the inner self. It is an experience which concurs with Ross’s depiction of an 
epiphany earlier, in creating a “new understanding”. Duke Special’s case 
demonstrates that heroic figures enhance the self-concept. Ultimately, artists began 
taking ownership of their musical identities and formalising a practice. Akin to 
"taking flight hours as a pilot", Duke Special views the performance element and 
particularly the "the feeling of words in your mouth" as crucial in beginning a solo 
craft—a place which he describes as "home". It is a view which concurs with that of 
Vestad (2018), mentioned earlier in relation to genealogy (see 6.4.1).  
Although raised in a household saturated in traditional song, Luka Bloom was 
keen to individuate. Most of those who persuaded him away from the “ordinary 
world” were guitar playing singer-songwriters.   
 
I wasn't that drawn to ballads or traditional singing, particularly from 
the moment I encountered the people who were to become my role 
models—which would have been Neil Young, James Taylor, Bob 
Dylan, Joni Mitchell, John Martyn, Nick Drake and Leonard Cohen. 
Actually, the people who were the masters of the tradition were only 
one generation ahead of me. Some of them are still alive and some of 
them are only 5 or 6 years older than me. But that's what I tapped into 
and that's what formed the basis of what has become my working life.  
          
            Luka Bloom (2016)379 
 
 
Drawing from the singer-songwriter canon led to a further epiphanic moment 
in the writing of ‘Wave up to the Shore’380, when he was sixteen years old. Although 
his brother Christy Moore recognised the song’s potential (recording it some years 
later381), for Bloom it was a “beacon of possibility”, which helped in articulating his 
wider intention. As such, the composition shifted his “horizons of expectation” (Jauss 
 
379 Personal interview conducted at INEC Acoustic Club, Killarney, Co. Kerry on 3 September 2016.   
380 He wrote the song in 1972 as Barry Moore prior to adopting the stage name Luka Bloom.  




1970)382. As a cycle of life song, ‘Wave up to the Shore’, elucidates the natural world 
and its ephemerality. Its continued relevance for Bloom is demonstrated in his 
decision to record it with his own voice, forty years later. Beginning in acapella (as 
Christy Moore had done in the first recording) Bloom revitalises the song by way of a 
dronal interface between nylon-string guitar and double bass. As the closing track on 
an album entitled Frugalisto (2016), it is a poignant end to what constitutes a song 
cycle about living resourcefully yet valiantly.  
As a guitar playing singer-songwriter, Clive Barnes experienced a number of 
epiphanic moments, most of which materialised through his appreciation of traditional 
blues singers and virtuosic instrumentalists. The most significant moment however 
occurred through a known mentor—Eric Bibb383 . He describes the interaction as 
follows: 
 
I consider my whole life pre and post Eric Bibb. I was a completely 
different musician before I met him. Every aspect of being a 
musician—I got from him—like how to carry yourself, how to write a 
song and how to perform.  
 
                     Clive Barnes (2015)384  
 
Although Barnes had been playing the guitar and singing for most of his life 
prior to meeting Bibb, a chance encounter with the American singer-songwriter at a 
well-known jazz club in Paris385, led to a significant working relationship thereafter. 
Several musical collaborations ensued, including performances with Henry Saint 
 
382 Erwartungshorizont or horizon of expectation is part of reception theory as advanced by Hans 
Robert Jauss in the context of interpretation of literary text.   
383 New York born Eric Bibb is an African-American contemporary blues performer. Complimentary 
to his performance is a particular resonator guitar (called ‘solid rock’) he acquired that was once owned 
by seminal blues pioneer Booker White. Bibb describes the guitar as one “that wants to speak”, and a 
“living current…. connecting him to Booker” and the “tradition”. BB King considered the instrument a 
“holy relic” (Bibb 2014). 
384 Personal interview conducted at McCarthy’s, Dingle, Co. Kerry on 6 March 2015.   




Clair Fredericks, Jr. (better known as Taj Mahal). One of the most significant 
practices Bibb and Taj Mahal instilled in Barnes was that of absolute improvisation. 
While improvisation is inherent to the blues tradition from which his mentors came, 
by absolute improvisation I mean—spontaneous composition with no awareness of its 
underlying form—there was strictly “no rehearsal”. As such, it was one step closer to 
musical freedom. Barnes’s musical aesthetic is saturated in the blues. He taps his foot 
on a porch board386—a device which provides “real time percussive bass”387. It adds 
a sympathetic thump to his closely integrated vocal and guitar picking techniques. 
Recalling his inaugural appearance at Other Voices388, Barnes likens using the porch 
board to ski jumping at the Winter Olympics: 
 
…where those guys travel down the ski slopes and come off floating 
through the air. How do you practice for that? There has to be a point 
where they just push you off the slope and see how it turns out.  
          
Trialling a performance technique is both courageous and exhilarating for any 
artist. For Barnes taking the jump to integrate the porch board into his soundscape not 
only succeeded in making his performances more engaging, it became intrinsic to his 
gestalt. Presenting his music in this way gives a sense of back porch freedom—a 
licence to play freely. It is a creative practice respectful of the tradition he is so deeply 
connected to.  
 In addition to musical freedom, an aspect of play highlighted by 
participants was a disinterest in obtaining what is colloquially referred to as a “real 
 
386  Porch Board is a trade name for this guitar accessory, often referred to as a stomp box. See 
http://www.porchboard.com  
387 Particularly evident at low frequencies, often termed the ‘low-end’  
388 A “three-day festival of music, song and storytelling” which takes place annually in Dingle, Co. 




job”389. Signifying another desire to move outside Huizinga’s “ordinary world”, its 
intensity is captured in what Luka Bloom describes as “the terror of ever having to 
actually work for a living”. In spite of this, Bloom recognises that he has “never had a 
job where his weekend was free”, giving him and the majority of his peers a different 
relationship with generic concepts of a working life. It is at such a juncture that the 
work-play dichotomy intensifies. While in all cases monetisation was considered 
secondary to artistic practice, performing songwriters still need to earn a living. 
Recalling early street performances with The Benzini Brothers390, Liam Ó Maonlaí 
confirms that it led to an early realisation that an artistic life could also provide a 
living. As he explicates, it was the first time where he felt performance could grant 
independence and "pay his rent". The relationship between artistic freedom and 
financial independence has always been an antagonistic one, as financial success is 
mostly audience related.  
 
6.4.3 Community and Social Solitude 
 
In A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and 
Beautiful (1757) 391  Edmund Burke states that we are “creatures designed for 
contemplation as well as action”. All artists investigated depict an early desire to 
cultivate that which is meaningful. Earlier in this chapter, I stated that this constitutes 
“einbildungskraft”—a craft of the imagination which infers a cognitive process. As 
 
389 In their examination of the “real job” colloquialism in the United States, O’Connor and Raile (2015 
pp.276-290) conclude that millennials (n=139) are “divided about the ability of the term to preference 
or marginalise individual work choices.” An earlier study by Clair (1996, pp.249-267) concluded that 
Generation X (n=37) equated the term with earning potential.   
390  Formed in 1985, The Benzini Brothers were a duo comprising Ó Maonlaí and Fiachna Ó 
Braonáin—a pre-cursor to the band Hothouse Flowers.  
391 Section XI Society and solitude. See Burke, E. (1990, p.40) A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin 




van Vuuren (2017, p.52) cautions, “people with a calling can become loners”. On 
inspection of the sub codes, at first it would appear that early songwriting 
practitioners spend significant periods of time in solitude. This is not an entirely 
accurate reflection.  
The extent to which sound is imbued with meaning is verified empirically in 
the emotional dimension (see 6.3). Blacking famously designated music as “humanly 
organised sound” (1974, pp.3-31). The sharing of songs in a social setting such as that 
described earlier by Dennehy (see 6.3.2) depicts a sonorous meitheal. It represents an 
informal community music, where there are no boundaries to repertoire—blending 
traditional and newly composed songs as part of social life. In other words, it signifies 
the formation of “collective identities” (Turino 2008). More recently, in Music as 
Creative Practice, Cook (2018, pp.69-133) depicts all musical creation as 
collaborative—a reiteration of Small’s musicking. The cultivation of better songs, 
according to Cook, begins with what he calls “rethinking the garret”, or abolition of 
the lone genius myth (see chapter three—3.3). For Cook, the imaginative faculty is 
fuelled in the experience of living itself—through immersion in society, or simply by 
improving one’s social life. It is natural that those involved in musicking would 
gravitate towards likeminded individuals, and by extension extra-musical phenomena. 
Andy Irvine exclaimed “When I came to Ireland, I discovered a whole bunch of 
people — a whole kind of society of people who were into the same kind of music I 
was into. But, also, they had the same attitude as me to society and life” (Quinn 
2015). Due to its intangible yet “accessible” quality, Frith (1996a, p.121) concludes 
that music is both individualising and collective. To a person creating songs, a 
dichotomy of this nature implies spending time attached to yet detached from the 




life which provides much of the impetus for the writing of songs— “my consumers 
are they not my producers?”, wondered James Joyce in Finnegan’s Wake (1939)392. 
Notwithstanding the import of community and ordinary life, it is evident from field 
studies that early creative engagement begins outside “ordinary life”. “I’d get lost in 
writing songs, it was pretty much all I did”, is how Wallis Bird explicates her first 
creative endeavours. Dissanayake (2001) whom I mentioned in chapter 3, recognised 
that art is something which occurs within the “extra-ordinary”—a place where the 
artist can “play for play’s sake” (ibid., p. 43)—leading to a situation where the artist 
can become anything they want to be. Discovering one’s voice and therefore “the 
inner world of ideas” (Briggs Myers 1980, p.56), assumes what Campbell refers to as 
“willed introversion” (2004, p.59). As reported from field studies, the majority of 
early attempts at songwriting occurred in a playful and liberating environment, yet 
eventually through self-imposed solitude.  
 
I'd like to think the driving force behind becoming a singer-songwriter 
is the songs—so if you are spending all this time as I did, alone with 
your guitar and your pen and your paper and your dreams and your 
fears and your insecurities and your vulnerabilities and the sheer joy of 
sitting in a room alone playing the guitar and taking that time and 
taking that trouble—you plough the field so to speak.  
 




As established, part of the route to becoming a performing songwriter is an 
obligation to considerable periods of time away from the conventional world. In On 
the Genealogy of Morals (1887) Nietzsche argues that "meaning" justifies some form 
 
392 In eradication of the distinction between producers and consumers of music, people would regain 
the ‘ownership of their senses’ and the means to develop their intellect to its full potential, according to 
Reily (2006, p.2).  




of suffering. Considering Bloom’s experience, it is evident that play eventually 
becomes replaced with more “purposeful play” and as I demonstrate in chapter seven 
a broader concept of “work”. Often viewed as synonymous with desolation or 
withdrawal, solitude is equally recognised as a source of enlightenment (Averill and 
Sundararajan 2014, p.13). By giving structure to a work of creativity, artists succeed 
in shaping themselves as individuals. Glen Hansard’s early experiences with 
songwriting, similar to those of Bloom, clearly demonstrate this: 
 
I had become a massive Bob Dylan fan and a massive Leonard Cohen 
fan. So, for me I had entered my life's work, I had entered my path—
for me it was like this massive shift where suddenly I wasn't hanging 
out with all the lads I was hanging out with before. I was just a loner; I 
was in my room and I was putting in the hours. 
 
                    Glen Hansard (2017)394 
 
 
The “shift” described by Hansard represents a willingness to forgo the 
ordinary life in pursuit of that promised by a musical one. Nietzsche refers to this as 
the "organising idea", which allows people to arrange the plethora of ideas in their 
mind and focus on a goal which gives meaning to life395. It confirms that creators are 
able to “define identity and achieve self-reference” in “interacting with their work 
rather than by interacting with other people” (Storr 2005).  
As songs require input from others, in order to complete the performance—the 
solitary world quickly becomes socialised. Long and Averill (2003) describe solitude 
as a "vital social phenomenon”. While this may seem like a contradiction, solitude 
permits access to understandings they deem otherwise unattainable. Sharing such 
 
394 Personal interview conducted at Pickering Forest, Celbridge, Co. Kildare, 8 May 2017. 






discoveries provide cultural benefits as songwriters disseminate their songs. Rather 
than complete isolation, Long and Averill make the case for an interdependency 
between solitude, freedom and creativity. This is best explicated by Kirnarskaya 
(2009, p.47) in her description of the polarities between extroverts and introverts and 
their means of communication (see chapter three—3.3). According to Kirnarskaya 
extroverts respond to the reactions of others, while introverts prefer to “listen” or 
remain perceptive. The key to becoming a performing songwriter is evidently to 
listen—initially to the sound which instigates change and thereafter to listen to their 
deepest inner voice. While creativity is cultivated in solitude, much of the source lies 
in observing that which is external. Most of all they are self-motivated or autotelic—
automatically goal orientated by the “thing itself”—the crafting of song.  
 
6.5 CONCLUSION  
 
In this chapter I argue that the creative practice of Irish performing 
songwriters begins with affective experience. Grounded in the data collected from 
field studies, this constitutes what I term the ‘socio-emotional’ dimension. The first 
stages of creative practice begin with a “habitus of listening” (Becker 2004, 2010; 
Bourdieu 1984, p.2)— a “sense perception” (Karnes 2011, p.33) or “aesthetic 
consciousness”. Through the craft of the imagination (“einbildungskraft”) artists 
obtain a previsioning of their creative practice. This often occurs by way of epiphanic 
moments. In the cases of all participants, it is evident that no one set forth to become a 
performing songwriter from the beginning. Career trajectories of those studied 






writing and performing in their own name. At the core of early creative practice lies a 
human desire to “play” as argued in Huizinga’s Homo Ludens. It is through “play” 
that artists find their musical voice. Creative practice stems from an autotelic 
disposition to transcend the “ordinary life”, and pursue that which is meaningful—the 
performance and/or composition of songs.   
While the recorded artefact is instrumental in hybridising the artistic ear, in all 
cases artists were driven by a sound, the sound of words and music rooted to a greater 





















CHAPTER 7  BEING AN IRISH PERFORMING SONGWRITER 
 
Creativity itself is a way of being only truly meaningful if entered into 
for its own sake.  





This chapter presents and discusses the figure of the Irish performing 
songwriter in terms of the process of being a practicing artist. As evident from the 
theoretical codes (see chapter five), it is anchored within a socio-musicological 
framework. Writing one’s own songs (text and music) with a view to performance 
necessitates composing both the self and the material object (song), in the setting in 
which they reside. ‘Songwriting practice’ and ‘performing practice’ are never truly in 
isolation—constantly influencing each other in “esemplastic” 396  fashion (Dewey 
1934, p.278). In this chapter, I focus on songwriting, which practitioners have 
identified as the most creative strand of their practice. With ‘artistic practice’ at its 
fulcrum I deliberate on the intricacies of the songwriting process as experienced by 
the artists themselves. In a section dedicated to ‘song synthesis and memorable 
works’, my discourse is supported by way of ethnographic vignettes. The chapter 
concludes with my examination of what artists have termed “Irish blues”. 
 
7.2 SOCIO-MUSICOLOGICAL DIMENSION 
 
The conceptual model of the socio-musicological practitioner in chapter five 




codes. Each of the codes are investigated here, and contextualised in relation to the 
contributions of participating songwriters. In keeping with the provision of 
ethnography as— “writing about groups of people” (Creswell 2014, p.489)397, the 
voices of practitioners are prominent. 
 
7.2.1 Artistic Discipline 
 
An overarching theme of ‘artistic discipline’ is evident from the early stages 
of investigation and therefore constitutes its fulcrum. As a consequence, it is this 
theoretical category which is presented first. Rather than that which is inherent, Piirto 
suggests that creative practice is something which individuals have invested 
themselves with (1998, p.42)— this observation lies at the core of being a songwriter. 
‘Work’ emerged as the most frequently used term by participants—as extracted 
directly from collective interview transcripts (see Figure 37 and Appendix H).  
 
 
Figure 37—Word Frequency Query for all Participants  
 
396 Esemplastic is a term accredited to poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge in Biographia Literaria (1817)  




As a practitioner, the Irish songwriter is highly conscious of artistic 
causality— ultimately aware that a mere fraction of their labour results in a completed 
artefact. They are nonetheless rewarded when the cumulative efforts of their practice 
collide, albeit unexpectedly in many cases. As cautioned by W.B. Yeats (1916)398— 
“in dreams begin responsibilities”, a dictum famously echoed in the work of Schwartz 
(1938) 399 . The performing songwriter has dreams that are deeply personal, yet 
remarkably communal. Driven by an autotelic disposition or intrinsic motivation, the 
central nuances of ‘work’ and the tensions between ‘discipline’ and ‘playfulness’ in 
one’s creative practice are discussed here.  
 
To labour in song— “Showing up for work” 
 
Countering any romanticisation of their practice, artists such as Nick Cave 
(2014) and Leonard Cohen (Zollo 2003) have epitomised the songwriting process as 
“hard labour". Van Morrison (2016) describes it as “a place called hard work”. No 
different to other creative practices, songwriting requires cultivation of particularities 
unique to the discipline. It implies regulating tensions between direct action and 
inaction. One of the complexities of the songwriter’s craft is the absence of temporal 
and spatial boundaries imposed by a regular occupation 400 . All participants 
demonstrate being driven by the absolute act of working for the songs as an end in 
themselves. Underpinned by a central theme of ‘work’, they exemplify Tharp’s 
conceptualisation of a muse as “that for whom you long to labour” (2008, p.58). 
Results validate the Irish performing songwriter as an autotelic practitioner (chapter 
three—3.3). This is epitomised in the following statement by Eleanor McEvoy: 
 
398 From Responsibilities a collection of poetry by W.B. Yeats published in 1916. 




I had written hundreds of songs before I played them to anybody and it 
probably seems weird. I just didn't have the need to play them to 
anybody else—I had the need to write them. 
 
                     Eleanor McEvoy (2016)401 
 
When referring to “work” participants generally mean activities which pertain 
to lyric writing more so than any other aspect of songwriting. This is clearly evident 
from the sub codes for “Artistic Discipline” (see Figure 38), where lyrical 
conceptualisations and obligations to time are endorsed by 82% of participants402. As 
becomes evident later, the general consensus is that melody takes care of itself 
instinctively. It is therefore perceived as less demanding and less “work” orientated. 
This is most likely attributable to the natural aptitude for melody as endorsed by 
participants later in this chapter (see 7.2.3).  
Of course, a predisposition to write assures self-contentment no more than 
working on songs guarantees a favourable outcome. As argued in the previous chapter 
(6.4.3) ‘meaning’ constitutes a Nietzschean suffering—which in this chapter can be 
re-interpreted as a sustained measure of work. Studying the songs of any well-known 
songwriter prompts the question—for every word printed how many more were 
rejected in its place?403 Dedicated songwriters are of course, never fully detached 
from a potential song. Irish songwriters conceptualise this as varying degrees of 
“showing up for work". Consistently voiced by participants and echoed in a 
songwriting workshop by Declan O'Rourke404, there is some divergence as to what 
“showing up for work” signifies. 
 
400 By regular it is intended a formal contract of employment with designated working hours.  
401 Personal interview conducted at INEC Acoustic Club, Killarney, Co. Kerry on 7 May 2016. 
402 82.3% n = 14 
403 It is a perspective which Canadian singer-songwriter Ron Sexsmith posits lyrically in ‘This song’, 
when he sings “for every song you’ve ever heard, how many more have died at birth”. ‘This song’ 
features on Blue Boy (2001), the fifth studio album by Ron Sexsmith released on Cooking Vinyl. 





Figure 38—Artistic Discipline 
 
By and large, it is consistent with the “habit” of creativity proposed by 
Sternberg (2007, 2012 (see chapter three—3.3)) and Tharp (2008). Barber (2017, 
pp.51-70) documents such habits as “songwriting routines”. While a systematised 
“showing up for work” proves challenging, it is evident that the process becomes 
more pleasurable on overcoming the initial impasse. Practitioners enter a flow state 
which is well documented as that which accompanies the autotelic disposition (see 
chapter three—3.3). Polarities vis-à-vis “showing up for work” or ‘to labour in song’ 
present as the following:  
 
1. Allowing songs to happen—Remaining on stand-by 
2. Eliciting songs to happen  
 
Songwriters are of course engaged in both. ‘Allowing songs to happen’ refutes 
the idea that the songwriter is entirely passive—rather they are in a state of readiness. 
In her recognition of the “always on” generation Baron (2010, pp.31-44) justly 










advocates “controlling the volume”, where individuals must regulate their level of 
commitment through self-discipline. One aspect of the songwriting process therefore 
constitutes a working commitment to being on standby, should a lyrical concept 
strike, and to act accordingly (or not) on that which presents itself. The scenario of the 
songwriter on standby is epitomised by Glen Hansard (2017) as follows: 
 
There's still this that thing of— ‘that's what you do, you just sit around 
and wait until something comes and then you really work on it?’, and 
I'm going yeah, that's what I do—I know it doesn't sound like much, 
yet it seems to take up all my time.405  
 
 
Allowing songs to happen, constitutes ideal working conditions. Practices 
which hinge on ephemeral concepts or unbounded time however, are indulgences 
which few practitioners can sustain. The positive-negative dichotomies of 
spontaneity406  and impulsivity are well documented in the work of Kipper et. al 
(2010, pp.39-53).  
‘Eliciting songs to happen’ is a more formal commitment, and therefore 
requires conscious negotiation of space and time. It is nonetheless, an unnatural 
approach. “Self-directedness” has been shown to compromise the flow experience 
(Teng 2011, pp.863-868). As Teng concludes, flow is a process of “persistence”. 
Rather than gaining access at will, this implies “the behaviour of continuing action 
despite the presence of obstacles” (Rovai 2003, p.1). While songwriters also allow 
songs to happen within a bounded space, in doing so they are entering a pre-meditated 
arrangement. Infiltrating a writing environment in the first instance, establishes a 
consciously negotiated “preparation stage”. Whether ‘allowing’ or ‘eliciting’ songs to 
 
405 Personal interview conducted at Pickering Forest, Celbridge, Co. Kildare on 8 May 2017. 




happen, preparation is widely recognised as the first stage of the creative process (see 
chapter three—3.4). Henceforth, the artist’s workplace is conceptualised as a ‘writing 
labor-atory’ (from laborare meaning ‘to labour’), writing room or a prescribed space 
where songs happen (see chapter seven—7.2.6).  
As the most challenging aspect of songwriting practice, lyrics are often the 
component which decelerate the creative process. According to traditional singer and 
songwriter Tim Dennehy, artists will “frequently make excuses not to write”407. Of 
course, it is human nature to avoid that which is most difficult (Hagura et al. 2017, 
pp.1-20). As concluded by Baumann (2012, p.171) flow experiences do not always 
translate as exclusively “positive” because they combine “a need to seek difficulty 
with an ability to master it”. Negotiating the space between ‘work’ and that which 
provides self-fulfilment is clearly an important consideration for the performing 
songwriter, as explicated by Adrian Crowley. 
 
I'm just following this urge and I have got so much back from it. There 
is just this sense of ‘this is what I am supposed to be doing’ and there 
is absolutely no question about it. I love writing. It's like the balance 
between going to do a job and satisfying who ever has asked you to do 
it (in its most mundane sense), and on the other hand this magical 
feeling that you have after it. So, for the moment it’s both, it's 
something that I have to do, but it’s also a very satisfying 
occupation.408   
 
Encounters such as those described by Crowley demonstrate a consciousness 
of the true value of the songwriting process, hence “an increased propensity to 
experience flow” (Ross and Keiser 2014, pp.3-8). In doing so, he further unpacks the 
autotelic disposition. Crowley’s experience recognises the sense of pleasure in 
working with songs.  
 




 In the same way as ‘to labour’ extends to the ‘writing labor-atory’, the 
concept applies to collaboration (collaborare or “working together”), hence ‘col-
labor-ative songwriting’ or co-writing practice (see chapter seven—7.2.5). Likewise, 
flow is not exclusive to solo practice. As a case in point, Kieran Goss explicates how 
songs such as ‘Hand upon my Heart’ and ‘Our Love Endures’ were both written on 
the same day 409  with diverse co-writing partners. It is a breakthrough which he 
characterises as “managing to get the door open” thereby successfully engaging in 
“flow”. Most of all “showing up for work” signifies confronting difficulties in a self-
regulatory manner, hence negotiating opportunities for songs to proceed. This is 
primarily due to the meanings the songs and their writing processes have for the artist 
at the outset.  
 
Make yourself unavailable and be there, be present—be present for the 
song—go to work. Put in the work and put in the hours, that's the part 
that terrifying. Particularly, if you are as I am fundamentally 
undisciplined and ill-disciplined. So, I only do it because I love the 
songs. I love the challenge of the next song. But in order to honour that 
love I have to set aside the time the way anyone working their craft 
does.   
 
            Luka Bloom (2016)410 
 
Contrary to a singular concept of ‘labour’ or the ‘struggling artist’ at pain to 
engage with the songwriting process, the experience of practitioners lies somewhere 
between ‘discipline’ and ‘playfulness’. This concurs with the findings of Singh and 
Kaushik (2015) (see chapter three—3.1). The underlying significance of playfulness 
in creativity is well documented (Rogers and Sluss 1999; Reid 2004; Bateson et. al 
 
408 Personal interview with Adrian Crowley conducted on 18 April 2016. 
409 Personal interview conducted with Kieran Goss on 5 August 2015. Both songs feature on the album 
Red Letter Day (2000). 




2013; Bateson 2015). Rather than a stringent sense of ‘work’, experiences of 
participants suggest a practice which constitutes purposeful play. Their narratives bear 
resemblance to a tripartite paradigm originally put forward by Spence and Robbins 
(1992) of work involvement (WI), work enjoyment (E) and Drive (D) which they 
term “workaholism”—later expressed simply as a “pattern of behaviour” (Scott et. al 
1997). Such facets are quantified respectively in terms of “attitude”, “the level of 
pleasure derived from work” and “internal fulfilment rather than external pressure” 
(McMillan et al. 2002). While in practice songs are often determined by extrinsic 
factors including commissions (and therefore deadline driven processes), it is intrinsic 
motivation which triumphs in the ‘work’ enveloping meaningful songs.  
 
7.2.2 Acknowledging the Mystery 
  
Levi Strauss described music as the “the supreme mystery of the science of 
man” (1970, p.18). How a song moves from a state of non-existence to entering the 
consciousness of the artist is perhaps the biggest conundrum which faces the 
performing songwriter. Prior to contemplating the intricacies of their songwriting 
practice, it is worth reflecting on the legacy of ‘Port na bPucaí’ (Crosson 2011)411 
(often translated as ‘The Fairy Lament’) which means a door into the world of the 
spirits or ghosts. ‘Port na bPucaí’ is a slow Irish air, romantically linked to a tale from 
the Blasket Island of Inis Mhic Aoibhleáin where a melody apparently revealed itself 
out of the air. As evident from the notoriety of the example— “mysteriousness itself 
is a cultural asset” (Bennett 2011).  
 
411 Which later inspired Seamus Heaney’s poem ‘The Given Note’. For a detailed account of ‘The 




There is a generalised pattern of acceptance among participants that songs 
have mysterious origins. Positing that the act of songwriting remains oblique due to 
its integration of multiple stimuli—what are the underlying meanings often reconciled 
to ‘mystery’? Brabec de Mori (2016, p.80) summarises creativity as “the interaction 
of human beings with non-human agents”. It is a reiteration of Kant’s wider concept 
that the inner experience is only present in terms of an external one412. Whether 
stirred internally or by way of some external stimulus, participants appear instinctive 
in what Pattison (2011, pp.5-6) terms “sense bound writing.” 413  In other words, 
songwriters reposition themselves as ‘active’ rather than ‘passive’ in that which is 
perceived. Despite extensive and often laborious processes it is evident that certain 
songs present themselves with a higher degree of indeterminacy than others. A major 
perplexity therefore lies in the fact that the artist often appears to have less individual 
control over the song than expected or is rendered helpless in the face of that which 
presents itself. Such a concept is analogous to the “singular events” explored by 
Attridge in the realm of literary theory. In articulating the many complexities of the 
creative process, Attridge (2002, pp.48-66) conceptualises that "invention is an 
experience coming upon a form, a phrase—that seemed in retrospect, to be waiting in 
advance"414. Some participants have described this phenomenon as if the song were 
coming from somewhere else fully formed—a sensation which echoes ‘Port na 
bPucaí’: “It’s a wonderful feeling, when it comes like that, it’s like someone sent it to 
you in the post or e-mailed it to your head”—Ben Reel415. Reel’s account refers 
 
412 Immanuel Kant- Critique of Pure Reason (1781). 
413 Writing involving one of the seven senses- Pattison lists this as the five senses (sight, sound, taste, 
touch, smell) with the addition of body (organic sense) and motion (kinaesthetic sense). 
414 Seamus Heaney addresses this phenomenon in his poem ‘Postscript’ (Heaney 2014). The poem’s 
sentiment celebrates the arrival of the unknown, viewing the moment of inspiration as derivative of an 
indeterminate point—bereft of space-time. It suggests that the artist cannot be held accountable for 
such occurrences, hence their vulnerability to that which befalls them. 




specifically to “Feel Alive”416, a song with a moral tale which he considers one of his 
leading works. Composed in “about three to five minutes”, while performing other 
routine duties—ironically, it’s writing time correlates to the duration of the finished 
recording. A small subset (n=3) described how their “most popular” songs were those 
written inadvertently and within less than an hour. Interrogating such singularities, it 
becomes apparent that the genesis of seemingly episodic songs lies embroiled in the 
midst of cumulative energies beforehand. This corresponds to the illumination (“focal 
consciousness”) stage of creativity (see chapter three—3.4). Despite being perceived 
as ‘having potential’, songs are often relinquished over the course of polymorphic 
songwriting processes. Mick Hanly explicates how multiple songs were written and 
discarded in advance of ‘Past the Point of Rescue’, implicitly laying the groundwork 
for his most successful recording417. The song is described by Hanly as ceaselessly 
“going on in the subconscious”, finally “taking half an hour” to complete. Rather than 
ex nihilo, a series of multifaceted conceptual iterations take place before the song 
reveals itself. Reeves and Clarke (2000, p.118) postulate that mental repose is an 
important aspect of any creative act—allowing the mind to wander. Participants 
demonstrate a sense of what Marade et al. (2007, pp.125-149) refer to as 
“heightened creativity” thereby balancing “a willingness to express novel ideas” with 
“a willingness to repeatedly confront and adapt to the possibility of failure.” Findings 
are consistent with the manifestation of Damien Rice’s ‘Eskimo’, documented as a 
song which “seemed to fall out of nowhere” (Swan 2003, pp.58-59) despite days 
working on material that was deemed inferior beforehand. Experiences such as these 
concur with the early findings of Poincaré from 1913 (p.389) who represents 
 




creativity as the “appearance of sudden illumination, a manifest sign of long, 
unconscious prior work”. Bertrand Russell speaks of a similar incubation period when 
he acknowledges that work will always “proceed underground" (Phillips 2010, p.47). 
In his book The complete singer-songwriter, Rodgers (2016, p.4) describes the 
sources of song as “stored away moments” which “become the tools and spare parts 
of the new creation”. This equates to “incubation” (Simonton 1999), one component 
of the five-stage creative process (see chapter three—3.4). Amabile et. al (2005) 
explain incubation as closer to “a process of unconscious recombination of thought 
elements that were stimulated through conscious work at some point in time”.  
Inspiration is often portrayed as something beyond consciousness in the field 
of psychoanalysis. Freud’s (1908) acknowledgement of conscious and unconscious 
phenomena within the creative arts is well documented (Figuiera 2018; Neumann 
2013; Kandel 2012). For him it was the primary unconscious which allowed deeper 
levels of creative engagement primarily through repressed memory (1942/1985). 
Freud advised that it was “not I, but the poet discovered the unconscious” (Holland 
1960, pp.163-173). The “fifth province of the imagination”— mentioned earlier (see 
chapter three—3.3), can according to Hederman (1985, pp.110-119) be viewed as a 
Jungian “virtual centre” between the conscious and unconscious or a Heideggerian 
“nothing”. This resonates with Heidegger’s explanation of a phenomenon, originating 
from the Greek verb phainesthai (“to show itself”) which he terms a “middle voice” 
(Heidegger 1927/1996, p.25). Evidently, this “middle voice” lies at the heart of the 
songwriting process experienced here—a creative voice demarcated by a series of 
contextual nuances. The experiences of both Reel and Hanly are suggestive of a 
 
417 Following Hanly’s recording of the song on his album All I remember (1989), the song became the 
title track of the RIAA gold record ‘Past the Point of Rescue’ (1991) for American Country music artist 




Jungian collective unconsciousness which transpire as “patterns of instinctual 
behaviour” (Jung 1959, para. 91-99) rather than a premeditated act. According to 
Traverthen (2000) “active musicality” awakens “states of consciousness” and the 
development of intelligence, through the combination of an “investigative curiosity” 
and communication. Furthermore, cases where songs appear “fully formed” support 
the idea of gestalt theory (Duncker and Lees 1945) (see chapter three―3.3) where 
true unity is achieved in the absence of distinct stages.  
Generally, songwriters and their songs are engaged in what could be termed 
sustained correspondence, where material in the process of being written and/or 
performed, infiltrates their wider lifeworld and vice versa. In many ways, the 
relationship of participants to songs and the songwriting process exhibits an apparent 
state of readiness, a sentiment Douek (2013, p.2) terms “constructive restlessness”. 
Liam Ó Maonlaí strongly confirms such a disposition in describing the essence of his 
practice: “It's constant—you are turning it over in your head all the time, you are 
imagining, you're dreaming and you're gestating”418 . O’Maonlaí’s description not 
only implies allegiance and adherence to his artistic practice but also the negotiation 
of space and time to evaluate and plot its course. Inferring contributions from states of 
consciousness and unconsciousness, it also suggests a Socratic dialogue with oneself 
where an aesthetic framework emerges. Drawing on the work of Merleau-Ponty 
(1962), Vasseleu depicts a “creative receptivity” (1998, p.24)—where the subject 
actively responds or assigns value to that which presents itself. Accordingly, the 
 





performing songwriter is recurrently engaged in a judgement of taste about the “first 
moment” of their labour419.  
Recognising the origin of a prodigious song is something which Mick Hanly 
describes in terms of how he orientates himself relative to the situation at hand. He 
illustrates this as becoming conscious of that which should already be apparent. For 
Hanly one becomes attuned to their compositional environs through “hard work”—
habituation and immersion in songwriting practice over an extended period. 
 
All you can bring to it is your own persona, or your own angle and if 
you can do that count yourself lucky. But that's hard to develop, it's 
hard to spot it—the problem is, it's awfully obvious—it's just sitting in 
front of you and you must have the antenna to spot it. When you do 
spot it, it's a great moment—that's your moment of inspiration. 
 
                           Mick Hanly (2015)420 
 
Other participants liken a song’s inscrutable evolution to visual art—
borrowing painting metaphors to explain how events are revealed through the 
application of brush strokes. Kieran Goss makes such an argument where it may not 
be clear even to the artist what the song is about until it is finished. Conceptualising a 
song in a similar way, Duke Special imagines himself as someone who allows one 
musical texture (layer) to dry before applying the next strata, akin to technê421 . 
Essentially, intermittent periods of gestation assist in not only demystifying but also 
consolidating the structure of the emerging song.  
 Beyond the obscure nature of a song’s origin, lie the wonders which 
befall a songwriter in the midst of the writing act itself. This is further evident in the 
way John Spillane characterises the thrill of embarking on a songwriting quest, where 
 
419  Kant, Immanuel (1790)—Critique of Judgment, to trans. Meredith, Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1928. 




the writer is “transported to places they didn't realise they were going"422. Spillane 
depicts a sense of fervour in this natural yet extemporaneous unfolding of events—
instigated in multiple cases by a single concept or line of text. Abstraction of the 
songwriting process is probably best understood in terms of allowing the song to 
inspire its own direction or establish its own personality, which is clearly what Paul 
Brady means on pronouncing “the best thing you can do for your songs is to get out of 




Whether self-directed or by commission, sooner or later songwriters establish 
an internal project brief for themselves. Irrespective of the context— “something has 
to come first” (Bennett 2012, p.154). As discussed in chapter three (3.5), Berklee 
scholar Mark Simos refers to the stimulus as the song “seed” in his 360º approach424. 
Having clarified tensions between the unconscious and conscious in the previous 
section, while “inspiration” is largely “an unconscious creative reshaping of already 
existing materials in the tradition” (Cooke 2000, p.34), it is also a conscious reshaping 
of prevailing material. By this I mean that performing songwriters although mostly 
perceived as autonomous creators are often composing melodies to accompany 
existing lyrics or adding lyrics to extant melodies. 
 
421 A Greek term usually translated as craftsmanship or skill. 
422 Personal interview with John Spillane at the ‘IMRO Christie Hennessy Songwriting Competition’, 
The Rose Hotel, Tralee on 25 Nov 2016. 
423  “Liberate Ulysses” Interview Part 1 (p.2)—Interview with Irish singer-songwriter Ken Cotter, 
available:  
http://www.kencotter.ie/about/LiberateUlyssesConversation_1.pdf [accessed 31 March 2020]. 





No matter the magnitude, the disciplinary practice which circumscribes every 
song exhibits lineage to a songwriting tradition. Analysis of the sub codes for 
‘stimulus’ clearly indicate a dialectic between the ‘Influence of Traditions’ and 
‘Being a Contemporary Voice’ as shown in Figure 39. Each of these predominant sub 





Influence of traditions and traditional melody 
 
As noted by Ó Giolláin (2000), “tradition”425 signifies “respect and duty”. 
Integrating lyrics and melody in a novel way against a back catalogue of monumental 
traditional Irish works is a sentiment which many participants elucidate in the 
findings of this study. References to the ‘Agency of Masters’ (as evident from Figure 
39), further demonstrates the continued effect of musical traditions on customary 
practice. Irish artists who identify as ‘folk singer-songwriters’ clearly demonstrate 
 




cognizance of the dynamism of antecedents, which they attribute to an Irish “melodic 
culture”426. By “Irish melody” artists intend melodies which they deem derivative of 
both Irish traditional songs and instrumentals. In his preface to Old Irish folk music 
and songs— Part I (1909, vii) P.W. Joyce recalls how music and songs—  
 
…...were in the air of the valley; you heard them everywhere- sung, 
played, whistled; and they were mixed up with people’s pastimes, 
occupations and daily life…. As I loved the graceful melody of the 
people from my childhood, their songs, dance tunes, keens and 
lullabies remained in my memory, almost without any effort of my 
own so that ultimately, I became as it were, the general and it may be 
said the sole legatee of this long accumulating treasure of melody.  
 
 
Pete Seeger reiterates Joyce’s sentiments, attributing the continuity of the Irish 
musical tradition to “a treasury of magnificent melodies”.  It is, in Seeger’s opinion, 
why American songwriters spent so much time adding “new words” to existing Irish 
melodies in preference to writing their own427 . The salience of such melodies is 
validated by Luka Bloom, as confirmed by his interactions with American audiences 
in particular. Bloom endorses melody as intrinsic to the human condition in Ireland at 
large: 
 
I don't go to many places in the world where I hear people whistling. 
One of the things I notice about Ireland is it's not uncommon to find 
yourself in a shop somewhere in the country where somebody walking 
by the door is whistling a tune. That says something about the function 
of music in people's lives. 
                                                                              Luka Bloom (2016)428  
 
 
426 Based on a personal interview with Paul Brady at his home studio in Dublin on 23 March 2017. 
427 From an interview with Pete Seeger on Bringing it all Back Home, a BBC and RTÉ television 
documentary tracing the influence of Irish music (1990). 





Bloom reiterates Narayan’s concept of “everyday creativity” (see chapter 
three—3.4), where one of the most natural characteristics of individuals is to engage 
with melody. So, what are the nuances of Irish melody that facilitate its inculcation 
within the songs of some of the most celebrated songwriters of Ireland? Paul Brady 
attributes it to a variance in “single line melody” within traditional instrumental 
music, explaining that in a typical set of reels each one has a “totally different colour 
than the one preceding it”429. The importance of Irish melody is reiterated by Eleanor 
McEvoy who explains: 
 
In Irish writer’s like Van Morrison, or bands like U2 or The 
Cranberries, I hear melodies that are intrinsically Celtic—in the way 
you don't with contemporary Western singer-songwriters—who have 




Despite the emergence of newly composed melodies (guided by the ubiquity 
of traditional music), the canon of existing airs continues in the compositions of 
contemporary Irish songwriters. Such songs are often instigated simply through 
recollections of subjectively meaningful tunes. Evidently, this is how ‘The 
Birdcatcher’ from Mick Hanly’s album Homeland (2016) first emerged— fusing the 
melody from ‘The Lambs on the Green Hill’431  (whom he fondly remembers as 
recorded by The Johnstons in 1968) with newly written lyrics which recall childhood 
adventures in his native Limerick. Melodically, ‘The Lambs on the Green Hill’ is 
comparable to other well-known traditional Irish melodies such as ‘Eamonn an Cnoic’ 
 
429 Personal interview with Paul Brady at his recording studio in Dublin on 23 March 2017. 
430 From a personal interview conducted on 7 May 2016. McEvoy cites Van Morrison’s Moondance as 
an example of a song which lends itself to reinterpretation in the time signature of an Irish jig.   
431 “From Colm O'Lochlainn's first collection of Irish songs. It is related closely to the Scottish ‘I Once 
Loved A Lass’ and countless other variants of the most familiar theme in folk music, the story of 




(Ned on the Hill)432. Similarly, in ‘The Good Ship Delirious’ (from the same album), 
Hanly reimagines ‘The Hot Asphalt’ 433  to craft a humorous song characterising 
utopian ideals. In the case of the latter, Hanly draws from the version written by Ewan 
MacColl for his Radio Ballads series (1958-1964)434. Once more the melody goes by 
several names, perhaps the most well-known of which is ‘Bonaparte crossing the 
Rhine’—often featured as a hornpipe at traditional instrumental sessions. Evidently, 
for songwriters such as Hanly, vernacular melodies continue their relevancy as 
vehicles to bolster new lyrical concepts. Following his own judgement, Hanly 
transmogrifies the restrictive container of the melodic tradition.  
 
I don't stick religiously to the tunes; I just push them and pull them 
whatever way it suits me. You don't lose the melodies because they 
are everlasting. Those particular twists and turns that attract us so 
much are reusable because they are almost like old sayings that are 
wise. That's what they remind me of—they always make sense 
because they are so beautiful in their concept. 
 
Mick Hanly (2015)435 
 
In addition to personal recollections of existing melodies, songwriters are 
actively exploring the archives of ancient melody in search of something which may 
provide the impetus for a new song. Over the course of my field studies, John Spillane 
(see Figure 40) cited the importance of The Petrie collection of the Ancient Music of 
Ireland (1855, 1882) to his creative practice—texts to which he regularly turns for 
 
432  Similarities between such Irish melodies and those of the Scottish Highlands with their 
characteristic “leap of a sixth” are documented by Porter and Gower (1995, p.140) in their studies of 
Scottish traditional singer Jeannie Robertson (1908-1975). 
433  A song which originally documented Irish navvies in Britain, with lyrics composed by Ewan 
MacColl. 
434 An audio documentary format created for BBC radio by Ewan MacColl, Peggy Seeger, and Charles 
Parke. 




melodic inspiration436. For Spillane, similar to Hanly, composing through the direct 
usage of existing material is a facet of songcraft just as valid as if the songwriter was 
to furnish both lyrics and melody.  
 
       
   Figure 40—John Spillane in field Studies with the author 
 
Such practices exhibit a degree of continuity with the work of well-known 
singer and songwriter Thomas Moore (1779-1852) who amalgamated original lyrics 
with old Irish airs such as ‘The Moreen’ giving rise to ‘The Minstrel Boy’ 
(Hammond, 1979 p.31). Moore’s work was of course the continuity of a similar 
practice, employing melodies adapted from the transcriptions of Edward Bunting437 
(see chapter 2). “The Thomas Moore project” (2017)—an album released by Eleanor 
 
436 Spillane has also reinterpreted songs from this collection including ‘Óró sé do bheatha abhaile’ 
which he has performed live with American Hip-Hop group The Sugarhill Gang (Broadcast on The 




McEvoy, is a recent example of Moore’s parlour music438 reimagined for the twenty 
first century. It is a recording featuring some of his most celebrated works including 
‘The Last Rose of Summer’ and ‘The Minstrel Boy’. Emphasising Moore’s melodic 
textures, McEvoy reconceptualises the parlour aesthetic, bringing it closer to 
orchestral or chamber pop.  
Clearly, the melodic traditions of Ireland continue not only to reflect and 
refract the practices of Irish artists but often provide the song’s impetus. Similarly, 
songwriters continue to reimagine existing lyrical content out of a sense of ‘duty’ to 
present-day audiences—bridging the gap between traditional and contemporary 
practice. While this often transpires overtly439, it can happen circuitously in terms of 
continuity of craft and subject matter. Duke Special’s foray into setting other people’s 
words to music began with the Brecht440 play Mother Courage and her Children 
(1939) releasing an album of the same name in 2010441. In his songwriting practice, 
he intersperses original recordings with collaborative projects inspired by anything 
from photography442 (as in the case of Under the dark cloth), to the silent film of 
Hector Mann (2010), to the poetry of Michael Longley in Hallow (2017). 
Representing poetry as song is particularly problematic, as poems are not generally 
written to be sung. Consequently, melodic lines for verses rarely work because of the 
uniqueness in the way they are constructed.  For similar reasons, it is unlikely that 
poetry will lend itself to chorus material. Approaches such as these recalibrate the 
 
437 Bunting, E. (1797) A General Collection of the Ancient Irish Music—see full reference section. 
438 Moore, T.   (1856) Irish melodies, London: Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans. 
439 As discussed earlier, in relation to reimagining Joyce’s Chamber music. 
440  German playwright and poet Eugen Berthold Friedrich ‘Bertolt’ Brecht (1898-1956). Brecht 
composed the lyrics for ‘Die Moritat von Mackie Messer’ (later referred to as ‘Mack the Knife’ or ‘The 
Ballad of Mack the Knife’) a song by Kurt Weill for their music drama The Threepenny Opera. 
441 The album was one part of a trilogy featuring ‘The Silent World of Hector Mann’ and ‘Huckleberry 
Finn’ collectively released as The Stage, a book and the Silver Screen. 




working strategy of the artist. They challenge existing praxis because they are 
counterintuitive.  
Naturally, part of being a performing songwriter requires averting one’s gaze 
from within, to actively pursuing new forms of expression. Sourcing existing material 
releases the songwriter from an overdependence on their imagination. This broader 
sentiment is captured by Duke Special when he proclaims: 
 
It’s quite exhausting writing about your own internal landscape or your 
own emotions all the time and maybe I just find it healthy to look at 
other things or other characters or take inspiration from other places. 
Nevertheless, you see yourself reflected in these other things.  
 
               Duke Special (2017) 
 
In his approach to synthesis, there is a sense that Duke Special’s interests lie in 
achieving a gesamtkunstwerk (Trahndorff 1827)443, or “total work of art”. While the 
loci from which he draws his inspiration generally lie outside the Irish folk idiom, 
recent collaboration with Ulaid444 demonstrates an integration of contemporary and 
traditional aesthetics. In this case, historical texts sourced from the Francis J. Bigger 
collection (1926)445 offer a suitable frame of reference which honour both approaches.  
Reverence for the “dronal aspect” is a clear example where traditional and 
unconventional approaches collide. Highlighted in the practices of both Iarla Ó 
Lionáird and Adrian Crowley, musical drones appear to bridge the gap between 
‘traditional’ and experimental ‘art music’. This is due to its prominence in both 
ancient and avant-garde forms as well as indigenous Irish music. Although musically 
 
443 A term mostly associated with Richard Wagner. 
444 Traditional group comprising Dónal O’Connor, John Mc Sherry and Seán Óg Graham. 
445 Preserved at Belfast Central library, see The Late Francis Joseph Bigger (1926), Journal of the 
County Louth Archaeological Society, 6(2), 103-105.  




variant, there is some congruity in the recorded works of Ó Lionáird and Crowley—
particularly in terms of their treatment of sonic space.  
While contemporary artists and hybrids made several references to well-
known songwriting masters, those viewed as culture bearers cited poetry and ancient 
texts as fundamental to their musical direction. Returning to the discipline of 
‘remaining on stand-by’ or the “constructive restlessness” mentioned in the previous 
section—song stimuli are multitudinous. As Wallis Bird posits—everything to me is a 
song— “the passing of seasons, wind, rain, the ocean, leaves rustling, footsteps, 
people's laughter or the clinking of glasses”. 
 
Being a contemporary voice- “An honest signal” 
 
For practitioners beginning with a large collection of traditional material, 
motives for composing songs were unequivocally to broaden their personal repertoire.  
 
In my case, being at a distance from other traditional Irish influences 
while I was on the road in Eastern Europe in 1968-69, caused me to 
start writing songs in order to have something new to sing. 
 
                    Andy Irvine (2015)446  
 
 
Following this it became increasingly important to address more contemporary 
subject matter thereby diversifying from traditional forms. Apropos songwriting 
practice, Eleanor McEvoy accentuates how “truth stands the test of time” because it 
addresses “human emotion and behaviour”. As expected, participants base their 
creative practice on the precept that the stimulus merits attention in the first place. It 
 




is a forewarning to avoid writing songs without sincere intent. Furthermore, it speaks 
to the quest for authenticity in one’s craft.  
Naturally, it is less artistically demanding to produce redundant or indeed 
tautological work. In his short poem ‘A Coat’ (1916)447, Yeats warns that in order to 
flourish, both the artist and their work (song or poem) must divest themselves of 
preconceptions, so as to reflect a truer portrait for both self and audience. Just as it 
discourages others from plagiarising, it encourages oneself to do the same.  
 
 
Figure 41—Glen Hansard in field studies with the author 
 
 
While giving songs a ‘new suit of clothes’ often means re-stylising from a 
recording or production perspective—a song concept must be valid from the outset.  
 
 




You can have the best ideas in the world but if you're going through a 
period of your life where you have nothing to say, you just have to 
wait until you do. That's the key to the creative process because 
otherwise you are making stuff for the sake of it, and audiences are 
smart—listeners are smart.  
  
                 Glen Hansard (2017—Figure 41)448  
 
 
Authenticity is embroiled in its own levels of complexity. While on the one 
hand it is sufficient to say that authenticity is something which ‘comes from the 
heart’, authenticity suggests lineage to that which gives authenticity in the first 
place—a benchmark or a previous understanding. Hansard’s reflection raises the 
definitive question which artists need to be able to answer for themselves, which is— 
“Have I got something to say”? Apart from Hansard's wider appreciation of 
songwriters who are forthright with their audience, his statement insists that songs 
must have an inherent social value.  
Essentially, music represents an "authenticating device” accompanying key 
events in people’s lives (Nettl 1967, p.152).   
 
Music accordingly can be experienced as though it is an honest signal 
that means the way it sounds. It affords listeners the impression that 
their experience of music-in-action is both genuine and shared 
especially when their attention and actions rely on a common temporal 
framework. To share each other’s time, in fact, entails a type of joint 
affiliation. 
 
           Maeder and Reybrouck (2015, p.18) 
 
An honest signal in this case represents a reliable intermediary between 
transmitter and receiver, hence a heightened level of interactivity between the 
songwriter and their audience. For performing songwriters at large this encompasses 




observation which correlates with Heidegger’s usage of the ancient Greek term 
aletheia (ἀλήθεια)—a state of full disclosure which he calls “unconcealedness”. 
According to Heidegger truth manifests itself in one’s work when there is an “opening 
up of beings (des Seienden) into what and how they are” (Heidegger 1927, p.19). 
Being a contemporary voice not only implies speaking to one’s culture with 
certitude, but unremittingly questioning the authenticity of the internal voice. As 
Sjoerdsma (2017, pp.477-479), advances “sincerity of expression” leads to “a 
vulnerability that elicits empathy in the listener”449. It is at the discretion of creators to 
select that which is valuable at any given time, and how they believe it should be 
communicated. Andy Irvine summarises his songwriting duty as a transmitter of 
narratives perhaps overlooked in contemporary society. 
  
Troubadours have always been the news bringers and I am usually 
bringing old news but not news that most people ever picked up on450. 
                                                                                          
 
Irvine’s message highlights that narratives and their survival do not rest 
exclusively with the creator or their audience, but rather, a combined effort. Very 
often it is the absence of a song to a historical figure that he admired which prompts 
the writing. Accordingly, Irvine has written many songs about people as diverse as 
Raoul Wallenberg451 Sinclair Lewis452 and Harry Houdini, mainly because they failed 
to feature in the repertoire of his contemporaries.  
 
448 Personal interview with Glen Hansard at Pickering Forest, Celbridge, Co. Kildare on 8 May 2017. 
449 From a Freudian perspective “what the artist aims at is to awaken in us the same emotional attitude, 
the same constellation as that which in him produced the impetus to create” (1908, p.254). 
450 From field studies with Andy Irvine on 26 November 2015. 
451 Raoul Gustav Wallenberg-Swedish diplomat and humanitarian (b. 1912).  
452Sinclair Lewis-novelist and playwright (b. 1885)— The songs ‘Raoul Wallenberg’ (music by Bill 





Being commissioned to write a song, is a clear example of a bounded creative 
task—a different experience to writing ephemerally. Continually, a songwriter will 
commission a song to themselves, on perceiving its real-world value. Such is the case 
with ‘Harbour’, a song written by Eleanor McEvoy for her album I’d Rather Go 
Blonde (2010). On discovering that an acquaintance was learning the piano, McEvoy 
was inspired to compose a song that would help this person to progress musically. 
The prerequisite (“preparation stage”) was that the song would be straightforward for 
a novice pianist to play. Upon taking a train journey from Dublin the following day, 
the “incubation stage” had crystallised. Aware of her compositional constraints, 
McEvoy devised a four-note motif to be played with the right hand. In the recorded 
version, this motif builds to a crescendo, allowing a novice to add their left hand with 
minimal effort.  
Observing the harsh weather conditions through the window of the train, 
McEvoy looked forward to the comfort of Rosslare Harbour—her final destination. 
Taking the bitterness of the rain as symbolism for hurt and suffering, she promptly 
juxtaposed this with the “safe arms” of a harbour. The real and the imaginary worlds 
collided, in what quickly became one of McEvoy’s best-known love songs. Central to 
the song and its development were the levels of social interaction.  
McEvoy worked her “honest signal”, to the point where she had a song not 
just of aesthetic beauty, but also of immediate practical value to her friend. As Regev 
(1994, p.86) argues, the individual is a “creative entity” where the “inner truth” 






7.2.4 Personal relationship with process  
 
Participants have diverse ways of expressing the intensity of their relationship 
to songwriting. While music itself has been conceptualised as “social cement” or 
“ubiquitous companion” (Schäfer et al. 2013), portrayals of the writing process range 
from that of “friend” (Mc Ferran and Baird 2013) to adversary. Notwithstanding the 
desire to represent broader narratives, findings show that the majority of songwriters 
prefer to write from their own perspective. ‘Beginner’s mind’ was highlighted as a 
potential solution to any eventual impasse. Such phenomena are contemplated here.  
As one moves from being a listener of songs to a creator of songs the 
relationship shifts considerably. In a limited number of instances, artists 
anthropomorphise the song and its creative process. Assigning human qualities to the 
songwriting process fosters a symbiosis, which allow songs to flourish.  
 
I treat my songwriting as a person. My relationship is that of a close, 
close friend. I miss her when she's away busy somewhere, and I often 
have to make an effort to hold the friendship close. It feels also like 
various persons walking me through my life stories. I move fast with 
the writing, it's a momentary thing that will kill me if I don't listen or 
talk to it. 
                    Wallis Bird (2017)453 
 
While Bird’s portrayal signifies something akin to a muse within Greek 
mythology (also a female source of inspiration, see chapter two—2.2.2) the 
connection appears more reflective. The muse-like character described could be 
perceived as an expansive means of exploring the relationship between the songwriter 
and the song. Furthermore, it illustrates a trichotomy between self, source and song. 




reiterates the importance of memory 454  and is therefore suggestive of a presence 
which approximates to Mnemosyne (the goddess of Memory-the mother of all 
muses)455. In a similar manner, Aoife Scott personifies the songwriting process—
addressing it directly as though it were another being: 
 
 I should give it a lot more time as you would care for any kind of 
relationship, to make sure that it develops. Quite often, I simply go, I 
need to talk to you (the songwriting process) for a while.  
 
 
More so than transparency in their relationship with the songwriting process, 
Bird and Scott perpetuate a reciprocity or “dialogic communication” (Bakhtin 1979, 
1984) between artist and their work. Elevating the songwriting process to a practice 
with which to converse, shows consistency with the symbolic interactionist 
tradition— where the “most human and humanising activity that people engage in is 
talking to each other” (Blumer in Griffin 2006, pp.7-8). This is not a phenomenon 
unique to writers of popular song. In Iarla Ó Lionáird’s pan temporal practice for 
example, he characterises the experience of revisiting old bardic texts as “wanting to 
be in the company of them”. Demonstrating reverence for such material his personal 
narrative lends itself to a multi-layered songwriting process. This is particularly 
evident in songs such as ‘The Three Forges’, derived from the seventeenth century 
poem ‘Aonar Dhomsa Eidir Dhaoinibh’ (Me alone, between the people). As a 
collaborative effort with the Irish Gamelan Orchestra456, the synergy of Ó Lionáird’s 
vocal sound and the time signatures of the accompaniment shift sonically between 
memory and expectation. Lyrically, the song serves as an apt container for the fusion 
 
453 Personal interview with Wallis Bird conducted on 25 April 2017. 
454 This importance of memory was raised by Participant A at Pilot study stage (see chapter four—
4.4.3). 




of the indigenous art forms of Ireland and Indonesia focussing on both the social 
texture of music and the universality of art. In many respects, it signifies where 
meitheal457 meets kerjasama458.       
 Being in the company of a potential song as a songwriter is not without 
its challenges. “Terrifying”, “difficult”, “scary”, “tough” and “frustrating” are just 
some of the terms used by participants in expressing their relationship with the 
process. It is evident that such reservations generally pertain to lyric writing, more so 
than melodic composition. The uncertainty of being able to replicate former 
songwriting successes is often the greatest encumbrance. As acknowledged, once a 
songwriter has a posteriori knowledge, it creates an expectation about the next piece 
of work. 
 
I suppose ‘Freewheel’459 would have been the song that opened some 
doors for me. That would have been commercially more successful, 
but it’s always terrifying sitting down to write new stuff because you 
are kind of going—oh, am I going to be able to do this again? 
 
           Duke Special (2017)460 
 
After each songwriting event, the artist updates their wider knowledge 
position with respect to the succeeding song. Sense experiences (Müller-Merbach 
2007, pp.64-65) are driven by empiricism. A tension exists between a priori 
conditions where songwriting might be perceived as universally difficult, and 
pragmatic knowledge (a posteriori)—that it is continually difficult in practice.  
 
456 Formerly the Cork Gamelan Ensemble which was established in 2013.  
457 Irish word meaning collective effort. 
458 Indonesian word which translates as co-operation. 
459 ‘Freewheel’ was a song originally recorded by Benzine Headset, a band of whom Peter Wilson was 
a member prior to working under his solo name Duke Special. The song was released in 2005 as a 10” 
single and later as a CD single in 2007. 




Broader concerns about locating the next song within a tradition of 
songwriting are confirmed when Mick Hanly explains:  
 
Tomorrow morning, I have to look at a blank page and I don't know 
what I'm going to come up with. The morning after it's the same thing. 
I envy novelists from time to time; they already have three hundred 
words under their belt and a plan for the next six months. A songwriter 
doesn't. I don’t like finishing the song even when I know it can be 
finished, because I have to start all over again with a blank page. 
 
 
Approaching the impasse of the blank page takes many forms. While a 
posteriori convictions point to drawing on one’s established working practice, 
participants encourage a shift towards tabula rasa. Iarla Ó Lionáird for example 
encourages keeping a sense that "you don't know anything, very active in one’s 
mind”. His description equates to recalibration of the imaginative gaze or what is 
often termed ‘beginner’s mind’. In other words, “experience can get in the way of 
having a breakthrough” (Stefik and Stefik 2005, p.16). This phenomenon is clarified 
by Judkins (2015) and Kao (2010), who both advocate dissolution of a frame of 
reference. Luka Bloom endorses such an approach in his own songwriting practice: 
 
Every time I step up to the plate that is the next song, I see myself 
arriving at the foot of Carrauntoohil461, where there's a job to be done 
and it bears no relation to the song, I wrote last week never mind “The 
City of Chicago” or ‘You couldn't have come at a better time’. This is 
a whole new adventure and I'm at the foot of the mountain again. 
 
             
The symbolic usage of Ireland’s highest peak demonstrates Bloom’s desire to 
begin with the dynamism as if he had never written a song. In essence, it represents a 
 





longing to “arrive where we started and know the place for the first time”, as 
articulated in TS Eliot’s ‘Little Gidding’462. While artists may argue for an approach 
similar to that of writing their first song, in reality writing one’s first song is already 
inspired by a posteriori “musicking” (Small 1998), and therefore tensions between a 
“prepared mind” and “beginner’s mind” (Stefik and Stefik 2005, pp.10-16). This 
perception recalls Blake’s Songs of Innocence and of Experience463 (1794) where the 
imaginative ways of childhood are juxtaposed with the rational thinking of practice. 
While artists are keen in adopting ‘beginner’s mind’, perhaps the closest thing to 
‘beginner’s mind’ for an established practitioner lies in co-writing (see 7.2.5), where 
observing the techniques of others helps in transforming familiar practice. 
 
7.2.5 Temporal Factors 
 
Narratives of practitioners confirm a disposition to grapple with and 
continually reflect on their own practice. Previously, I expressed this as a 
“constructive restlessness” (see 7.2.3) or recurrent self-interrogation. Whether through 
asking questions of their working methodology or exploring collaborative songwriting 
opportunities, artists therefore engage in ongoing realignment of craft. This is 
something which takes place felicitously rather than in distinct stages. Significant 
aspects of how songwriting practices become altered over time are contemplated here.  
While connectivity to personal experience remains a staple of the performing 
songwriter’s practice, any concept of the solo artist writing exclusively about 
 
462 The final poem of Eliot’s Four Quartets (1943). 
463 Full title Songs of Innocence and of Experience-Shewing the two contrary states of the human soul 
(1794)—see blakearchive.org. Recorded works by Irish rock group U2 were framed as Songs of 
Innocence (2014) and Songs of Experience (2017) and collectively presented as the ‘eXPERIENCE 




themselves is outdated (as evident in Figure 42). Songwriting practice exhibits a 
number of marked temporal polarities. Naturally, total time dedicated to composing a 
new song varies across participants—from short burst writing sessions to lengthy 
reiterative processes. Works described by artists as “legacy songs” (Pro-C) often call 
upon wider collaborative efforts to realise their definitive structure. The most 
significant shifts which take place over the life time of a performing songwriter 
present as the following:  
 
1. Introspection to extrospection 




Figure 42—Temporal Factors in songwriting practice 
 
Signalling a movement from solitary practice to collaboration, both 
phenomena are equally inferential of social polarities. For purposes of clarity, I begin 
with the sub code ‘Re-evaluation of process’, and incorporate remaining sub codes 
under ‘Introspection to Extrospection’ and ‘Solo writing to co-writing’ respectively. 











Re-evaluation of Process 
 
As identified in the previous section (7.2.4), one of the greatest concerns for 
participating songwriters is that ‘new songs’ might identify too closely with 
previously written material. While establishment of one’s sonic fingerprint 
necessitates prolonged engagement with craft, any deviation risks compromising the 
relationship between the artist and their established audience. Despite this, many 
artists look outside existing songwriting tropes or that which Mick Hanly terms a 
“repetitive artform” to begin with. Acknowledgement of what Csikszentmihalyi 
(1997, p.60) calls the “existing rules” of the domain inspire Hanly to contest and re-
examine both song duration and format in his own practice (see 7.2.3). A calling to 
re-evaluate one’s habitual process often presents itself in much the same way as a 
significant song does—following several writing attempts (see 7.2.2). Adrian 
Crowley conceptualises this as follows: 
 
Just when you think you have a process that works and the modus 
operandi that you go to all the time, something happens and it makes 
you reassess your own creative process. That’s very revealing for me. 
It makes sense at the time because if you have an inclination or an idea 
at the back of your mind. Even if it's a quiet little voice, it's still very 
relevant. 
 
Crowley’s reflection confirms that much of an artist’s re-evaluation is guided 
by that which accumulates in their auxiliary storehouse or subconscious mind. In this 
case, his observation refers largely to a composition entitled ‘The Wild Boar’464, 
which is single-handedly responsible for a shift in his songwriting process. As 
 




Crowley’s inaugural ‘sung spoken’465 work, it is an instance of paying attention to the 
concept of multiformity. The result is something which for Crowley becomes “a 
catalyst and a precedent at the same time”, leading to further exploration of song 
narratives that are sung spoken. In a broader sense, events surrounding even a single 
composition can be transformative in the way they impact the writer thereafter. 
Moreover, Crowley’s practice recalls the aesthetics of spoken word poetry which 
Foley (2002, p.39) explicates as “voiced verbal art” or “verse that is lifted off the page 
and into the world of presence and experience.” Spoken word poetry 466  is not 
unchartered for songwriters and perhaps best remembered for the practices of Leonard 
Cohen who engaged in collaborative recordings467 of this nature, prior to becoming a 
singer-songwriter.   
 
Introspection to Extrospection 
 
As discussed in chapter six, solitude features strongly in the formation of the 
performing songwriter. Naturally, being alone with one’s thoughts facilitates 
introspection and by extension, introspective compositions. Results confirm that a 
significant number of participants (47%) prefer to write from their own point of view 
and about phenomena for which they have direct experience. To illustrate this point, 
samples of the participant voice are represented in Figure 43. While artists are not 
always writing about their lives in a purely quotidian sense, they represent meaningful 
phenomena through a lens of experiential attachment. It is undoubtedly more 
 
465  Owing to the fact that it has a musical component, it is not something Crowley regards as 
intrinsically “spoken word”. 
466 See the spoken word practice of Yeats (Clinton-Baddeley 1965).  
467 Six Montreal Poets (1957) released on Folkways featured Cohen’s recordings from his book Let us 
compare Mythologies (1956). Cohen re-introduced the spoken word approach much later on ‘Joan of 




demanding to reason as an ‘other’. Accordingly, personal songs or songs which 
involve self-investigation are generally viewed as less complex to write, due to the 
accessibility of the material. Although film makers, dramatists and writers represent 
‘otherness’ continually through characterisations, for a performing songwriter it is 
more problematic as they are required to become that same character when singing. 
With the passage of time, it appears that artists are more amenable to writing outside 





Figure 43—Samples of the Participant voice in relation to point of view 
 
As Glen Hansard posits, “I've definitely found myself broadening my idea of 





Iarla Ó Lionáird, although often cited purely as a sean nós singer, describes 
how even from an early age he was moving away from what he terms the “continental 
shelf of sean nós” to become a writer of songs less introspective with the passage of 
time. His transition from singer of traditional Irish songs to writer and performer of 
his own work means that he and other culture bearers work within different paradigms 
to ‘singer-songwriters’. In his own compositions, he acknowledges a preference for 
‘otherness’ or extrospection.  
 
The beauty of writing as a singer-songwriter I suppose is that you are 
able to engage with multiple perspectives of self. It isn't all self we 
know that. Dylan isn't writing about himself; he's inventing himself or 
other characters. I'd be more drawn to that468. 
 
Ó Lionáird’s foray into ‘otherness’ is most profound in a song entitled 
‘Foxlight’469 which he sings as “Sa choill a bhreith dubh súileach” (In the forest, I 
sense your eyes darkening). It is a composition in which Ó Lionáird explores the 
visioning of a fox, while endeavouring to internalise its wider sensibility within the 
natural world470. The song accepts that the singer can only ‘wonder’ at ‘otherness’—
which Ó Lionáird voices in English as the song ends. Represented as such, it recalls 
the phenomenological work of Nagel (see chapter four—4.3.3) and the realisation that 
despite the best efforts of the artist—they can never replicate the direct experience of 
the ‘other’. In a broader sense therefore, it encapsulates why so many artists are more 
closely aligned to subjective separation. While the majority of ‘Foxlight’ (the song) is 
performed in Irish, short passages of Ó Lionáird’s voice in English raise the tension 
 
468 Personal interview with Iarla Ó Lionáird at Killarney Folkfest, Killarney, Co. Kerry on 27 July 
2015. 
469 Title track of his solo album Foxlight (2011), produced by Leo Abrahams. 
470 In my interview with Ó Lionáird he acknowledges how he is drawn to such an approach through the 




between adherence to and transgression from his previous aesthetic. It represents a 
symbolic shift where Ó Lionáird engages in a broader sense of ‘otherness’, a gestalt 
no longer bound by the container of sean nós or one reliant on the Irish language as its 
fulcrum. 
 
Solo writing to Co-writing 
 
Similar to extrospection, co-writing is an invitation to that which lies outside 
oneself. Despite the perception of a performing songwriter as a lone figure striving to 
bring a song to its completion, a significant number of participants (59%) report some 
level of co-writing activity. While co-writing became undervalued because of the 
agency of seminal songwriters including Dylan, its mark was indelible in popular 
music post-Lennon and McCartney. Co-writing introduces another dimension of 
interactivity. Therefore, it is usually after considerable time working as solo artists 
that individuals venture into the creative practice of co-writing. 
 
In the first five to seven albums I made I wrote everything myself, 
lyrics and music and I thought I'll never co-write because it's too much 
of a compromise. But suddenly, I found myself interested in seeing 
what co-writing was about and really enjoying it. I could throw a 
whole side of myself into a co-writing relationship without exposing 
myself fully. Maybe it was the other person that was exposing 
themselves and I was just facilitating them musically. And I enjoyed 
the fact that every song that came out didn't have to come wrenched 
from the deepest part of you.  
 
                    Paul Brady (2017)471 
 
Brady’s co-writing experience exemplifies the benefits of reciprocity and 




extensively, it is an experience which illustrates the artistic rewards in periodically re-
examining the inscription of one’s songs. Co-writing is a liberating experience for the 
performing songwriter, acquitting them of the emotional investment attached to 
lyrical content exclusively of their own conception. It eradicates any nuances of 
vulnerability demarcated by an individual experience. Figure 44 depicts Paul Brady at 
his studio in Dublin in April 2017 over the course of my field studies. At the time, he 
was recording the album Unfinished Business472—featuring songs some of which 




Figure 44—Field studies with Paul Brady at his home studio  
(photo taken by the author) 
 
 
471 Personal interview conducted with Paul Brady at his recording studio on 23 March 2017. 




The work of lone practitioners amounts to what becomes the ‘original song’ 
form. Once this is established, the song is very difficult to ‘unhear’ and therefore 
more problematic to modify. Co-writing is supportive in overcoming such 
singularities or forging ahead with songs that are in some way hindered. In many 
spheres, co-writing represents the antidote to both writer’s block and excessive self-
probing. Its appeal is not only akin to beginning to write songs through another lens, 
but learning to write songs da capo. Naturally, songwriting partnerships take some 
time to develop, and work best in a setting conducive to openness and honesty with 
both self and other/s.  
 
I really enjoyed songwriting in collaboration, I know it isn't for 
everyone, but I find it really enriching. I find that you get there a bit 
quicker if you have a good relationship with the other person and the 
thick skin to tell each other ‘that's no good’ or ‘that line is really good, 
I wish I'd written that’.   
               Duke Special (2017) 
 
Interactions with co-writers effectively transform each other’s practices, 
thereby replenishing the reservoir of consciousness. Numerous artists have expressed 
such sentiments, whether through arranged collectives473 or happenstance.  In the next 
section, I examine the ‘place’ of creativity and its impact on the artist and their songs.  
 
7.2.6 Environmental Factors  
 
Glen Hansard (2003) acknowledges the “old-fashioned notion that the creative 
spirit is solitary”, yet he believes in removing oneself from “work” to “engage with 




practitioners “must also live in art” (Melchionne 1998, p.191). When referring to 
environmental factors here I mean “micro-environmental” factors (Amabile and 
Pillemer 2012, pp.3-15), in preference to any wider social and cultural implications. 
Participants consistently refer to the importance of a songwriting “space”—
which they intend as an environment conducive to the birth of songs. Of course, any 
reference to environmental factors comprises both spatial and temporal 
characteristics. As evident songwriting practitioners have a ‘fluid approach’ to space 
and time, capturing songs not only where the conditions are deemed favourable but as 
already examined (see 7.2.2) wherever they happen to materialise. The abstraction of 
space being generated at time intervals is depicted tangibly in Gitton’s Clock of 
Flowing Time (see Figure 45).  
   
 
Figure 45— The Clock of Flowing Time in the Europa-Centre, Berlin474 
(photos taken by the author) 
 
 
473  Pre-arranged collaborative efforts in Nashville, Tennessee USA were mentioned by several 
participants. In such instances songwriting collectives would meet with partially crafted songs which 




In the next section, I illuminate the creative habitus or locus of creativity as 
negotiated by the songwriters themselves. This environment is inclusive of the 
medium through which they write, for example—the manuscript, musical instrument 




Codes indicate (76%)475 that the most striking environmental precondition for 
songwriting to materialise is solitude. While solitude is often suggestive of aloneness 
(and therefore space and time alone), it has also been expressed as “together with 
myself and therefore two in one” (Arendt 1968). It is precisely this sentiment which 
allows the lone songwriter to dwell in the company of their songs without any 
overarching sense of isolation—a Heideggerian sense of “being-with” (mit-sein). As 
solo practitioners, artists express a conscious longing to disconnect from the tensions 
of quotidian circumstances in order to enable a greater connection to a musical 
ecosphere. Empirical evidence supports that “autonomy/freedom” (Amabile et al. 
1996, p.1161; Amabile 1998; Boden and Edmonds 2009, pp.21-46; Boden 2010, 
pp.175-192; d’Inverno and Luck 2012, pp.332-346) and “exploratory” environments 
(Amabile 1988; Seddon 2012, pp.133-147) are key to creativity. In any case, a wider 
sense of detachment from one’s typical surroundings—momentarily or prolonged, is 
preferred in the activities of practitioners studied. Paul Brady’s depiction of his 
songwriting environment could be described as a non-threatening and non-judgmental 
“space” where he can interrupt the typical course of events— “I always found music 
to be an uncritical refuge, and found myself retreating into music”. Represented as 
 
474 Located at the Europa Centre, Tauentzienstraße 9-12, 10789 Berlin, Germany. The 13m-tall water 




such, the songwriting space is a sheltered terrain into which artists willingly set foot. 
In this sense, it recalls Huizinga’s “magic circle” (1955, p.10) or “temporary worlds 
within the ordinary world”.                                                      
In a wider sense, Brady’s portrayal continues the discourse of companionship 
between artist and song from 7.2.4 earlier, where the music becomes a welcomed 
release from the restlessness of being in its absence. Findings such as these concur 
with Leonard Cohen’s ‘Tower of song’476 or those of English singer-songwriter David 
Gray who distinguishes music as a “private universe”477—a place where one is at 
liberty to create that which is missing from their natural experience of being-in-the-
world. Lisa Hannigan (2014) reiterates this impression in relation to her own 
songwriting practice, when she states “isolating myself a bit, certainly works for me". 
Participating artists represent their songwriting environment as either a designated 
space, a transient space or in terms of the bearing of their accompanying instrument. 
In practice, an artist is likely to operate in multi-layered variations of these. Such 
tensions are considered next. 
 
Designated Space  
 
Granted the writing space is not always a consciously negotiated one, 
safeguarding a working environment was declared significant in over 40%478 of the 
narratives reviewed. Although dependent on factors surrounding one’s artistic 
discipline (as discussed in 7.2.1), practitioners working from such a location approach 
songwriting with a view to spending the duration of an average working day in situ. 
 
475 76.47 = 13 participants 
476 A song from an album entitled I’m your man (1988), released on 2 February through CBS Records. 





Naturally, a bounded ‘space’ or writing ‘labor-atory’ (Edmonds et al. 2005―see 3.3) 
focusses one’s gaze on the songwriting activity at hand, thus suspending other 
lifeworld events in the process. As well-known songwriter Jimmy Webb explains, 
“the place where we write is important whether it is a physical room or a spacious loft 
in the heart and mind” (1998, p.27). Distribution of the participant voice suggests 
however that it is often problematic to negotiate this space. Artists such as Tim 
Dennehy for example, observe how the “cluttered lives” of modernity or “the time 
famine” (Perlow 1999, pp.57-81), prompts a conscious effort to safeguard 
songwriting intervals. Others practitioners including Declan O’Rourke and Ben Reel 
advocate stillness and therefore abolition of disruptive sources, such as broadcast 
media from the environment.479.  
Personalised songwriting spaces constitute empowering interfaces between 
self (person), song (product) and process. Duke Special’s “writing room” for 
example, is a soundproofed location with a piano, where he locates himself in the 
midst of artefacts including 78 rpm records and a selection of literary works. For 
advocates of artistic structure, a customised environment is implicit. Glen Hansard 
conceptualises his workspace as a location where he enters into a “creative 
agreement”—an environment where there is a high probability that songwriting will 
happen. Similar to Peter Wilson (Duke Special), Hansard surrounds himself with 
inspiring artefacts, perhaps the most significant of which is his typewriter. For 
Hansard the typewriter affords greater connectivity to words than computers and 
therefore a greater sense of “working for each letter”. As it happens, Hansard’s modus 
operandi represents some continuity with the practices of Leonard Cohen whom he 
 
478 n = 7 (41.17%)  
479 Here, I refer directly to sentiments expressed at Declan O’Rourke’s songwriting workshop which 




has always held in high regard480. A personalised space is key to Hansard’s practice. 
When not actively composing new material, he recommends finishing old songs or 
“even changing the tuning pegs on your guitar” in order to persist within the writing 
environment481. The environment as ‘songwriting tool’ is striking in the case of Mick 
Hanly who vows how he “wouldn't work away from the desk”. Proximity to recording 
devices was endorsed in multiple instances with artists including Hanly losing 
potential songs simply by “failing to get to the recorder on time”. While the recorders 
referred to are generally hand-held devices or mini-studios (rather than fully 
functional recording studios)—a limited number of artists reported working from 
more elaborate home studios. Despite the autonomy offered by contemporary 
recording studios, the majority of participants reported a reluctance to disrupt the core 
activities of writing new material alone. In this respect, the recording studio continues 
in its role as a professional site, where artists and their producers unite once the songs 




While transient songwriting spaces may also be solitary, here I consider loci 
removed from the boundaries of fixed workstations and schedules. Such spaces have 
been voiced as “between times”, “while walking” or “on the road”. They equate to 
what Negri (1989, p.79) terms "de-territorialised, dispersed and decentralised" spaces 
— “factories without walls” which speak directly to the central theme of ‘artistic 
 
480 As acknowledged at interview stage, Hansard’s kinship with Cohen goes back to the days that 
Hansard’s mother sang ‘Bird on a Wire’ to him as a child. Elsewhere, Cohen has reported on the 
significance of his own esteemed Olivetti typewriter (Cohen, 1994). On the back cover of Leonard 
Cohen’s sophomore album Songs from a room (1969) —which features ‘Bird on a Wire’, Marianne 




discipline’ (see 7.2.1). Although 30% of practitioners recount having major 
compositions completed (or partially completed) over short periods of expatriation482, 
such occurrences are anomalous. Very often it is an epiphanic or a life altering 
personal experience which fills the transitory space. This was certainly the case with 
‘My Heart’s tonight in Ireland’483,  an Andy Irvine song which unfolded as follows:  
 
‘My Heart’s Tonight in Ireland’ started as I lay in a hospital bed in 
New South Wales after a near drowning experience. I was lying there 
with my lungs full of water, wondering why my life had not flashed 
before my eyes as I was floundering in the sea. I began to think back 
over my life to when I was in my early twenties, travelling around 
Ireland, especially Co. Clare with the likes of Johnny Moynihan, 
listening to the music of Willie Clancy. It gave me great comfort and 
joy to have such memories and the song nearly wrote itself. 
Irvine’s experience outlines the import of episodic memory.  
 
It represents a clear example of “specificity in terms of location of an event in 
time and space” (Nelson 2003, p.11)—in what has been termed “autonoesis” or 
“experiential awareness” (Wheeler et al. 1997; Tulving and Lepage 2000, pp. 208-
228). It is therefore, as Nelson reminds us—an experience which entails “reliving the 
past” more so than its mere recollection (noesis). The connection between the creative 
processes of writers and poets and their emotional memory is well documented in the 
work of Russ (2009). Furthermore, the association between memory and the causal 
nature of songs was anticipated by songwriters interviewed at pilot study stage (see 
4.4.3). Irvine’s memory is symbolically charged both socially, in terms of 
reconnecting with a former band member (see 2.3.6) and traditionally because of the 
 
481 Carrying out routine activities while awaiting inspiration was firmly encouraged by Pirsig (1974) in 
his well-known work Zen and the art of motorcycle maintenance. 
482 n = 5 (29.41%) Reported as “on the road” in locations including France, the United Kingdom, 
Germany, Australia and the United States.   




agency of master uilleann piper Clancy. ‘My Heart’s Tonight in Ireland’ remains a 
staple of Irvine’s live performances.  
An equally valid transitory writing space for Irvine is that of “being on the 
road”484. “Long distance driving” in particular was viewed as productive in generating 
song ideas in four instances. Bargh and Morsella (2008) hypothesise that activities 
such as driving a car although “intentional”, are one of the “efficient procedures that 
can run off outside of consciousness”. Evidently, focussing on a routine act appears to 
promote aggregation of otherwise detached song concepts counteracting the “lack of 
concentration” substantiated by “diffused thinking” (Csikszentmihalyi 1997) 485 . 
“Being on the road” therefore represents a migratory yet bounded songwriting space, 
as robust in shielding the artist from distraction as any imposed equivalent.  
 
With or Without instrument 
 
Copland (2011, p.18) draws our attention to the fact that Stravinsky found it 
counterproductive to write away from la materie sonore (the sound material) which in 
his case was the piano. My thesis uncovers individual differences in relation to the 
import of one’s accompanying instrument as a source of new songs. A dichotomy 
exists between those who view it as useful and those who consider it a hindrance to 
the songwriting process. Of the artists who played an instrument, most were guitarists 
or pianists —acknowledging that chordal improvisation was often the starting point of 
a song. Glen Hansard summarises this as— “the more time you spend with a guitar in 
your hand or a piano under your fingers, the chances are you'll be writing songs”. It is 
 
484 Irvine’s intensive tour schedule is well known and encapsulated in his anthem to Woody Guthrie— 




a view supported by artists including Wallis Bird who encourages “keeping 
instruments close at hand to ensure creativity”.  
While both instances imply that instruments act as facilitators for songs (as yet 
non-existent), that which emerges from the instrument is naturally dependent on the 
artist and their relationship to it. Hence, just as the corporeal experience of being in 
touch with la materie sonore is one way of unlocking the pathway to a new song, it 
can be restrictive for the same reason. Specifically, this is due to habituation or 
kinaesthetic memory, as highlighted in a number of instances. The phenomenon is 
articulated in the following short vignette by Eleanor McEvoy.  
 
Playing an instrument was having a detrimental effect on my song 
writing  When I started off, I would always write on piano but I've 
been playing piano since I was three, so my fingers have learned the 
shapes. In C minor for example, my hands would automatically go C 
minor, B flat, E flat, A flat, C minor (making piano chord shapes on 
the table). So, I thought, it's ridiculous that my fingers are dictating the 
chord sequence instead of the emotion of the song or the lyrics. So, I 
stopped writing on piano and then I wrote on guitar. The same thing 
happened. So, I stopped writing on guitar and now I write with 
manuscript paper. I write the melody and the words and I hear it all in 
here (points to head). For me it's better because you can say ‘Do I want 
to go to an F sharp minor here?’ What is it in the lyric of the song 
that's calling for an F sharp minor? And I'm thinking, yeah, that's the 
feeling I'm looking for. So, it's coming from here (points to heart) 




When an artist does something unconsciously in scenarios such as those 
highlighted by McEvoy, it implies sacrificing potentially inspiring work at the 
expense of recognisable sounds. As Williamon (2002, p.119) asserts, kinaesthetic 
memory or “finger, muscle or tactile memory” in effect, “enables artists to execute 
notes automatically”. That which assists in remembering a composition as a 
 




performer, therefore constitutes tautological practice or resorting to familiar patterns 
as composer. McEvoy’s reasoning is of course applicable to any instrument where 
(re) creating familiar patterns (hence reiterations of previous work at some level) is a 
significant artistic concern. Her illustration suggests that beginning with the harmony 
(chords), not only restricts the lyrical quality of a song but also its dynamic range. In 
any case, McEvoy’s creative practice affirms the dictum that neither lyrics nor 
melody should necessarily restrict each other. Declan O’Rourke echoes McEvoy’s 
sentiments, advocating that a songwriter should aim to unshackle themselves from the 
framework of their instrument as “structure stifles creativity”. Even for those who do 
not write to manuscript, this promotes instinctive composition of melody to begin 
with—followed by its assimilation post factum. As posited by Burt Bacharach, 
distancing oneself from their instrument provides “a long-range picture of the whole 
scope of a piece” (De Main 2004, p.4). Of course, writing with or without one’s 
instrument is equally valid and largely dependent on what the artist deems valuable at 
any given time. Imposing limitations for instance can provide distinction and hence 
consistency with one’s former work or recognisable ‘sound’. Working away from the 
instrument however, represents one step in the direction towards unrestricted 
composition. It introduces a level of uncertainty for songwriters, which Marade et al. 
(2007, p.143) conclude they are “more likely to be rewarded for”.  
 
7.3 SONG SYNTHESIS AND MEMORABLE WORKS 
 
Throughout the course of my investigation, songwriters explicated a number 
of songwriting processes which for them remain memorable. By way of closing the 
 




discussion on the songwriting process and in advance of presenting my grounded 
theory model, I consider two songs—Eleanor McEvoy’s ‘Shibboleth’ and Luka 
Bloom’s ‘Berkeley Lullaby’. Both are contemporary songs which reference Ireland 
for different reasons. The songs constitute what Dissanayake, (2001, pp.39-63) terms 
“making special”, as part of her investigation of Homo Aestheticus. “Making special”, 
reaffirms creative activity as a "biologically endowed predisposition”— something 
which lies at the heart of one’s behavioural core, yet “protean and illimitable”. 
In ‘Shibboleth’486, Eleanor McEvoy (see Figure 46) sings an allegorical song, 
symbolic of post-crash Ireland. It is a socio-emotional response to the financial 
exploitation of Ireland and the “scapegoating” (O’Flynn et. al. 2014, pp.921-937) of 
its people. McEvoy’s usage of the word ‘Shibboleth’ portrays the country as a cultural 
touchstone— a creative resource to be celebrated. She juxtaposes this with absolute 
repudiation of the Celtic Tiger era (Dorgan 2006; Kirby 2016) and its aftermath. 
‘Shibboleth’ empathises with a debilitated Ireland, having “river danced all over the 
world”. As McEvoy advances: 
 
I was harking back to the way they used to write about Ireland as a 
woman and I wrote as if it were a woman, so it sounds like a love song 
to a woman. But it's actually— ‘Mo ghrá, mo chroí, mo chúisle, how 
hard it is to see, A mhuirnín, they have brought you to your knees’, so 




McEvoy’s song container continues a tradition prevalent in Irish creative 
practice for centuries (see chapter two—2.2.5). The “secrets and disguises” employed 
through Irish vernacular names such as Caitlín Ní Uallacháin, Síle Ní Ghadra, Moirín 




1996, pp.7-45). In ‘Shibboleth’ however, McEvoy’s various denominations for “my 
love”, bring her sentiments closer to that of ‘Roisín Dubh’ (‘Little Dark Rose’ or 
‘Dark Rosaleen’) a song from the sixteenth century whose substance permeates poetic 
verse including “The Rose” by Yeats 487  (Jeffares 1968, p.23). ‘Shibboleth’ is a 




Figure 46—Eleanor McEvoy, conducting a soundcheck at the INEC Acoustic Club, 
Killarney, Co. Kerry. 
 
It is a minimalist contemporary refrain which creates sufficient space for 
assimilation of the lyrical verse. Addressing Ireland in its vernacular language as she 
sings, creates a further level of intimacy—while the integration of Irish and English 
languages continues the macaronic song tradition, hence “inbetweenness” (see 
chapter two—2.2.7). At many levels the songwriting process of ‘Shibboleth’ bridges 
the gap between postmodern Ireland and the romanticised view which dominated at 
 
486 ‘Shibboleth’ was released on McEvoy’s album I’d rather go blonde (2010). 
487 Written in 1893. While Yeats employed the symbolism of a rose to represent the beauty of Ireland, 
it was embroiled in his undying love for Maud Gonne (1866-1953). By extension Gonne herself was 




the turn of the twentieth century (see chapter two—2.2.5). In doing so, the song holds 
a mirror up to contemporary Ireland. Ultimately, ‘Shibboleth’ is an attempt to comfort 
a country and its people, struggling to shield themselves from profiteering.   
Earlier in this section, and in chapter two (see 2.2.2), I spoke about 
songwriting conventions and their implied constraints. As an artist mostly concerned 
with the integration of lyrics and music (see chapter three—3.5) one would assume 
that the omission of one or the other would disrupt the songwriting process 
considerably. When Bicknell (2015, p.1) posits that “words set songs apart from other 
musical forms, and the requirement to communicate words sets singers apart from 
other musicians”, it is not entirely true. Sometimes despite the specificity of the 
lyricism, words struggle in mediating the delicacy of the sentiment or particularities 
of the situation. For centuries musical compositions without words have been referred 
to as songs. In chapter one (1.2), I referred to Mendelssohn’s short solo piano pieces 
created in a singing style entitled ‘Lieder ohne Worte’ (Songs without Words). Recent 
scholarship has referred to music as “wordless song” (Monelle 2010, pp.8-9). Monelle 
goes so far as to say that “the wordless song has more to say than the wordless part of 
an actual song”. Just as poetic utterances create their own musical language, 
instrumental music infers semantic meaning or as Tarasti (2004, pp.283-304) 
argues—songs without words create their own musical “narrativity”. Luka Bloom’s 
‘Berkeley Lullaby’488 is a song without words which reflects on a tragedy which took 
place in Berkeley, California on 16 June 2015. Following the collapse of a balcony, 
six Irish youths489 lost their lives and several others were injured. As an acoustic 
guitar driven composition, it integrates the aesthetics of Irish and American 
 
488 ‘Berkeley Lullaby’ is featured on Frúgalisto (2016), Bloom’s studio album recorded at Lettercollum 




musicianship. Taking the place of the human voice, Bloom’s lyrical melody line 
unravels what words simply cannot express. Its musical form is such that it invites the 
listener to sing their own words over the melody. Bloom’s songwriting process 
demonstrates that is not always appropriate to ‘work’ towards a seamless integration 
of music and lyrics. ‘Berkeley Lullaby’ remains memorable for Bloom because it 
fortuitously disrupted his working practice. 
 
It’s probably my favourite track on the album. When people say 
sometimes words aren't enough, they are right. There's something that 
happens, it doesn't happen too often but when it does it's 
special...where every now and then I've played something on the guitar 
and I'm in a particular mood and I actually realise that it would be a 
real mistake to try to construct a song around this because this is 
saying everything that needs to be said. And you often think when you 
are playing a guitar that this is the beginning of something. But 
sometimes it's not the beginning, it's the thing itself490. 
 
              
Joining the songful melody in unison, the fiddle of Adam Shapiro491 gives the 
piece a distinctively Irish flavour as the subtleties of the string bends on the acoustic 
guitar are more suggestive of American delta blues. The sense of loss is mediated by 
way of glissandi or slides on the guitar, suggestive of gaps or emptiness in the lives of 
those left behind. Bloom achieves this by way of intervals—ascending by a tone and 
descending by two and a half tones in succession. The response to the loss comes in 
the form of a soothing choral-like female voice—a series of “non-verbals” (Frith, 
1996b) which flutter through the soundscape. While this instils a sense of communal 
grievance, it is a moment of comfort, rather than a direct attempt at keening or lament 
 
489 Five natives of Dublin aged 21 years who were on J-1 visas and a dual Irish-American citizen aged 
twenty-two years. 
490 Personal interview with Luka Bloom at the INEC Acoustic Club, Killarney on 3 September 2016.   




(see chapter two—2.2.8). Most of all, Bloom’s song serves as an emotional, yet 
peaceful response to bereavement.  
The memorable works of McEvoy and Bloom demonstrate that the writing of 
songs is about being attentive to the “expressive ear” (see chapter six—6.3.1), 
synthesising whatever ‘fragments’ are appropriate to mediate their sentiments. As 
Robert Frost (1973, p.113) declared "there is always form for us to go with”. Where 
practitioners are concerned, it is about having the conviction to act upon the most 
appropriate one. In the contexts of the songwriting processes explored this 
encompasses using a combination of languages or the exclusion of lyrical content if 
necessary.  
 
7.4 “TANGLED UP IN BLUE” 
 
In response to the question—Is there anything in particular which 
differentiates an Irish performing songwriter from any other performing songwriter? 
—for some participants there is an undercurrent of what they term “Irish blues”. Luka 
Bloom expresses this as follows: 
 
It can't be denied that our national history has undoubtedly fuelled a 
sense of Irishness from the perspective of struggle, and I think there is 
an element of that in a lot of songwriters. I think it has played a role in 
feeding into what we write about or what we feel—this ‘Irish blues’ 
that connects us, it should connect us with the indigenous people 
fighting for their rights throughout the world492. 
 
 
There are two factors to be considered here—one which relates to the music, 
and the other which relates to its subtext. Both are connected to ‘feeling’ or aesthetic 
 




experience 493 . On a musical level, Bloom’s statement resonates with the 
aforementioned observations of Frederick Douglass (see chapter two—2.3.2 and 
2.3.3) which strongly advocate a sympathetic cohesion between Irish sean nós singing 
and a precursor to African-American blues. Onkey (2011) reminds us however, that 
the black-Irish trope is ambiguous for various reasons. As she argues, oppression and 
slavery are not the same thing—reiterating a point made by Douglass in a lecture on 
slavery in Rochester (1850, p.169). In previous studies, Onkey claims that despite 
Ireland’s proclivity towards the “Celtic soul brother” (1993)494, any comparison in 
terms of colonial ethnic authenticity (Onkey 2006, pp.162-163) is “retrograde”. Citing 
several examples, Onkey (1999, p.45) concludes that the Irish-black connection is one 
which “may be much more available and comfortable” to the Irish than natives of 
other colonised countries.  
In his statement, Luka Bloom mediates the affective experience of empathy. I 
agree with Decety and Jackson (2004, pp.71-100) when they say that empathy is 
“naturally occurring” and “subjective”—it allows one to perceive similarities, yet 
clearly distinguish between individual experiences. In speaking of “Irish blues”, 
Bloom infers its overall sentiment— what Garon (1996, p.2) calls its “psychopoetic 
phenomenon”—a communal understanding. As Sir. Roger Scruton (1974, p.127) 
declares “the experience of hearing the sadness in the music is in some irreducible 
way analogous to hearing the expression of sadness—say in another’s voice”. Surely, 
if listeners (songwriters or otherwise) feel a connection with that sadness, then a 
connection exists. In many ways, it constitutes a ‘background hum’ or commiserative 
drone. 
 




The period in which Douglass visited Ireland coincided with ‘The Great Irish 
Famine’—one of the most gruelling periods in Irish history. Chronicles of the Irish 
Famine (2017), a song cycle by Declan O’Rourke constitutes a retrospective gaze at 
‘An Gorta Mór’495. O’Rourke explicates his fifteen-year creative undertaking as a 
quest to “unravel the past and heal the wounds in song” (Bell 2018).  A sense of deep 
loss pervades the album, fusing traditional Irish music with contemporary 
arrangements— largely mediated by way of fingerstyle guitar. ‘Rattle my Bones’—a 
portrayal of the physical deterioration of the Irish people comprises an uncluttered 
lament, imbued with what O’Rourke identifies as “blue notes”496. The song has many 
features of African-American blues including vocal repetition—enveloped in what 
historian Paul Oliver (1972, p.324) describes as “a projection of the sufferings, the 
aspirations and the thoughts of the singer”. As discussed in chapter two, Arnold 
(1867, p.100)497 portrayed the Celts as sensitive to both “joy and to sorrow”. Filtered 
through the creative practice of poets, this meant— “singing to lighten Ireland’s 
wrong” (Weygandt, 1904, p.426).  
Notwithstanding Onkey’s aforesaid contestation of the Irish-Black trope, each 
has their own “melancholy of race” ―that which gives them racial identity (Cheng 
2000). The meanings of reductive terms such as ‘Black music’, ‘Afro-American’ and 
‘European music’ have long been contested (Wilson 1983; Tagg 1989; Agawu 2001, 
2014; Nettl et al. 2015). The scholarship of George E. Lewis (1996) distinguishes 
between what he terms ‘Afrological’ and ‘Eurological’ musical practices. For Lewis 
this difference is predicated on socio-culturally and historical contexts more so than 
 
494 As exemplified in Van Morrison’s ‘Caledonian soul’. Caledonia is the Roman name for northern 
Britain, later applied poetically or rhetorically to Scotland, as in Scott's The Lay of the Last Minstrel 
(1805), ‘O Caledonia! stern and wild’—The Oxford Dictionary of Phrase and Fable (2006) (2 ed.). 
495 The Great Irish Famine. 
496 As stated in the liner notes of Chronicles of the Irish Famine (2017). 




what he terms the “ethnically essential” ―hence the transcultural and the transracial. 
Considering approaches to jazz composition post 1950, he justly concludes that 
‘Afrological’ improvisations inculcate a self-governing aesthetic within the ordered 
‘Eurological’ form. Free improvisation on behalf of the ‘Afrological’ performer 
therefore disturbs the traditional hierarchy which elevated the status of the 
composer―empowering the voice of the oppressed. Significantly, ‘Afrological’ 
approaches permit what Lewis terms an ‘expansion of self’ within a broader 
community. Part of the attraction for a performing songwriter is that the music is both 
individualistic and emancipated. An important aspect of this freedom is the 
recognition that “African-American music, like any music, can be performed by a 
person of any ‘race’ without losing its character as historically Afrological” (ibid., 
p.93). This extends to composing with what could be called an ‘Afrological’ flair.  
 In contemplating Eurocentric-Afrocentric convergences, especially 
those which confront contemporary socio-political issues, Irish singer-songwriter 
Damien Dempsey emerges as a key interlocutor. Over the last two decades 
Dempsey’s songs have interrogated power relationships in contemporary urban 
Ireland infusing musical styles which draw on the Irish ballad tradition and the 
African-American protest genres he assimilated growing up in Dublin. The counter-
hegemonic response of Dempsey to Ireland’s ‘Celtic Tiger era’ for example is 
mediated through songs which juxtapose “sean nós ornamental flavourings” with rap 
like vocalisations (Dillane et al., 2018a pp.455-472). Dempsey is therefore a raconteur 
who blends disparate sonorities in order to arbitrate that which “you wouldn’t hear on 
the news” (Dempsey cited in Murphy 2001). While the approach of  Dempsey builds 
on a succession of folk troubadours which include Christy Moore (Cashell 2018, 




revolution will not be televised’ (1972) 498  ―in which Scott-Heron challenged 
mainstream media adopting a popular ‘black power’ slogan (Joseph 2006; Ogbar 
2019). Although cited as the “Godfather of rap”, it was not a title Scott-Heron readily 
accepted―referring to himself as a more of “bluesologist” ―drawing on blues, jazz 
and “Harlem renaissance poetics” (Sisario, 2011). Scott-Heron’s music could be 
described as proto-rap delivering his lyrics in a call and response style―a precursor to 
hip-hop and neo-soul (Charry 2012). Utilising rap to counter neoliberalism in a 
contemporary Irish setting, Dempsey echoes a praxis in which Scott-Heron tackled 
‘Reaganomics’. Peddie (2011, p.126) describes Scott-Heron as “one of the most 
important griots of the American urban experience”. According to Toop (1984, p.32), 
both the “hip-hop message” and protest rappers” have an “ancestry in the Savanna 
griots”. Of course, African Griots have something in common with Irish bards (see 
Chapter two―2.2.2), in so far as their creativities attended to the genealogies and 
histories of their patrons. Though chronicling disparate contexts, Scott-Heron and 
Dempsey draw attention to the urban ghetto experiences of which they are 
conscious―incorporating pre and post rap vocalisations respectively. In doing so, 
they illuminate the “power/powerlessness” dichotomy (Akamatsu, 2000) 
underpinning a variety of social malaises. For Dempsey this comes to the fore on the 
album Shots (2005) in which he tackles oppression, slavery and urban drug problems. 
In the opening track ‘Sing all our cares away’ Dempsey exposes the realities of 
working-class Dublin through a series of stark vignettes. This reportage is mediated 
by way of his local accent (Binelli 2010, pp.37-55) ―a voice of authenticity in which 
he personifies a member of the community that he is singing to. It is the 
 
498 First released on the live album A New Black Poet―Small Talk at 125th and Lenox (1970) and later 




persuasiveness of this voice and its “working class honesty”499 (Power et al., 2017) 
which allows Dempsey to connect unequivocally with his audience. As a reprieve, the 
listener is bequeathed a ‘sonic wash’―healing vocalisations by way of tremolo guitar 
coupled with the etheric backing vocals of Brian Eno. As alluded to in the song’s title, 
singing provides emancipation in its own right. Essentially, ‘Sing all our cares away’ 
functions as a contemporary Irish anthem for the downtrodden―a quasi-spiritual or 
post-Marleyan ‘redemption song’ 500 . This sense of hope continues through to 
‘Spraypaint Backalley’ (bookending the album), a song in which Dempsey employs 
an Irish ghetto as a microcosm of fortitude. He raises his voice to announce that the 
severity of even the bleakest of situations depends on the lens through which it is 
viewed. In order to bolster his message Dempsey quotes directly from Oscar Wilde, 
singing ― “we are all in the gutter, but some of us are looking at the stars”501―a line 
which becomes Dempsey’s closing mantra. As Laing (2003, p.345) argues the 
politicization of songs take two principal forms “protest music” implying “explicit 
statements of opposition” or “music of resistance” which is “coded or opaque”. 
Aesthetically, Dempsey’s songs on Shots are of the former―direct in their exposition 
of social inequalities and therefore power relationships. In spite of Dempsey’s 
outspokenness, Shots is an album in which he quells the ‘blues state of mind’ with 
spiritual like vocalisations which draw on indigenous Irish and Afrocentric 
sources―improvisational manifestations of colonial sympathy.  
 
499 Here Power et al. (2017) refer to the song ‘Colony’ (a re-recording of which is featured on Shots) 
which they examine from a perspective of historical and contemporary colonialism. 
500 Bob Marley was a significant musical influence on Dempsey. Marley’s ‘Redemption song’ from his 
final studio album Uprising (1980) has been described as an “acoustic spiritual” (Henke 2006). 
Dempsey integrates reggae rhythms most notably on songs including ‘Negative vibes’ from the album 
Seize the Day (2003), ‘Sweet Gratitude’ from Soulsun (2017) and ‘A child is an open book’ (with Kate 
Tempest) from Union (2018). 





Numerous Irish songwriters employ Afrocentric nuances in their vocal 
communication. The song ‘Nina Cried Power’ (2018-2019) 502  released by 
contemporary singer-songwriter Hozier, draws parallels between those who 
campaigned for civil rights in Ireland and the United States of America. This is 
magnified in the accompanying video which presents a gathering of Irish campaigners 
listening to the song for the first time on headphones—interspersed with footage of 
Hozier and collaborator Mavis Staples doing the same. Hearing the song in this way 
creates a deeper level of intimacy with its subject matter—a moment to (re)empathise 
with a common cause—justice and equality.  Presented as such it is a protest song 
which appeals to the individual and the collective—a synchronous celebration of the 
efforts of antecedents and contemporary campaigners.  In delineating the initial stages 
of ‘becoming a performing songwriter’, I explained the importance of “empathetic 
attunement” (see chapter six—6.3.1)— pivotal sonic moments for those of a musical 
disposition. In ‘Nina Cried Power’, Hozier creates an anthem aesthetically tuned to 
the blues music he assimilated in adolescence 503 . Essentially, his “habitus of 
listening” was fundamental in creating his voice and its transmission— a multi-
layered exchange between hearer and writer. Co-written and performed with civil 
rights activist Staples504, it is a protest song which joins a long tradition of ‘songs of 
social protest’ (Martinelli 2017; Peddie 2017; Dillane et al. 2018b). Furthermore, it 
represents continuity with Staples’ We’ll never turn back (2007), a concept album 
produced by multi-instrumentalist Ryland Peter ‘Ry’ Cooder505. The song ‘My Own 
Eyes’, co-written with Cooder, depicts Staples’ personal encounter with racism, 
appeased by the intervention of Dr. Martin Luther King. Like Staples, Cooder has 
 
502 On the EP Nina Cried Power (2018) and the album Wasteland Baby! (2019). 
503 Hozier listened to John Lee Hooker and Muddy Waters. 




been a campaigner for civil rights—particularly since the release of Chávez Ravine 
(2005), a sonic response to “Latino gentrification” (Inzulza-Contardo 2012, pp.2085-
2107). For further details on my interrogation of Chávez Ravine and my perceptions 
on protest song, see Toomey (2018 pp.422-434—Appendix L)506. Just as Cooder’s 
musical collaborators on Chávez Ravine are former civil rights campaigners, Mavis 
Staples’ voice is the true embodiment of injustice within the container of the Hozier-
Staples composition ‘Nina Cried Power’.  
There is some evidence that Ireland’s performing songwriters sense an affinity 
with the blues in musical and contextual terms. Songs such as ‘Rattle my Bones’ 
‘Sing all our cares away’ and ‘Nina Cried Power’ and are manifestations of the 
empathetic “Irish Blues” sonority delineated by Bloom at the beginning of this 
section—a propensity to voice local or international prejudices in the name of 
“solidarity”. While the “blue note” is often called upon in more contemporary Irish 
music, it also forms part of what traditional fiddler Martin Hayes calls “the lonesome 
touch”—a style indicative of “struggle and of pain”, yet also “transcendence”, “joy” 
and “celebration”507. Sounding the pain therefore, not only releases the pain, but also 
heals the pain. While the life experiences of African American and Irish people differ 
in terms of historical and collective realities, both have a tendency to express their 
musical notes as “blue”. Tirro and Flugge (1993, p.51) succinctly described the blues 
as “a style of music, a type of performance, a musical form, and a state of mind”. So, 
what are the commonalities, if any, between African American blues and “Irish 
blues”? Perhaps the greatest contribution of a blues song is that it permits deep 
engagement with its subject matter. The outpouring of emotion (as discussed in 
 
505Cooder is the son of an Irish German father and Italian American mother. 
506 Published in Songs of Social Protest—International Perspectives (Dillane et al. 2018). 




chapter two—2.2.8) which heals both the singer and the listener, liberates them from 
dwelling too long on the tragic lives of antecedents. As Sir Thomas Beecham 
advances, “The function of music is to free us from the tyranny of conscious thought” 
(Atkins and Newman, 1978, p.80). In the next chapter, as part of my autoethnographic 
contribution, I detail the creative practice which underpins the composition of my 
own protest song—'A Dhaoine Uaisle (Better World in Mind)’—an anthem which 
tackles civil rights in contemporary Ireland. The song is contextualised in relation to 
its purpose and thematic approach. Part of my exposition cites the influence of blues 





This chapter locates the figure of the Irish performing songwriter as a ‘socio-
musicological’ practitioner. It presents their songwriting practice as a “stage and 
componential process” underpinned by ‘artistic discipline’. In full acknowledgement 
of the mystery surrounding the genesis of song, the chapter illuminates many of the 
complexities which lie at interface between songwriters and their songs. Based on the 
scholarship of Kozbelt et al. (2010, p.27) there is some consistency with the creative 
theories of Sadler-Smith (2015) showing both “linear and recursive elements”. 
Featuring exemplars of memorable works, it culminates in the investigation of what 
has been termed “Irish blues”. This resonates with the “empathetic attunement” (see 
6.3.1) or ‘socio-emotional’ connection which provides much of the impetus to write 
songs in the first instance. In the next chapter I cross-examine the synthesis of a self-








In this chapter I interrogate the composition of an original song ‘A Dhaoine 
Uaisle (Better World in Mind)’ presented at EVA’s international biennial of 
contemporary art on 24 April 2016. In so doing, I compare the song’s evolution with 
models of creativity previously discussed which include my ‘AIRS model’ of the 
songwriting process (see Chapter five―5.7). The broader remit of EVA 2016— Still 
(the) Barbarians, was to examine “the postcolonial condition of Ireland as a way to 
articulate artistic reflections, critical redefinitions, and political transformations”. 
Naturally, the decisions underpinning my songwriting process were cognisant of such 
directives. Bearing in mind that ‘A Dhaoine Uaisle (Better World in Mind)’ was my 
inaugural commission, it differed somewhat from previous songwriting endeavours. 
As the song was composed over the course of my field studies, concomitantly I 
consider any implications of my interactions with participants and their creative 
practices.  
 
8.2 CONCEPTUALISING ‘A CITIZENS’ ANTHEM’ 
 
Even when writing instinctively, sooner or later songwriters impose some 
constraints on their own work. It could be argued that they interact with an informal 
project brief as it unravels from their inner selves. This brief often dictates a general 
theme or mood for the song, before suggesting a musical structure. Prior to beginning 
this thesis, my songwriting practice followed such a trajectory—compositions were 




entitled ‘Nice Screams—A Citizens Anthem’, in association with EVA’s International 
Biennale of Contemporary Art in Limerick. Directed by artists Deirdre Power and 
SoftDay508, ‘Nice Screams’ presented itself as a “socially engaged collaborative art 
project”, inviting members of the public to compose an anthem representative of 
contemporary Ireland (see Appendix I)509. In the commemorative centenary year of 
Ireland’s Easter rising, it was a fitting juncture to interrogate contemporary Irish 
identity in song form. I envisaged an anthem which adults and children could sing 
together—having melodic content that would appeal to younger listeners, and lyrical 
nuances that would stimulate discourse among mature listeners. Closer examination 
of the project brief, led to one overarching question— If I were to replace the existing 
Irish National anthem, what would I replace it with? The anthem’s functionality was 
pivotal, as the project directors called for a “performative sound artwork”, serving as 
both a song to be sung and an ice-cream van jingle (see Figure 47). Furthermore, its 
message was to be delivered in three minutes or less. As a socially engaged artefact, I 
envisaged my anthem as melodic and memorable. Moreover, it needed to reflect what 
Groves (2011, pp.2-3) describes as “joy at the prospect of eating ice-cream”—a 
composer whose first attempts at lyric writing were to accompany an existing ice-
cream chime.  
Involving the audience in the creation of a song, was impressed upon me 
during field studies with Liam Ó Maonlaí. When working collectively, Ó Maonlaí had 
“always kept an outer eye on—the possibility of a song coming in on the spot”. Keen 
to explore shared improvisation in song, he describes it as a moment where “everyone 
is experiencing this thing being born—so everyone has a part to play in a song being 
 
508 SoftDay is an art-science collaboration between Dr. Mikael Fernström and Dr. Sean Taylor. 
509 The project emulated a competition ran by the Evening Mail in 1924 for “a national hymn to the 




brought forth—from the ice-cream seller to the singer”. The context described by Ó 





Figure 47—The ice-cream van at the launch night of EVA’s 
International Biennale of Contemporary Art—Cleeve’s Condensed 
Milk Factory, Limerick (photo taken by the author). 
 
 
While the composition for ‘Nice Screams’ was to be prearranged, I wanted to 




with its antiphonal nature, my anthem needed to be responsive—a sonorous reply to 
twenty first century Ireland.  
 
8.3 ‘A CITIZENS’ ANTHEM’―THROUGH THE CREATIVE LENS 
 
Stage models of creativity while expedient in terms of representing generic 
patterns have been contested by their founders, with many acknowledging 
intersections between phases (Sawyer et al. 2003, pp.28-29). As discussed earlier, 
most of the scholarship pertaining to the songwriting process features 
Csikszentmihalyi’s ‘systems model of creativity’ (see Chapter three―3.4 and 3.5). 
While this model is useful in conceptualising the songwriter and their lifeworld, it 
remains a broad-spectrum impression of creativity. The ‘AIRS model’ presented in 
chapter five (5.7) brings us closer to the figure of the songwriter as they engage in 
compositional practice. Nevertheless, it is not considered a rigid model―advocating 
cohesion across its ‘working’ constituents. As a mid-range generalised model, it 
requires some clarification where the composition of individual songs is concerned. 
Although founded on recollections of songwriting experiences within the context of 
‘being’ a performing songwriter (see chapter seven), the model does not account for 
direct observations. As a song whose progress was documented over the course of my 
thesis, ‘A Dhaoine Uaisle (Better World in Mind)’ is a fitting composition with which 
to fully interrogate the ‘AIRS model’. 
The songwriting process for ‘A Dhaoine Uaisle (Better World in Mind)’ began 
with predetermined ‘constraints’ and ‘challenges’, both of which are encountered in 
the ‘AIRS model’ (chapter five―5.7). Rather than a ‘lack of inspiration’ or “writer’s 




prerequisites of EVA’s “performative sound artwork”. In this sense, I was “on stand-
by” ―contemplating my point of departure― the anthem and all its possibilities. This 
corresponds to Wallas’ first stage of the creative process― the ‘Preparation’ 
(conscious) stage―a reconciliation of the broader temporal and thematic parameters 
of the song as outlined earlier (see 8.2). The ‘pre-conscious’ stage proposed in 
Wolterstorff’s model (2010) was circumnavigated in this instance, as the underlying 
song objective was already identified. While I was not in a position to approach the 
anthem with ‘beginner’s mind’, it was one step closer to its realisation as a divergence 
from the way my songs were written up to then. Accordingly, it was an incidence of 
P-creativity (Boden 2004) ― valuable in terms of actuating an unchartered creative 
process for oneself. Notwithstanding, the preliminary question imposed by the ‘AIRS 
model’― “Have I got something to say?”, was only partly answered by virtue of the 
anthem’s proviso.  
My interrogation of Ireland’s ‘monumental history’ in music (see chapter 
two―2.2.1) influenced the song’s substructure both thematically and melodically as I 
sought to inhabit the “present moment of the past" (Eliot 1976, p.22). Visualisations 
of ideologies, credos and their narratives ensued, in addition to those emergent from 
my field studies such as ‘shibboleths’ (see chapter seven―7.3) and ‘Irish blues’ (see 
chapter seven―7.4). Most of this inspection occurred consciously but also during 
periods of ‘incubation’ and ‘intimation (fringe consciousness)’ as per Sadler-Smith’s 
revision of the ‘Wallas model’ of creativity (see chapter three―3.4). My experience 
of ‘fringe consciousness’ concurs with the explanation offered by Sawyer et al. (2003, 
p.24) as a process which happens “just below the surface of awareness”. As such, this 
was a dynamic process―juxtaposing multiple song concepts and allowing them to 




and political context―bringing cognitive ‘fragments’ together in what Sadler-Smith 
terms ‘focal consciousness’ or ‘full luminosity’.   
 
Building a contemporary scenario―real vs imaginary 
 
Much of the impetus for the song lay at the intersection of internal and 
external stimuli, consistent with the ‘AIRS model’. Following ‘incubation’ and 
‘intimation’ it became apparent that the song would confront post-colonial and post 
Celtic-tiger identities (external stimuli). In doing so, its lyrical content had to reflect a 
plausible contemporary scenario. Adjunctly, I was contemplating the future awaiting 
my two-year-old twin boys growing up in Ireland (internal stimuli), as the country 
prepared for a general election510. The moment of ‘illumination’ manifested in the 
prospect of interweaving the real and the imaginary. Ultimately, the perspective of a 
child became pivotal―symbolic of a ‘playful world’ within which the song’s 
protagonist could express an idealistic future. The relationship between ‘play’ and 
creativity was at this point embedded within my thesis (see chapter three―3.2), thus 
propelling my modus operandi. At the time, the Irish government was also 
contemplating real-imaginary boundaries in describing 2016 as: 
 
an invitation to people of all ages, in Ireland and overseas, to shape and 
actively engage in a diverse range of historical, cultural and artistic 
activities designed to facilitate reflection, commemoration, debate and 
analysis and an active re-imagining of our future511 
 
 
510 On 26 February 2016.  
511 See Irish Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade website www.dfa.ie, available: 
https://www.dfa.ie/our-role-policies/our-work/casestudiesarchive/2015/april/ireland-2016-centenary-




While my anthem needed to reflect the importance of this event, cognisance of 
Ireland’s wider socio-cultural context was critical. The amendment to the Constitution 
of Ireland in relation to marriage equality in the previous year, and a series of 
austerity budgets between 2009 and 2013 continued to dominate Irish quotidian 
discourse. As I engaged in ‘extrospection’, public reaction to Ireland’s homelessness 
crisis was also gathering momentum512. I wondered how the central character of the 
child would respond to such matters? What solutions would they offer through the 
medium of song? Focussing on the juxtaposed ‘nice’ and ‘scream’ in the original 
specification of the anthem allowed for a nuanced message in and of itself. As 
protagonist, the child became the channel through which any conception of truth 
could be realised. As the song’s composer it was an aspect of the narrative with which 
I could empathise and therefore communicate more effectively than if it were entirely 
fabricated. It was what Maeder and Reybrouck (2015) call an “honest signal” ―as 
employed in the ‘AIRS model’. By extension, the character of the child became the 
embodiment of the “honest signal” ―a trustworthy ambassador in creating a ‘better 
Ireland’. Having established much of the context of my anthem, it was time to enter 
the writing space―to formally “show up for work”.  
 
Showing up for work―a melodic and harmonic substructure 
 
‘Showing up for work’ materialised as the negotiation of an environment 
(space) where ‘song fragments’ were contemplated synchronically. Consistent with 
the ‘AIRS model’ this manifested as periods of solitude within ‘designated’ and 
‘transient’ locations. The majority of my anthem unfolded over numerous writing 
 




sessions within the confines of a designated writing room. As accounted for in the 
‘AIRS model’, my ‘accompanying instrument’ (acoustic guitar) was close at hand. 
Deviating from the anthem’s broader thematic concepts, I began to explore the 
melody. Deconstructing ‘Amhrán na bhFiann’ (see chapter two—2.2.6) or dwelling 
on existing anthems seemed counterproductive to any concept of novelty. Considering 
the song’s melody would be played over the speakers of two ice cream vans but also 
sung by a choir presented its own complexities. Conversely, this also suggested a 
minimalist approach―the composition of melodic motifs―conducive to ‘whistling’. 
Although ice cream van chimes have traditionally featured music box sounds, they 
have also incorporated well known melodies including Scott Joplin’s ‘The 
Entertainer’ (Neely 2014). While emulating a piano sound on the guitar appealed to 
me, I was keen to diversify from a regular time signature― more of a ‘stride piano’ 
approach, rather than the one employed by ragtime exponents such as Joplin.  
In revisiting my inner project brief, I yearned for a melody that was ‘playful’ 
yet dithyrambic—a tune suggestive of ‘mischief’. Through word association, I began 
playing a fingerstyle arrangement of the jazz standard ‘Ain’t misbehavin’’513 . In 
doing so, I rediscovered a particular CM7add6 chord voicing. Isolating the CM7add6 
chord, I trialled a variety of arpeggios—visualising each one emanating from the 
speaker of an ice cream van. A succession of ‘single line melodies’ ensued, 
employing “audiation” (Gordon 2007, p.15). This was an iterative process— cycling 
through possibilities, making sure to save anything propitious to a portable 
recorder514. Several arpeggios were discounted, not only on the basis of disparity 
between the bass and melody line, but more so on their failure in capturing my 
 
Sweet Home’ who raised their voices in song on behalf of the homeless later in the year―December 
2016. 




intended sonority or being “true to self” ― as indicated in the ‘AIRS model’. This 
constitutes an internal conversation with oneself. In his study of Bill Evans’ 
Conversations with Myself, Larson (2005, pp.241-275) challenges the traditional 
distinction between composition and improvisation, where composition is a process 
which occurs independent of “real-time” employing “hard work to eliminate or avoid 
mistakes” and improvisation is that which occurs “in real time” engaging “luck or 
skill to respond to or incorporate mistakes”. Larson concludes that composition is 
more the assembly and preservation of musical components by way of “memory, 
notation or sound recording media in a way that allows but does not require revision”.  
As Pras (2017) reminds us, particularly where improvised works are concerned―the 
act of recording and playback is effectual in measuring one’s output. It constitutes a 
nuanced quality control system. Accordingly, numerous ‘picking patterns’ were 
rejected due to their prevalence in songs that I had composed previously. Settling on 
one arpeggio, I began to work on several rhythmic variations—alternating between 
the CM7add6 chord and a G5 chord voicing. Much of the inspiration for my 
accompaniment borrowed from the syncopated fingerstyle technique of blues singer 
and guitarist Mississippi John Hurt (1892-1966) ―with which I was already familiar. 
In many ways, this was an exercise in decoding stride piano for the acoustic guitar. 
Moreover, Hurt’s song delivery always appealed to me as it was a calmer form of 
protest 515 . In searching for a melody, what transpired was a series of harmonic 
(chordal) ‘fragments’ that became the song’s introduction—signalling the ice-cream 
van’s arrival. On reflection, improvisations supported through audio recording and 
playback liberated my practice from any sense of imposed structure. In doing so, they 
 




fostered the creation of a more distinctive ‘voice’ as advocated by Pras and Lavergne 
(2015). In due course, improvisation incited what Nachmanovitch (1990, p.102) terms 
“form unfolding” ― the establishment of its own structure― “a self-organising 
system questioning and answering itself about its own identity”. For Berliner (1994 
p.192) this is an “inner dialogue” devoted to “interpreting the materials in different 
ways”. Rather than begin with the CM7add6 chord and move to a G5 chord, the “self-
organising system” prompted an interchange, whereby the G5 chord became my tonic. 
After rejecting several chord sequences for the verse, repeating the recording and 
playback steps described earlier, a four-chord pattern of G5-Bm-Asus2-D/F# ending in 
a perfect cadence516 proved most effective. As it happened, in searching for a ‘lead 
melody’, part of the anthem’s harmonic structure was established. Over a number of 
iterations, “free play” provided reassurance that one has ‘something to say’, thus 
settling the central question of the ‘AIRS model’. In ‘showing up for work’, the 
chordal pattern for the verse was in place prior to devoting my full attention to the 
lyrics. 
 
Writing the lyrics―a collision between storehouses 
 
Negotiation of the song’s broader lyrical message and implied micro 
narratives began to crystallise from the moment in which its directive was 
presented―the improvisational equivalent of a pre composition stage. Berliner (1994, 
p.221-222) describes this as drawing form the “storehouse”, which manifests as the 
interplay “between intrinsic interest and the ongoing models” one provides for 
 
515  Mississippi John Hurt popularised ‘I shall not be moved’, a protest song of the Civil Rights 





invention. Although Berliner was referring to soloing in jazz, as a songwriter I found 
myself in “a perpetual cycle between improvised and precomposed components” 
―drawing on a body of “construction materials”. By this I mean the amalgamation of 
abstract and familiar lyrical phrases similar to the way ‘outside notes’ join forces with 
prepared ‘licks’. The construction materials in my case embraced ‘trigger’ words― a 
direct consequence of having focussed on the single words of participants at analysis 
stage. Trigger words were the building blocks of concepts to elicit change―a 
response to that which was happening in twenty first century Ireland. This was the 
antithesis of the cut-up technique 517  popularised by David Bowie where source 
material―mostly full sentences were separated into words and phrases. I envisaged 
words such as ‘homeless’, ‘sovereignty’, ‘freedom’ (from austerity), ‘politicians’ and 
‘equality’ instigating separate lines― as depicted in the film clip for Bob Dylan’s 
‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’518. Lines and phrases would therefore be constructed 
from conceptual placards in keeping with the anthem’s respondent nature. Taking 
each word― “filler” lyrics were constructed for each line in a manner posited by 
Simos (see chapter three―3.3). Several reworkings of “filler” lyrics ensued together 
with a number of counter melodies over the G5-Bm-Asus2-D/F# chord pattern. For 
example, in extracting some of the trigger words mentioned earlier, one rhyming 
couplet emerged as― “Thank you for the ‘freedom’ and the ‘sovereignty’, and 
protecting our ‘equality’”. This was intended as a satirical line, juxtaposing Ireland’s 
imposed austerity with any concept of egalitarianism. The couplet was representative 
of what the character singing the song might say to a canvassing politician―the child 
 
516 Changing from the V to the I chord. 
517 A practice mostly associated with the aleatory approach of William S. Burroughs. Aleatoricism or 
that which happens by “chance” (Feisst 2002) was common in the compositions of Pierre Boulez as 
was the dichotomous “controlled chance” thereafter. 




protagonist was developing a facetious personality. Nevertheless, I wanted the central 
figure to speak candidly. Lyrical concepts evolved on paper throughout the process, 
but also digitally (using Evernote). My child protagonist thus became forthright in 
their dialogue, uttering “Please leave a little space for me” (imaginary). Without 
hesitation the next line became “This time next year I’ll be three” (real)―thereby 
completing another rhyming couplet. As I sang the couplets together, it seemed more 
logical to begin the song with the human plea― “Please leave a little space for me”. 
Thematically and melodically, the song was beginning to crystallise. Having 
grounded the central character, the beginning of the first verse emerged in AABB 
format as below. Guided by the established countermelody, the first two lines became 
octosyllabic (see syllable count next to each line). 
 
Please leave a lit-tle space for me     (A)   8 
This time next year I’ll be three-ee    (A)   8 
Thank you for the free-dom and the sove-reign-ty-ee (B) 12 
And pro-tec-ting our e-qual-i-ty    (B)   9 
 
 
Structurally, this part of the verse approximates to that of a Chicano corrido― 
often in combinations of octosyllabic and dodecasyllabic metre― some of which are 
8-8-12-8 (Herrera-Sobek 2006, p.42). Similarly, the corrido is a Mexican-American 
ballad form which habitually mediates a struggle against injustice. As Herrera-Sobek 
posits, Chicanos exhibit a “tripartite cultural legacy” of native American, European 
and African origins. The last line of my rhyming couplet is irregular (nine syllables) 
in keeping with its strident nature. Concomitantly, I was preparing a book chapter 
about the protest songs of Ry Cooder in support of Chicanos, as recorded on Chávez 
Ravine (Toomey 2018 pp.422-434). In my examination of songs including ‘Corrido 




respects this recalls a Jungian ‘synchronicity’ (1952) ―the concurrence of seemingly 
connected and disconnected phenomena. In a broader sense, it forms part of the 
widely acknowledged “mystery” but also the moderately cited “Irish blues” as evident 
in the ‘AIRS model’. 
Following a slightly altered countermelody, the second half of verse one 
followed an irregular 10-9-10-8 syllabic pattern. From a lyrical perspective, I 
extended the protagonist’s rebuttal of demagogues and the election campaign of the 
period. As previously reported, this was refined over numerous recording and 
playback sessions―using portable equipment 519 . The remainder of the verse 
perpetuates the satire, this time with rhyming couplets in CCDD format:   
 
It’s good to know that ev-ery-thing is sound    (C) 10 
Just had the pol-i-ti-cians ‘ro-und     (C)   9 
Smi-ling wi-der than their pos-ter pho-tos   (D) 10 




Assonance features strongly in verse one―note the repetition of the vowel 
sounds― ‘e’ in the first part and ‘o’ in the second. Vowel harmonies can be traced to 
Homer’s The Iliad, providing an internal rhyming scheme in and of themselves. 
At this juncture the song called for a central motif―the chorus. Undoubtedly, 
my decision to move to the chorus expediently was also motivated by the commission 
and its time constraints (three minutes or less). As part of its anthemic remit, the 
chorus called for a universal message―one where in this case the child protagonist 
would lead the congregation. I envisaged a transcendent chorus― noticeably different 
to the verse melodically, yet imbued with familiar lyrical phrases (Berliner’s 
 




“precomposed parts”). In this regard, my working methodology prompted a shift in 
harmonic accompaniment. As part of this endeavour, I explored a series of open chord 
voicings in higher positions on the fingerboard. Sliding to an Em7 voicing in the 
seventh fret ―an altered relative minor―exhibited some anthemic characteristics. By 
this I intend a musical departure achieved through the incorporation of unfretted 
notes―expanding their harmonic function. More precisely this constitutes an 
echappée (escape) ― “ascending progression of harmony notes” (Apel 2003, p.577) 
by virtue of the open D string in the Em7 configuration (E, ‘open D’ and G). Using the 
relative minor as my anchor, I eventually settled on the sequence Em7- F#m (♭6, ♭9)-G5 
(returning to the tonic), which I then repeated. A vamped countermelody for the 
vocals emerged as a more regular 9-9-7-7 syllabic pattern, in contrast to that of the 
preceding verse. Instinctively, the chorus began with the line— “We have a better 
world in mind, paint it open and paint it wide”—an idealistic plea for inclusivity and 
the abolition of war and suffering. “Paint” was chosen to encapsulate the creative 
efforts of the child—proposing a better word through “free play” (see chapter three—
3.2). Each couplet is intended as a call and response, common in both blues and jazz 
forms. The answering couplet was completed with the uncompromising yet playful— 
“We’ll stand over its design, an ice-cream chime as our guide”. From a lyrical 
perspective, the chorus is imagined as a public address to the Irish people. I wanted to 
extend the chorus such that it bolstered the anthem’s message in context―the sharing 
of ice-cream and song in a public park.  After several iterations, I kept returning to 
familiar declarations in the Irish language. ‘A dhaoine uaisle’, is one such 
declaration—used ceremonially when a public representative addresses its citizens—
meaning ‘my noble people’ or ‘ladies and gentlemen’. My song takes the phrase a 




creams) as an antidote to strife — “A dhaoine uaisle, uachtair reoite”. Fully aware of 
the citizens’ dissatisfaction with certain aspects of contemporary Ireland, the 
powerholders are really saying—my dear people, (n)ice (s)creams. Presented as such, 
the song recalls the macaronic song form discussed earlier (see 2.2.7). Eating ice-
cream has been recognised as a “naturalistic activity” with “positive affect” (Linley 
et. al, 2013). As people are likely to make clearer decisions when they are content—
what better way to discuss Ireland’s future than by sharing an ice-cream socially. 
Delivered in a spirited way, the song concludes that there are some aspects of Irish 
culture which can only be confronted with an ice cream cone in hand―bolstering its 
nature as a satirical protest song.  
In the second verse my protagonist raises awareness about issues such as 
homelessness and bureaucratic obstacles as determined by my initial ‘trigger’ words. 
The writing process was similar to that employed for the first verse. Once more an 
internal rhyming was adopted stressing vowel sounds. The second verse was also 
irregular as before―in line with the syncopated character of the anthem. 
Significantly, the commissioned work was different to songs I had written heretofore.  
Some of my earlier songs exhibit what is referred to in poetry as a ballad 
stanza form (ABCB 520 )―common in the structure of the folk ballad. Evidently, 
inspecting the creative processes of others, had some impact on my own creative 
process. Notwithstanding, it permits a new way of interpreting one’s wider 
songwriting practice―outside that of existing models. In this way it concurs with the 
creative experiences of Leroux (see chapter three―3.5) who noticed a shift in his own 
practice as the result of its examination at IRCAM. Irrespective of the form which 
 




unfolded, the progress at each stage of my anthem was determined by what Glassie 
(1982, pp.98-99) calls the "harsh inner critic”.  
It is widely accepted that some level of validation constitutes the final stage of 
the creative process. As discussed in chapter three (see 3.4) this is what Wallas and 
Sadler-Smith term ‘verification’ and Wolterstorff calls ‘evaluation’. At various stages 
of its evolution, I performed the new anthem for friends and invited them to listen to 
renditions as recorded at my home studio. These were people whose opinions I valued 
based on their interest in music―what participants of my wider investigation referred 
to earlier as “trusted others”. Over the course of my thesis, and on the basis of a 
public vote my anthem was selected as EVA’s winning anthem. In effect, the public 
completed the final step of the ‘AIRS model’―balloting via a SoundCloud521 based 
forum. The first verse and chorus were then converted to a chime to be played by two 
ice-cream vans in accordance with SoftDay. The chime was aired on RTÉ One’s arts 
and popular culture radio programme Arena522 in advance of its live performance. On 
the afternoon of Sunday 24 April 2016, two ice-cream vans embarked on separate 
circuits of Limerick city523― featuring the new chime. Complimentary ice-creams 
were dispensed en route before the vans finally assembled in the city centre. 
Afterwards, the public gathered at ‘People’s Park’ to sing the new Citizens’ anthem 
from the lyric sheet circulated (see Appendix I)524. Sheet music for an accompanying 
SATB choir525 was also generated in conjunction with SoftDay (see Appendix J). 
Taking the “ice-cream chime as our guide”, I was afforded the opportunity to sing the 
 
521 A European online audio distribution platform based in Berlin, Germany. 
522 Broadcast on 15 March 2016, 19:02-19.04 GMT.  
523 Along allocated red and blue lines as directed by SoftDay. 
524 For further details see https://softday.ie/nicescreams/ 




anthem with the choir on the day. The public joined in unison―extemporising at their 





Figure 48—Recording ‘A Dhaoine Uaisle (Better World in Mind)’ 
 
After being presented with the winning prize, I recorded the song at Sonas 
studio in Killarney, Co. Kerry (see Figure 48). As a ‘playful’ homage to ‘Amhrán na 
bhFiann’, the citizens’ anthem ends with a five-note melody which accompanies the 
first line of the Irish national anthem. Vaughan (2017) makes reference to the anthem 
in his investigation of antiphonal singing as underpinned by the work of Irish poet and 
philosopher John Moriarty526. Complete lyrics for the original entry to EVA 2016 
may be represented as follows:  
 




‘A Dhaoine Uaisle (Better world in Mind)’ 
Intro (Guitar melody x 2) 
 
Verse I 
Please leave a little space for me 
This time next year I’ll be three 
Thank you for the freedom and the sovereignty 
And protecting our equality 
It’s good to know that everything is sound 
Just had the politicians ‘round 
Smiling wider than their poster photos 
Reassuring all the voters 
 
Chorus 
We have a better world in mind, paint it open and paint it wide 
We’ll stand over its design, An ice-cream chime as our guide 
An ice-cream chime as our guide 
 
Verse II 
Don’t say we’re doing all we can 
Where is the home of the homeless man? 
And where is all the change, from the endless charities? 
Strictly sealed in inflated salaries 
Replace the Dáil with an ice-cream stall 
Free cones to go, no protocol 
A token gesture from all those you wrote to 
A dhaoine uaisle, uachtair reoite 
 
Chorus 
We have a better world in mind, paint it open and paint it wide 
We’ll stand over its design, An ice-cream chime as our guide 
An ice-cream chime as our guide 
 
A dhaoine uaisle, uachtair reoite (repeat once) 
 
 (Song ends with the five-note melody which accompanies  






In my examination of the composition of A Citizens’ Anthem― ‘A Dhaoine 
Uaisle (Better world in Mind)’, there is some consistency with the ‘AIRs model’ as 
derived from grounded theory (see chapter five―5.7). This is discernible from the 
song’s embryonic stages through to the broader underpinnings of song synthesis. 
While models of creative practice such as those of Wallas and Sadler-Smith frame the 
composition within the context of general acts of creativity, the ‘AIRS model’ brings 
one closer to the working constituents of songwriting practice. Based on the praxis of 
diverse artists, naturally the ‘AIRS model’ does not illuminate the minutaie of 
improvised events (Berliner 1994). Nevertheless, the generalised model of Irish 
practitioners can be mapped to a singular song artefact. It must be stated that the act 
of investigating the songwriting processes of others, had a significant impact on the 
writing of the song described. This is consistent with Spradley’s tenet of ethnographic 
investigation (see chapter four―4.3.2) as “learning from people” (2016). In the next 
chapter, I discuss additional findings, and synthesise the creative practices deliberated 












































In this thesis, I have endeavoured to represent the creative practices of Irish 
performing songwriters in their many forms and subjective realities. Due to the lack 
of scholarship on which to base my investigation, I adopted an inductive approach. 
Utilising a grounded theory in ethnography, I interrogated the contributions of some 
of Ireland’s most celebrated artists. Guided by the constructivist approach of Charmaz 
(2006, 2008, 2017), I considered a broad range of artists from culture bearers to more 
contemporary practitioners.  
In my interpretation of the empirical world, I adopted a multidisciplinary 
approach which draws on philosophical, sociological and musicological enquiry. My 
investigation represents creative practice as processes of ‘becoming a performing 
songwriter’ and ‘being a performing songwriter’. As a naturalistic enquiry it traces 
patterns of creativity in Irish artists as they transition from ‘socio-emotional’ to 
‘socio-musicological’ practitioners. This constitutes a ‘play-work’ dichotomy. My 
thesis leads to the construction of an ‘AIRS model’ of the songwriting process―a 
model extrapolated from ‘becoming’ and ‘being’ an Irish performing songwriter. As 
part of my investigation, I deliberate on memorable songwriting events and 
interrogate the composition of a self-commissioned work. 
In this final chapter, I consolidate my key findings, provide supplementary 
discourse and conclude with suggestions for further research. The chapter is 




9.2 GROUNDING THE THEORY IN ETHNOGRAPHY 
 
My examination of the creative practices of Irish performing songwriters is 
grounded in empirical investigation and based on field studies conducted over a 
period of four years 527 . My thesis relies primarily on the first-hand accounts of 
practitioners born between 1942 and 1982 who shared their lived experiences through 
in-depth interviews. As a performing songwriter, I recognise that meaning is co-
constructed and inclusive of multi-layered identities. Rather than include my personal 
experience within the wider investigation per se, I view it as a window into the 
experiences of others. For this reason, I adopt Kvale and Brinkmann’s metaphor of 
“interviewer as traveller” rather than “interviewer as miner” (see chapter four—4.4.2). 
In order to clarify my pre-understandings as practitioner however, I include the 
exposition of an original song ―an experiential autoethnographic component (see 
previous chapter), part of which involves testing the ‘AIRS model’. Findings are 
bolstered by contributions from other information rich sources―research material 
gathered from seminars, conferences and songwriting workshops.  
In my thesis, I draw on scholarship vis-à-vis creative practice and previous 
studies in relation to the songwriting process. These include the four-stage model of 
creativity (Wallas 1926) ―its recent revision (Sadler-Smith 2015), the three-stage 
model of Wolterstorff (2010) and the ‘Systems Model of Creativity’ proposed by 
Csikszentmihalyi (1999). As regards songwriting practice, I draw on the scholarship 
of McIntyre (2006, 2011a, 2011b, 2016), Bennett (2011, 2012, 2013, 2014a, 2014b, 
2015) and Simos (2014, 2015, 2017 pp.17-34).   
 
 




9.3 CREATIVE PRACTICE—THE WORK-PLAY-ART TRICHOTOMY 
 
In his “Critique of Judgement” (1790), Kant argued—only that which is 
produced freely should be called art. He makes a clear distinction between “free art” 
which is “play” or “agreeable on its own account” and “mercenary art” which is 
“work” orientated and therefore burdensome. For Kant aesthetic judgement was the 
“free play of the imagination”. My thesis proves that one of the most significant 
features of the creative practice of Irish performing songwriters lies in their ‘play-
work’ or ‘play-discipline’ dichotomy. This coincides to a large extent with the 
extremes of the “chaos-order dynamic” proposed by Lambert (see chapter three—
3.2). From the theoretical coding stage, the creative practices of artists constitute a 
contextual phase— ‘becoming a performing songwriter’ and a continual phase— 
‘being a performing songwriter’. Although participants move from a condition of 
‘play’ to one of ‘working practice’ or ‘purposeful play’, the songwriter is recurrently 
immersed in some level of ludic activity. Rather than a paradigm shift from Homo 
Ludens (Huizinga 1938) to Homo Faber (Ihde and Malafouris 2018; Zhang 2012) or 
Homo Aestheticus (Dissanayake 2001), ‘being a performing songwriter’ constitutes an 
equilibrium between the ‘playful’, the ‘working’ and the ‘artistic’ as represented in 
Figure 49.  
                            
         








‘Becoming a performing songwriter’ equates to the “developmental stage” of 
creativity (Albert and Runco 1989, pp.221-230; Subotnik and Arnold 1996, pp.263-
280; Helson 1999, pp.89-101; Albert and Runco 1999, pp.16-31) — mini-c to little-c. 
At this stage, artists present as socio-emotional practitioners engaged in “everyday 
creativity” (Richards 1990, 1993, 2007, 2010; Silvia et. al. 2014; Narayan 2016). This 
shows much consistency with Huizinga’s thesis, where play, learning and 
experimentation are considered critical. It constitutes “‘a play of passions’—
expressing emotions” (Paddison 2011). The ‘socio-emotional’ dimension constitutes a 
Bourdieuian “system of dispositions” underpinned by an “aesthetic consciousness” 
(Gadamer 2004, pp.77-101) or “empathetic attunement” (Seddon 2012, pp.134-
135)—a call to move outside Huizinga’s “ordinary life”. Initially, this manifests as a 
sensitivity to “sound”. Despite the interconnectivity of the “emotional” and “social” 
sub codes—for the purpose of clarity, I will synthesise each individually.  
The “emotional” sub codes encapsulate the affective experiences of artists in 
their early stages of creativity. At this juncture, the meanings derived from music and 
song are sustained by the artist as listener—their “expressive ear”. Such meanings are 
attributable to a “habitus of listening” (Becker 2004, pp.69-86, 2010 pp.127-158) and 
the “agency of musical traditions”. In all cases it was the “acousmatic experience”, 
(Scruton 2009, p.5) or subjective response to sound, which prompted the first stage of 
becoming an artist. Such incidents were responsible for a previsioning—a yearning to 
create something of aesthetic value comparable to that which drew artists to music 
and song in the first place. In all cases, a ‘playful’ period of musical exploration 
ensued, and by extension, a gradual establishment of one’s aesthetic. Driven purely by 




what Csikszentmihalyi (1997, p.117) terms the “autotelic personality” (Baumann 
2012, pp.165-186; Ross and Keiser 2014). 
The ‘social’ sub code centres around ‘identity’, of which ‘genealogy’, 
‘epiphanies’ and ‘community’ are its main constituents. While the majority of 
practitioners came from musical families, early curiosities in song were bolstered by 
way of an extra-familial ‘hero’—a known or unknown mentor. First attempts at 
songwriting practice transpired by way of a dichotomic ‘social solitude’. 
Predominantly, participants exhibited a “willed introversion” (Campbell 2004, p.59) 
or a desire to detach from society periodically in order to write their first songs. 
Generally speaking, any form of peripheral ‘work’ was considered disruptive528 . 
Relinquishing the security of remunerative employment is cited as one of the most 
problematic yet significant shifts on the way to becoming a performing songwriter. 
There are several exemplars—from discontinuing academic study529 to forsaking a 
steady income. Attempts to sustain full time employment and work as a musician 
after hours also proved impractical 530 . Despite efforts to maintain performance 
schedules of “seven nights a week”, as Mick Hanly (2016) exclaims, “sometimes you 
have to step outside”.  
Consulting Kieran Goss531 about becoming a working singer-songwriter he 
posited— “I wanted a life that was creative and fun”—reiterating the ‘work-play’ 
dichotomy. Internal monologues such as these, signal that one can only reach their 
 
528 In The Inner Game of Music Green and Gallwey (1987 p.23) propose that success as a musician is 
determined by a general level of Performance (P) or results achieved. They define this using the 
equation P = p-i (Performance = potential – interference). Realising one’s objective involves 
eliminating various levels of internal and external conflict. Most of all, artists must not become a 
barrier to themselves. 
529 Several artists were performing in bands following regular working days. In his third year at UCD 
Paul Brady was asked to join The Johnstons who had a number one single in the Irish charts at the 




full potential by focussing on that which is meaningful. As Green and Gallwey 
advance (1987, p.31-36), the gap between the “critical” and “creative” selves widens 
through socialisation. In many ways the “Inner Game” of participants is a call to 
reclaim their natural ability. It is a directive to reembrace Huizinga’s Homo Ludens 
and a first step in advancing to ‘purposeful play’. In the next section, I re-confront 
‘purposeful play’. This constitutes ‘Being a performing songwriter’—a creative 
process for which those investigated by and large infers song composition.  
  
9.4 “BEING A PERFORMING SONGWRITER” IN PRACTICE 
 
‘Being’ a performing songwriter is largely underpinned by its ‘social’ and 
‘musical’ dimensions―hence the socio-musicological practitioner. Beginning with 
the ‘musical’ dimension, I locate the practice of songwriting with respect to the 
scholarship on creativity explored herein, focussing on the ‘social’ dimension 
thereafter.  
My interrogation of the songwriting process leads to what I have termed the 
‘AIRS model’― ‘Artistry of IRish Songwriters model’ (see chapter five―5.7). As 
illustrated in my findings, the ‘AIRS model’ is the result of a constructivist grounded 
theory which emerged from the processes of ‘becoming’ and ‘being’ an Irish 
performing songwriter (see 5.5). As a framework it locates the songwriting process in 
relation to―’artistic discipline’, ‘acknowledging the mystery’, ‘stimulus’, ‘personal 
relationship with process’, ‘temporal factors’, ‘environmental factors’ and ‘song 
synthesis’.  
 
530 Following a spell in rock bands, John Spillane was part of the jazz nuanced The Stargazers and 
traditional group Nomos prior to emerging as a solo singer-songwriter in 1997. Mick Hanly performed 





Figure 50― ‘AIRS Model’ within the ‘Systems Model of Creativity’ 
 
Recent scholarship in relation to the songwriting process is predicated on 
Practitioner Based Enquiry (PBE) and the ‘Systems Model of Creativity’ (McIntyre 
2001a, 2011a, 2016; Bennett 2011). Csikszentmihalyi’s ‘Systems Model of 
Creativity’ (1999) (see chapter three―3.4) presents a holistic view of the creative 
process. In doing so it acknowledges a system in flux, determined by exchanges 
between the person (songwriter), domain (songwriting) and society (field). I envisage 
the ‘systems model’ as a plane of creativity, within which the ‘AIRS model’ 
developed in my thesis resides (see Figure 50). Consequently, the ‘AIRS model’ is ‘a 
process within a process’, in this case― ‘a systems model within a systems model’. In 
partitioning my investigation into ‘becoming’ and ‘being’ stages, the ‘musical’ 
(songwriting focussed) dimension eclipses the ‘social’ dimension at ‘being’ stage. In 
acknowledgement of this, the ‘AIRS model’ is situated closer to the person-domain or 
songwriter-songwriting interface as evident. Components labelled ‘Bio and Env’ 
 




(Biological and Environmental) and ‘Culture’ within the ‘hybrid systems model’, are 
accounted for in the ‘becoming’ stage explained earlier. This constitutes an 
“acquisition of domain knowledge” (McIntyre 2001b). The embedded ‘AIRS model’ 
traces the songwriting process up to the point at which the song reaches its pre-
production stage. By this I mean that while the song structure has been validated by 
the songwriter and ‘trusted others’, it has not as yet been recorded for public 
distribution. For this reason, the ‘AIRS model’ does not focus on a song’s reception 
with audiences or gatekeepers. It does however acknowledge a dichotomy between 
the ‘agency of traditions’ and being a contemporary voice’. On the writer’s behalf, 
this offers some reflection on song placement and its wider ‘field’ of approval532. The 
point at which the ‘AIRS model’ intersects the ‘Systems Model of Creativity’ 
constitutes its ‘songwriting habitus’ or “space of possibilities” (Bourdieu 1993 p.64; 
Csikszentmihalyi 1998).  
Within their ‘songwriting habitus’ (AIRS environment) artists become 
involved in a more formalised ‘practice’— “the unity of the activities of work” 
(Schmidt 2014, p.99). This is not to say that they default on ludic interaction. Rather 
than a clearly defined ‘process’, songwriting presents as an activity with ‘artistic 
discipline’ at its fulcrum. Despite the uniqueness of each of the artists as practitioners, 
there are noticeable similarities in terms of their modus operandi. ‘Artistic discipline’ 
constitutes a “stage and componential process” (Runco and Chand 1995; Amabile 
2012) comprising little-c to Pro-C. In other words, while it still incorporates 
“everyday creativity”, a memorable song is realised periodically. Despite the 
acknowledgement of songwriting as a mysterious process, artistic discipline requires 
some level of what artists term “showing up for work” (the kernel of the AIRS 
 




model). This implies ‘allowing songs to happen’ or ‘eliciting songs to happen’. In 
either case, a “flow state” (Csikszentmihalyi 1997; Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi 
2009, pp. 195-206; Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi 2014; Csikszentmihalyi et al. 
2014) is inferred whereby artists become completely absorbed in the compositional 
process as it unfolds.  
As the songwriting experiences of participants demonstrate, very often the 
sudden illumination or ‘eureka moment’ is due to some level of prior unconscious 
work (Runco 2014). We now know this as “intimation” or “fringe consciousness”—
based on the model of creativity proposed by Sadler-Smith (2015) (see chapter 
three—3.4). Evidently, songwriting is a non-linear process, where unity is achieved in 
the absence of ‘distinct’ stages. Csikszentmihalyi argued that even where his five-
stage process was concerned (preparation, incubation, insight, evaluation and 
elaboration) that the stages “overlap and recur several times before the process is 
completed” (1996, p.83). With respect to the songwriters investigated it infers gestalt 
theory or “temporal gestalt units” (Tenney and Polansky 1980 pp.205-241; Gilhooly 
1996) where sets of interrelationships become apparent (Schoon 1992). More 
recently, Collins (2007) referred to this as a “chunking of processes”. In songwriting 
terms, it is what Simos (2014) calls a “mélange” of song concepts following some 
conscious or unconscious working of the “seed”. Within the ‘AIRS model’ they are 
represented as its mysterious periphery and partly responsible for the model’s title― 
an echoing of “Port na bPucaí” (Crosson 2011) or an acknowledgement of 
“precomposed parts” arriving “out of thin air” (Berliner 1994). Of course, the 
occurrence of “meaningful acausal connection(s)” (Main 2007) cannot be discounted, 




In spite of its mysterious periphery, the songwriting process comprises a series 
of ‘working’ constituent parts. As demonstrated in my testing of the ‘AIRS model’ in 
the previous (autoethnographic) chapter, recurrent decision-making operations take 
place in which the songwriter imagines and re-imagines the songwriting task at hand. 
Beginning with “Have I got something to say?” ―the first question of the ‘AIRS 
model’, it became clear that the next question was “How should I say it?”. In the 
‘AIRS model’ I have represented this with respect to an internal or external 
‘stimulus’. By an internal stimulus I mean a personal need to express something (real 
or imagined) ―generally originating from an internal sentiment or one’s “own 
interiority” (O’Donohue 1999, p.122). By an external stimulus I intend that which is 
observed in one’s ‘lifeworld’―outside their own personal experience (real or 
imagined). In the ‘AIRS model’ both stimuli are separated by a porous boundary. In 
this way the model allows for a concurrence of internal and external stimuli―a 
realisation of one’s “expressive ear” (Kirnarskaya 2009, pp.47-77). Moreover, both 
stimuli advance the crux of the aforementioned ‘becoming’ stage―an autotelic 
disposition to voice something meaningful through the medium of song. 
Concomitantly, the central question posed by the ‘AIRS model’ calls for an aesthetic 
truth or “honest signal” (Maeder and Reybrouck 2015) (see chapter seven—7.2.3). 
This corresponds to Homo Aestheticus—the aesthetic human, a creator whose 
objective is to write a song with authenticity—what Dissanayake (2001) calls 
“making special”. In their endeavours to engage with the source material, participants 
foster a ‘personal relationship’ with their songs. Most describe this rapport as 
equivalent to that of a companion—an entity with which they engage in “dialogic 




ongoing decisions take place where the songwriter questions the value and import of 
the song to themselves and their audience. 
Culture bearers or artists with a grounding in traditional practice explain how 
songs might begin as poetic text which would potentially “become a song”. In several 
instances it was remarked how both the melody and lyrics were synchronous or as 
Andy Irvine (2015) explains “the tune presents itself during the writing”533. As I 
reported at SySMus 2016, the general consensus is that songwriters are regularly 
logging ideas, phrases or melodies and stockpiling them as they go, not necessarily 
working any one idea through to the end (Toomey 2016). In the ‘AIRS model’ this is 
referred to within its ‘temporal factors’ as “song fragments”. Irish songwriter Julie 
Feeney described her bricolage, as a “building up of fragments” over the course of a 
songwriting workshop I attended throughout the course of my investigation534. It is a 
method which extends to the rediscovery of lyrics intended for other melodies and 
vice-versa―once more a ‘gestalt’ or (re)unification of separate entities. Working 
practices are in many instances serendipitous, mirroring how the practitioner happens 
to approach the song at a given juncture. Once more this intimates a Jungian 
synchronicity, defined as “the simultaneous occurrence of a certain psychic state with 
one or more external events which appear as meaningful parallels to the momentary 
subjective state” (1952, par. 850). In this sense, it reiterates Simos’s (2014) 
assemblage of the numerous song “seeds” (see chapter three—3.5) which have been 
retrieved at various levels of archivation. This includes excerpts of unfinished 
material, in addition to recently written song fragments.  
 
533 Extracted from field studies. 





Conservatism and conformity are known inhibitors to creativity (Peterson and 
Pang 2006; Nettle 2006).  They could be envisaged as “culturally produced barriers” 
(Evans 1993). In order to reinvigorate their aesthetic, as indicated in the ‘AIRS 
model’, a number of participants suggested approaching new songs with ‘beginner’s 
mind’. By this they mean—attempting to write from a position of no a priori 
knowledge. In reality, that which ensues lies somewhere between a ‘prepared mind’ 
(a posteriori) and ‘beginner’s mind’. While the practices of the songwriters 
investigated differ in terms of particularities, the majority of practitioners were found 
to work alone in personalised micro-environments (Gulbrandsen 2004, pp.31-57). 
Writing spaces, whether designated or transitory, were viewed as places of “uncritical 
refuge” (see chapter seven—7.2.6). The voices of participants concur with the views 
of West (2016 p.1) when he posits that despite the conventions which determine song 
structure, it is the momentary ‘interplay’ between the performing songwriter and their 
work which determines the efficacy of the song.  
 
While there are some song structures we encounter more than others, 
and within some traditional and commercial fields there are 
instrumental textures we have become conditioned to anticipate, inside 
the compositional signature lies the authentic and individual, the 
interplay of real and metaphorical voices that resonate with and reflect 
the joy and tragedy of our existence; expressive bursts of organised 
sound waiting to be heard and felt.  
                     
 
Much of the individuality of the artists investigated is attributed to their 
pursuit of a certain aesthetic or voice. Distancing oneself from their accompanying 
instrument proved constructive in several instances, thereby circumventing familiar 




found to be negligible535. In essence, artists were free to ‘play’ within their socio-
musical environment from an early age―the foundation of which are prominent at 
‘becoming’ stage.  
As mentioned earlier the ‘social’ dimension at ‘being’ stage was largely 
usurped by its songwriting focussed ‘musical’ dimension. Of course, the ‘social’ 
dimension is inseparable from its ‘musical’ counterpart with respect to creative 
practice. The ‘social’ dimension manifested as a continuation of the ‘identity’ theme 
at ‘becoming’ stage―and by extension the “elective affinities” of songwriters (Slobin 
1993 p.68; Goehr 2011). This translates to ‘who and what they identify with’―a 
series of ‘interrelationships’, or collaborative threads. For this reason, in spite of a 
general tendency towards solitary practice, artists are more amenable to co-writing 
with the passage of time. This encompasses multiple songwriting partners—which 
include poets and artists who mediate their work diversely. Although the figure of a 
performing songwriter suggests an artist who writes exclusively ‘original material’, in 
reality songwriters are actively engaged in hybrid practices which include the 
unification of disparate sources and the reimagining of existing artworks. In the cases 
of culture bearers this includes the reworking of ancient texts and poems in addition 
to extant melodies. Multi-faceted reinterpretations are also prevalent in the practices 
of more contemporary artists536.  
Another “elective affinity” rests with the performing songwriter as “seer of 
communitas” (Ní Shíocháin 2018a pp.23-55) ―mediator of wider intercultural 
issues―occasionally embroiled in “solidary” and “ritual”. This aspect of their 
 
535 All except five participants were self-taught. Iarla Ó Lionáird, Eleanor McEvoy, Andy Irvine, Paul 
Brady and Duke Special all received musical tuition at various stages of development.  
536 The Thomas Moore project (2017) by Eleanor McEvoy serves as a recent exemplar. Duke Special’s 
reinterpretations are wide and varied, having composed melodies for the works of Brecht, Hector Mann 




practice is what some artists (albeit a minority) term ‘Irish blues’. Any concept of 
‘Irish blues’ is entangled in a spectrum of historic, emotional, social, musical and 
economic forces. Apart from its association with melancholy and secular folk music, 
‘the blues’ is more accurately “a way of life, a variety of music, a poetic movement, a 
state of mind, a folkloric tradition, a moral attitude and even a spontaneous intuitive 
critical method” (Rosemont 1996, p.217). Naturally, at such intersections lie 
opportunities to address a wealth of issues pertaining to the human condition. 
Drawing on Huizinga’s Homo Ludens, Ní Shíocháin (2018a, ibid.) frames song as the 
“quintessential play-sphere”, a transitory or “liminal ludic space” where creativity 
flourishes. In doing so she reminds us of a state of “inbetweenness” ―where the artist 
assumes multi-layered identities (see chapter two―2.4). The songwriting practices of 
some of the artists investigated depict colonial sympathies with African-American 
communities among others. Notwithstanding Onkey’s (2006, pp.162-163) dismissal 
of such couplings or Afrocentric-Eurocentric convergences (Lewis 1996), it is 
possible for singers to “speak the truth on behalf of their own culture thereby 
representing others” (Moore 2002, p.209)537. It is probable that said sympathies were 
accentuated due to the period in which my investigation was conducted―between 
2014 and 2018―when Ireland was (re)examining and (re)imagining itself from a 
number of perspectives rooted in the “politics of memory” (Grayson and McGarry 
2016)538. Part of this (re)assessment comprises a willingness to raise one’s voice on 
behalf of the disenfranchised. While suggestive of continuity with the protest singing 
tradition, the overarching sentiment is one of empathy and solidarity where singing 
“suspends the real-world order long enough to make change imaginable” (Ní 
Shíocháin 2018b, p.168). As demonstrated herein, it is a process which infers 
 




healing539. Based on my findings, I would argue that part of this outlook is embroiled 
in the ‘socio-emotional’ dimension―that which drew artists to music and its affective 
domain in the first place. For this reason, ‘Irish blues’ (a broader sense of empathy or 
sensitivity), is included in the AIRS model as an internal property of song ‘stimulus’. 
As evident in my thesis ‘Being’ a performing songwriting practitioner implies 
‘artistic discipline’ much of which centres on the songwriting process. Over the 
course of my investigation, I provide examples of memorable songwriting processes 
which exhibit singular or multiple stages of Sadler-Smith’s model (2015) (a variation 
on Wallas’ original model). While some resemble the “preparation”, “illumination” 
and “intimation” stages of the Sadler-Smith model there is no definitive match across 
all stages. Moreover, I believe it would be an injustice to represent songwriting 
processes as entirely consistent with any stage-based model of creativity.  
For a stage process to work, a number of transitional phases would have to be 
become interchangeable. Over the course of my thesis, an intermediary study of the 
songwriting processes of nine practitioners showed consistency with Wolterstorff’s 
model of creativity (Toomey 2016, pp.130-135—see Appendix K). This constitutes a 
three-stage process—namely, “inspiration”, “selection” and “evaluation”. The process 
outlines a “pre-conscious” stage (inspiration) followed by a “conscious” (selective) 
stage, culminating in a what Wolterstorff (1987/2010) terms a “measure up to 
standards” or “evaluation”. Effectively Wolterstorff’s singular selective ‘stage’ 
represents that which Sadler-Smith calls incubation-intimation-illumination. 
Songwriting implies a series of decision-making ‘stages’ or ‘selections’ and therefore 
any stage model must allow for lateral movement or collisions between stages. 
 
538 A period in which Ireland commemorated the 1916 rising―its first major revolt against British rule. 




More accurately―rather than a sequential process, songwriting constitutes a 
componential system which accommodates cyclical patterns, “synchronicity”, gestalt 
theory and tensions between improvisation and composition. The ‘AIRS model’ 
developed herein accommodates decision making within the broader system of the 
songwriter’s lifeworld. Testing the model (see chapter eight) I became part of a 
creative exchange―questioning my own process far more than was possible 
heretofore― “a state of ‘being’ that allows a state of ‘becoming’ to emerge” (Carter 
2004). The ‘AIRS model’ is not a sequential model but an empirical model, with 
multifarious components―interconnected in such a way as to reveal a practice and 
practitioner in motion.  
While the ‘Systems model of Creativity’ is applicable to the songwriting 
process (McIntyre 2006, 2011a, 2011b, 2016; Bennett 2013, 2014a, 2014b, 2015) it 
does not illuminate the intricacies of songwriting practice of its own accord. 
Embedding the ‘AIRS model’ within the ‘Systems Model of Creativity’ (see Figure 
50) is beneficial in terms of conceptualising the songwriting continuum. As McIntyre 
(2016, p.56) posited the songwriting process is a “complex and dynamic system in 
action”. While the inner workings of the ‘AIRS model’ reside within the narratives of 
the practitioners themselves (see chapter seven), the hybrid model helps in 
consolidating its micro and macro constituents and therefore phenomena which are 
ordinarily indistinguishable. 
In the concluding sections which follow, I consider the broader implications of 
my thesis. As part of this, I deliberate on my methodology and its limitations after 





9.5 CONTEMPLATING RESEARCH METHODS AND LIMITATIONS 
 
As Thayer-Bacon (2003, p.13) proclaimed, there is no neutral or “God’s eye 
view” of the world. As the inaugural thesis on the Irish performing songwriter in 
creative practice, constructivist grounded theory showed the most potential in 
discovering the realities (Charmaz 2000, p.524) of their world. I fully acknowledge 
that my narrative is co-constructed (Corbin and Strauss 2008; Thornberg 2012 p.248; 
Charmaz 2014) and therefore dependent on the exchanges between participants and 
myself as researcher. As ethnographic interviews were central to my investigation this 
began with my ‘line of questioning’―what Schwarz (1999) terms “measurement 
devices”, as determined by “wording, format and context”. As Schwarz posits, 
questions are grounded in communicative and cognitive processes. Of course, there is 
no absolute guarantee that questions will be interpreted as intended. For this reason, 
semi-structured questioning preceded by pilot studies offered the best resolution 
(Kada 2015, p.14), both of which are employed herein. I wish to clarify that 
questioning was also influenced by my personal experience in radio programming and 
fostering best practice in interviewing methods as an academic540. My overriding 
strategy however was that of active listening, which I intend in a bipartite 
sense―listening in situ followed by recurrent listening over the course of playback 
sessions. In other words, an assimilation of creative practices to the extent that I could 
replay content interiorly on demand. It is likely that Seidman’s model of 
questioning―probing ‘life history’ before ‘detailed exploration of experience’ had 
some bearing on my final coding architecture― ‘becoming’ and ‘being’. If I were to 




participant to return to a specific situation. It is a strategy which helps in gathering 
non-consensual answers. For example―Think about the last song that you wrote that 
you now consider finished―Which song comes to mind? ―Could we go back to the 
very first moment you got an idea for this song? ―When was it? ―and then progress 
from there. 
I fully acknowledge that the ethnographic phase of my investigation is 
delimited in that it lacks the voices of agents which include audience members, 
recording producers, labels, artist agents, live show organizers and grant providers. In 
so doing, I would have reduced the number of songwriting practitioners―the crux of 
my investigation. As a practitioner centred thesis, further insights were gained from 
songwriting workshops (cited periodically) and consultation with singer-songwriters 
at pilot stage (anonymised―cited in chapter four―4.4.3). Supplementary insights 
were provided by consultants on the basis of their contribution to Irish musical culture 
or songwriting practice as academics (see chapter two and chapter four―4.3.1). 
In adopting a constructivist approach while theory emerges from the data, it is 
the researcher who constructs the codes and higher order categories (Charmaz 2013, 
p.402). My construction partly relied on QDAS, which presented benefits and 
implications in and of itself. Following evaluation of applications including QDA 
Miner541, I settled on NVivo due to its functionality and in particular its compatibility 
with grounded theory (Lauckner et al. 2012; Zamawe 2015; Inaba and Kakai 2019). 
As argued by Paulus et al. (2017 p.35), employing QDAS such as NVivo “creates 
interactions between behaviours prescribed by research methods and those facilitated 
 
540 I currently work as a lecturer in media broadcasting within the creative media department at the 
Institute of Technology, Tralee. See chapter four (4.2.3) for the Ethnographer-Practitioner dichotomy. 




by software functionality”. Undertaking QDAS training 542 was beneficial in terms of 
smoothing the learning curve and building my database. In choosing NVivo I 
established a ‘work flow’ congruous with my research methodology―the 
construction of codes in tandem with a line by line analysis of all data sources. 
Although this can be arranged in a “bottom up” or “top down” manner (Wiltshier 
2011, p.3), I chose the former―working up from open codes to final theoretical codes 
in line with the precept of grounded theory. This constitutes both “an iterative and 
contextual process” but also one “sensitive to the historical, material, political, and 
cultural conditions in which it takes shape” (Durham 2018, p.20). Naturally, 
fragmenting the narratives leads to abstraction and transformation of the raw data 
(Miles and Huberman 1994). I agree with Welsh (2002) that once themes are 
established, there is temptation to exhaust the process and therefore “extend the 
coding…beyond any real benefit for understanding the data”. In this sense, it can 
become more tedious than first anticipated―creating categories for phenomena 
similar to those already formed. Nonetheless, I am convinced that what was disrupted 
with respect to participant narratives was reconciled in terms of organising, 
annotating, searching and the displaying of data. NVivo proved beneficial in 
consolidating internal data such as interview transcripts, memos and annotations with 
external sources including journal articles and other literature. It was valuable not 
only in managing the quantity of data, but also in extracting thematic elements and 
facilitating word searches and queries. While its suite of visualisation tools was 
helpful in the creation of concept maps, the strength of NVivo lies in its data analysis. 
NVivo is inherently an analytical tool with visualisation capabilities, not a specialist 
data visualisation tool. Moreover, due to the quantity of data generated, there were too 
 




many variables to examine how all the theoretical codes moderated and mediated 
each other within a single matrix. Notwithstanding, my overarching motive for 
adopting QDAS was to decipher the grand narratives embedded in the data. NVivo 
allowed me to question and represent the data in ways that would have not been 
possible in adopting a manual approach. In summary, QDAS proved effectual in 
adopting a constructivist approach and therefore a relativist epistemology.  
While constructivist grounded theory reveals a multi-faceted creative practice, 
in doing so, it draws attention to aspects which require further investigation. In 
Chapter two (see 2.3.6) there is some evidence that psychological approaches have 
the potential to enrich my findings. This is confirmed in the highly populated 
‘cognitive dimension’ generated herein. The investigation of Irish songwriting 
practices could therefore benefit from the usage of other creativity models. One such 
model is that of The Artist’s Way (Cameron, 2002), which incorporates Jungian 
therapists as “key proselytizers” (Marchese 2016). As Jung (1923, cw VI para. 197) 
attested “the creation of something new is not accomplished by the intellect but by the 
play instinct acting from inner necessity” ― a view endorsed by more recent scholars 
of the creative process (McGlade and Pek 2008, p.13). Although aspects of “play” 
and “necessity” permeate the discourse of my thesis, Cameron’s model has the 
potential to further interrogate the “inner necessity” focussing on particular “senses” 
―safety, identity, power, integrity, possibility, abundance, connection, strength, 
compassion, self-protection, autonomy and faith. Analogous to Cameron, Jane 
Davidson (2017) is an advocate of documenting the creative process in journal 
form― specifically one which elucidates “working practice, thoughts and feelings”. 
Bearing in mind the profile of my contributors and their performance schedules, it is 




how amenable artists would be to partake. The ‘step approach’ taken in Werner’s 
Effortless Mastery (1996), offers an alternative approach to the investigation of 
creative practice. As a strategy in optimising one’s practice rather than monitoring 
existing behaviours, it could be employed to do a comparative study with findings 
herein. 
Another drawback of my enquiry is its limited reportage on how technology 
and by extension production and studio techniques have impacted song composition. 
There are two reasons for this. Firstly, practitioners focussed on the act of songwriting 
within the broader context of themselves as practitioners. Secondly, over the course of 
my field studies I did not wish to disrupt their natural thought process by intimating 
the significance of technology. Where studio recording was mentioned it was mostly 
appended to reflections of song meaning and the intricacies of being a creative 
practitioner. Recommendations as to how the ‘cognitive dimension’ and technological 
















Adopting a grounded theory in ethnography my thesis proves that the creative 
practices of Irish performing songwriters are largely reliant on “oral traditions and 
methods” (Till 2016, p.292). Interrogating a broad range of practitioners which 
include culture bearers, contemporary artists and their hybrids, it is evident that 
creativity begins at a ‘becoming’ stage which presents as a ‘socio-emotional 
dimension’. This constitutes a “habitus of listening” (Becker 2004, 2010) intrinsic to 
an autotelic disposition. Notwithstanding, first attempts at singing and songwriting 
occur during phases of “play” (Huizinga 1938) or “everyday creativity”.  At ‘being’ 
stage artists enter a ‘socio-musicological dimension’ centred on artistic discipline. 
This manifests as a ‘way of working’ with songwriting at its fulcrum. Distillation of 
the grounded theory process with the assistance of QDAS (in this case NVivo) 
revealed the ‘AIRS model’ of the songwriting process. The ‘AIRS model’ is a visual 
representation of a componential system which encapsulates the natural practice of 
songwriting. The model highlights that most of all songwriting is an activity 
dependent on the human and personal exchanges between artists and their songs. 
Taking temporal and environmental factors into account, my investigation shows 
some consistency with the systems model of creativity (Csikszentmihalyi 1999, 
p.315—see 3.4) and by extension the scholarship of McIntyre and Bennett. As a 
creative practice songwriting is not enacted in terms of innovation alone. Not all 
songwriters are striving for ‘novelty’, nor wish to write songs which blur the 
boundaries of what a constitutes a song. Irish performing songwriters are trying to 
writer better songs—songs which to them are meaningful, yet continually interrupt 




9.7 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
 
In interrogating the creative practices of a relatively unexplored musical 
practitioner, I hope my thesis constitutes the beginning of constructive discourse 
within a number of key areas pertaining to the Irish performing songwriter. 
Employing a grounded theory in ethnography, the aim of my research was never to 
validate an existing conceptual framework. One of my foreshadowed problems lay in 
the exploration of that which for practitioners constitutes tacit knowledge. Despite 
this, it was unanticipated that participants would direct most of their attention to 
songwriting practice. For this reason, an obvious follow up enquiry would be to 
consider ‘performance’, which is not investigated. The performing practices of Irish 
artists merits a separate ethnographic study alone.  
My examination is based on the creative practices of an experienced 
demographic. Nevertheless, I am aware that this thesis would have benefitted from 
the contribution of many of Ireland’s performing songwriters who on the basis of 
touring schedules or recording engagements were unable to participate. As it stands, it 
represents the views of the participants identified, whom I believe provide a mid-
range impression of the creative practices of Irish performing songwriters at large. My 
investigation does not account for a gendered reading which would be a welcomed 
addition, particularly in terms of the influence of gender on subject matter, if any. In 
preference to conducting an ethnographic study where participants are anonymised, I 
believe that identities are crucial in the construction of meaningful cultural portraits. 
In this way the practices of artists are also more tangible for the reader and scholars of 
ethnomusicology. Having focussed my investigation on experienced practitioners, 
there is an opportunity to conduct a comparative study with the latest generation of 




replaced by what has become known as ‘Generation C’ a generation familiar with 
technology. As he advances, “Generation ‘C’ are connected, content-centric, 
communicating, community-oriented and always clicking” but most of all creative. 
As demonstrated herein, the ‘C’ posited by Bruns is more accurate when given its 
plural form― ‘generations’― a creative continuum which I have elucidated in part 
across key revival periods (see chapter two). Ireland is acutely aware of the 
importance of its creative practitioners. Project Ireland 2040, a long-term strategy to 
make Ireland a better place for its citizens, begins with a publication on Investing in 
our Culture, Language and Heritage (2018-2027). The publication acknowledges that 
“the artist brings essential qualities of awareness, emotion, truth and creativity to 
everyday life” (p.6)543. It is a statement which echoes the very substance of my thesis, 
as it is through emotional awareness that the Irish performing songwriter discovers 
the true meaning of their creative and social practice. As a practice nestled within a 
‘play-work’ dichotomy, it is important that such matters are considered in the 
cultivation of micro-environments for future songwriting practitioners. Initiatives 
including Music Generation544 and Creative Ireland are already making progress in 
this area. In full acknowledgement of ‘Generation(s) C’ and post-Generation-C, it 
would be valuable to explore recording environments and “the creative musical 
potential of new technologies” (Tanaka 2009, p.253), which are not considered in my 
thesis. The highly populated ‘cognitive’ and ‘musical’ dimensions show potential in 
bringing my thesis further in this regard. It would be pertinent to carry out such 
investigations by drawing on the work of Born (1995, 2010), Donin and Theureau 
(2007, 2008) and Donin (2012) from the perspective of cognitive anthropology (see 
 






chapter three―3.5). Doing so would imply a reduced sample size to the one 
employed here or the investigation of a single songwriting practitioner over an 
extended period. This would require a studio space (personal studio of the artist or a 
designated laboratory) in which the artist could work unhindered with the researcher 
in situ. Such an approach would also involve the investigation of other information 
rich sources around which the song artefacts are recorded and distributed. It would of 
course necessitate an artist open to the inspection of their songwriting practice under 
such conditions. Sketch studies of informal notes/segments for example, would be an 
interesting addendum to this form of investigation. While they differ from those kept 
by classical composers, a songwriter is likely to have access to such “fragments”, as 
evident from my empirical studies. Much of the songwriter’s practice involves what 
could be termed aural sketching—ways of documenting the song 
structure―controlling the quality by way of recording (see chapter 3―3.5). Recent 
scholarship demonstrates a growing interest in the area of musical instruments as 
“cognitive extensions” (Magnusson, 2009). The ARP conference ‘In C’ (2019)545 for 
example, considers the possibilities of creation, connectivity, collaboration and 
controllers based on Riley’s 546  “what if?” principle (Prasad 2014) ― that which 
happens if we fully probe the creator-controller interface. Sony’s CSL547 lab in Paris 
pushed the boundaries of the creator-controller interface in 2016 with the Beatlesque 
song ‘Daddy’s Car’ ―composed utilising an artificial intelligence software system. 
As it stands the software cannot produce a final mix autonomously, requiring human 
intervention in the form of artist Benoît Carré―who also wrote the lyrics548. The 
 
544 Ireland’s National Music education programme co-funded by rock group U2.  
545 The Art of Record Production―14th conference, conducted at Berklee College of Music, Boston, 
May 17–19, 2019. 
546 Terry Riley’s ‘In C’ (1964) ―often referred to as the first minimalist composition.  
547 Computer Science Laboratories. 




extent to which such approaches will alter the creative practice of songwriters is 
unclear at the present time. According to Carré (2019) in terms of songwriting 
processes it will not only “solve the fear of the blank page” (see the ‘AIRS 
model’―chapter five―5.7) but most likely lead to an A.I. musical genre. In this 























     POSTLUDE 
 
Ireland is a land of song; and Irish art, more than most, aspires to the 
condition of music  
 
                     Kiberd (2017, p.231) 
 
 
In my prelude, I spoke about the general perception that Irish people are 
musical. Borrowing from Walter Pater’s maxim above 549—Kiberd proceeds to inform 
us that if they had their way, both Synge and Joyce would have become musicians 
instead of writers. It is no surprise then, that they became known for the musicality of 
their writing (see chapter two—2.2.5). It could be argued that their ‘work’ blossomed 
as a result of ‘playful’ encounters with music. I end my thesis with a postlude for two 
reasons; firstly, to reflect on what creative practice means to Irish performing 
songwriters post ludere (after play), and secondly to provide musical closure to my 
investigation. 
Having engaged in field studies with some of Ireland’s most celebrated 
performing songwriters, it is evident that going beyond Huizinga’s “ordinary world” 
implies sustained discipline or ‘working practice’. In their assessment of musical 
“practice”, Lehmann et al. (2007, pp.61-66) conclude that extended periods of “work” 
or “play” are both unlikely to advance the skillset of the instrumentalist—being either 
too arduous or too “enjoyable” respectively. Unlike their recommendations for the 
instrumentalist, becoming a better songwriter cannot be achieved by increasing the 
levels of “difficulty” in order to “master” one’s craft.  Evidently, working as a 
songwriter, the level of “play” and “work” are regulated in a manner arbitrated by the 




membrane. Ultimately, a practice constitutes a way of working, a multifaceted “via 
creativa”—creative way (Nagy 2017, p.70). Despite the importance of “everyday 
creativity”, practitioners speak about “reaching for the big songs”—which equates to 
Big-C creativity. This constitutes a ‘reaching’ for something comparable to a 
masterwork—hence the ‘work’ of those whom the songwriter considers a master at a 
moment in time. For example, in his exploration of narrative song, Mick Hanly’s 
songwriting practice is such that he will persist for as long as it takes to voice the finer 
details of the story. It is quest which stems from his admiration of songs including the 
Child ballad550’Willy O’Winsbury’ or Bob Dylan’s ‘Lily, Rosemary and the Jack of 
Hearts’ (1975)551. The version of ‘Willy O’Winsbury’ which inspired Hanly was that 
of Andy Irvine (while Irvine was a member of Sweeney’s Men). On the other hand, 
‘Lily, Rosemary and the Jack of Hearts’—almost nine minutes in duration, is a 
complex narrative about the intersecting experiences of the characters mentioned in 
the title and a wealthy miner. Hanly’s ‘reaching’ is evidenced in recently written 
songs such as ‘The Lady Avonlee’, ‘Patrick’s Hill’ and ‘The Birdcatcher’ from his 
2016 album Homeland—all in-depth narratives, which he elucidates as attempts to 
“break the rules”552. After all, this was part of Hanly’s rationale for Homeland— “big 
songs” with big arrangements.  
Following some time as a bandmember, my ‘work’ as a solo songwriter began 
with the release of ‘extended play’ (EP) releases— Pedalboat (2003) and Reasons 
 
549 Pater’s original quote was "All art constantly aspires towards the condition of music" from The 
School of Giorgione, Fortnightly Review 22 (130) (Pater 1877, pp.526-538). 
550 A collection of Traditional ballads from England and Scotland compiled by Francis James Child, 
first published as English and Scottish Ballads in 1860 and later as The English and Scottish Popular 
Ballads in 1904. As confirmed in the Liner notes of Sweeney’s eponymous album (1968), Irvine 
fortuitously set the song to the melody of another Child ballad which “suited the song well”. This is 
confirmed in the work of O’Toole (2006). 
551 Released on the album Blood on the Tracks (1975). 





(2005).  More so than its designation as a musical artefact, I envisage ‘extended play’ 
as ‘extended periods of play’ or phases of experimentation where songs crystallise. As 
evident in my thesis “showing up for work” was often viewed as the most important 
task of the songwriter. Despite the rewards of imposed solitude, collaborative 
songwriting emerged as a means of reinvigorating one’s work or approaching the 
much-coveted ‘beginner’s mind’. Over the course of my investigation, I was inspired 
to engage in collaborative songwriting, and began to explore suitable opportunities to 
do so. With this in mind, in June 2016, I co-established the Kerry branch of The 
Songwriter Club, part of a national initiative to unite local songwriting 
practitioners 553 . In addition to providing a social environment conducive to the 
composition and performance of original songs, in a broader sense its purpose was to 
facilitate sharing and critical reflection on the multidimensional aspects of 
songwriting and performing practice. Several songwriting partnerships materialised 
in-situ. It continues to serve as an incentive for established and novice songwriters 
alike to perform newly composed songs.  
As humans we create songs by drawing from disparate sources. Over the 
course of my investigation Wallis Bird advanced that songs are everywhere just 
waiting to be harvested. As I discuss in chapter three (see 3.3), songwriters merely 
render themselves porous. The processes of becoming and being an Irish performing 
songwriter correspond to the “freeplay of hybridity and cultural mixing” (Gibbons, 
1996). Each practitioner is of course unique in this respect. As Dineen (2018)554 
advances in Pathways—Irish routes to the Art of the matter— “The artistic route to 
 
553  Excerpts from the inaugural meeting were broadcast on Ireland’s first international television 
channel—Irish TV (2014-2017). Songwriters Mickey MacConnell, Noelle O’Sullivan and I were 
interviewed in John B. Keane’s pub in Listowel, Co. Kerry on 1 June 2016.    





the waterfall is never straight nor simple. There is no one pathway, but when the will 
is strong, water always finds its way”. In this sense, there is no “post” lude, only 
“extended play”—a state in which play and work fuse across the porous membrane 
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PERFORMING SONGWRITERS INTERVIEWED 
 
Artist   Location     Date 
 
Barnes, Clive   McCarthy’s, Dingle, Co. Kerry.  6 March 2015  
Bird, Wallis   Written correspondence    25 April 2017 
Bloom, Luka   INEC Acoustic Club, Killarney, Co. Kerry  3 September 2016   
Brady, Paul   Paul Brady’s Recording Studio, Dublin  23 March 2017  
Crowley, Adrian  Skype interview     18 April 2016 
Dennehy, Tim  Crotty’s Pub, Kilrush, Co. Clare   8 April 2016 
Goss, Kieran   Skype Interview    5 August 2015 
Hanly, Mick   Newpark Hotel, Kilkenny    7 November 2015  
Hansard, Glen  Pickering Forest, Celbridge, Co. Kildare 8 May 2017 
Irvine, Andy   Written correspondence    26 Nov 2015 
McEvoy, Eleanor  INEC Acoustic Club, Killarney, Co. Kerry 7 May 2016 
Ó Lionáird, Iarla  Killarney Folkfest, Killarney, Co. Kerry 27 July 2015  
Ó Maonlaí, Liam  Listowel Arms Hotel, Listowel, Co. Kerry 27 January 2016 
Reel, Ben   Cunnane’s, Tralee, Co. Kerry   11 July 2015 
Scott, Aoife   INEC Acoustic Club, Killarney, Co. Kerry  7 May 2016 
Spillane, John  IMRO Christie Hennessy Songwriting  25 Nov 2016 
Competition, The Rose Hotel, Tralee  









Contributor   Location    Date 
Curtis, P.J.   Kilnaboy, Co. Clare   17 July 2015 
Geraghty, David   IT Tralee    5 December 2018 
Kearney, Prof. Colbert Ballyroe Hotel , Tralee  7 June 2018 
O’Connor, Nuala  Brandon Hotel, Tralee  12 August 2015 
Ó Laoire, Prof. Muiris Institute of Technology, Tralee 25 February 2016 
Simos, Prof. Mark   Berklee (Skype interview)  11 August 2015 
Taylor, Prof. Rod C.  Skype interview   15 July 2015  
 
SAMPLE OF SONGWRITING SEMINARS/WORKSHOPS ATTENDED 
 
Seminar/Workshop Location 
Declan O’Rourke Songwriting Workshop Listowel Writers Week, 30-31 May 
2015. 
IMRO Songwriting Seminar with Krista Detor Crane Lane Theatre, Phoenix St. 
Cork, 27 March 2015. 
Seminar in Songwriting Process featuring Duke 
Special 
IWMA, University of Limerick, 26 
April 2017. 
Seminar in Songwriting, Speakers/Performers—
Prof. Joseph O’Connor, Mick Hanly, Julie 
Feeney, Kathleen Turner and Pól Brennan 
(Clannad) 
IWMA, University of Limerick, 10 
March 2016. 
Songwriting Seminar, Institute of Technology, 
Tralee featuring David Geraghty 
6 December 2018. 
Ongoing monthly songwriting workshops at The 
Songwriter Club, John B. Keane’s Pub, 
Listowel, Co. Kerry 








































APPENDIX A INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENTATION 
 
 




I, the undersigned, declare that I am willing to take part in research for the Ph.D. 
Thesis entitled “Irish performing songwriters in creative practice”.  
 
• I declare that I have been fully briefed on the nature of this study and my role 
in it and have been given the opportunity to ask questions before agreeing to 
participate.  
• The nature of my participation has been explained to me and I have full 
knowledge of how the information collected will be used. 
• I am also aware that my participation in this study may be recorded and I 
agree to this. However, should I feel uncomfortable at any time I can request 
that the recording equipment be switched off. I am entitled to copies of all 
recordings made and am fully informed as to what will happen to these 
recordings once the study is completed. 
• I fully understand that there is no obligation on me to participate in this study. 
• I fully understand that I am free to withdraw my participation at any time 
without having to explain or give a reason. 
 
 
______________________________________         __________________________ 






APPENDIX B SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
 
What attracted you to music and particularly song? 
 
Could you trace the most important sources (traditions) in your sound? 
 
How important is Irish identity in relation to your creative practice? 
 
 In what way if any has musical scholarship influenced your practice? 
 
What brings about the existence of a songwriter who performs their own 
material?  
 
Could you describe your relationship to songwriting—Why is it important for 
you to write your own material? 
 
Could you describe your relationship to performing? Why is it important for 
you to perform? 
 
What influences your own writing philosophy? —Do you prefer to write from 
lived experience—is it difficult to write from outside that experience? 
 
At this stage I imagine your songs are written in diverse ways. Do you have a 
particular work ethic that you adopt or a preferred one?  
 
I’d like to trace the origins of one of your own songs—could you describe a 
creative process that remains most vivid in your memory? 
 
In your opinion is there anything which differentiates an Irish performing-
songwriter from any other performing songwriter?  
Could you describe a song that you feel most connected to? 
 
















































Example One: Can you recall the first time that songs made an impression on 
you? This question was deemed too specific as a general ‘icebreaker’. It was replaced 
with―What attracted you to music and particularly song? The purpose of this change 
was to open the discourse to the creative practice of the artist― to get a sense of why 
the artist creates music as opposed to recounting song listening experiences. 
 
Example Two: Many contemporary songwriters seem to draw on influences 
from outside Ireland, how much of your sonority is rooted in Irish music? It was 
decided that this line of questioning over guided the participant. For this reason, it 
was replaced with―Could you trace the most important sources (traditions) in your 
sound? This query keeps the conversation grounded in creative practice. 
 
Example three: Your songs often tackle themes such as ‘x’―Does this make 
you a dedicated observer? This line of questioning makes assumptions about both the 
material and modus operandi of the artist. In order to it give the artist more latitude it 
was replaced with―At this stage I imagine your songs are written in diverse ways. 
Followed by―Do you have a particular work ethic that you adopt or a preferred one? 
 
Example four: What do you consider the essence of songwriting practice?  
The type of question is too ambiguous―there is an issue with the question width. It is 
ill-advised to ask a question so wide that the interviewee is confused as to what is 
being asked. For this reason, a more directed question was chosen, identifying a clear 
point of departure. Could you describe a song that you feel most connected to? 




APPENDIX C PHASE ONE—INITIAL CODING—NODES 
    (Exported from NVivo) 
 
Node No. of Artists No. of References 
Absence of musical constraints 1 2 
Accompanying instrument 9 15 
Acknowledging the mystery 6 7 
Acting on feedback 2 2 
Actuating change 3 5 
Adding melody to existing text 3 5 
Addressing a creative urge 3 5 
Aesthetics 4 10 
Affiliation for drones 3 3 
Agency of elders 4 5 
Agency of peers 2 3 
Allocating time to songwriting  2 4 
Altering album sounds 3 4 
Affecting Emotion 9 15 
Altering personal mood 6 9 
Alternative versions of the same song 1 2 
Ancient Celtic-Mystical 1 1 
Anglo-American 1 2 
Appreciating other instruments 1 1 
Appreciation of melody 2 2 




Node No. of Artists No. of References 
Association with Irish Culture 7 16 
Association with Irish Language 2 8 
Awards-Achievements 1 1 
Ballads 4 4 
Band member to soloist 1 1 
Becoming conscious of music 3 6 
Being a contemporary voice 1 1 
Being an independent creator 1 1 
Blues 4 4 
Breaking from expectations 3 3 
Capturing ideas 4 9 
Carrying news 2 2 
Catholic Upbringing 2 3 
Challenges in writing 8 19 
Challenges of performance 4 8 
Challenges in performing recordings as a 
soloist 
2 2 
Challenging the Catholic Church 3 4 
Choosing Equipment 2 2 
Choosing music over studies-work 4 5 
Collaborating 14 30 
Commission-By request 3 10 
Compulsion to write 4 4 




Node No. of Artists No. of References 
Connecting with audience 5 15 
Connecting with Typewriter 1 2 
Connection to ballads 1 3 
Connectivity to others 5 12 
Connectivity with audience 3 4 
Constraints of time 3 3 
Country 1 2 
Co-writing 8 29 
Co-writing with poets 3 3 
Democratization 1 2 
Designating a Space 4 5 
Developing instrumental skills 4 6 
Difficulty in being original 1 1 
Difficulty securing concerts 1 1 
Discipline 17 20 
Discovering from archives 2 5 
Discovering the Guitar 3 6 
Discovering the Piano 2 3 
Disliking the songwriting process 4 7 
Dissatisfaction with former activity 4 4 
Distracts from performance 2 2 
Diversifying 5 6 
Documenting fragments 3 8 




Node No. of Artists No. of References 
Dynamics 1 1 
Dysfunctionality 1 2 
Early morning 1 1 
Earning a living 10 25 
Economy-Emigration 2 2 
Editing more with age 1 1 
Encouragement of others 2 2 
Endorsing individuals 7 12 
Engaging in scholarship 1 2 
Engaging the Imagination 1 3 
Enjoying the songwriting process 6 13 
Entering competitions 2 2 
Entertaining between songs 2 3 
Environment 1 1 
Environmental factors 5 7 
Epiphanies 6 8 
Evolving one's process 8 19 
Excited by process 3 6 
Experiencing another language 1 1 
Experiencing music while sleeping 1 1 
Experiencing sound 10 10 
Exploring historical recordings 3 4 
Exposure to musical traditions 7 8 




Node No. of Artists No. of References 
Expressivity of music 7 7 
Feeling Guilty 1 4 
Feeling Independent 1 1 
Feeling limited by instrument 1 1 
Finding a voice 3 3 
Flow state 1 1 
Following an urge 2 2 
Freedom (from musical conventions) 10 16 
Fuelling lyrical ideas 1 2 
Genealogy 9 10 
Gratification 4 9 
Having songs covered 4 11 
Helping with arrangements 1 1 
Hierarchies 1 1 
Historical songs 1 1 
Home Recording 2 3 
Honesty and emotion 2 7 
Human Nature 3 3 
Hybridization 1 3 
Identity 11 14 
Imagination 3 5 
Impact of peers 4 6 
Impending Deadlines 3 3 




Node No. of Artists No. of References 
Importance of Collaboration 1 2 
Importance of groove 1 1 
Improving dynamics 1 3 
Improving instrumental techniques 2 5 
Improvising 2 6 
Inferiority Complex 2 3 
Influence of Scholarship 2 3 
Influence of traditions 4 6 
Inspired by literature 3 5 
Inspiring individuals 10 25 
Instability of music life 1 2 
Instinctive 7 10 
Interest in storytelling 4 5 
Interpersonal relationships 3 4 
Intervals 1 1 
Introversion 6 9 
Irish Ethnicity 3 4 
Irish-Celtic 4 9 
Issues with the music business 2 3 
Jazz Inflections 2 2 
Late at night 1 2 
Leaning toward vocal expression 1 1 
Learning Process 2 3 




Node No. of Artists No. of References 
Lengthening song duration 2 2 
Lengthy writing process 1 2 
Liberation 4 4 
Lifestyle 3 4 
Listening Experience 11 14 
Listening to other artists 3 3 
Losing ideas through distractions 3 5 
Lyrical ideas 3 3 
Making a living 2 4 
Making voice prominent 1 1 
Mantra-Chant 1 2 
Maternal influences 9 14 
Melodies 1 1 
Melody joins existing lyrics 2 2 
Memorable processes 13 26 
Multidisciplinary 3 3 
Music Business 2 3 
Musical Genre 3 3 
Musical Traditions 10 12 
Narrative Song 7 9 
Non-academic 2 2 
Observing other writers 2 5 
Openness to influence 4 4 




Node No. of Artists No. of References 
Overcoming Barriers 11 21 
Overcoming writing difficulties 6 18 
Ownership-Conviction 4 7 
Pace of writing 3 3 
Performance anxiety 3 7 
Performance of Narrative 2 3 
Performance Persona 2 3 
Performing in bands 7 20 
Performing Practice 4 13 
Performing solo 6 11 
Performing songs of others 4 5 
Persistence 5 16 
Personal expression 2 3 
Personal songs 4 4 
Political 3 9 
Political-Protest 7 16 
Preserving integrity 1 1 
Previsioning 6 7 
Progressing towards writing 4 7 
Recognition 2 2 
Reconnecting with former collaborators 3 4 
Recording Culture 1 2 
Relevance to current climate 2 3 




Node No. of Artists No. of References 
Relying on memory 4 5 
Re-record previous recordings 1 1 
Respecting a format 2 2 
Restricted by instrument 1 2 
Reviving Tradition 4 7 
Rhythmic aspects 1 1 
Risks-Uncertainties 3 4 
Rock 'n' Roll 1 1 
Scarcity of similar songs 1 1 
Schooling 2 5 
Self-motivated 5 12 
Self-evaluating 11 32 
Self-Management 2 11 
Self-publishing 1 2 
Self-Reflexivity 6 12 
Sense of accomplishment 1 4 
Sense of conviction 1 1 
Sense of flow 3 3 
Sensibility to language 2 3 
Sensibility to words 2 3 
Short burst writing 4 6 
Shortening song length 1 1 
Singer-Songwriter 1 1 




Node No. of Artists No. of References 
Solitude 5 8 
Solo writing to co-writing 1 1 
Solo writing to singing songs of others 1 1 
Song structuring 2 3 
Songs in other languages 1 2 
Songwriting persona 1 1 
Specialist radio 3 4 
Spiritual 1 1 
State of consciousness 1 2 
Stimulating the Imagination 2 3 
Street Performance 2 3 
Striving for excellence 3 7 
Strong traditions in melody 2 3 
Studying writing techniques 1 1 
Sung Spoken 1 1 
Surplus material 1 1 
Syllabic count 1 1 
Tackling one’s personal life 5 7 
Tackling unfamiliar subjects 1 1 
Taking phrases from others 2 2 
Taking risks 4 7 
Telling the Truth 2 2 
Temporal Factors 6 11 




Node No. of Artists No. of References 
Thinking mathematically 1 2 
Touring-Driving 2 2 
Traditional recording ethic 2 7 
Traditional to original 4 4 
Transcendence 3 5 
Translating a vision 1 1 
Troubled by feigned Irishness 1 1 
Uncertainty of future 1 1 
Unconscious 2 2 
Uniting lyrics and traditional melody 2 2 
Uniting separate entities 1 2 
Validation of others 1 1 
Valuing folk song 4 5 
Valuing musical traditions 6 14 
Vamp over chordal ideas 4 6 
Variance in Language 1 2 
Vocal performance 1 3 
Waiting until artists have something to say 1 1 
Waves of inspiration 4 5 
Wider Family 7 18 
Words suggesting music 3 6 
Writer before performer 1 1 
Writers Block 2 3 




Node No. of Artists No. of References 
Writing peripherally to oneself 3 4 

































APPENDIX D PHASE TWO—FOCUSSED CODING—NODES 
    (Exported from NVivo) 
 
Categories/Nodes No. of Artists No. of References 
Cognitive Dimension 16 161 
Addressing a creative urge 3 8 
Becoming conscious of music 3 6 
Conscious of Creativity 2 2 
Creative Discipline 13 68 
Actuating change 3 5 
Fuelling lyrical ideas 1 2 
Persistence with craft 6 20 
Self-evaluating 11 32 
Epiphanies 4 8 
Intrinsic motivation 7 37 
Curating one’s work 1 1 
Following an urge 2 2 
Freedom 3 5 
Gratification 4 9 
Ownership-Conviction 4 7 
Preserving integrity 1 1 
Sense of accomplishment 1 4 
Temporal Factors 4 7 
Translating a vision 1 1 




Categories/Nodes No. of Artists No. of References 
Self-Reflexivity 8 20 
Sensibility to language 2 3 
Sensibility to words 2 3 
Uncertainty of future 1 1 
Writer before performer 1 1 
State of consciousness 3 5 
Experiencing music while sleeping 1 1 
Unconscious 2 2 
Emotional Dimension 17 106 
Altering Mood 9 15 
Compulsion to write 4 4 
Dissatisfaction with former activity 4 4 
Dysfunctionality 1 2 
Listening Experience 9 34 
Appreciating other instruments 1 1 
Appreciation of melody 2 2 
Endorsing individuals 7 12 
Experiencing sound 6 15 
Dronal aspect 1 1 
Exploring historical recordings 3 4 
Specialist radio 3 4 
The sound of words 1 1 
Overcoming Barriers 7 16 




Categories/Nodes No. of Artists No. of References 
Connection to ballads 1 3 
Interest in storytelling 4 5 
Reviving Tradition 4 7 
Musical Dimension 17 853 
Aesthetics 13 36 
Accompanying instrument 9 15 
Creating a mood 1 3 
Affiliation for drones 1 2 
Creating space 1 2 
Defined by limitations 1 1 
Difficulty in being original 1 1 
Dynamics 1 1 
Genetic factors 1 3 
Musical Genre 3 3 
Relevance to current climate 2 3 
Telling the Truth 2 2 
Discovering accompanying instrument 4 9 
Discovering the Guitar 3 6 
Discovering the Piano 2 3 
Diversifying 6 9 
Moving Boundaries 1 3 
Engaging in scholarship 4 8 
Developing instrumental skills 4 6 




Categories/Nodes No. of Artists No. of References 
Music Business 12 62 
Democratization 1 2 
Earning a living 10 26 
Difficulty securing concerts 1 1 
Having songs covered 4 11 
Issues with the music business 2 3 
Recognition 3 4 
Awards 1 1 
From other artists 2 3 
Self-Management 3 13 
Self-publishing 1 2 
Musical Traditions 9 29 
Anglo-American 3 10 
Blues 2 3 
Jazz  2 2 
Rock 'n' Roll 1 1 
Singer-Songwriter 1 1 
Tex-Mex 1 1 
Hybridization 1 3 
Irish-Celtic 4 9 
Valuing folk song 4 5 
Non-academic 6 23 
Freedom from musical conventions 2 2 




Categories/Nodes No. of Artists No. of References 
Self-motivated 5 12 
Performing Practice 14 103 
Altering personal mood 6 9 
Connecting with audience 9 40 




Challenges in reinterpreting 
recordings as a soloist 
2 2 
Importance of ‘groove’ 1 1 
Mixing old new and old 
material 
1 1 
Performance of Narrative 2 3 
Performance Persona 2 3 
Rhythmic aspects 1 1 
Stimulating the Imagination 2 3 
Experiencing another language 1 1 
Feeling limited by instrument 1 1 
Improvising 2 6 
Incorporating technology 1 1 
Overcoming limitations 3 3 
Performance anxiety 3 7 
Performing songs of others 4 5 
Respecting a format 2 2 




Categories/Nodes No. of Artists No. of References 
Transcendence 3 5 
Validation of others 2 3 
Acting on feedback 2 2 
Performing Publicly 9 37 
Entering competitions 1 1 
Performing in bands 7 20 
Performing solo 6 11 
Recognition 2 2 
Street Performance 2 3 
Recording Practice 10 76 
Aesthetics 9 26 
Altering album sounds 3 4 
Arranging 2 5 
Making voice prominent 1 1 
Traditional recording ethic 2 7 
Agency 3 5 
Collaborations 5 10 
Constraints of time 2 2 
Disliking of process 1 4 
Environment 1 1 
Excited by process 3 6 
Home Recording 4 12 
Choosing Equipment 2 2 




Categories/Nodes No. of Artists No. of References 
Importance of Collaboration 1 2 
Learning Process 2 3 
Instinctive 1 1 
Recording Culture 1 2 
Re-interpreting previous recordings 1 1 
Risks-Uncertainties 3 4 
Sense of conviction 1 1 
Surplus material 1 1 
Writing songs 14 458 
Song Themes-Genres 11 43 
Historical songs 2 2 
Ancient Celtic-Mystical 1 1 
Human Nature 3 3 
Narrative Song 4 9 
Ballads 1 1 
Country 1 2 
Sung Spoken 1 1 
Personal songs 4 4 
Political-Protest 7 16 
Society in Ireland 2 2 
Economy-Emigration 2 2 
Spiritual 3 7 






Categories/Nodes No. of Artists No. of References 
Mantra-Chant 1 2 
Writing Process 14 415 
Acknowledging the mystery 8 10 
Coming from inside 1 1 
Coming from outside 
oneself 
1 2 
Connectivity with audience 3 4 
Co-writing 8 29 
Co-writing with poets 3 5 
Discipline 13 94 







Inspired by literature 3 5 
Losing ideas through 
distractions 
1 2 
Lyrical ideas 2 2 
Relying on memory 4 5 
Sense of flow 3 3 
Taking phrases from 
others 
2 2 
Waiting until you 
have something to 
say 
1 1 




Categories/Nodes No. of Artists No. of References 
Impending Deadlines 3 3 
Instinctive 6 9 
Multidisciplinary 3 3 
Striving for excellence 3 7 
Environmental factors 5 7 
Designating a Space 4 5 
Solitude 5 8 
Touring-Driving 2 2 
Imagination 3 5 
Impetus or Inspiration 9 25 
Being a contemporary 
voice 
1 1 
Carrying news 2 2 
Commission-By request 3 10 
Expressing Irish identity 2 2 
Personal expression 2 3 
Scarcity of similar songs 1 1 
Strong traditions in 
melody 
2 3 
Writing something useful 
to society 
1 1 
Influence of others 4 8 
Listening to other artists 3 3 
Observing other writers 2 5 




Categories/Nodes No. of Artists No. of References 




Overcoming restrictions 1 2 
Restricted by instrument 1 2 
Memorable processes 13 26 
Openness to influence 4 4 
Relationship with process 12 106 
Agency of peers 2 3 














Writers Block 2 3 
Enjoying the process 6 13 
Flow state 1 1 
Honesty and emotion 2 7 
Liberation 4 4 
Needing to write 1 5 




Categories/Nodes No. of Artists No. of References 




Songwriting persona 1 1 
Writing from own 
experience 
7 13 
Writing peripherally to 
oneself 
3 4 
Song structuring 9 38 









Adding melody to 
existing text 
3 5 


























Intervals 1 1 
Syllabic count 1 1 
Songs in other languages 1 2 
Temporal Factors 13 47 
Allocating time 2 4 
Band member to soloist 1 1 
Influence of traditions 4 6 
Lengthy writing process 2 3 
Editing more with 
age 
1 1 
Pace of writing 3 3 
Short burst writing 4 6 
Solo writing to co-writing 1 1 
Solo writing to singing 
songs of others 
1 1 
Time of Day 2 4 
Early morning 1 1 
In between times 1 1 
Late at night 1 2 
Traditional to original 4 4 
Variance in Language 1 2 











Waves of inspiration 4 5 
Physical Dimension 4 6 
Vocal performance 1 3 
Social Dimension 17 239 
Choosing music over studies-work 2 3 
Connectivity to others 7 25 
Agency of elders 1 5 
Leisure 1 3 
Schooling 2 5 
Epiphanies 11 26 
Inspiring individuals 10 25 
Leaning toward vocal expression 1 1 
Expressivity of music 7 7 
Freedom 5 9 
Genealogy 13 45 
Absence of constraints 1 2 
Catholic Upbringing 1 3 
Constraints 1 1 
Exposure to musical traditions 3 6 
Maternal influences 8 14 
Wider familial influences 7 18 




Categories/Nodes No. of Artists No. of References 
Breaking from expectations 3 3 
Concealing other profession 1 1 
Feeling Independent 1 1 
Impact of peers 4 6 
Irish Ethnicity 9 38 
Adversity 1 2 
Association with Irish Culture 7 16 
Association with Irish 
Language 
2 8 
Inferiority Complex 2 3 
Melodies 1 1 
Singing Accent 2 3 
Troubled by feigned Irishness 1 1 
Political 3 9 
Instability of music life 1 2 
Interpersonal relationships 9 30 
Collaborating 9 20 
Encouragement of others 2 2 
Reconnecting with former 
collaborators 
3 4 
Introversion 6 9 
Lifestyle 3 4 
Making a living 2 4 





APPENDIX E PHASE THREE (PART A) —THEORETICAL CODING 
    (Exported from NVivo) 
 
Categories/Nodes Description Artists References 
Becoming a performing 
songwriter 
Key factors/processes that 
influence becoming a performing 
songwriter 
17 476 
Cognitive Dimension Memory, thoughts, self-analysis 10 38 
Addressing a creative urge Impetus to create 2 7 
Becoming conscious of 
music 
Realisation of connectivity with 
music 
3 6 
Self-reflexivity Thinking about connection to 
music 
9 25 
Sensibility to language  2 9 
Sensibility to words  2 6 





 2 4 
Emotional Dimension Emotional response to 
music/arousal 
17 144 
Listening Experience Perspectives and connectivity 
with music and song 
16 78 
Experiencing sound Manner in which artists engaged 
with music and song 
16 62 
Affecting Mood Response to music-State of 
mind/feelings when 
listening/close to/away from 
11 22 
Dronal aspect  2 4 
Endorsing 
individuals 








Categories/Nodes Description Artists References 
Multiplicity of 
voices 
 1 2 
Specialist radio  3 4 
The sound of 
words 
 1 1 
Visual aspect  1 1 
         Melodic aspect         2 7 
Intentionality-
Previsioning 
Conceptual previews of engaging 
in musical practice 
8 16 
Overcoming Barriers Acting on obstructions to a 
musical life 
9 22 
Expressivity of music Bonding with music as a means 
of expression. 
8 9 
Valuing musical traditions Significance of musical 
antecedents/customs/sounds/style 
12 35 
Connection to political 
ballads 
 1 4 
Importance of place  3 8 
Interest in storytelling  6 15 
Reviving Tradition  3 8 
Musical Dimension Singing, performing, playing 
instruments or composing 




 11 42 
Gaining recognition  3 3 
Group Performance  8 21 
Performing solo  7 14 
Street Performance  3 4 




Categories/Nodes Description Artists References 
Finding a voice  5 14 
                          Discovering instrument  4 12 
                          Hearing one’s voice          1 2 
Self-motivation  10 32 
Compulsion to write  4 4 
Freedom from musical 
conventions 
 2 2 
Progressing towards 
writing 
 5 10 
Self-taught  6 16 
Physical Dimension Movement, dance, goose 
bumps, physical arousal 
5 14 
Extension of self Sentiment of music, instrument or 
voice as part of being 
3 3 
Physiological response  2 11 
Social Dimension Musical participation by way of 
communities, clubs, family, 
friends, peers or solo 
performance 
17 165 
Identity  17 165 
Community  10 54 
Agency of 
masters-elders 
 2 15 
Bilingual 
experiences 
Irish being replaced by English 2 3 
Establishing a 
singing club 
 1 5 
Leisure  4 9 
Schooling  3 7 




Categories/Nodes Description Artists References 
Epiphanies  14 53 
Freedom  5 14 




 12 29 
Prioritising 
Music 
 2 5 
Genealogy  14 57 
Absence of 
constraints 
 2 3 
Cultural 
Constraints 
 3 4 
                                    Catholic  
                                    Upbringing 




 5 13 
Parental 
influences 
 9 17 














APPENDIX F WORD FREQUENCY FOR BECOMING 
    (Exported from NVivo) 
Word Length Count Weighted 
% 
Similar Words 
played 6 309 2.02 act, bring, bringing, fiddle, fun, meet, performer, 
performers, performing, play, played, playing, turn, 
turned, turning, work, worked, working, works 
sound 5 334 1.95 look, looking, profound, reason, sound, sounded, 
sounds, voice, voices 
think 5 347 1.85 believe, guess, imagination, imagine, imagining, mean, 
reason, remember, supposed, think, thought 
listened 8 230 1.52 hear, hearing, listen, listen', listened, listening, mind 
people 6 158 1.23 mass, people, peoples 
time 4 156 1.21 multiple, multiplicity, seasons, time 
years 5 154 1.10 age, class, day, days, year, years 
loved 5 133 1.00 enjoyed, enjoying, love, loved, lovely, passion 
recording 9 163 0.98 books, enter, entered, memories, read, reading, record, 
recorded, recording, records, show, shows, tape 
work 4 224 0.96 act, form, formed, influence, influenced, licks, make, 
makes, making, mould, process, shapes, studied, 
studies, study, studying, turn, turned, turning, work, 
worked, working, works 
guitar 6 120 0.93 guitar, guitars 
hearing 7 214 0.82 audience, discovered, discovering, hear, hearing, learn, 
learned, learning, see, tried, try, trying 
different 9 106 0.81 conflict, difference, different, otherwise 
first 5 122 0.80 beginning, first, initial, initially, low 
found 5 108 0.74 found, initial, initially, original 
interesting 11 92 0.72 interest, interested, interesting 
home 4 104 0.70 family, home, house, houses, place 
heard 5 89 0.69 heard 
made 4 87 0.68 made 
old 3 92 0.65 old, older, previously, sometimes 
band 4 97 0.62 band, bands, set, sets 
wanted 6 105 0.62 missed, need, want, wanted, wanting 
sense 5 103 0.60 feel, feeling, feels, sense, sensing 
mean 4 147 0.59 close, implied, important, imported, imports, mean 




APPENDIX G PHASE THREE (PART B) —THEORETICAL CODING 
    (Exported from NVivo) 
Categories/Nodes Description Artists References 















Actuating change  5 8 




Persistence with craft  8 24 
Epiphanies (turning points) Key Realisations 
affecting practice 
7 13 
Intrinsic motivation Motivations and 
reasons to engage in 
practice 
10 44 
Following an urge  4 4 
Freedom  4 6 
Ownership-conviction  4 7 
Rewarding in itself  5 10 
Sense of accomplishment  2 5 
Temporal factors  4 7 







Categories/Nodes Description Artists References 




Self-awareness Knowing one’s 
creative process 
3 5 
Subconscious  2 3 
 
Emotional Dimension Aspects of practice 




Altering mood  7 39 








   





Songwriting Process  17 514 
 
Artistic Discipline  17 113 
Allocating time  14 28 
Impending 
deadlines 
 4 3 
Lengthy writing 
process 
 4 12 
Short burst writing  6 13 




Categories/Nodes Description Artists References 
concepts 
Choice of tools  2 3 
Documenting 
fragments 
 5 14 
                                                      From archives                                                                  2 5 
Inspired by 
literature 
 5 7 
Instinctive  8 14 
Lyrical phrases  2 2 
Recycling phrases  2 2 
Relying on 
memory 
 6 11 
Sense of flow  3 6 
Multidisciplinary  3 9 
Striving for perfection  3 12 
Acknowledging the mystery  11 15 
Internal   2 3 
External  2 3 
General ambiguity  7 9 
Stimulus  16 85 
Agency of other artists  6 11 
Being a contemporary 
voice 
 7 10 
 
Carrying news  2 2 
Connecting with 
listener 
 4 6 
                                                      Writing something  
                                                       useful to society 




Categories/Nodes Description Artists References 
Scarcity of similar 
songs 
 1 1 
Commission-by request  4 11 
Expressing identity  3 4 
Imagination  5 7 
Influence of traditions  8 17 
         Musical (generic)  8 9 
Strong traditions in 
melody 
 6 8 
Personal expression  4 9 
Studying writing 
techniques 
 2 3 
Waves of inspiration  6 13 
         Flourishes  4 11 
Triggered by sound  1 1 
Waking Dream  1 1 
                      Personal relationship with process  15 105 
Agency of peers  2 3 
Challenges in writing  11 38 
Adversity to 
process 
 3 7 
Being an 
independent creator 
 1 4 
Outside own 
experience 
 3 8 
Self-investigation  1 5 
Self-evaluation  2 8 




Categories/Nodes Description Artists References 
Compulsion to write  9 21 
Honesty and emotion  2 8 
Liberation  4 6 
Overcoming writing 
difficulties 
 7 20 
Serendipity  6 6 
Song as friend  2 3 
Temporal Factors  16 99 
 
Co-writing  11 38 
         With other 
          songwriters 
 8 34 
Co-writing with 
poets 
 3 4 
Re-evaluation of process  9 23 
Solo Writing  8 12 
Traditional source  5 5 
Variance in artistic 
role 
 1 2 
Variance in 
Language 
 1 2 
Variance in song 
duration 
 2 3 
Writing from own 
experience 
 8 16 
Writing outside own 
experience 







Categories/Nodes Description Artists References 
Environmental factors  16 38 
 
Solitude  14 38 
Designated Space  7 13 
Proximity to 
instrument 
 5 8 
Transient Space  4 10 
Song synthesis  12 59 
 
Alternative versions of 
same song 
 1 6 
Hierarchies  11 39 













 3 3 




















 4 6 
Words /music 
together 




 4 7 
Improving dynamics  1 3 
Influence of scholarship  3 11 
Complimentary to 
writing 
 1 5 
Helping with 
arrangements 
 1 2 
Overcoming 
restrictions 
 1 2 
Restricted by 
instrument 
 1 2 
Temporal Factors  16 99 
Co-writing  11 38 
         With other 
          songwriters 
 8 34 
Co-writing with 
poets 
 3 4 
Re-evaluation of process  9 23 
Solo Writing  8 12 
Traditional source  5 5 
Variance in artistic 
role 
 1 2 
Variance in 
language 
 1 2 




Categories/Nodes Description Artists References 
duration 
Writing from own 
experience 
 8 16 
Writing outside own 
experience 
 5 10 
Memorable works  16 34 
                  Song themes-genres  13 61 
Characterisations  1 3 
Historical songs  3 4 
Human nature  5 7 
Narrative Song  5 10 
Natural world  1 1 
Personal songs  6 10 
Political-protest  7 20 
Society in Ireland  2 2 
Spiritual  1 3 
Tributes  1 1 
    
Musical Career Aspects of practice 
relating to business 
15 82 
Agency of record label  1 4 
Democratization  1 2 
Earning a living  12 32 
Having songs covered by others  5 13 
Receiving recognition  5 12 
Awards-funding  3 7 




Categories/Nodes Description Artists References 
Reservations about the music 
business 
 4 5 
Self-management  3 14 
    
Musical Traditions Traditions or 
sources of the 
artist's sound 
13 51 
Anglo-American  4 10 
Hybridization  2 4 
Irish-Celtic  7 29 
Agent of change  1 6 
Carrier of Irish tradition  3 10 
Conservatism  2 4 
Interpreter  2 9 
Valuing folk song  4 8 
 
 
   




Altering personal mood  8 13 
Connecting with audience  15 115 
Challenges of performance  13 61 
Difficulty of singing in 
character 
 1 3 
Entertaining between 
songs 
 2 3 
Feeling limited by 
instrument 
 1 2 




Categories/Nodes Description Artists References 
Performance anxiety  5 12 
Presenting work as 
soloist 
 2 4 
Taking risks  6 20 
                                              Improvising  2 10 
Connecting with the song  2 6 
Elevation of performance 
standard 
 2 4 
Experiencing another 
language 
 1 3 
Healing properties  3 10 
Mixing old new and old 
material 
 2 7 
Performance of narrative  2 8 
Performance persona  3 4 
Rhythmic aspects  2 2 
Stimulating the imagination  2 10 
Incorporating technology  1 5 
Performing songs of others  5 12 
Respecting a format  2 2 
Transcendence  5 8 
Validation of others  4 8 
Varying presentation formats  3 9 
    
Recording Practice Key perspectives on 
recording practice 
12 116 
Agency  4 10 




Categories/Nodes Description Artists References 
Constraints of time  2 2 
Disliking of process  1 4 
Environment  1 1 
Excited by process  4 9 
Home Recording  5 13 
Choosing equipment  2 2 
Distracts from performance  2 2 
Importance of collaboration  2 5 
Learning process  3 4 
Instinctive  2 3 
Recording culture Approaches to 




Re-record previous recordings  2 2 
Risks-uncertainties  5 8 
Sense of conviction  2 2 
Studio aesthetics  11 30 
Altering album sounds  3 9 
Arranging  3 7 
Making voice prominent  2 6 
Traditional recording ethic  3 8 









Categories/Nodes Description Artists References 
Social Dimension Key influences on 
personal and social 
interactions 
17 174 
Identity  14 112 
                                 Confronting expectations  5 19 
                                 Impact of masters-peers  6 15 
                                 Independence Working solo 2 9 
                                 Irish ethnicity  13 51 
   Adversity  1 2 
   Association w/Irish culture  9 21 
   Association w/Irish language       3 13 
   Being islanders  2 2 
   Inferiority complex   2 3 
   Melodies  3 6 
            Singing Accent  3 4 
                                   Political  6 17 
Economy/austerity  3 13 
Irish blues  3 4 
                                  Reinventing the self  1 1 
                              Interpersonal relationships  12 53 
Collaborating-kinship  12 41 
Encouragement of 
others 
 3 7 
Reconnecting with 
collaborators 
 3 5 
                                Musical lifestyle  4 5 




APPENDIX H WORD FREQUENCY FOR BEING 
    (Exported from NVivo) 
 




work 4 1077 2.72 bring, bringing, brings, exercise, forges, form, 
formed, forming, function, influence, influenced, 
influences, make, makes, making, operating, 
operation, play, played, playing, plays, process, 
processes, running, runs, shape, shapes, shaping, 
studied, turn, turned, turning, turns, work, worked, 
working, works 
think 5 713 1.88 believe, believer, believers, consider, considers, 
guessing, imagination, imagine, imagined, mean, 
means, reason, reasons, reckon, remember, 
remembered, remembering, remembers, supposed, 
think, thinking, thought, thoughts 
words 5 531 1.84 book, booked, books, language, lyric, lyrical, 
lyrically, lyrics, news, phrase, phrases, phrasing, 
word, worded, words 
melody 6 465 1.51 line, lines, melodic, melodically, melodies, melody, 
musicality, tune, tunes, tuning, tunings 
find 4 547 1.42 breakthroughs, chance, chances, discover, 
discovered, feel, feeling, feelings, feels, find, finding, 
finds, happen, happened, happening, happens, notice, 
observant, observing, rules, seeing 
time 4 352 1.33 clip, clock, multiple, season, sentences, time, times 
need 4 443 1.11 asked, asking, inevitable, involved, necessarily, need, 
needed, needs, penury, requires, take, takes, taking, 
want, wanted, wanting 
people 6 264 1.01 people 
feel 4 412 0.96 belief, experience, experiences, experiments, feel, 
feeling, feelings, feels, fingers, impress, impression, 
look, looked, looking, notion, sense 
idea 4 357 0.95 idea, ideas, mind, minds, thought, thoughts 
record 6 371 0.90 book, booked, books, entering, memories, memory, 




make 4 514 0.79 build, building, cause, caused, causes, constructed, 
crap, create, creating, drawing, fixed, fixing, form, 
formed, forming, give, giving, hits, hold, make, 
makes, making, name, produced, producer, reach, 
ready, realisations, realise, realising, take, takes, 
taking, throw, throwing 
place 5 351 0.69 commit, committed, direction, directions, home, 
locations, order, place, places, point, pointing, points, 
positive, positivity, post, putting, rang, rate, send, 
sets, setting, shoes, situation, space, spot, spotting 
someone 7 173 0.66 person, personal, personality, persons, somebody, 
someone, soul 
mind 4 311 0.65 aware, brain, given, head, heading, listen, listener, 
listeners, listening, mind, minds, tend, tends 
love 4 203 0.64 enjoy, enjoyable, enjoyed, enjoying, fond, jazz, love, 
lovely, loves, passion, passionate 
first 5 191 0.61 begin, beginning, begins, first, initial, initially 
years 5 155 0.58 class, days, year, years 
part 4 252 0.58 break, breaking, character, characters, contribute, 
function, leave, leaving, part, parts, piece, pieces, 
section, separate, share, shared, split, voice, voices 
different 9 148 0.56 different, differently, otherwise 
wrote 5 147 0.56 wrote 
poems 5 120 0.46 poem, poems 
give 4 293 0.45 applies, applying, break, breaking, commit, 
committed, contribute, feeding, feeds, generation, 
gift, gifts, give, giving, hand, hands, leave, leaving, 
liberating, open, opened, opening, opens, passed, 
present, presenting, presents, reach, springs, throw, 
throwing 
last 4 235 0.44 close, closing, endures, finally, finish, finished, 
finishing, last, live, lived, lives, living, permanent 
line 4 251 0.44 business, busy, cables, course, describe, described, 
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Abstract  
The singer-songwriter has emerged as a significant figure in contemporary Irish 
culture. Ireland’s monumental history in musical practice has cultivated some of the 
most internationally respected singer-songwriters of recent decades. While much 
research has been devoted to the songs of Irish artists at large, little attention has been 
allocated to demystifying their songwriting praxis. The present work critically 
examines the relationship between the Irish singer-songwriter and wider mediated 
discourses surrounding their artistry. Independent of genre it interrogates the 
compositional practices of performing songwriters by way of phenomenological 
study. Specifically, the lived experience of Irish singer-songwriters is explored and 
evaluated through in-depth interviews, and consideration of artefacts including song 
texts and recordings. Tracing the most important sources of their creativity it is 
evident that while some practitioners are largely influenced by indigenous Irish folk 
music many are predisposed to multicultural traditions. Whilst experiences are unique 
to individual singer-songwriters many share similar complexities in attempting to 
migrate from conventional praxis. It is evident that limitations frequently provide 
artistic definition, thereby safeguarding the practitioner’s aesthetic. Accession of an 
individual voice presents an interesting conundrum for a twenty first century singer-
songwriter as the emphasis of a traditional culture is by nature, not individually 
focused. It is concluded that while a grounded musical tradition may certainly be 
viewed as a privilege, much of the Irish singer-songwriter’s labour involves conscious 
effort in re-encoding their work.  
Keywords: singer-songwriter, Irish, practice, phenomenology, culture 
 
Introduction 
The practices of Irish singer-songwriters are recurrently subsumed within the larger 
context of Irish music discourse or wide-ranging autobiographical publication. As 
observed by Negus and Astor (2015) it is important that songwriting practice becomes 
“more central” to popular music scholarship. While a number of the artists studied 
herein do not compose or perform what they would term popular music most have 
contributed to popular Irish culture at some level as collaborators or writers for other 
artists. Specifically, this study locates the phenomenon of the Irish performing 
songwriter in relation to its practitioners (subjects) and their artistic creations or songs 
(objects). In this case, the experiences of nine practitioners were critically evaluated 
through the course of in-depth interviews and reflection on original compositions. It 
represents an interdisciplinary study incorporating philosophical, sociological and 
musicological inquiry. According to Shuker (2001), it is important to consider any 
aspect of popular culture both as a “social phenomenon” and in terms of its “historical 
development”. As confirmed by the ethnographic studies of McIntyre (2011) songs are 
“generated from antecedent conditions provided by the inherited tradition”. McIntyre’s 
comprehensive study is however predicated on fieldwork in his native Australia. 
Naturally, songwriters tailor compositions in accordance with their ongoing musical 
evolution and abilities, therefore in order to truly interpret their practices it is important 
to unpack their diverse compositional narratives. This study is therefore inclusive of all 
Irish singer-songwriters, those closely connected to tradition and those impassioned by 
diverse aesthetics. As articulated by Irish singer-songwriter Glen Hansard (2003) “just 
because one singer sells more records than the other, does it really mean their song is 




As a methodological inquiry phenomenology measures human experience in terms of 
the natural occurrence of events. Founder of modern phenomenological practice 
Husserl expressed this broadly as back to the things themselves, arguing that it is only 
through reflection of an entire experience that one can truly evaluate its essence. In the 
present context it is used to understand how song composition is perceived relative to 




Reflecting on lived experiences in such a way reveals underlying structures and hence 
paradigms (Kuhn, 1962) in relation to multiple participants. An interpretivist approach 
is adopted, facilitating “a Gadamerian dialogue” between “pre-understandings”, and 
“newly emerging understandings of the participant’s world” (Smith et al. 2009).  
Firstly, the author (researcher) wishes to make his own position transparent as a 
practicing Irish singer-songwriter. Consequently, the Husserlian approach of 
phenomenological reduction, epoché or bracketing, which advocates suspension of the 
researcher’s subjectivity is considered impracticable. The singer-songwriter (author and 
participants) represents a “double edged phenomenon” (Giddens, 1990) as both “writer 
(s) of songs” and “performer (s) of those same songs”. Being a practicing singer-
songwriter facilitates a certain rapport between the researcher (author) and participants 
thereby safeguarding interpretation of particularities unique to the genre. Such 
approaches according to Taylor (2011) afford “deeper levels of understanding” being 
“at the centre of the cultural phenomenon”. 
Firstly, participants were recruited with experience in the phenomenon of interest and 
in-depth interviews were conducted to the point of saturation. In order to reflect diverse 
perspectives, maximum variation sampling (Creswell, 2013) was chosen as the key 
selection strategy. Snowball sampling was also employed whereby participants 
suggested the value of contributions from other “information rich sources”. Interviews 
were conducted over a twelve-month period ending in April 2016. Of the nine artists 
studied one third reported strong links with traditional Irish music or folk song, a third 
had some degree of exposure in their formative years and remaining practitioners 
claimed that it had little or no influence on their aesthetic. Duration of interviews varied 
from two to three hours each, depending on participant availability. Interviews were 
semi-structured, featuring open-ended questions such as: “How would you describe 
your experience with songwriting”? Interviews were recorded to a portable audio 
device and later transcribed for analysis. The author (researcher) was mostly engaged in 
listening and observing, anticipating supplementary questions within the natural flow of 
conversation. At interview stage participants were detached from their Husserlian 
natural attitude and in a mode of reflection on the essence of their experience.  
To facilitate participant involvement, the study was briefly contextualised in 
advance of each interview. Where possible artists were visited within their natural 
environment. In the majority of cases interviews were conducted face-to-face in 




number of cases, interviews were conducted via videoconferencing to accommodate 
tour schedules. Both content and discourse analyses were employed to extract meaning 
from the data, hence in addition to what participants said, the manner in which they 
responded were appraised. This involved chronicling of non-verbal communication 
such as tone of voice and gestures. Transcription of data was carried out within as short 
a timeframe as possible after each interview. Following transcription, recordings were 
reviewed contemporaneously as audio and text and memos were recorded next to the 
data periodically. In preference to beginning with a hypothesis, an inductive approach 
was adopted thereby allowing themes to emerge directly from the data. As 
phenomenology is largely descriptive, direct quotations from participants were key to 
interpretation. Horizontalization (Moustakas, 1994) was employed to extract 
“significant statements” from the data, illustrative of the songwriting experience for 
each participant. These were subsequently assembled into themes (open coded) to 
deduce how participants experienced the phenomenon. Computer application NVivo 11 
was utilised to assist data analysis. Following several stages of constant comparison 
across all practitioners, principle themes were documented. Finally, through a 
hermeneutic lens the essence was explicated, giving others a perspective on the 
phenomenon of the Irish singer-songwriter. 
Results 
As anticipated many universal song themes emerged. While largely personal, 
narrative, romantic or political in nature, some songs focussed on “historic events”, 
“individuals” or “emigration”. The significance of personal memory was accentuated in 
many cases with one practitioner summarising their role as a carrier of “old news” 
contemporarily overlooked. While a third of participants featured compositions in both 
Irish Gaelic and English, one artist studied sang predominantly in sean nós (old way). 
Of those proficient in both languages some occasionally sang macaronic songs (songs 
containing both Irish and English text).  
An overarching theme of artistic labour was evident in the early stages of 
investigation where in vivo coding (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) established “work” as the 
most frequently used term by participants. Six principle themes emerged from the data 





• Temporal Concerns 
• Consciousness 
• Artistic Discipline 
• Writing Environment 
• Artistic Challenges 





Firstly, the impetus to write songs was dependent on individual biographies. For 
those with a large repertoire of traditional material, motives were unequivocally “to 
have something new to sing”. These songs were principally narrative based and rich in 
imagery. As expected, total time dedicated to composing a new song varied across 
participants from short burst writing sessions to lengthy and elaborate reiterative 
processes. Works described by artists as “legacy songs” often required numerous 
revisions and in two cases successive collaboration with co-writers to realise their 
definitive structure. Further participants reputed spending extended periods re-writing 
the same song, up to ten-years in one case. Conversely, three artists described how their 
“most popular” or commercially successful songs were those written inadvertently and 




One artist explicated how several songs were written and discarded in advance of 
their most successful song, implicitly laying the groundwork for a hit recording. The 
same song was described by the participant as ceaselessly “going on in the 
subconscious”, finally taking “half an hour” to complete. Another artist recounted how 
what they perceived as “one of their best songs” was “written in three minutes” while 
performing other routine duties. The experience was affectionately described as if 
“someone had sent it to them in the post, or e-mailed it to their head”. The sense of 










While the majority of participants approached songwriting in an unstructured 
fashion they reported distinct separation between the stimulation and actively creative 
stages. One artist articulated the process as “two-tier”, at first an inspirational phase, 
“removed from the world” followed by a focused restructuring phase where 
“songcrafting” materialised. In many cases a final review stage was employed to 
validate the song not only to oneself but also to “trusted” others. One advocate of 
artistic structure vowed how they “wouldn't work away from the desk”. Proximity to 
recording devices was endorsed in multiple instances with some losing potential songs 
“simply by failing to get to the recorder on time”. This was characteristic of self-taught 




Physical locations were deemed influential to songwriting practice. One artist 
remarked how the “cluttered lives” of modernity prompted “a conscious effort” to 
delineate songwriting time and space. Another described their songwriting space as one 
for “imagining, dreaming, and gestating”. Interestingly, many advocated the abolition 
of disruptive media such as radio. Concepts of the ideal space varied however as 
driving a car, particularly “long distance driving” was viewed as most productive in 
generating song ideas in three instances. Five practitioners recounted having major 
compositions completed or partially completed in locations including France, Germany, 
Australia and USA with two artists reporting the success of collaborative efforts in 




The songwriting process was portrayed as arduous by a number of practitioners. One 
illuminated their hesitation to engage as “frequently making excuses not to write”. 
Certain findings proved surprising with songwriters openly admitting “I hate writing 
songs, “I don't know anybody who loves it, it's painful”. Although communicated with 
a smile, in this case it was evident that performing was preferred to writing. Of the 




improvisation was often the starting point of a song. Two such artists remarked on the 
challenges in merging lyrical and melodic concepts that were composed separately. 
One artist commented that what they were trying to achieve musically was “quite 




Fusing lyric and melody was largely dependent on cultural backgrounds of 
individuals and stylistic practices. One traditionally grounded songwriter explained 
how songs might begin as prose or a poem which would potentially “become a song”. 
In several instances it was remarked how both the melody and lyric were synchronous 
or how the “the tune presented itself during the writing”. Reverence for the “dronal 
aspect” of music was highlighted in two cases. Interestingly, this was expressed 
independently by an artist closely associated with the tradition and one without any 
affiliation whatsoever. Many artists including those with strong traditional associations 
admitted to becoming musically hybridised as young adolescents, promoting more 
expansive musical aesthetics in adulthood. Genres underpinning the practices of artists 
studied were wide and varied comprising “sean nós”, “Irish folk music”, “storytelling 
country”, “blues”, “rock” “popular music”, performance based “art music” and various 
hybrids.     
Discussion 
At the heart of the current investigation is the independently produced song. Very 
often songs are judged simply by how they stand the test of time. While songs may be 
appraised for their lyrical richness, originality, melodies, harmonic structures or 
counterpoint, similar to other creative art forms what constitutes an exceptional song 
remains subjective. Since the turn of the twenty first century Ireland has witnessed a 
proliferation of acoustic performance spaces in the form of songwriter sessions, folk 
clubs and open mics. In addition to performing songs there is a growing tendency to 
contextualise the songwriting process for such audiences. While artists will often 
deconstruct a specific song they rarely examine the intricacies of on the ground 
practices.  
Reviewing the lived experiences of Irish singer-songwriters it is evident that some 




they draw inspiration from pan-temporal and multicultural sources supporting the 
hypothesis that “the dialectic of international/national haunts Irish popular music” 
(Smyth, 2005). Essentially, Irish artists demonstrate that the singer-songwriter engages 
in multiple representations of self. While it is evident that that the singer-songwriter’s 
work often concerns itself with autobiographical investigation (Brackett 2008), many 
artists reviewed use it more as an extension of their socio-cultural heritage. Interest in 
musical drones is particularly inspiring as it appears to bridge the gap between 
traditional and experimental art music. This is due to its prominence in both ancient 
and avant-garde forms as well as indigenous Irish music.  
 Evidently, songwriters immersed in traditional practice from an early age felt some 
responsibility to honour such a privilege. Memories continue to pervade the themes of 
Irish song texts suggesting a longing not only to revisit the past but also to re-examine 
its relevance in contemporary society. Practitioners confirm the premise that memory is 
central to the actualisation of songs. One participant at some level demonstrated 
continuation of the bardic tradition. Findings indicate that the oral tradition prevails 
with many relying on recording devices to capture what Rubin (1995) terms the 
“evanescent property of sound”. In fact, results concur with Rubin’s comprehensive 
study of the oral tradition citing “meaning, imagery and sound” as its key “constraints”.  
The songwriting processes investigated recall Wolterstorff’s (1987/2010) three stage 
representation of a creative work, namely, “inspiration”, “selection” and “evaluation”. 
The process outlines a “pre-conscious” stage (inspiration) followed by a “conscious” 
(selective) stage, culminating in a what Wolterstorff terms a “measure up to standards” 
or “evaluation”. This study depicts the Irish songwriter as a practitioner highly 
conscious of artistic causality, ultimately aware that a mere fraction of their labour 
results in a completed artefact. They are nonetheless rewarded when the cumulative 
efforts of their practice collide, albeit unexpectedly in many cases. Underpinned by a 
central theme of “work”, all participants studied exemplify the conceptualisation of a 
muse as “that for whom you long to labour” (Tharp, 2008).  
It is apparent from the results that safeguarding a working environment was 
considered significant in all cases. Bargh and Morsella (2008) hypothesise that 
activities aforementioned such as driving a car although “intentional” are one of the 
“efficient procedures that can run off outside of consciousness”. Evidently, focussing 




counteracting the “lack of concentration” substantiated by “diffused thinking” 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). 
As expected, there are many aspects of songwriting practice which are not unique to 
Irish artists.  Evidently, at the heart of the Irish singer-songwriter lies human 
characteristics including self-belief, self-motivation and resilience. It is equally 
apparent that songwriting often involves continuous re-evaluation in the search for 
utopian ideals. 
The essence of the Irish singer-songwriter as composer may be summarised as a 
diligent practitioner, cognisant of their musical and socio-cultural history. Although 
writing unsystematically they largely embody continuity of the oral tradition or 
“uninterrupted chain of transmission” (UNESCO, 2006). Although writing mostly in 
isolation the Irish artist is amenable to collaboration both nationally and internationally. 
The reality in which a song unfolds is perplexing and fascinating for practitioners in 
equal measure. Why popular songs tend to quickly write themselves is unresolved, 
nonetheless conceivably related to a series of tentative efforts beforehand. Evidently, 
those from a traditional Irish musical background or Gaeltacht region (primarily Irish 
Gaelic speaking) have an affirmed sense of Irishness which translates in their approach 
to songwriting and song interpretation. Hence, language and domestic themes remain 
distinguishing features of Irish singer-songwriter identity. Many artists, with the 
possible exception of those singing in regional dialects assume a universal western 
singer-songwriter aesthetic. Although artistic limitations go some way towards 
individualising an Irish singer-songwriter, conscious effort is required in re-encoding 
their work for contemporary audiences. 
Suggestions for further work include examination of the songwriting process for 
specific songs and their performance aesthetics at close range. It is expected that 
melodic and rhythmic structural investigations would further illuminate the practices of 
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Rising from the Ashes of “The Grove”: The Efficacy and Aesthetics of protest 
songs represented in Ry Cooder’s Chávez Ravine 
 
Donnacha M. Toomey 
 
This chapter interrogates American singer-songwriter Ry Cooder’s songs of social 
protest, from his 2005 concept album, Chávez Ravinei. Focused on the plight of a Los 
Angeles Mexican American neighbourhood ii  of the same name during Cold War, 
Cooder’s re-examination is particularly symbolic as contemporary tensions between the 
United States and Mexico come under intense global scrutiny. Having reinterpreted 
numerous socio-politically motivated songs early in his career iii , Chávez Ravine 
spearheaded Cooder’s foray into the protest song “genre” (Martinelli 2017). Deploying 
content analysis, I examine the efficacy of “musical utterance” (Nettl 2010, 45) as anti-
gentrification protest. This is partially achieved through consideration of the 
communicative measures advocated by cultural theorist and literary critic Mikhail M. 
Bakhtiniv. What Frith (1996; 1986) terms “non-verbal devices” are also examined in 
enriching the listener experience. Ultimately, it is the reciprocal relationship between 
the lyrical content and musical accompaniment which sustain Cooder’s socio-political 
narratives, a dialogue which becomes integral in contextualising the wider legacy of 
Chávez Ravine. Drawing on the political views expressed in other recordings 
throughout his career and sources which include other protest singers, part of my 
analysis considers the evolution of Cooder’s sound as sonic protest.  
Underpinning the protest songs of Chávez Ravine is the global phenomenon of 
“gentrification” (Atkinson and Bridge 2013, 51-70; Smith and Williams 2013), a term 




working-class Londoners from urban centres by middle class colonists. Often expressed 
as regeneration, or urban renewal, gentrification is a process which in addition to 
altering an area’s socio-cultural infrastructure, is consistently negotiated in the name of 
progress. While according to Slater (2011, 572-74) gentrified neighbourhoods undergo 
a “spatial” metamorphosis as a consequence of their prolonged neglect, he argues that 
the phenomenon stems from a wider issue of “class inequality”. Although pre-dating 
the first wave v  of gentrification by several years, displacement of the Mexican 
American inhabitants of Chávez Ravine echo its more contemporary interpretations as 
“white Anglo appropriation of urban space” (Atkinson and Bridge 2013, 52) or the 
“transformation from low-status neighbourhoods to upper-middle-class playgrounds” 
(Shaw 2008, 1698). The transformation of an enclave such as Chávez Ravine into a 
state-of-the-art playground, (in this case an elitist sports stadium), is an early instance 
of what Smith (2002, 427) terms “neoliberal urbanism”. Lees (2012, 161) shares such a 
view, arguing that the prevalence of gentrification is predicated on its accordance with 
neoliberalism vi , where economic interests triumph over human values. Moreover, 
financially motivated “replacement” is deemed intrinsic to Latino gentrification 
(Inzulza-Contardo 2011, 2103), with “traumatic” results for those who attempt 
resistance. Despite efforts to reimagine gentrified areas as “urban renaissance” (Lees 
2008; Evans 2002) or “creative cities” (Florida 2005; Tay 2005; Peck 2005, 742), 
maintaining continuity with the traditions of existing neighbourhoods remains 
problematic. The neighbourhood of Chávez Ravine represents a particular case, as 
subsequent to being denied improved housing, the area was completely demolished, 
hence the cataclysmic bearing on its inhabitants. While the protest songs of Ry Cooder 
on Chávez Ravine voice adversity towards the process of gentrification they also 




Broadly speaking, I concur with Weinstein’s (2006, 4) assertion that the word “protest” 
in “protest song” signifies “opposition to a policy, an action against the people in power 
that is grounded in a sense of injustice”. While I argue that Cooder’s voice is combative 
on Chávez Ravine, his form of protest song is invariably codified so as to accommodate 
both historical and cultural context. For this reason, it does not strictly adhere to the 




Laing (2003, 345). Pre-eminently, Chávez Ravineviii  represents social protest songs 
which preserve their integrity as “functional music” (Martellini 2017, 9) encouraging 
solidarity on behalf of the listener. Central to the effectuality of protest songs is their 
ability to communicate sonically, which is “why we don’t read protest songs, we listen 
to them” (Moore 2013, 397). While content analysis (Krippendorff 2012; Krippendorff 
and Bock 2009) has proven effective in interrogating audio scientifically (Stemler 
2015, 9-10) rather than conform to a stringent interpretation of this method I focus on 
one which considers communicative measures both in terms of “meanings” and 
“intentions” (Prasad 2008, 173). As a methodology, its strength according to Prasad 
(ibid., 176), lies in dealing with a “social phenomenon such as prejudice, discrimination 
or changing cultural symbols”. My analysis begins by contextualising Ry Cooder’s 
connectivity to the recorded work of Chávez Ravine, giving consideration to influences 
from his early years as a session musician in Los Angeles. This is supported through 
illustration of the political backdrop from which Cooder emerges in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s, drawing parallels with the quandary which became known as “The Battle 
of Chávez Ravine” (Hines 1982). Cooder’s form of protest is social in the way he 
constructs a “sonic vocabulary” (Regev 2013, 162) with a view to actuating change. 
Features of Bakhtin’s “dialogic communication” (1979; 1984) are considered in 
understanding the connection the artist (Cooder) strives to achieve with the listener 
(other). As Bakhtin (1990, 170) affirms “the voice can sing, only in a warm 
atmosphere, only in the atmosphere of possible choral support” and I posit that Cooder 
secures allegiance by composing a tangible identity for Chávez Ravine largely through 
the subjects of the aesthetic experience (listening audience). Drawing on the work of 
sociomusicologist Simon Frith (1996, 159) I consider “words (as a source of semantic 
meaning), rhetoric (words being used in a musical way) and voices (“human tones” as 
“signs of persons and personality”). On occasion, rhetoric and voices are substantiated 
through the musical interplay between English, Spanish and Mexican American slang 
as articulated by Cooder and his musical collaborators.  
 
Contextualizing Chávez Ravine 
 
Son of an Irish German father and Italian American mother, composer and multi-
instrumentalist Ryland Peter “Ry” Cooder was destined to become an astute observer 




up in post-World War II California. Since his return to recording solo albums again in 
2005, following a lengthy period in collaboration with a wealth of international 
performers, Cooder’s gravitation towards the powerful storytelling models of his early 
musical influences is palpable. There is evidence to suggest that he was intrigued by the 
work of political songwriters such as Woody Guthrie even as a child: “Those records 
and those photographs, the farm security photographs, they made a big impact. I was 
intrigued by his voice. Of course, the guitar interested me. I was trying to learn them 
when I was a kid” (Cooder, cited in Mc Kinley Jr. 2011). Furthermore, a deep-rooted 
blues upbringing resulted in heightened expressivity having learned the music first 
hand in his local community. Cooder’s early exposure to Bahamian guitarist and singer 
Joseph Spence (Metting 2001, 86) and blues guitarist and vocalist Blind Boy Fuller 
(Cooder 2014) were particularly inspirational. He cites influential music venue The 
Ashgroveix however as being instrumental in mastering his craft (Sullivan 2011, 38). At 
the epicentre of the folk and blues revival of 1950s and 1960s Los Angeles, The 
Ashgrove was an environment where young musicians such as Cooder could observe 
established performers informally. In addition to providing exposure for political 
songwriters including Pete Seeger and Phil Ochs it attracted blues masters like 
Mississippi John Hurt, and Reverend Gary Davis whose techniques Cooder could study 
up close. In effect, Cooder was fully immersed in what Brian Eno (2009) calls a 
Scenius x , a dynamic musical scene which gave people a place to work across 
communities and spaces. Notably, at The Ashgrove, Cooder formed the Rising Sons 
with Henry Saint Clair Fredericks Jr. (better known as Taj Mahal) in 1964 at just 
seventeen years old, becoming part of one of the first multi-ethnic performing acts of 
the time (Jackson 2015). The venue however became associated with political unrest in 
the late 1960s. Following a 1968 visit to Cuba, U.S. academic Donald Bray reports 
being “heckled” and “assaulted” by a band of Cuban exiles “under the command of 
Comandante Duarte, a residual part of J. Edgar Hoover's COINTELxi Program” (Bray 
2009, 124-126). Scheduled appearances by Bray prompted two arson attacks on The 
Ashgrove, leading to its closure in 1973. It was evident that as a Santa Monica native, 
in addition to his proximity to both the Norteño and Conjunto musical forms and in the 
midst of folk-blues revivalism, Cooder was embroiled in a turbulent political setting. It 
was a backdrop which would permeate his first concept album some decades later.   
On Chávez Ravine (2005) Cooder presents his musical account of the 




Angeles, an album where he is very outspoken about the “red scare”xii. Chávez Ravine 
was the subject of a redevelopment plan shrouded in controversy as campaigns to 
provide improved housing for its residents never materialised. The area was 
subsequently demolished and a new baseball stadium was erected in its place following 
a deal with Brooklyn Dodgers owner Walter O’Malleyxiii. Professional sports stadiums 
are renowned for providing “windfalls for host cities” (Baade et al. 2008, 795), hence 
the proposition for an economically redundant Chávez Ravine. In “The Provisional 
City: Los Angeles Stories of Architecture and Urbanism” Dana Cuff’s general 
statements about urban development suitably describe the situation at Chávez Ravine: 
“The dominant places are sited upon others that have somehow lost their value in the 
city. And the new inhabitation comes into being convulsively, sometimes violently, 
leaving little trace of what it evicted” (Cuff 2000, 5). Importantly, Cuff’s viewpoint 
illustrates a crumbling of ethics in conceding to persuasive business and political 
interests, a key feature of gentrification which supports Tom Slater’s (2011) 
interpretation referred to earlier. In the case of Chávez Ravine, more than displacement 
it signifies decimation of the habits, customs and beliefs of an ethnic group. Situated 
within a region of Elysian Park it was not, however, the first time this part of Los 
Angeles had been represented in song. "Preserven el Parque Elysian" by M. Kelian had 
been recorded by Pete Seeger (greatly admired by Cooder) on his 1966 album “God 
Bless the Grass”. Cooder’s recent political narrativesxiv are however more outspoken 
than the approaches taken by Seeger. From the outset, we sense that this is a personal 
project for Cooder manifested through the confluence of socio-political and musical 
excursions past and present. Chávez Ravine is essentially Cooder’s retrospective 
musical response to the scale of injustice served here and a gestalt entity which steeps 
the listener in the former neighbourhood. He substantiates the moral dualism at play 
where on the one hand seemingly philanthropic activities are juxtaposed with 
misappropriation elsewhere. In advance of hearing the songs, political tensions are 
contextualised by way of the formidable cover art, portraying a narcissistic skeletal 
figure bulldozing the neighbourhood while overlooked by a UFO. The cigar smokingxv 
skeleton, crowned with a baseball cap, is symbolic of endemic societal oppression, 
further compounding Hackworth’s definition of gentrification as the “production of 
space for more affluent users” (2002, 815). Its striking red background provides the 





Protest songs of Chávez Ravine 
 
Sonically Chávez Ravine generates lasting visuals inspired by the photography of Don 
Normark who began chronicling the community as a student in 1948. The title of the 
opening track on the album is directly linked to the images captured by Normark, who 
on recalling the project decades afterwards remarked "I began to think I had found a 
poor man's Shangri-la” (Normark 1999, 11). In “Poor Man’s Shangri-La”, Cooder 
welcomes the listener to the neighbourhood in a whispering Mississippi John Hurt like 
voice, introducing one of its residents simply as a “friend”. Cooder’s first hand 
utterances (Bakhtin 1986, 91) are intimate, adopting a hushed tone as if he is 
recounting the story around the campfire or from his back porch. The “friend” here is 
as much about the lost neighbourhood, as it is about its inhabitants. He imagines how 
Chávez Ravine would have appeared to a young visitor from outer space at the time. 
Cooder’s space vato (short for chivatoxvi) is a dude or cool guy hovering overhead in a 
UFOxvii curiously drawn to the area after picking up a Julian Herreraxviii song on his 
radio. It is a satirical yet pointed reference to the frequently reported UFO sightings of 
the 1950s (Geppert 2012; Vizzini 2008), suggesting that aliens were in fact messengers, 
forewarning residents of impending political corruption. The protest song advances that 
aliens, (also synonymous with “outsider” and a dual reference to the “negative” 
connotations of “undocumented immigrants”) (Chávez 2012, 26)) are more trustworthy 
than civil representatives. Cooder employs the objective space vato to query the 
significance of the “red cloud” overhead, as he descends to socialise with the people of 
Chávez Ravine. Employing Bakhtin’s “expressive intonation” Cooder adopts the voice 
of a casual passer-by to highlight what many are choosing to disregard. It is a technique 
for “stitching together the said, in the speech of the speaker and the unsaid in the 
context of the situation” (Clark and Holoquist 1984, 208). Cooder’s approach is in 
effect, “double voiced”. Firstly, acting as the narrator he verbalises the setting at 
Chávez Ravine and subsequently he interrogates the situation on behalf of the space 
vato as his time traveller. In doing so he establishes “dialogic communication” (Bakhtin 
1979; 1984) between the space vato and the listener in trying to understand why this 
was identified as a Communist area and why it was necessary to destroy such a pleasant 
community. Aesthetically, this is closely aligned with Ry Cooder’s earlier blues-based 
recordings which by their very nature rely on call and response mechanisms. 




harmonius relationship with many voices. Cooder’s rhythmic use of English and 
Spanish enhances such kinship thereby developing a rapport with the listener. The 
resulting multivocality or polyphony enhances both the musicality and dynamics of the 
lyrical component. As proclaimed by DeNora (2000, 73-74), music is a material people 
use to “fill out and fill in to themselves modes of aesthetic agency and, with it 
subjective stances and identities”. Here Cooder demonstrates both a fondness and 
solidarity with the people of Chávez Ravine thereby affirming fundamental 
characteristics of his own identity. Cognisant of the power of protest songs he 
orchestrates a combative force, aggregated through musical collaborators from the 
epoch. In “Poor Man’s Shangri-La” Cooder adopts a celebratory approach to the past, 
grateful for the existence of Chávez Ravine, but in doing so cautions the risk of 
complacency. Depicting the neighbourhood as inoffensive and convivial he feels 
nonetheless compelled to voice his anger at its destruction:  
 
“Occasionally there would be photographs in the paper of some 
poor Mexican family from the ravine watching some bulldozer tear 
up their little house while being harassed by the LAPD or lectured 
to by some city politician. I didn’t understand any of this until later, 
long after the deal had gone down. In those days, they called such 
thing progress” (Cooder 2005a, 3) 
 
Evidently, the case of Chávez Ravine was already embroiled in a neoliberal construct of 
“competitive progress” (Slater 2006, 744) a key factor upon which gentrification is 
founded.  
Cooder re-establishes the link with the space vato later in the album on the track 
“El UFO Cayó” (A UFO fell) where on a “mission of prophecy” (Cooder 2005a, ibid.) 
he speaks to the inhabitants of Chávez Ravine in Los Angeles based Mexican Amercian 
slang, Caló. This slang, a product of Pachucoxix culture voiced by Don Tostixx adds 
accurate “human tones” and “personality” to the recording (Frith 1996, ibid.). 
Employing a continual drone suggestive of the hovering UFO and the musicality of 
Hispanic and Latino American subculture, Cooder is unequivocally trying to get back 
to the “molten lava of events as they happen” (Bakhtin cited in Holoquist 1993, 10). A 
native of El Paso, Texas, Tosti is as authentic a voice as Cooder could have wished for 
in urging the inhabitants to be vigilant as they face eviction. Tosti’s rich spoken word 
further prompts the listener to scrutinise the politicised response to the housing crisis. 




for the displacement of their community, supporting the gentrification discourse of 
Atkinson and Bridge (2013). Ultimately, it is Tosti’s smouldering timbre and poise, 
which negotiate one of the album’s more effectual declarations of protest. Cooder 
bolsters Tosti’s message by responding with discernible traces of the guitar motif from 
“Tequila”xxi (1958), suggestive that the neighbourhood’s revelry is coming to an end. 
The realisation becomes pronounced as the signature melody fragments, fades and 
disappears. Co-written with musicians Juliette Commagere (vocals), Jared Smith 
(keyboards) and his son Joachim, in this protest song Cooder is irritated perhaps most 
of all by the false hopes of the inhabitants. Discounting the space vato’s message, 
Commagere responds on behalf of the community of Chávez Ravine, voicing the 
agonising repercussions of “rising anglo hegemony” (Starrs 2007, 405). Lyrically, it 
emphasises that landowners’ entitlements are meaningless, including one’s place of 
birth. 
  As evident from the lyrical content, Cooder is firmly polarised in his stance, 
supporting a view articulated by George and Tollefsen, (2011, 125) that human rights 
are categorically determined by “some other group of individuals”. In conversation 
with Nic Harcourt on Santa Monica based radio station KCRW Cooder insists that 
plans for Chávez Ravine consisted of a “front room” where there was an interest in 
creating affordable housing but also a “back room” which wanted to privatise the area 
and remove what was considered a slum (Cooder 2005b). As “music…brings man 
closer to man and always gives us some idea about our own kind” (Rousseau 1997, 
292), Cooder strongly opposes the passivity of his fellow citizens who he holds 
accountable for disturbing the ecology of an entire locality.  
The heightened political repression of McCarthyism,xxii and the fear state which Cooder 
attributes to J. Edgar Hooverxxiii and Nixonxxiv in particular, was pinpointing where the 
fear would surface next. In this case, Cooder cites the “red scare” or effective branding 
of the “self-sustaining” diaspora of Chávez Ravine as communist (Cooder 2005b, 
ibid.). Elysian Park Heights, a progressive suburban area managed by housing official 
Frank Wilkinson (1914-2006) was proposed to replace Chávez Ravine and 
internationally renowned architect Richard Neutra was hired to lead its design. 
Conservatives of the opinion that public housing was “creeping socialism” (Kaufman 
2008, 624), led to surveillance of Wilkinson by the FBI (under Hoover’s command). 
Dossiers supplied by Los Angeles police chief William Parker subsequently prompted 




American Activities Committee (HUAC) xxvi , Wilkinson was sentenced to trial, 
condemned and finally imprisoned: “It’s absolutely the tragedy of my life. I was 
responsible for uprooting hundreds of people from their own little valley and having the 
whole thing destroyed” Wilkinson (Goldberg, 2010).  
Don’t call me Red, the musical account of Frank Wilkinson’s predicament, is 
presented in the style of a James Ellroy crime story (Cooder 2005c), promptly situating 
the listener by way of a vintage radio signal. Cooder’s effective use of short staccato 
sentences (characteristic of Ellroy) creates a sense of anxiety in Wilkinson’s voice 
further heightened by the quiver in Cooder’s vocalisations (non-verbal devices) and 
reciprocating guitar tremolo: “Don’t call me red, don’t turn me down, I’ve got a plan. 
Richard Neutra is my friend, and he’s the man”. For the purposes of this analysis “non-
verbal devices” signify communicative measures exercised through para-language such 
as “emphases, sighs, hesitations and changes on tone” (Frith 1988, 120). While altering 
the mood of the piece it facilitates an elaborate transition to heighten Wilkinson’s 
quandary. Cooder’s salient vocal montage with 1950s actor Jack Webb interrogating 
Wilkinson invigorates this trajectory over a sound bed of crime jazz, typical of 
Detective Television series from the period. With Webb reinterpreting his role as a 
police sergeant from “Dragnet”xxvii the investigation continues to the sound of Cooder’s 
thumping repetitive guitar riff over hypnotic Miles Davis influenced modal trumpet. 
Such guitar repetition is effectual in transmitting a feeling of injustice and 
hopelessness, a prevailing characteristic of the blues aesthetic. Juxtaposed with the 
charge of the dissonant jazz trumpet this polyphonic sequence resonates like a siren 
indicating that plans for Elysian Park Heights have spiralled into chaos. Intermittently, 
Cooder employs the lingering chant of “Red Cloud, over Chávez Ravine” by Juliette 
and Carla Commagere to starkly reiterate the directive of his entire album, that its 
inhabitants were stigmatised and unjustifiably banished through a premeditated 
acrimonious intervention. Where Platoff (2005, 248) argues that music is frequently 
“ignored or, at best, treated as a separate entity” from the words, for the realisation of 
expressive communication, music must of course be considered at one with the words. 
Adopting a story, he learned from speaking to the Father of Chicanoxxviii music 
Eduardo “Lalo” Guerrero, Cooder crafted the persuasive “Corrido de Boxeo”. Guerrero 
was very familiar with the destruction of Chávez Ravine and after sharing his memories 
of two of its boxers Carlos and Fabela Chávez, Cooder saw an opportunity to 




athletes as representatives of the injustices often served in competing honourably. The 
protest song advances that fighting against gentrification is futile as even the most 
resilient of opponents are eventually overcome. Delivered in a classic Mexican story 
format this song opens with the distinctive accordion sound of Leonardo “Flaco” 
Jiménez with Ry Cooder on bajo sexto (a 12-string Spanish/Mexican guitar) and guitar. 
The key lyrical message emerges in the ironic “if you fight clean, you’ll always win, 
never lose”. Sung in Spanish by Guerrero, this song represents the true embodiment of 
injustice served at Chávez Ravine. 
Cooder’s packaged utterances clearly emerge as “universals of music” (Nettl 
2010, 30), forming the “building blocks” which extend beyond the context of the 
enclave. This becomes most evident in the inclusion of Guerrero’s personal story, 
substantiated through “Barrio Viejo” (old neighbourhood), a song which mourns the 
destruction of his former residency in Tucson, Arizona. Mirroring Chávez Ravine, 
Barrio Viejo was also a Mexican American commune. It is the only song on the 
recording where Cooder detaches himself as musical contributor, thus heralding 
Guerrero as authentic carrier of its message. Through Guerrero, Cooder is determined 
to present an interpretation closer to the truth than one mediated through political 
discourse. Recounting the equivalent of his “Poor man’s Shangri-La” Guerrero’s asks 
how “in the name of progress” the walls framing their livelihood were reduced to 
debris, thus continuing the wider gentrification narrative. It is a poignant moment in the 
song, articulating solidarity with the universally oppressed, of whom Guerrero himself 
is a former member. Upon hearing Guerrero’s “expressive intonation” and gravelly 
“non-verbals”, it is evident that those deprived of a voice are finally getting an 
opportunity to speak through the former labour activist. For Guerrero however, he was 
merely continuing his support of the Hispanic cause as previously acknowledged by 
former civil rights activist Cesar Chávez (Areyan 2010, 20). Again, in a Bakhtinian 
sense polyphonic voices are employed to stimulate listener participation. The interplay 
between Guerrero’s voice and the accordion of Jiménez within a conjunto ensemble not 
only constitutes a portal to musical heritage but also to the wider experience of what 
Kun (2000) calls “the aural border”. Guerrero’s heartfelt delivery and uncluttered 
instrumentation enhance the song’s politicisation as there is nowhere to conceal the 
utterance.  
Just as Chávez Ravine was inspired by the photography of Normark, Cooder 




project, incorporating his enthusiasm for automobiles, Cooder commissioned artist 
Vincent Valdarez to commemorate Chávez Ravine in a series of murals on a 1953 
Chevrolet lowrider truck (Lopez 2008, 18-20). The meticulously crafted bodywork 
awakens a time machine thereby becoming the perfect travel companion for the protest 
songs of the album. It is an indelible reminder of the events which continue to haunt 
Dodgers Stadium and is preserved aesthetically for generations. One of its most striking 
images is the eviction of resident Aurora Aréchiga by law enforcement, which at the 
time “seared the fate into the minds of Los Angeles residents” (Lopez 2009, 456). It 
was the subject of a large media presence becoming a focal point of the Great Wall 
mural in Los Angeles much later in 1983. The concept of a mobile mural in the form of 
a period vehicle is perhaps more persuasive however in publicising a monumental 
injustice of this scale. It was as Cooder explains a “vehicle for keeping the story alive” 
and a vivid way not to forget (George, 2007). So as to avoid embellishment of the story 
this was his way to “set the record straight” as “El Chávez Ravine” went on display to 
the public in 2007xxix. Furthermore, “El Chávez Ravine” served as a key reminder of 
Latino gentrification and a physical counterpart for Cooder’s protest songs.  
Becoming acquainted with Chávez Ravine allows absolute immersion in a lost 
world, one which we are grateful for having had the privilege to visit, “it’s clearly the 
traveller who gets captured by what he finds, swallowed by the landscape and remade 
by it” (Smith 2005, 144). “El Chávez Ravine” fuses the sounds of Cooder’s songs of 
social protest with contemporary artistic practice. His evolution as a musical 
collaborator and citizen of Los Angeles is what informs his ability to undertake an 
album as aesthetically complex as Chávez Ravine. He is therefore a persuasive 




Ry Cooder’s creative response to the controversial gentrification of the Mexican 
American enclave at Chávez Ravine has led to powerful protest songs rich in emotion, 
temporal dynamics and broader contemporary symbolism. On examination of Cooder 
the protest singer, his compositions are all the more persuasive as they reside at the 
intersection between his personal narrative and the lived experience of his 
collaborators. While he has proved a master musician, collaborator and producer in 




become important vehicles to convey utterances of protest. Adopting traditional 
musical forms whose origins lie within the marginalised communities he represents, 
Cooder’s socio-political revolt is most effective when mediated through “sonic 
vocabulary”. Grounded in the “dialogic communication” techniques of Bakhtin and the 
“non-verbal devices” of Simon Frith, such a framework for Chávez Ravine realises a 
unique vantage point for the listener. Content analysis reveals that this is largely 
achieved through vocalisations, polyphony and characterizations which speak to the 
listener at an emotionally engaging level. Cooder’s real and imagined narratives 
negotiate a cultivated assault on supremacy and gentrification with a momentum often 
subdued within the musical genres he so devotedly endorses. As acknowledged by 
Dugan and Strong (2001, 329-64), “music makes a world present” and Cooder invites 
us to “listen to the music for the memory of what you can no longer see” (Kun 2006, 
512-14). It is evident that Cooder’s political receptivity and musical repercussions are 
inseparable, thus forming the fulcrum of his retrospective work.  
Former Cooder collaborator film maker Wim Wenders (2001, 333) affirms “the 
most political decision you make is where you direct people’s eyes”, using clever 
narrative techniques Cooder the protest singer has become a master at directing 
people’s ears, allowing them to create powerful visuals through the architecture of his 
music. Although stylistically he has journeyed quite some distance from his early days 
in “Rising Sons”, his determination to rise musically in the name of justice and his 
counter-hegemonic stance is unremitting. “Encouraged” (Sturges, 2005) by the ethnic 
groups whose voice he represents, Cooder’s approach to protest songs has proved 
effectual in bringing the political quandary of Chávez Ravine to a wider audience. 
While Chávez Ravine represents a persuasive artefact and symbol of protest against the 
oppression of Mexican American citizens embroiled in Cold War politics, the extended 
state of political tension often referred to as “the new cold war” (Buzan 2006; Chomsky 
1982) calls for what Cooder later referred to as “a different kind of protest song” 
(George 2011). It is therefore no surprise that Cooder’s consequential song narratives 
are both fierce and unapologetic on subsequent releasesxxx, thus continuing his efficacy 
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i The first and most compelling in a series of three studio albums widely referred to as the California 
Trilogy along with My Name Is Buddy (2007) and I, Flathead (2008). Chávez Ravine, Nonesuch, Perro 
Verde, 7559-79877-2, [CD] 2005, My name is Buddy, Nonesuch, Perro Verde, 7559-79961-2, [CD] 2007 
and I, Flathead, Nonesuch, Perro Verde, 7559-79900-5, [CD] 2008. 
 
ii Comprised of three small villages La Loma, Palo Verde, and Bishop Canyon and named after Julian A. 
Chávez (1808-1879-former landowner and member of Los Angeles City Council). 
 
iii On establishing himself as a solo artist Cooder reinterpreted Woody Guthrie’s “Do-Re-Mi” on his self-
titled debut recording (Ry Cooder, 1970) which addressed the reception of Dustbowl migrants in 
Cooder’s native California. The album also featured “How can a poor man stand such times and live” by 
Blind Alfred Reed. A protest singer in his own right, Reed recorded the track in the aftermath of the Wall 
Street Crash (1929). Cooder later featured Guthrie’s “Vigilante Man” on “Into the Purple Valley” (1972). 
 
iv Born in Orel, Russia (1895-1975). 
 
v Professor of Human Geography Loreta Lees identifies four waves of gentrification since the 1960s (see 
bibliography Lees, 2008). 
 
vi Jamie Peck describes neoliberalism as “a potent signifier for the kind of free-market thinking that has 
dominated politics for the past three decades” (since the era of Reagan and Thatcher) in his book 
“Constructions of Neoliberal reason” (Oxford University Press, 2010). 
 
vii On later albums including “Pull up some dust and sit down” (2011) and “Election Special” (2012) Ry 
Cooder’s uncompromising antipathy toward American politics is most apparent. 
 
viii  The album features both traditional and original songs; my analysis is directed toward newly 
composed works, namely; “Poor Man’s Shangri-La”, “El UFO Cayó”, “Don’t call me Red”, “Corrido de 
Boxeo” and “Barrio Viejo”. 
 
ix A performance venue located at 8162, Melrose Avenue in Los Angeles, founded in 1958 by Ed Pearl. 
 
x "Scenius stands for the intelligence and the intuition of a whole cultural scene. It is the communal form 
of the concept of the genius" from Brian Eno’s another Green World by Geeta Dayal, Bloomsbury 
Publishing USA, 2009, xix.  
 
xi  COINTELPRO is a portmanteau for COunter INTELligence PROgram which began in 1956 as 
conducted by the United States Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). 
 
xii A strategy of fear which according to Jonathan Michaels was brought about “to smear those who were 
not communists but rather socialists or liberals” in McCarthyism: The Realities, Delusions and Politics 
Behind the 1950s Red Scare, 2017, 20.  
 
xiii Bronx born O’Malley (1903-1979) was manager of the Brooklyn/Los Angeles Major League Baseball 
team from 1950-1979.  
 
xiv In “Pull up some dust and sit down” (2011) and “Election Special” (2012) 
 
xvWalter O’Malley was often photographed with a cigar. 
 
xvi Directly translated from Spanish chivato means informer.  
 
xvii Chávez Ravine was not Cooder’s first reference to a UFO in song form. In fact, he used the image of a 





song recorded for his album “The Slide Area” released in 1982 (Warner Bros., K 456 976, [Cass. Album] 
1982). 
 
xviii  Lead vocalist of 1950s Doo-Wop Group “Little Julian Herrera and the Tigers”. 
  
xix A Mexican-American subculture with origins in El Paso, Texas. 
 
xx  Edmundo Martinez Tostado, born in El Paso, Texas (1923-2004) and best known for the song 
“Pachuco Boogie”, recorded in 1948. 
 
xxi Latin style rock and roll instrumental originally recorded by The Champs. The track perhaps best 
remembered for the recording by jazz guitarist Wes Montgomery on his 1966 album of the same name.  
 
xxii “Any form of persecutory investigation likened to that conducted by (Senator Joseph) McCarthy” 
(Oxford English Dictionary). Originally coined by editorial cartoonist Herbert Block in The Washington 
Post, March 29th, 1950 during the period known as the Second Red Scare.   
 
xxiii Hoover was the longest serving director of the FBI from 1935-1972 
 
xxiv Richard Nixon was a HUAC member from 1947-1950 until elected to the US Senate in 1950.  
 
xxv  On grounds of first amendment (to the United States Constitution). 
 
xxvi  Brenda Murphy describes HUAC as “The Congressional body that is most closely associated 
with McCarthyism.", in “Congressional Theatre: Dramatizing McCarthyism on Stage, Film, and 
Television (Vol. 11), 2003, Cambridge University Press, 1. 
 
xxvii A Los Angeles based television and radio series first broadcast in 1951. 
 
xxviii Melissa M. Hidalgo describes chicano as “a US specific term that came into popular usage during 
the Civil Rights era of the 1960s”, a “(leftist, progressive) politicized Mexican American” but also a 
“person of Mexican descent born in the United States” in “Mozlandia, Morrissey fans in the 
Borderlands”, Headpress, 2016, 21. 
 
xxix At the Petersen Automobile Museum in Los Angeles. 
 
xxx Pull Up Some Dust and Sit Down (Nonesuch, Perro Verde 7559-79768-3, [CD] 2011) and Election 
Special, (Nonesuch, Perro Verde, 7559-79616-3, [CD] 2012). 
